Clean energy
and environment
export directory

The Australian Trade Commission
– Austrade – is the Australian
Government’s trade and investment
development agency.
Through a global network across 52 countries,
Austrade assists Australian businesses to succeed
in international business, attracts productive foreign
direct investment into Australia and promotes
Australia’s education sector internationally.
Our role is to advance Australia’s international trade
and investment interests by providing information,
advice and services.
Specifically, we:

›› Assist Australian enterprises to capture increased
export and overseas investment opportunities,
including through administration of the Export
Market Development Grants (EMDG) scheme and
TradeStart partner program.

›› Attract productive foreign direct investment (FDI)
into Australia, providing a range of services and
information to international investors and working
closely with state governments to streamline
investment facilitation.

›› Promote the Australian education sector in
international markets and assist Australian
education and training providers with
market information

›› Assist international buyers to locate and identify
the right Australian suppliers.

›› Provide advice to the Australian Government on its
trade and investment policy agenda.

›› Deliver Australian consular, passport and
other government services in designated
overseas locations.
For more information: call 13 28 78 within
Australia or +61 2 9392 2035 from outside
Australia; visit www.austrade.gov.au; or email
cleanenergy@austrade.gov.au.

Cover image: Rubicon Water’s automated FlumeGates
operating in Australia’s Murray-Darling basin
Photographer: Michael Kai
Image courtesy of Rubicon Water 2010. All rights reserved

CEO’s Foreword
Australia is one of the few countries in the world fortunate enough to have an abundant
supply of virtually all forms of renewable energy.
Australia has sunlight for solar, strong wind energy, vast hot non-volcanic geothermal
rocks, commercial feedstock and land for bioenergy, and strong wave capacity.
It is also a world leader in managing water scarcity and has a wealth of commercial
experience in environmental monitoring and remediation.
Australia is known for first-class R&D. Renowned scientists work on innovation across
the entire range of clean energy technologies, which are underpinned by solid
infrastructure capabilities, excellent project management, engineering, design and
construction skills.
The Australian Trade Commission – Austrade – delivers the Australian Government’s
Clean Energy Trade and Investment Strategy. Austrade helps Australia’s clean energy
and environmental technology businesses and services to grow through export and
outward investment.
This Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory brings together innovative
Australian companies active in off-shore markets to showcase Australia’s clean
technology capability internationally. The first national directory of its kind, it is
produced by Austrade to support Australia’s clean energy companies and is a valuable
publication for those seeking products, services and technologies to enhance their
business capability, and to reduce their environmental footprint.
The companies in this directory reflect Australia’s increasing capability in environmental
services, water, renewable energy and energy efficiency. Businesses in these sectors
supply markets in Asia, as well as the Americas, Europe and the Middle East.
The Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory is available through Austrade’s
global network of offices in 52 countries around the world, and can be downloaded
from Austrade’s website at www.austrade.gov.au.

Peter Grey
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Trade Commission
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Sector summaries
Bioenergy
Bioenergy is an established industry sector in Australia. Australian
companies, communities and governments have demonstrated
over the last 100 years the capacity to design, build, operate
and maintain projects and to develop technologies.
Australia has potentially vast biomass resources, world-class research teams, engineers
and entrepreneurs to grow the bioenergy sector both in Australia and off-shore markets.
Across Australia, there are 130 bioenergy electricity generation projects in operation,
another 47 projects proposed and a small number of biofuel producers. The industry
uses agriculture related wastes, such as bagasse, energy crops, landfill gas, sewage
gas, urban biomass and timber industries related wastes to generate heat, power and
transport fuels and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Small to medium sized Australian technology owners and product suppliers are active
in export markets, alongside bioenergy project developers and operators, and larger
international waste companies with a presence in Australia.
Australia hosts a growing group of experienced companies capable of partnering and
supplying bioenergy research, goods and services in international markets.

Carbon Capture & Storage
Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS) refers to a process chain
involving the capture, compression, transport, injection, long-term
underground storage and ongoing monitoring of carbon dioxide
(CO2) that would otherwise be released into the atmosphere.
Most work in this area is currently focussed on reducing CO2 emissions from coalfired power stations, but CCS could also mitigate CO2 emissions from gas-fired
power stations, gas processing facilities, cement kilns, steel mills, ammonia plants, oil
refineries and petrochemical plants.
Australia is active in CCS research, development and demonstration and CCS industry
expertise that could provide many export opportunities. These include:

››
››
››
››
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Geological mapping and assessment of potential storage sites
Design and installation of injection wells
CCS monitoring and verification technologies, and
Provision of CO2 capture and separation technologies.

Carbon Markets
Increasing awareness of climate change and environmental
problems are leading to a transition to low carbon economies
around the world, with the development of systems, services
and technologies all helping to achieve a low carbon goal.
Carbon has now been traded for more than a decade in voluntary markets and, since
2003, in compliance markets. World Bank figures show that the global carbon market
was worth US$64 billion in 2007.
Australian carbon services companies have wide ranging industry expertise and offer
diverse export capabilities in goods and services. These include:

›› Carbon management services, sustainable energy consultancy, and carbon
footprinting software

›› Offset providers
›› Carbon brokering, trading and exchange
›› Services to provide market intelligence, monitoring, reporting and verification of
projects, and

›› Services around the sale, transfer, trading and acquittal of emissions permits.

Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency – or, using less energy to provide the
same outcomes or level of service – is one of the main
strategies available to mitigate climate change.
It provides major opportunities to curtail overall energy usage, reduces the need for
expansion of energy infrastructure, and also facilitates introduction of cleaner electricity
generation technologies.
Australia is conducting extensive research and development into energy efficiency
applications in areas including smart grid and distributed energy systems, building
technology, and efficient mining and minerals processing.
Australia’s energy efficiency industry is well developed, with many companies operating
in the sector. Export opportunities include: smart grid development, energy efficient
building products, energy management services, energy auditing and monitoring
services, sustainable data services and remote managed services for utilities and
commercial buildings.
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Environmental Services and Technology
As one of the driest and most urbanised nations in the world,
Australia has long had a focus on promoting sustainability and in
managing resources wisely. As a result, Australia has considerable
expertise in the area of environmental services & technologies.
This industry has developed as a result of growing concern about environmental
problems, the increase in environmental regulations, population growth, and factors
that have placed increasing pressure on natural resources. It has also been driven by
technological changes which make innovative new ways of tackling environmental
challenges a possibility.
The challenge associated with finding new ways to increase environmental
sustainability has resulted in many significant export opportunities. These include:

›› Water, wastewater, and waste management, monitoring and treatment
›› Environmental management, monitoring, reports, auditing and evaluation, and
›› Environmental planning including – biodiversity and landscaping.

Geothermal
Used for generating electricity, geothermal heat can also be used
directly in industrial processes such as space heating, horticulture
and aquaculture, as well as for generating electricity.
Australia has immense potential for geothermal energy – a potential now being realised
through an upsurge in exploration for geothermal resources and investment in this low
emissions energy technology.
In 2009, there were 48 Australian geothermal energy companies, including 19 listed
companies, with 391 geothermal tenements covering 362,000 km2. Around A$325
million was invested in the geothermal industry between 2000 and 2008, and the
forecast for geothermal investment Australia-wide is over A$1.5 billion by 2012.
Australian geothermal companies are currently active internationally, securing
tenements, exploring and reporting geothermal reserves and developing heat and
power generation projects.
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Green Building
Australia stands at the forefront of sustainable building practices,
with strong and established international credentials.
Sustainable building practices are a cornerstone in efforts to tackle a range of climate
change issues – particularly greenhouse gas emissions, energy conservation, water
use (and reuse), the sourcing of materials and their use, and recycling.
Australian professionals have developed and refined best-practice across a broad
range of sustainable, ‘green’ building products and inclusions. These provide many
green building export opportunities, including:

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)
Insulation – including thermal mass regulation products
Floor coverings – including carpeting, timber flooring materials
Energy-efficient hot-water systems – including solar and heat-pump systems
Lighting systems
Smart-house technology, and
Industrial, commercial and residential water-saving and storage systems.

Solar
Australia is at the leading edge in the development and production
of solar technologies such as organic and concentrating photovoltaic
technologies, third generation dye solar cell technology and remote hybrid
solar-fossil (diesel or gas) systems for remote and off-grid applications.
Australia’s residential PV and hot water markets have grown strongly over the past 5
years and, subsequently, expertise has developed in product logistics, installation and
service provision, professional services such as finance and governance models.
Australia has a proud history of exporting quality solar hot water systems and
collaborating with international partners to commercialise new technologies. Export
opportunities continue to abound, in technology research and development, remote
area and off-grid systems, and solar water heating.
According to the peak industry association, the Clean Energy Council, Australia’s PV
industry is thriving, with 17 major Australian owned companies currently manufacturing
and distributing PV products to a domestic and international market. And, at least
nine Australian companies continue to manufacture and distribute solar water heating
products to the domestic and international markets.
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Water
The World Bank estimates that by 2030 the demand for potable
water will exceed supply by 40 percent and that economic growth
will drive a 45 percent increase in demand for agricultural water
and an 87 percent increase in demand for industrial water.
Australia can provide the engineering and technology solutions to help bridge
these gaps.
Australia is recognised as a world leader in the management of water scarcity and has
developed unique approaches to water policy, management, distribution and efficiency.
Australia also has world class capabilities in R&D, project management, engineering
and technology to address water scarcity at an affordable cost.
Australian companies are very active in overseas markets with expertise spanning
agricultural, industrial and urban water applications.

Wave and Tidal
Strong government support and onshore available wave resources
have encouraged innovative companies to develop and test wave and
tidal power generation and desalination technologies in Australia.
Expertise has developed in deploying wave rider buoys and collection and analysis of
wave energy data to prioritise demonstration and commercialisation sites.
Innovative Australian companies have also patented wave and tidal technologies, are
continuing to demonstrate those in Australian conditions, and bid for sites in off-shore
markets such as Spain and the UK.
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Wind
The Australian Government has initiated the Australian Wind
Energy Forecasting System and backed the development and
installation of software and systems for the effective forecasting
of wind energy generation in Australian electricity networks.
The Wind Energy Forecasting System is one of a number of initiatives which have
encouraged the development of new capabilities in the wind industry and helped a
major expansion of wind generation in Australia.
Australian wind companies are active around the world, sharing engineering,
construction, finance, legal and energy market expertise with international partners.
Key areas of capability showcased in this Export Directory include:

›› Wind energy assessments and forecasting to identify wind resources and
potential sites

›› Project design and systems, and providing opportunities for value-added services to
export markets

›› Planning, financing, building and operating sites, and
›› Hybrid wind/diesel systems.
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With an abundance of clean energy
resources in Australia, Australian
ingenuity and innovation has
produced ground-breaking clean
energy and environmental solutions
being delivered to the world.

Montague Island National Park
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Image courtesy of the UNSW School
of Photovoltaic and Renewable Energy
Engineering. All rights reserved.

Advitech Pty Ltd.
ABN

29 003 433 458

Company Profile

Contact

Steven Smith

Phone

+61 2 4961 6544

Email

steven.smith@advitech.com.au

Web

www.advitech.com.au

Address
		

1 Elizabeth Street
Tighes Hill NSW 2297

Advitech is an engineering and technology consulting company that has been
providing innovative, practical and efficient solutions to customers for over twenty
years. The Advitech Group is strategically positioned to provide a comprehensive
range of solutions across multiple industry sectors. Clients come from a wide
range of industries and vary in size from small businesses to large multi-national
organisations. The company’s range of services has grown to include most
areas of engineering, drafting, environmental services, management services
and software development. Delivered by Advitech’s team of over 50 professional
engineers, drafters, scientists, systems analysts/developers and support staff, the
company’s areas of expertise include the following:

Email us
Advitech Pty Ltd is a responsible,
professional and innovative technologybased organisation, providing engineering,
technology and information management
services to a broad customer base across
the manufacturing, industrial, commercial,
government and defence sectors.

Current Export Markets
South East Asia
China

Target Export Industries
Chemical, manufacturing, mining
and government

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Carbon capture and storage
Combustion and gasification
Environmental monitoring
Geothermal energy
Pyrolysis
Renewable generation
Waste energy
Waste management
Water heating
Water quality monitoring
Water saving technologies

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

››
››
››
››
››
››

Corporate Services – corporate level consulting and advice
Defence – technical and corporate services to the Defence industry
Engineering – mechanical, civil and structural design and drafting
Environment – planning, compliance, monitoring, modelling and reporting
ICT – software analysis, design and development
Process – process engineering, resource efficiency and
sustainable development

›› Projects – project development and management.
The Advitech Group is a collaboration of technology-focussed companies,
formed to leverage off each other’s insights and expertise for the benefit of
customers. This multi-disciplinary team of technical professionals applies their
specialist skills and industry experience to meet business needs. Current
partners in this group are Advitech Pty Ltd, Hushpak Engineering Pty Ltd,
and Novecom Pty Ltd. Companies within The Advitech Group are individually
operated and managed, allowing each to work independently or collaboratively.
The main advantage of working collaboratively is the ability to take a holistic
approach to service delivery. This not only allows for the development of
innovative ideas, but also working with the customer through the project lifecycle – from concept through to commissioning – to ensure optimal benefits
are achieved.

Technologies & Capabilities
Concern about the environment is at an all time high across the media,
government, business and the general community. With this, comes growing
regulatory requirements being imposed on businesses. Resource efficiency is
one of the keys to environmental sustainability – minimising water usage, energy
consumption and waste output not only helps the environment, but also achieves
substantial cost savings for organisations – from major industrial operations to
small businesses.
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Year Established
1988

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Project management
Software and ICT services
Technical consulting

Management Team
Larry Platt, Managing Director
Steven Smith, General Manager Operations
Michael Neville, Manager Engineering

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Advitech is a quality endorsed company,
fully accredited to AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000

Advitech’s Environment Division offers professional services in environmental
assessment and management to a broad spectrum of industry sectors,
including mining, industrial, chemical, manufacturing, commercial and all levels
of government. Advitech can assist companies in reducing their energy costs
through a range of services and activities.
Advitech’s ResourceWise program brings together the company’s experience
in resource efficiency and environmental sustainability to help organisations
improve their operations, meet their legislative requirements, save money, and
help the environment. The key benefit that ResourceWise offers to clients is an
engineering focus. Just one of the services offered under the program is energy
auditing. Beyond the audit – Advitech’s industry-experienced process and
materials engineers provide process design and optimisation services to make
improvements to operations. The ResourceWise Sustainable Business Program
provides carbon footprint estimation, resource audits, Emissions Trading Scheme
assistance, National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting assistance.
Advitech is also highly experienced in both environmental monitoring and
environmental assessment, particularly air and water quality and noise impact
assessment. In addition to monitoring services, Advitech also distributes,
operates and maintains the SentineX® remote data acquisition and reporting
product line. SentineX leads the way in environmental monitoring – its advanced
communication and reporting platform represents a giant leap forward from
manual data logging. It provides advanced capabilities for continuous monitoring
of environmental conditions with minimal human intervention.

Awards
Winner of Hunter Region Innovation Award
for provision of resource efficiency, cleaner
production and sustainable development

Company Background
Incorporated in 1988, Advitech Pty Ltd has grown from being a company of 7
staff to currently over 50 staff. Based in the Hunter Valley of NSW, the company
now has an additional Sydney office to meet growing demand. Since its
inception, Advitech has grown from strength to strength by building up a wide
and varied long term client base across all industry sectors. Advitech has also
expanded internationally with some projects in South East Asia and China.

Australian Projects
Environmental Assessment
Advitech recently assisted a large emitter reduce energy usage. The facility used
substantial amounts of energy for the production of iron and steel components
for the mineral processing market in Australia and overseas. The review identified
a variety of opportunities to reduce the site’s carbon footprint and associated
energy costs. Advitech helped its client identify substantial opportunities to
reduce site operating costs and carbon emissions. The assessment identified
ways to reduce the site’s energy use by up to 25%, resulting in A$596,000 of
annual energy savings alone.
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Aeris Environmental
ABN

19 093 977 336

Company Profile

Contact

Andrew Young

Phone

+61 2 8344 1315

Email

ayoung@aeris.com.au

Web

www.aerisenvironmental.com

Address
		

5/26-34 Dunning Avenue
Rosebery NSW 2018

Aeris Environmental is an expert in the environmentally friendly removal of the
bacteria and mould that naturally builds-up in air-conditioning, cold storage and
bulk water systems and then protecting the asset from recontamination. Aeris
Environmental has two core patented technologies, centred on multi-enzyme
biofilm removal solutions and residual anti-microbial coating. Aeris has developed
products for application in the air-conditioning and refrigeration service and
manufacturing industries, together with the large water treatment market.

Email us
Aeris Environmental is an integrated
environmental services and technology
company delivering energy savings,
improved efficiency and healthier indoor
air to its international customers through
the removal of microbial contamination and
protecting the asset from recontamination
in air-conditioning, cold storage and bulk
water systems.

Current Export Markets
USA
South East Asia
Japan
Malaysia
Middle East

Target Export Markets
UK
Europe
China
Canada
Africa

Aeris Environmental has four Business Units.

›› Air-conditioning (commercial and residential) – long term asset protection and
performance enhancement

›› Cold Storage – cool room performance solutions (Aeris Hygiene Services)
›› Water – biofilm removal in large water systems (Aeris Biological Systems)
›› Corrosion Protection – asset protection for air-conditioning and refrigeration
(AC&R) systems.
Aeris Environmental has also achieved a major technical milestone in the
development of its biofilm resistant polymers in collaboration with the CSIRO for
a range of environmental applications. These new polymers (plastic resins) have
been successfully injection moulded and extruded, creating a whole new class of
self-disinfecting, biofilm resistant polymer complexes. These AerisGuard ‘Smart
Surfaces’ are environmentally safe, non toxic to humans and are commercially
viable to manufacture across a broad range of applications. This novel range
of smart surfaces is protected by a strong patent position and will lead to the
development of commercial products with specific application in Aeris water
business units as well as in its other core markets.

Technologies & Capabilities
Biofilm is a global issue that costs billions of dollars every year in equipment
damage, product contamination and energy losses. Biofilm commonly occurs
in a range of aqueous environments and is the habitat for bacteria (Legionella)
and other harmful organisms. The impacts are far reaching, well known and
costly, including corrosion to oil pipelines, water cooling systems and loss in
productivity (e.g. in paper mills, mines and groundwater treatment plants). Biofilm
can dramatically affect the efficiency of commercial and industrial systems, with
significant consequences for both energy bills and the environment.
Each of Aeris Environmental’s business units uses core patented intellectual
property i.e. the AerisGuard range of multi-enzyme biofilm removal and residual
protection solutions.

›› Air-conditioning: The AerisGuard solution removes biofilm and then protects
the system from recontamination for 12 months. The major benefits to the
customer are significant energy savings, healthier indoor air quality and
improved environmental comfort to staff.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Target Export Industries
Brewing
Beer lines
Ice machines
Filtration remediation
Comfort cooling
Cold storage
Dairy manufacturer remediation

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Outward Investment
Joint Venture/Partnership

›› Refrigeration: By remediating and then protecting the refrigeration systems
in cool rooms, Aeris Hygiene Services has demonstrated to customers
significant energy improvements, restoration of cooling capacity, extended
product shelf life, conformance to industry hygiene standards and protection
of valuable assets.

›› Water: Aeris Biological Systems (ABS) remediates and controls biofilm in
large bulk water systems such as coal mines, groundwater treatment plants
and the water filtration/ purification industry. Customer benefits include
significant improvements in productivity, enhanced OH&S risk management
strategies and protection of valuable assets.

›› Corrosion Protection: Aeris Environmental has demonstrated the ability to
protect assets against environmental and galvanic induced corrosion which
leads to asset protection, life extension of assets, providing significant energy
savings, while boasting an environmentally friendly technology.

Company Background
Specialist Areas of Expertise
Clean Green Cleaning technologies via
biofilm digestion and removal

Listed Company
ASX Listed
ASX Code: AEI

Fields of Commerce
Environmental hygiene via patented
multi-enzymatic cleaning solutions and
anti-microbial protective coatings.

Management Team

Aeris Environmental is an Australian company that listed on the ASX in 2002. The
company has a number of distribution partnerships around the world including
3M in Japan and Trane in Indochina both servicing the Asia region. In early 2007
Aeris established new operations in Philadelphia and acquired a 60% majority
stake in Aeris Atlantic LLC, giving the company an important foothold and
immediate commercial revenue in the USA environmental services market.

International Projects
Pharmaceutical Corporation
A large multi-national pharmaceutical corporation conducted its own internal
validation of the AerisGuard remediation and protection technology and has
confirmed the technology provided an energy reduction of 15% which equates to
an estimated A$10 million saving per annum across its global operations.
The Boston Beer Company

Huw Jones, Executive Director and Chief
Executive Officer

Aeris Atlantic LLC won its first service contract in the brewing industry with The
Boston Beer Company, Inc. Boston Beer chose the AerisGuard system due to its
unique ability to restore efficiency by environmentally removing the contamination
build-up and then protecting the system from recontamination.

Steven Kritzler, Non Executive Director

Japan

Robert Waring, Company Secretary

In October 2006 Sumitomo 3M signed a two year distribution agreement for the
AerisGuard products.

Maurie Stang, Non Executive Chairman

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Commercial roll-out of the AerisGuard
system in the USA commenced in
March 2006 after Aeris Environmental
Ltd received regulatory approval for its
patented environmental services products
from the USA Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).

Casino in Atlantic City
The global casino operator is the world’s largest provider of branded casino
entertainment and has 48 casinos worldwide. The AerisGuard Solution was
implemented in 12 hotel rooms and results included increase in airflow – up to
66%, improvement in indoor air quality – up to 68%, and a peak temperature
drop of 26%. The casino operator is now planning to expand application of
AerisGuard throughout its network.

Australian Projects
BHP Billiton
ABS has been involved in extensive trials with a BHP Billiton coal mine. In March
2007 successful trials to control the biofilm build-up in BHP’s large underground
water circuit resulted a 12 month preventative service contract. Following this
success, Aeris is now in discussions with 11 other mines in Australia.
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Anaeco Ltd.
ABN

36 087 244 228

Company Profile

Contact

Tom Rudas

Phone

+61 8 9361 4777

Email

trudas@anaeco.com

Web

www.anaeco.com

Address
		
		

3 Turner Avenue,
Technology Park
Bentley, WA 6983

AnaeCo Ltd is an Australian Securities Exchange listed company (ASX: ANQ)
committed to providing environmentally, socially and commercially sustainable
solutions for the recycling of solid waste, including organic materials. AnaeCo’s
core business is the supply of DiCOM® system technology. The company
offers a complete project package that incorporates feasibility studies, securing
regulatory approvals, project finance, technology delivery, operation and
maintenance, as well as marketing the process outputs of electricity and both
recovered and recycled materials.

Email us
AnaeCo Limited is providing
environmentally, socially and commercially
sustainable solutions for the recycling of
solid municipal waste and production of
valuable bio-products

Target Export Markets
UK, USA, China, Vietnam, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, Poland, Slovenia,
Hungary, Greece

Target Export Industries
Municipal waste management
Landfill management and diversion
Organic fertiliser industry

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Anaeco takes urban waste and other residue wastes destined for landfill,
processes them through a single integrated vessel, and delivers high value
outputs in the form of biomass for compost, recyclable materials, and biogas
for power generation. The technology relies on batch processing of up to 750
tonnes per cycle but has the ability to be scaled up as modules to meet the size
of the feedstock.
AnaeCo delivers Alternative Waste Technology (AWT) facilities based on the
patented DiCOM® bioconversion process. The DiCOM® process is a complete
21st Century solution to the global challenge of environmentally responsible
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) management and offers unparalleled benefits
over existing Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) processes in its ability
to integrate with the established urban environment. The system incorporates
advanced sorting, recycling, anaerobic digestion and aerobic composting to
recycle MSW into renewable energy from biogas, agricultural grade compost and
recyclables such as steel, aluminium, glass and plastics, thus ensuring maximum
diversion from landfill and ensuring social, economic and environmentally
sustainable management of MSW.

Technologies & Capabilities
The DiCOM® process enables resource recovery intervention closer to source,
with improvement of existing waste transfer stations now a viable waste
management option. AnaeCo’s experienced team provides design, construction,
commissioning, operation and maintenance services for DiCOM® AWT facilities,
as well as management of all outputs including renewable energy, compost,
recyclable materials and non-recyclable residuals.
DiCOM® is a hybrid biological system that seamlessly integrates the natural
aerobic and anaerobic bioconversion cycles in a continuous, in-vessel process.
The elements of the sorting system are based upon rapid mechanical separation
incorporating trommel homogenisation, pulverisation (attrition of the softer
organic fraction), screening and subsequent processing of component fractions.
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals are removed using magnetic and eddy-current
separation; and glass and grit is removed from the organic fraction in a wet
separation process, prior to bioconversion.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bio energy
Biocompost
Biofuels
Biomass
Carbon capture and storage
Cogeneration
Combustion and gasification
Electrical transmission
Renewable generation
Waste management

The process integration mimics nature but achieves the bio-conversion outcome
significantly faster, in contrast with traditional approaches. This integration creates
a new process with a unique set of biological conditions for the microorganisms,
resulting in accelerated bioconversion of organic material to stabilised compost,
together with a period of biogas production.
All of this is achieved with unparalleled efficiency in materials handling,
conversion time, biological stability, energy usage and robustness of process.
The desirable outcomes of anaerobic digestion and aerobic composting are
accomplished at significantly lower capital and operational costs, within a closedvessel system. The DiCOM® system allows organic waste to be converted into a
high grade compost or biofuel and methane gas for green electricity production
inside a 21-day batch cycle.

Year Established
1999

Listed Company
ASX Listed: ANQ

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering consulting
Environmental consulting
Outsourced manufacture of company IP
Research and development

Management Team
Thomas Rudas – Managing Director
Richard Rudas – Executive Director
Professor Michael Dureau
– Non-Executive Director
Gianmario Alessio Capelli
– Non-Executive Director
Dr Ian Campbell – Non-Executive Director
David Andrew Lymburn
– CFO and Company Secretary

Technology or Patent/Ownership
AnaeCo owns all of the intellectual property
and patents for the DiCOM® process
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Company Background
The patented DiCOM® process was invented by Mr Thomas Rudas and has
been developed by AnaeCo Limited. Proceeds from a recently announced
$2 million capital raising will be used to further consolidate DiCOM® product
development and lay the groundwork for opportunities in the Australian, US,
UK, European and Asian markets. The company is beginning to receive global
recognition as a forerunner in the conversion of municipal and industrial solid
waste to high-value resources.

Australian Projects
AnaeCo’s personnel has a proven track record in the development and operation
of a number of waste management projects around Australia. During 2008/09,
AnaeCo developed a DiCOM® facility in Perth, Western Australian for the
Western Metropolitan Regional Council (WMRC).
This DiCOM® pilot facility is located in an urban area less than 6 kms from
the Perth CBD, and has been retro-fitted to an existing transfer station. The
performance of the plant has been independently verified by both SKM and GHD
as part of the approval process to expand the processing capacity from 18,000
tonnes per annum (Stage 1 single Bioconversion vessel) up to 55,000 tonnes per
annum (3 vessels) of municipal waste.
AnaeCo undertook all planning and environmental approvals processes for
the WMRC Stage 1 project, including community consultation and stakeholder
management. The project was constructed with full community support and
backing of the local action groups. AnaeCo has now received planning and
financial approval to begin Stage 2 expansion of the facility based on the back of
successful operation of Stage 1 operation.
AnaeCo had some of the most onerous license conditions due to the proximity
of the facility to a number of schools and hospitals (less than 1.0 km away). The
WMRC facility has been subject to strict environmental and odour monitoring
conditions imposed by its Environmental License, which was issued by the
Department of Environment and Conservation in Western Australia. During its
entire WMRC operating period AnaeCo did not receive any complaints from the
public regarding odour from the site.

Apollo Energy
ABN

45 118 108 044

Company Profile

Contact

James Walker

Phone

1300 855 484

Apollo Energy is a wholesale supplier of renewable energy components for both
on and off grid renewable energy systems through Australia and the Asia Pacific.

Email

sales@apolloenergy.com.au

Web

www.apolloenergy.com.au

Address
		

Level 2, 101-105 Clarke Street
South Melbourne, VIC 3205

Email us
Apollo Energy is a wholesale supplier of
renewable energy components for both on
and off grid systems through Australia and
the Asia Pacific.

Current Export Markets
South Pacific, NZ, Maldives, Africa

Target Export Markets
Expanding existing markets within the Asia
Pacific and Africa

Target Export Industries
Renewable energy industries, specifically
solar photovoltaic, solar hot water, solar
pumping and wind energy

Type of Business Sought
Export

Apollo Energy’s Australian designed and manufactured SunLock solar panel
mounting system has a corrosion resistant design, a static load capacity
exceeding hurricane force wind conditions and is easy to install. With an in house
product development team, Apollo Energy seeks to continuously improve its
product offering.
Apollo Energy is also a trusted supplier of well respected global brands such
as Sanyo, Sharp, Suntech, REC, Solarfun, SMA, Fronius, Xantrex, Aurora PowerOne, Outback Power Systems, Morningstar, Victron, Plasmatronics, Southwest
Windpower, Haze, Sonnenschein, Raylite, CTEK, OzCharge, EPS, Shurflo,
Sundanzer, and SunLock.

Technologies & Capabilities
Apollo Energy allows customers to easily order components online at
www.apolloenergy.com.au. The company’s team of renewable energy experts
provide its wholesale customers with prompt and professional service.
Apollo Energy has an in house product development team which is behind its
state-of-the-art SunLock solar panel mounting system. Manufactured in the
Hunter Valley and assembled in Melbourne, the SunLock systems are produced
using fully recyclable materials. SunLock also complies with the Australian/New
Zealand Standard on Wind Actions (AS/NZS 1170.2.2002) which means that it is
capable of withstanding strong wind conditions.
SunLock’s competitive advantage is its strength to weight ratio, meaning a
reduction in materials used, thereby reducing its environmental impact in the
manufacturing process as well as allowing the systems to be less expensive than
its competitors.
In addition, SunLock is easy for both installers and customers to assemble and
an online assembly guide (http://sunlock.com.au/support.php) is provided to
assist even the layman in putting the mounting system together. SunLock’s
versatility ensures it can be used on any sized panel and on a wide range of roof
slopes, with adjustable locking devices.
SunLock is available retail and wholesale through Apollo Energy.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Energy storage
Hybrid systems
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic
Wind energy

In 2005 four friends sat around a kitchen table - one was working in solar
energy, another was working was in IT, the third in sustainability and the fourth
in banking and finance. From the initial fervent kitchen table discussions, Apollo
Energy’s parent company Energy Matters was born - and functioned for its first
three months as an online distribution company of solar power systems and
components from the recesses of a garage.

Year Established
2005

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Import and wholesale
Manufacture of products

Management Team
James Walker, General Manager
John Cooper, Key Account Manager
Tod Mackay, Wholesale Account
Manager - Sunlock
Michael Austin, Component Sales Manager
Chris Anderson, Account Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Australian/New Zealand Standard on Wind
Actions, AS/NZS 1170.2.2002

Awards

›› Finalist - Port Phillip Business Excellence
Awards 2010: Environmental Impact Products and Services

›› Finalist - EcoGen Clean Energy
Awards 2010: Most Outstanding Clean
Energy Technology

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patent held for SunLock
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Within just a few years, Apollo Energy has grown to provide wholesale
renewable energy components to businesses around Australia and the Asia
Pacific, with ongoing focus on product development such as its Sunlock solar
mounting system.

Apricus Australia Pty Ltd.
ABN

12 111 285 271

Company Profile

Contact

Chris Taylor

Phone

+61 2 9818 2440

Email

Chris.Taylor@apricus.com.au

Web

www.apricus.com.au

Address
		

4 Harris Road
Five Dock NSW 2046

Apricus’ solar thermal systems are widely used in both residential and
commercial applications to provide hot water, space heating, industrial hot water
and even air-conditioning. Installing just one Apricus solar thermal collector
can reduce CO2 levels to as much as planting more than 200 trees. Apricus
is a global manufacturer and distributor of the highly efficient evacuated tube
solar hot water systems. The company currently distributes to over 30 countries
worldwide and has offices on four continents.

Email us
Apricus is a global company focussed
on providing simple and effective solar
solutions for families and businesses
concerned about the effects of climate
change and rising energy costs.

Current Export Markets
Western Canada
Malaysia
South Africa

Target Export Markets
Central and Eastern Canada
South Africa
Japan

Target Export Industries
Hot Water Industry

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Solar thermal

Apricus is dedicated to the design, manufacture and distribution worldwide
of premium quality products that provide both economic and environmental
benefits. The company undertakes ongoing research and development to
provide the most efficient and affordable solar hot water systems. Using
evacuated tube technology, the Apricus system outperforms flat-plate solar and
carries the longest warranties available in the market. Working in partnership with
respected industry suppliers, Apricus ensures only the highest quality products
are included in an Apricus solar hot water system.

Technologies & Capabilities
The Apricus Solar Collector represents the latest in thermal solar technology.
It is a highly efficient thermal solar system that takes advantage of efficiency
benefits provided by evacuated tubes, combined with heat pipes and glass
wool insulation. Apricus products are designed, manufactured, and warranted by
Apricus Solar, complying with all relevant Australian and international standards.
The Apricus Solar Collector is designed to provide a high solar thermal
conversion across both domestic and commercial applications. The evacuated
tube technology enables solar energy to be absorbed and converted into heat for
water heating. The Apricus’ collectors use a ‘twin-glass tube’ due to its excellent
reliability and efficiency. Each evacuated tube consists of two glass tubes made
from extremely strong borosilicate glass. The outer tube is transparent allowing
light rays to pass through with minimal reflection. The inner tube is coated with
a special selective coating (AI-N/AI) which features excellent solar radiation
absorption and minimal reflection properties. The top of the two tubes are fused
together and the air contained in the space between the two layers of glass is
pumped out while exposing the tube to high temperatures. This ‘evacuation’ of
the gasses forms a vacuum, which is an important factor in the performance of
the evacuated tubes.
The complete system package includes a collector, pump, controller and storage
tank. Each component is tried and tested to give consumers the comfort of
knowing their system is not only reliable but an investment that will endure
for generations.
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Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Engineering design
Import and wholesale
Training and workshops

Apricus Australia has grown by over 200% for the last 4 years. In that space
of time, the company has increased from supplying 20 retailers to nearly
2000 Australia wide. The operation which began in NSW has now expanded
to incorporate office and warehouse space in Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide
and Perth.

Management Team
Chris Taylor, CEO
Raghavan Srinivasa, Financial Controller
Nick Humphreys, National
Logistics Manager
Katey Fortheringham, National
Administration Manager
Jodie Garner, National Sales Manager
Mark Fearman, National Customer
Service Manager
Bryan Moss, National Technical Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Manufactured in line with ISO9001:2000
quality management requirements.

Awards

›› 2009 Telstra Business Award Finalist in
two award categories

›› MYOB Small Business Award and AMP
Innovation Award Finalist

›› Ranked number 31 of BRW Fast Starter
2007/08 List

›› Housing Industry Association 2008
Greensmart Product of the Year
Award Finalist

Technology or Patent/Ownership

›› Solar Collector – Solarkeymark – Europe
›› Solar Collector – Global Mark (AS/NZS
2712:2002) Australia & New Zealand

›› Solar Collector – SRCC OG-100
North America
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International Projects

›› Meadow Park Sports and Recreation Center, Whistler, Canada
›› Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada
›› University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
Australian Projects

›› Maroubra Surf Life Saving Club

Aqua Diagnostic Pty Ltd.
ABN

29 113 070 134

Company Profile

Contact

Roger Knight

Phone

+61 3 9763 9840

Email

r.knight@aquadiagnostic.com

Aqua Diagnostic’s business mission is to become an international supplier of
innovative analysis technologies and the company has recently commercialised
a range of product forms based on its PeCOD™ technology for COD analysis
(Chemical Oxygen Demand).

Web

www.aquadiagnostic.com

Address
		

Level 1, 159 Dorcas Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

Email us

Aqua Diagnostic Pty Ltd is the first company in the world to use a
nanotechnology-based technique of combining optical electrochemical
measurements to ascertain oxygen demand. It provides a green method which
is cost effective, simple, rapid, reliable and provides accurate COD water analysis
technology for real-time water quality monitoring. The company has three
main products.

›› Laboratory Analyser – The PeCOD™ COD laboratory unit (L100) is a simple
Aqua Diagnostics is the first company in the
world to commercially deploy a real time
green technology for the direct analysis of
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) in water.

Current Export Markets
Aqua Diagnostic has established a
distributor network in China, Korea,
Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand,
USA, Canada, UK, Italy and Australia.
The company is actively working in these
countries and building export sales globally.

Target Export Markets
Aqua Diagnostic has particularly strong
interest in North America, Canada, UK,
China, Taiwan.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water quality monitoring

to operate menu driven analyser ideal for rapid COD tests to support plant
operations and verify discharge targets

›› On-line Analyser – The PeCOD™ COD on-line unit P100 provides real time
on-line, accurate measurements to enable effective plant optimisation and
performance. The unique technology enables reliable and easy operation

›› Field Portable Analyser – The PeCOD™ field portable unit is a light weight,
battery powered, menu driven analyser suitable for use in the field or in a
factory where on the spot analysis is required.

Technologies & Capabilities
The core of the technology is the ability of the UV-activated nano-particulate
photocatalyst semi-conductive electrode to create a high oxidation potential
which ensures complete oxidation of all oxidisable organic species, and the
ability to capture and measure the resultant photo-current.
The PeCOD® COD laboratory unit (L100) and on-line unit (P100) are a simple
to operate menu driven analysers ideal for rapid COD tests to support plant
operations and verify discharge targets, a world first for the provision of accurate
analysis of COD in real time, down to low parts per million levels without the
need for carcinogenic and toxic chemicals currently used in the approved
COD method.
The PeCOD™ COD analysers offer sensitivity to measure oxidizable organics at
levels not possible with any other COD techniques. Whether it be for low level
COD in feed water used in manufacturing processes where total organic carbon
(TOC) analysis alone is not enough, or where specific chemical agents need to
be monitored in water supplies, the PeCOD™COD range of analysers will provide
real time, accurate, reliable and easy operation. The PeCOD™ has a variety of
applications including environmental monitoring and treatment plant optimisation.
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Management Team

Company Background

Dr Roger Knight, CEO

Aqua Diagnostic was incorporated in 2005 and has its Head Office and
Applications Laboratory in Melbourne, Australia. The technology was developed
by a leading group of photo-electrochemical researchers at Griffith University
and received financial backing of SciVentures Investments for commercialisation.
The company has built a growing network of distribution partners in the major
global markets.

Dr Richard Durand, Global Market
Development Manager
Luke Restorick, Commercial Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Products meet CE and FCC requirements
›› Assessment for ASTM and US EPA
certification is underway

Awards

›› Aqua Diagnostic received an award in
the category of Science Innovation at
2008 Fast Thinking/Open Universities
Innovation Awards

›› The PeCOD® L100 COD Analyser also
received an award at the IBO 2008
Industrial Design Awards

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Aqua Diagnostic has a broad IP portfolio for
its PeCOD technology with nine patents at
different stages.
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International Projects
Over the last 4 years the company has engaged Austrade to assist with
introductions to potential partners. In building export business, the company is
establishing a number of key customer reference sites for their products in each
country, and building relationships with regulatory agencies and government
bodies, as well as supporting the partner network with training and technical
support. Aqua Diagnostic continues to develop its R&D program for the next
generation of products in response to market feedback.

Australian Projects
The PeCOD COD on-line analyser has been successfully used to monitor COD in
drinking water and recycled water as part of a CSIRO investigation on behalf of a
number of leading Australian water authorities.

Aqua Guardian Group
ABN

33 121 561 457

Company Profile

Contact
		

Nigel Blair
Danny De Graaf

Phone

+61 3 8530 2000

Email

sales@aquaguardiangroup.com

Web

www.aquaguardiangroup.com

Address
		

Level 9, 564 St Kilda Road
Melbourne VIC 3004

Aqua Guardian Group Limited was incorporated in 2006 and is based in
Melbourne, Australia. It is a water conservation company which invests in, and
develops business and solutions for the preservation and improvement of water
resources in Australia and internationally. The company is bringing relief to
Australia’s ‘big dry’, the lingering drought that has been affecting the country’s
regional, urban, agricultural, mining and hydropower sectors. What was, until
recently, an attitude of passive acceptance that water is a plentiful and available
resource will increasingly be replaced by an aggressive drive to conserve and
increase existing water sources and to use water far more efficiently than has
been the case in the past. This new-found focus on water and water conservation
presents a substantial commercial opportunity. In response, Aqua Guardian has
been established to capture, support and commercialise significant opportunities
in the water sector, with its first product being AquaArmour™.

Email us
AQUA Guardian Group is focussed on the
development and delivery of products and
services into the water industry sectors both
in Australia and internationally. The company
has rights to AquaArmour™, designed to
reduce or eliminate water losses caused
by evaporation from reservoirs, dams, and
other water storages.

Target Export Markets
South East Asia
China
USA
South Africa
India
Dry parts of Europe and South America

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water technologies
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Aqua Guardian now holds the worldwide patents and ownership for the
Australian innovation, AquaArmour™. AquaArmour™ is capable of large-scale
deployment over exposed water storages.
Aqua Guardian’s immediate business plan focuses on sales of the product in
Australia and establishing the market for AquaArmour™ in South East Asia, then
applying the experience gained in Australia to international markets.
The company provides a full range of services associated with each project from
initial site and environmental assessments to deployment, to ongoing monitoring,
maintenance and reporting.

Technologies & Capabilities
AquaArmour™ (evaporation and algal control system) is an exciting new product
for the prevention of evaporation and the reduction of algal growth for major water
storages and dams. Evaporation on exposed water storages can be enormous
with water loss as high as 4 metres in depth per year across a water body surface
depending on the location and conditions. This product is specifically designed
to be deployed in exposed conditions on major water storages. Moreover, this
product requires minimal infrastructure and maintenance. It is simple to deploy
and is highly cost efficient in capturing and securing the precious resource of
water. It is a free floating plastic module which prevents water evaporation and
reduces harmful algae growth in dams and reservoirs. Hexagonal in shape and
made of food grade UV resistant high-density polyethylene plastic, the modules
self-arrange like a blanket on the water surface and do not require tethering. With
an estimated life-cycle of 20 years the module is designed to take in water as
ballast, making it resistant to wind and wave action.
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Year Established
2006

Fields of Commerce
Commercialisation of Water products

Management Team
Alan Cornell, Non Executive Chairman
Ian Woodfield, Executive Director
Nigel Blair, Executive Director and CEO
Alistair Marris, Product and Manufacturing
Danny De Graaf, National Sales Manager
Willa Sun, Senior Engineer Australasia
William Renfrew, Project Supervisor

Awards
2011 Mining Australia Exhibition – Most
Environmentally Friendly Product Award

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Exclusive Worldwide patent for
AquaArmour™ technology

It is far cheaper to prevent evaporation than it is to make water; the cost of
implementation is well below that required to generate new water supplies from
desalination or recycling of treated wastewater. This will not only increase
the existing availability of water but also limit the need to construct new water
storages for urban supplies and to meet the needs of agri-businesses, electrical
power stations and the mining industry.
Product sales are occurring and various independent reports have been
completed on the AquaArmour™ product by the National Centre for Engineering
and Agriculture (NCEA). The reports demonstrate a reduction in evaporation rate
of up to 88%, reduction in wave action over the body of water, thus reducing
erosion on banks, and suppression of blue green algae and toxin-containing
algal growth through light and temperature reduction.

Company Background
Aqua Guardian was incorporated in 2006 to invest in, and develop businesses,
new technologies and solutions for the preservation and improvement of water
resources in Australia and internationally. The company is actively engaged in
identifying and developing new market opportunities, applications and services
for the water sector.

International Projects
Aqua Guardian Group has a joint venture with Srithai Superware from Thailand
to distribute the product into South East Asia. AGG and Srithai are currently
sourcing opportunities throughout South East Asia.

Australian Projects
Ouyen, Victoria – Evaporation and Water Quality
AquaArmour™ has been deployed at GWM Water’s reservoir. Modules are
floated across a dam, as drought-affected water authorities try to curb loss of
water through evaporation. The authority loses 4500 megalitres, 32% of storages
to evaporation every year.
Heyfield, Victoria – Algal Control
Modules have been deployed and as a result there has been a significant
decrease in algal growth.
IHD
Aqua Guardian Group has entered into a Distribution Agreement across Australia
for a ‘Do it yourself’ version of the product throughout regional Australia with the
IHD group, one of the largest regional distribution groups in Australia.
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AquaSpy Group
ABN

47 078 399 158

Company Profile

Contact

Peter Moller

Phone

+61 8 8416 9900

Email

sales@aquaspy.com

Web

www.aquaspy.com

Intelligent water management means knowing how much water is being used
and where it can be saved. Thousands of clients worldwide use AquaSpy
solutions to save water, money and maintain optimum plant health. With
AquaSpy, water use in irrigation can be reduced by 20-70%, depending
upon the application.

Address
		
		

Suite 2, 32
West Thebarton Road
Thebarton SA 5031

Email us
AquaSpy Group is at the forefront of the
development of smart water technologies.
AquaSpy develops soil sensors, wireless
systems and software for agriculture,
golf, public open space, residential
and landscape.

AquaSpy is a ‘Demand Based’ water management company supplying over
100,000 capacitance soil moisture sensors to its worldwide customer base
since 1997. AquaSpy provides technology and support to ensure that customers
save water, improve yields and quality of their products. The AquaSpy’s range
of sensors and probes comes in various configurations covering all possible
applications in soil moisture requirements. This covers the traditional areas of
agriculture as well as new areas in urban and landscape, sports turf, golf and
environmental sectors. The design provides high levels of sensitivity, repeatability
and accuracy. It is low cost, easy to install and uses IP based protocols to enable
simple plug and play compatibility with many loggers, radio nodes and other data
collection devices. AquaSpy has produced the first multi-sensor probe especially
designed for the turf market, and also supplies its own brand of advanced
telemetry and software analysis to provide a user with a total solution.
AquaSpy Benefits and Value Proposition

Current Export Markets
USA
Canada
Chile
Argentina
Mexico

Target Export Markets
Europe
Middle East
Africa
India
South East Asia
China

›› Can save over 70% of water use in many situations without any adverse effect
to the end product

›› Maintain or improve quality of product so that the water is applied at the right
time to ensure the highest quality product

›› Increase yield, if desired by optimising the frequency and application of water
so that unwanted foliage is reduced and all the benefits are applied to the
end product requirements. Reduce maintenance costs by slowing or stopping
foliage growth and develop the roots instead

›› Reduce harmful drainage of chemicals and fertiliser. AquaSpy can stop
watering before harmful chemicals are able to leech into the ground water and
as a consequence reduce risk of ground salinity

›› Using less water also means reducing power consumption and therefore
helps reduce harmful green house gases and the carbon footprint.

Technologies & Capabilities
Target Export Industries
Irrigated Agriculture
(food, fibre and beverage)
Irrigated Urban
(public open space, sports and golf)
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AquaSpy Group designs, manufactures and distributes moisture sensors and
smart information technology for the irrigation market worldwide. The company
is active in the urban landscape, turf, golf, municipal, agriculture and biotech
markets. AquaSpy solutions have been specifically designed to meet the needs
of many applications. By developing a broad range of products which can be
integrated into solution-based systems, each type of application is able to be
accurately matched with the right product/s.
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Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies

These products integrate to provide an innovative platform for an entire
irrigation district, city, regional catchment area or commercial facilities (defense,
manufacturing, hospitality, industrial) to implement a water resource system to
significantly reduce their water consumption on a large scale. AquaSpy integrates
wireless sensors via data transfer systems to a central host server using web
based software or from 900MHz radios to a base station connected to an onsite
PC using a single PC based software. Opportunities to save water are identified
and changes to irrigation schedules implemented.

1997

AquaSpy, and its technology, is considered to be one of the leading
companies in this water management and natural resource space in many key
international markets.

Management Team

Company Background

Bruce Moeller, CEO

Established in 1997, AquaSpy is an Australian company with subsidiaries in
the US. Recently AquaSpy Group was mentioned in an investment report that
ranked the company in the top 10 Australian companies for investment in the
cleantech space in Australia. AquaSpy is well positioned in this ‘new’ investment
category which identifies companies that integrate technology, environment
and financial performance into a cleantech solution. AquaSpy, through providing
its technology, is working closely with a leading biotech business for the
development of drought tolerant crops to save water. AquaSpy Group will also be
actively involved in biofuel opportunities with the production of ethanol.

Year Established

Stephen Quindlen, COO
Cynthia Jamison, CFO

Awards

›› Clever Green Awards 2009 – South
Australian Government

›› Excellence in Cleantech Award 2009 –
KPMG

›› Gold Cup Award for Innovation and
Commericalisation 2007 – Electronics
Industry Association

›› Marketing Excellence Award 2007 –
Water Industry Alliance

›› Best New Product 2006 – Irrigation
Australia Limited

International Projects
Orange-co LP, Florida
The AquaSpy solution, has allowed Orange-co to reduce up to 30% of water it
uses for irrigation, while improving crop yield and quality. Orange-co discovered
that it previously watered below the root system, and now saves more than
A$250,000 every year on the diesel fuel that powers its irrigation pumps, engine
wear and fertilizer. AquaSpy also enhances the quality and yield of its crops by
knowing exactly when to irrigate and having the ability to stress the trees during
warm cycles in the winter, extending dormancy.
Golf Courses, USA
Golf course superintendents are seeing the real benefits that flow with the
AquaSpy technology. “AquaSpy has completely changed the way I irrigate my
golf course. This moisture sensing technology allows me to accurately place
fungicides and additives in the soil where I want them…Also, no more probe,
feel, and guess work. Best of all, I have reduced my watering frequencies and
quantities.” said Lee Bladen, a superintendent of over 35 years.

Australian Projects
Ulcoq Citrus Enterprises, Queensland
AquaSpy Group installed its probe and telemetry technology in mandarin
orchards. The probes determined root zone depth and enabled irrigation and
fertigation to be tailored to the specific soil type, variety and root stock. Over
time, the timing and efficiency of irrigation improved overall tree health, increased
fruit size and avoided leaching of water and nutrients. Ulcoq reported a 10
percent increase in size for the premium category of Murcott mandarins and this
translated to a 10 percent increase in profit.
Premier Golf Club, Western Australia
AquaSpy verified that 10 minute irrigations did not infiltrate the soil profile and
was ineffective for turf water use. With this information, the Golf Club has been
able to save a significant amount of water.
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Aquatain Products Pty Ltd.
ABN

65 131 287 271

Company Profile

Contact

Graham Strachan

Phone

+61 3 9768 3052

Email

info@aquatain.com.au

Web

www.aquatain.com.au

Address
		

9-13 Villas Road
Dandenong South VIC 3175

Aquatain’s unique silicone technology has the potential to assist in solving
major problems being faced by the world today – water storage evaporation
and mosquito-borne disease. Aquatain is a unique silicone-based liquid which
spreads across the water surface, forming a very thin film. The concept of a
monolayer is not new, it’s been known for many years that some industrial
alcohols can reduce evaporation in this way, but alcohols degrade very quickly
and must be re-applied every couple of days. Aquatain uses the same concept,
but with advanced materials to greatly improve its performance and longevity.
Among the company’s range of products are:

Email us
Aquatain is a silicone-based liquid which
spreads instantly across the surface of a
water body, forming a very thin film. This
innovation can prevent water loss through
evaporation, can play a major role in the
fight against malaria, dengue fever and
other mosquito-borne diseases, and can be
applied to control oil spills.

Aquatain – evaporation is the single largest cause of water loss. Every square
metre of water surface loses about 8 litres to evaporation every day in the warmer
months. Independent trials using Aquatain have achieved evaporation savings
of around 50%. Reducing evaporation from water storages will have a significant
impact on the availability of water around the world. One-third of the world’s
population already lives in countries with moderate to high water stress, and the
problem is only worsening. Aquatain has been certified safe for application to
drinking water storages in the USA, which will reassure water authorities around
the world that it can be safely applied to drinking water reservoirs.

South Pacific
South East Asia
Africa

Aquatain AMF – also a silicone based liquid that forms a thin film over the water
formulated for mosquito control. The film disrupts the mosquito life-cycle, which
could have major implications for malaria, dengue fever and other mosquitoborne diseases. University trials have shown it to be 100% successful in stopping
mosquito larvae from maturing to adults. One of Aquatain AMF’s key advantages
is that, unlike conventional mosquito control products, its method of control is
physical rather than chemical, therefore it contains no toxic chemicals.

Target Export Industries

Technologies & Capabilities

Water conservation
Public water supply
Pest control supply
Hydroelectricity supply

Aquatain anti-evaporation film is a silicone based liquid which self-spreads
across a water body and reduces evaporation by forming a monolayer (one
molecule thick) on the surface. Aquatain has been able to dramatically improve
the ‘spreadability’ of silicone. Essentially, when Aquatain is poured on the water,
the molecules have a natural tendency to align themselves in a single layer
on the surface. Aquatain will keep thinning out across the surface until the
monolayer is formed.

Target Export Markets

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Because silicones are commonly used in the cosmetic and food industries, an
independent water quality report has concluded that Aquatain is completely
safe for application to drinking water. This is further exemplified by Aquatain’s
approvals from the Australian Food Standards Authority and NSF International
certification from the USA for use on drinking water.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

The report also showed that:

Hydroelectricity
Water saving technologies
Water conservation/evaporation
Mosquito control

›› Aquatain added to the surface of water bodies does not affect the chemistry

Year Established
2009

Management Team
Graham Strachan, Director

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Aquatain is approved for use in food
processing by the Australian Food
Standards Authority

of the water

›› The film of Aquatain does not prevent the water from oxygenation
›› There is no evidence that aquatic life suffers a negative effect
›› Aquatain does not produce any effects that would be deleterious for potable
water quality.
Similarly, Aquatain AMF forms a very thin film, blocking the mosquito life-cycle.
It can play a major role in the fight against malaria, dengue fever and other
mosquito-borne diseases. Unlike other conventional pesticides, it has a physical
action rather than chemical action and is totally non-toxic. Worldwide more than
300 million people are affected by malaria, a disease spread by mosquitoes,
resulting in over 1 million deaths annually. Pesticides can have toxic effects and
over time mosquitoes become resistant. Petrol and even kerosene have been
used to control mosquitoes, both producing negative environmental effects.
Aquatain AMF presents a real alternative, non-toxic solution that will not harm a
community’s water source.

›› Aquatain has been Certified by NSF
International for use on drinking water
in the USA

Awards
2009 Finalist Next Big Thing Award,
Environmental category

Company Background
Following an intensive research and development process, Aquatain was initially
developed by Australian agricultural supplies company Ultimate Agri Products.
Aquatain’s innovation has since been recognised through numerous awards.
The number of applications for the product has also grown. Expanding from
water evaporation control to being adapted for use in mosquito-borne disease
control and oil spill control applications. Aquatian has increased its international
presence by acquiring a licenced distributor in Phoenix, USA. The company is
also negotiating with several multinationals for worldwide distribution.

International Projects

›› Trials are underway in Kenya on control of the mosquito responsible
for Malaria

›› Trials are underway in Sri Lanka on control of the mosquito responsible for
Dengue Fever.
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Atlantis Corporation Pty Ltd.
ABN

11 080 547 851

Company Profile

Contact

Stephen Herd

Phone

+61 2 9419 6000

Email

stephen@atlantiscorp.com.au

Web

www.atlantiscorp.com.au

Address
		

3/19-21 Gibbes Street
Chatswood NSW 2067

Atlantis provides total solutions for stormwater management, environmental
landscape architecture and innovative urban development. All Atlantis products
are manufactured from recycled polypropylene making it indefinitely resistant
to chemical and bacterial attack when installed in an underground situation.
The company offers next-generation, environmentally-proven stormwater
management and filtration solutions that can deliver cleaner water resources and
greener urban spaces.

Email us
Atlantis is committed to developing
innovative applications and systems
to deliver complete solutions for the
building industry and urban stormwater
management. Atlantis offers nextgeneration, environmentally-proven
solutions that can deliver cleaner water
resources and greener urban spaces.

Current Export Markets
USA, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Chile, Canada,
UK, Greece, Spain, New Zealand, Malaysia,
Brazil, Italy, Thailand, Singapore, India,
Indonesia, Peru, Mexico, Qatar, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan, Ireland, Germany, Holland,
South Korea, Ireland.

Target Export Markets
Atlantis can service any market with
qualified partners.

Target Export Industries
Civil infrastructure projects, roads,
rail, airports; commercial, industrial
and residential developments; landfill;
wastewater recycling; environmental
landscaping, basically any type
of infrastructure that has a water
management requirement.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

In urban areas almost ninety percent of surface area is impermeable and
during rainfall, both air and surface pollutants are trapped and accumulate into
stormwater runoff. Atlantis has developed an ecologically sustainable solution
using patented ‘at source’ drainage, purification and detention technologies.
Atlantis is achieving sustainable water management for urban developments
through innovative products and systems such as porous paving, drainage cells,
infiltration tanks, sustainable roof gardens, purification units and bioremediation
soils that restore natural water purification processes.
International manufacturing sites are located globally, ensuring the timely delivery
of quality and affordable solutions to locations worldwide. The company’s
expertise in developing specific customised solutions for urban developments,
allows them to anticipate and meet development needs, whilst repairing or
protecting the environment in a manner that makes economic sense for all
parties involved.

Technologies & Capabilities
Atlantis provides a wide range of solutions for a variety of applications including:
Landscaping
Solutions include roof and vertical gardens, sub surface rainwater harvesting
tanks and permeable paving. In urban areas 70% to 90% of building sites are
paved to accommodate podiums, parking lots and walkways. Most paved areas
are constructed from impermeable materials, such as concrete, and retain a
vast amount of heat, increasing the temperature surrounding buildings. Atlantis’
permeable paving cells reduce surface temperatures and manage water and
drainage effectively, managing water at source where it falls, thus reducing the
requirement of traditional stormwater infrastructure.
Civil Engineering
Drainage solutions for road, rail and other infrastructure drainage in both
horizontal and vertical drainage options. All are easy to install, lightweight total
storm water and ground water management solutions. The cellular wall drainage
system provides a permanent structural cavity to relieve hydrostatic pressure and
control water seepage. Perfect for underground car parks, basements, retaining
walls and seepage cut-off trenches. The Atlantis Storm Water Purification and
Re-use System for Roads (SPARSR) is an integrated system that provides a long
term sustainable solution for both new and existing road use. It is an at-source
infiltration system that treats contaminated road storm water and makes treated
water available for re-use or for recharging ground waters.
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Type of Business Sought

Environmental

Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Atlantis provides viable alternatives that completely replace antiquated systems,
providing a sustainable solution with the added benefit of immediate reuse of
clean water. This is a major advantage for communities experiencing low rainfall
or water restrictions. Atlantis provides complete solutions for stormwater filtration,
water storage, stormwater harvesting, integrated irrigation system and the
purification of stormwater.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biocompost
Biomass
Carbon capture and storage
Water saving technologies
Environmental landscaping

Year Established

Company Background
Established in 1986, Atlantis is an international company with a network of offices
and partners in Australia, Europe and Asia. The company has more than 25 years
experience in the field. Atlantis has active distributors and agents in more than 20
countries and offices in the US, Canada, Spain and Chile.

1986

International Projects
Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Environmental consulting
Fabrication of components
Manufacture of products
Research and development
Technical consulting

Management Team
Humberto Urriola, Managing Director
Stephen Herd,
International Business Develompent Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO 9001
ISO 14000
AS/NZ 4020

Doctor’s Office Parking Lot – Florida, USA
To avoid parking problems, reconstruction of the 25,000 square foot (2323 m²)
parking lot was completed over a single weekend using Atlantis® Turf Cell®, a
porous pavement unit. This 9.6 mega litre project, will allow the lot to keep its
attractive grass finish while preventing the grass from rutting. At the same time it
will allow rainwater to infiltrate through the pavement.
Dubai Sports City, UAE
A 42.3 mega litre project to eliminate contamination and city floods in Dubai Sports
City. By replacing existing water impervious roads and open concrete channels
with the Atlantis® Ecological Roads, cities can now benefit from increased
environmental amenities, greater recreational space and healthier conditions by
using the vast tracts of land once given over to open stormwater channels.
Quilicura Mall, Chile
Stormwater harvesting system, Atlantis® Matrix® (D-Raintank®) modules were
installed around buildings of the Mall. In addition to the requirement that the
storm water management system must eliminate the possibility of flood, water
harvesting systems were incorporated so that captured water could be used for
irrigation of the Mall’s parks and gardens.

Australian Projects
Technology or Patent/Ownership

Australian Rail Corporation

Atlantis is the proprietor of over 50 patents
all related to environmental applications.
Atlantis invented modern day roof gardens
as we know them and the concept of
modular underground water storage.

The largest underground stormwater sewerage installation in the world whereby
large rail built areas become a source that capture all storm water that fall in the
area. Atlantis provided the technologies to allow water to be purified and safely
recycled. Now, more than eleven mega litres (11,000,000 litres) of sewage water
capacity can be purified continually.
Gabba Cricket Ground
This 1 mega litre installation for rainwater harvesting uses the Atlantis® modular
tank system. The tanks capture rainwater off the grandstand roof as well as helping
to conserve and capture water from watering of the oval. This saves water and
ensures that water is recycled efficiently, in an environmentally friendly method.
The Atlantis system has presented a significant cost saving on both materials and
installation costs in comparison to conventional methods of water capture.
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Aussan Laboratories
ABN

91135472221

Company Profile

Contact

Kevin Joyce

Phone

+61 2 8065 8976

Email

info@aussan.com.au

Web

www.aussan.com.au

Address
		

16 Halsey Rd
Airport West VIC 3042

Aussan Laboratories is a wholly owned Australian company based in Melbourne,
Victoria. It has developed a new generation 100% organic anti bacterial agent
made from selected bioflavonoids and organic acids which are derived from
vegetables and fruit. It is a broad spectrum natural anti bacterial agent and
has also been tested against viruses and fungi. The product, AUSSAN, can be
used in a wide range of industries where safe effective sanitation is required.
It can also be used as an organic preservative. Uses include food processing,
pharmaceutical, cosmetics, water treatment, catering, medical, agriculture,
livestock and many others. Infinitely soluble in water and being 100% organic,
Aussan is harmless to plants, animals and humans, and will not alter the taste
of foods.

Email us
Aussan Laboratories develops and
manufactures a range of 100% natural
hygiene and agricultural products derived
from organic ingredients which eliminate
harsh chemicals in a wide range of
industrial, public & agricultural sectors.

Current Export Markets
Aussan has an office in Montreal, Canada,
servicing North America as well as partner
companies in South Africa, New Zealand,
Denmark and Malaysia.

Target Export Markets
Aussan’s primary export market is North
America however products are widely
beneficial in food hygiene, food safety and
agriculture which are significant issues
globally. Therefore Aussan continually seeks
partners world wide.

Target Export Industries
Food processing, public & domestic
hygiene, Agriculture (both crop and
animal health).

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Aussan Laboratories has also blended Aussan with other organic ingredients
to produce a range of cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing products all
certified for use in organic production. Aussan Laboratories has also developed
an agricultural spray named CropBioLife. It is a nutrient synergist that directly
increases plant health and minimises disease stress on plants, thereby safely
increasing crop yield. Plants sprayed with CropBioLife have proven to reduce the
use of toxic pest and fungal sprays. Being 100% natural, CropBioLife is food safe
and can be applied right up to the moment of harvest.
Aussan Laboratories is licensing the technology behind Aussan & CropBioLife to
organisations around the globe.

Technologies & Capabilities
Aussan and Croplife offer a chemical free, sustainable future for food production.
The products have been independently proven effective against a wide range of
food pathogens and have reached Hospital Grade Disinfectant status under the
Australian TGA regulations. Aussan has also been independently proven against
a variety of bacteria, viruses and fungi.
Aussan is a non toxic organic replacement for chlorine. It does not poison
the organism but acts mechanistically by destroying the cellular membrane
of a micro-organism (cell wall intrusion). The efficacy of Aussan is due to the
unique blend of bioflavonoids and organic acids included in the formulation. All
ingredients are carried in a food safe naturally derived liquid which makes the
active bioflavonoids infinitely soluble in water. Aussan is not toxic to humans,
plants or animals. Below are just some of the product’s applications.
Aussan can also be used as a preservative in drinks, foods or organic cosmetics.
The range includes a liquid hand disinfectant that has been formulated for
the food, catering, hospitality, hospitals and nursing home industries. It is
hypoallergenic and incorporates Aussan organic biocide that has efficacy against
all pathogens including fungi. Aussan is also used for water treatment and
odour control.
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Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Sustainable Agriculture

Year Established
1997

Croplife has been sanctioned for food crop usage and offers wide ranging
benefits to farmers. Significant results in a variety of crops have been
demonstrated over the last two years. Over 20% average increase in yield and
significant reductions in lost produce. Croplife is a blend of food acids containing
Aussan. When in contact with the cells of plants it elicits a reaction that allows
the plant to absorb nutrients better and increase root growth. It also amplifies
the plants defence systems allowing it to ward off fungal, insect and other plant
borne disease pressures.

Company Background

Kevin Joyce, Managing Director

The Aussan product was first invented in 2005 after 10 man years of research
and developent. A short time later Croplife was developed for use on living
plants. After almost a decade of experience in marketing and testing organic
sanitisers and agriculture sprays Aussan Laboratories Pty Ltd was launched to
comercialise and expand the product line. Aussan now offers a product range
that has the right balance between effectiveness and cost. The company’s plant,
located in Melbourne, has a capacity of 2,000 litres per day but can be expanded
quickly as volumes increase. Aussan has distributors in several countries
world wide.

Robert Watson, Manager of Research
& Development

International Projects

Greg Lowe, Manager Croplife Business Unit

Internationally, Aussan is working with:

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Research and development

Management Team

›› Agricultural producers in South Africa to increase yield and minimise crop
Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› All ingredients are USA FDA GRAS listed
and Certified with NASAA as an input for
organic production/processing.

›› Aussan and Croplife are declared safe
under ANZ Food Safety.

›› Aussan is declared safe for use around

losses due to disease pressure.

›› A Scandinavian company to preserve organic cosmetics.
›› A Canadian Police department on bacterial and odour control in K9 units.
An extensive range of retail products under the brand Aussan Natural has
been launched in North America. Initial feedback from consumers is beyond
expectation. Products are focused on safety, efficacy and environmental care.
The range covers home, boat, pet, nursery, auto and sports markets.

animals by the APVMA.

Australian Projects
Technology or Patent/Ownership

In Australia, Aussan is working with:

›› Croplife is patented
›› Aussan is patent pending

›› Agricultural producers to increase yield and plant health thereby minimising
plant pathogens.

›› Food companies to clean and sanitise production equipment.
›› An Australian insurance company to rehabilitate homes after flood damage by
removing bacteria and odour.
Aussan’s CropBioLife product has grown to provide reduced chemical spraying
for over 500 agricultural customers across Australia in all varieties of food crops
and the wine industry.
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Austech Solar
ABN

49 942 736 862

Company Profile

Contact

Shahid Ghauri

Phone

+61 8 9256 3185

Email

shahid@austechsolar.com.au

Web

www.austechsolar.com.au

Address
		

6 Meares Way, Canning Vale
WA 6155

Austech Solar is a specialised solar technology company providing a
comprehensive range of products and services to a broad market including
applications for residential, mining and agriculture, industrial and commercial
sectors. Austech Solar’s product range includes solar power systems, solar
panels and solar inverters that convert sunlight directly into electricity with no
moving parts, no fuel and no pollution. Austech Solar also provides a wide range
of LED lighting solutions for industrial, retail and general applications, using the
latest cutting-edge technology and manufactured in mass volumes.

Email us
Austech Solar is a key supplier of
quality grid connected renewable solar
power systems for both residential and
commercial applications.

Target Export Markets
Mexico, UK, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Solar photovoltaic

The company has developed an excellent working relationship with solar
panel manufacturers, vendors, and distributors to ensure timely, cost effective
pricing and quality products. The team at Austech Solar can provide clients with
experienced technical advice, creative design and expert installation of solar
electric systems. Austech Solar’s trained advisers discuss individual objectives
to develop a design and recommendations specific to the project’s needs. The
company will also prepare an energy assessment to demonstrate the changes in
electricity consumption.
Austech Solar implements strict guidelines set by the BCSE and all installations
are AS5033 and AS3000 compliant. Grid-connected inverters comply with
AS4777, AS3100.
Austech Solar has offices in the UK and India.

Technologies & Capabilities
Austech Solar use only the highest quality solar PV modules, inverters and
components on the market. When configuring any solar power installation, the
aim is to get the optimum match between the solar generator’s output power and
the inverter’s input power.
Solar panels or photovoltaic (PV) modules are important components in solar
energy systems. Austech Solar’s solar panels have been approved by the
Business Council for Sustainable Energy (BCSE) and are installed by BCSEaccredited professionals. Key features of these solar panels include high quality
tempered glass to increase absorption of the sun’s energy and aluminium
frame for weather-protection in the outdoor environment. These PV modules
are designed to resist damage from wind, snow and other extreme climate
conditions. All solar panels come with a guarantee of performance for 25 years.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

2009

Austech Solar Pty Ltd opened its doors in February 2009 after researching the
industry for three years. The company now has more than 3,500 satisfied clients,
and is expanding internationally with offices in the UK and India.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› IEC 61215, IEC 61730, ISO 9001
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Australian Projects
Austech Solar is currently investigating manufacturing in Western Australia.

Australian Innovative Systems Pty Ltd.
ABN

38 862 617 277

Company Profile

Contact

Elena Gosse

Phone

+61 7 3396 5222

Email

elena@aiswater.com.au

Web

www.aiswater.com.au

Address
		

51 Millenium Place
Tingalpa QLD 4173

Water is fast becoming a scarce resource for many countries. The effects of
climate change and population growth will only escalate demand, especially
in developing regions. Established in 1974, international multi-award winner
Australian Innovative Systems Pty Ltd (AIS) improves water quality via cost
effective, eco-friendly innovation. AIS’ significant investment in research and
development has resulted in an innovative technology, and a cost-effective
approach to water treatment and management. The company has distributors
throughout Australia as well as partners serving markets all around the globe.

Email us
Australian Innovative Systems is committed
to improving water quality via cost effective,
eco-friendly innovation. It is a manufacturing
company specialising in disinfection of
water via electrolysis.

Current Export Markets
Canada
USA
Europe
Russia
Czech Republic
South East Asia
Korea
Colombia
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Turkey

Target Export Markets
Vietnam
Philippines
Chile
Argentina
Qatar

Target Export Industries
Water treatment

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

AIS specialises in manufacturing chlorinators, chlorine generators and spare
parts to suit the chlor-alkali industry. Products range from small domestic sizes
to commercial models capable of servicing Olympic size pools. Australian
Innovative Systems has had over 30 years experience in the salt-water
chlorination industry. Based on product obsolescence within a five-year period,
the company’s technological philosophy corresponds with the minimum lifespan
of electrodes of the chlorine generators. This philosophy lead to the development
of the well-established and active Research and Development team, which since
1994, has introduced three generations of products.
The product portfolio includes residential and commercial salt-water chlorine
generators under the Autochlor brand; in-line fresh water chlorine generators
under the Ecoline brand; off-line on-site chlorine generators under the Chlorogen
brand; and activated anodes and component parts for the chlor-alkali industry.
The company’s chlorine generation systems are: easy to install and operate;
eliminate dependence on chemical suppliers and provide on-demand sodium
hypochlorite production; constantly disinfect by-product formation; improve water
quality; and reduce maintenance.

Technologies & Capabilities
With most production happening on-site, AIS has full control over the
manufacturing process allowing for any industry-specific modifications. These
include specified anode coating strengths, electrode design, power supply
design, and incorporation of special communication protocols for the control
circuits as per customer’s needs. All AIS equipment has high ingress protection
with an active cooling system for the power supply, which makes it possible to
operate in extreme environments including corrosive fumes, dust, water leaks as
well as poor ventilation, high humidity and +60C ambient temperature.
Autochlor™ is an in-line chlorine generation system that requires three
ingredients to produce chlorine: water, electricity and salt or seawater. Autochlor
chlorine generators allow the use of seawater in swimming pools, which is
desirable in places where fresh water is at a premium. Using sea or ocean water
makes the system more efficient, thus using less electricity.
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Type of Business Sought
Distributors

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water disinfection

Year Established
1974

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Research and development

Ecoline™ is an in-line chlorine generation system that requires only two
ingredients to produce chlorine: fresh water (with small amount of mineral salts
naturally present in the fresh water) and electricity. Ecoline™ is smaller in size
than Chlorogen™ because it is in-line system which does not require many extra
parts such as dosing pumps, storage tanks, etc.
Chlorogen™ for water treatment with less than 500 mg/L TDS is an off-line
chlorine generation system that requires three ingredients to produce chlorine:
fresh water, electricity and salt or seawater. The Chlorogen™ works off-line and
produces hypochlorite which can be injected into any water source even with
TDS lower than 50 mg/L.
The obvious benefit of an AIS salt-water chlorine generator is its cost
effectiveness. For example, A$300 per day is spent on chlorine for a commercial
pool, equating to more than A$500,000 over five years. An AIS Commercial
System costs under a quarter of that amount, allowing it to pay for itself in two
years with minimal ongoing costs.

Management Team
Kerry Gosse, Managing Director
& Chairperson
Elena Gosse, Executive Director
& Company Secretary

Awards

›› Winner 2009 Gaia Gold Award
– Construction Environmental
Awards Dubai

›› Finalist IBM Award for Innovation –
Brisbane Lord Mayor’s Business Awards

›› Winner 2009 International Stevie Award
– Most Innovative Company in Asia

›› Finalist 2009 International Stevie Awards
– Best New Product or Service of
the Year

›› Winner 2009 AMP Innovation Award –
QLD Telstra Business Awards

›› Winner 2009 Innovation Award – Piscina
BCN awards in Spain

›› Winner 2010 Business Pitch – Australian
Technology Showcase

›› Winner 2010 Most Environment –
Friendly Sanitisation Product – SPLASH!
Environmental Awards

›› Finalist 2010 Environment-Friendly Water
Saving – SPLASH! Environmental Awards
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Company Background
Established in 1974, and acquired by Kerry and Elena Gosse in 1992, this
one-stop shop for environmentally friendly water disinfection systems has since
developed an international reputation and reach. Over the years, AIS has made
significant technological breakthroughs within their product range, making the
products not only world class, but in many cases a world first. In recognition, AIS
has received various awards for both innovation in the AIS product range and
good business practices.

Beacons Consulting International Pty Ltd.
ABN

81 009 346 703

Company Profile

Contact

Faye Jones

Phone

+61 8 9359 4100

Email

bci@beaconsconsulting.com.au

Beacons Consulting International has been developing large scale biomass
fuelled power plants in Australia, however the company is now focusing on
Integrated Renewable Projects (IRPs) of a modular design (IRP Modules) for
regional development.

Address
		

33 Reynolds Road
Forrestfield WA 6058

Email us
Beacons Consulting International provides
high level consulting services on power and
water projects, and develops Integrated
Renewable Projects.

Target Export Markets
Middle East
Malaysia
China
India
South Korea

Target Export Industries
Renewable Energy

Beacons has led the development of bioenergy projects in WA for several
companies. Since late 2006 Beacons has developed the technology for
integrating biomass power plants through the capture of CO2 and waste heat,
for algae production (Integrated Renewable Projects or IRPs). The algae products
include biodiesel, biofertiliser, pharmaceuticals and feed for animals, poultry
and fish. The potential sources for biomass fuels have now increased with the
consideration of new technologies for harvesting, processing and transport of
potential fuels, and improvements in combustion technologies. Sources include
the following:

››
››
››
››
››

Timber (harvest) residues from forests and/or plantations
Energy crops (such as oil mallee trees)
Grain stubbles (such as wheat, barley and canola)
Selected green waste from Councils
Building site wood wastes

Beacons identifies project opportunities, performs initial feasibility assessments
and if considered worthy of pursuit, introduces the project to parties that
provide funding. The company has developed, and is continuing to refine and
apply technology systems for IRPs. Beacons has technology links with several
Australian and overseas research bodies, and the strong support of several local
manufacturing facilities, contractors and service providers.

Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Within Australia, the company currently provides technology and project
management for BioTek Fuels’ IRP projects. The company is focussed on
expanding its network of associated companies in order to continue technology
development, provide the technology, and Owners Representative and Manager
(OR&M) services to these projects.

Specialist Areas of Expertise

Technologies & Capabilities

Bioenergy
Biofuels
Carbon capture and storage
Cogeneration
Combustion and gasification
Desalination
Hybrid systems
Pyrolysis
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility

Beacons and staff have experience gained over many years in biomass fuelled
power plants and the development of the very latest technology in algae plants
in conjunction with international and interstate companies, universities and other
institutions. This puts Beacons at the forefront of industry moves to capture CO2
in an efficient way by using it as feedstock to processes that utilise the waste
heat of power production to produce high value outputs through the growing
and harvesting of algae. These capture carbon dioxide (CO2) and exhaust heat
(waste heat) from power plants and Industrial Plants, and converting them into
profitable Algae Projects.

Type of Business Sought
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Year Established
1988

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Outsourced manufacture of company IP
Project management
Research and development

Management Team
Clifford Jones – Chairman and CEO
Faye Jones – Executive Director
Stuart Day – Principal Process Engineer
Hon. Kimberley Chance – Senior Associate
Kenneth MacCormick –
Executive Project Manager
Robert Emery – Senior Consultant and
Project Coordinator
Martin Thomas AM – Senior Associate

The technique of using biomass to produce power and downstream products
through an algae process is a world first, and gives Beacons a significant
position in the revitalisation of rural Australia. Beacons is planning the progressive
development and commercialisation of IRPs and other new technologies.
The use of gasifiers for utility generation is new to Australia. The synthetic
gas (SynGas) produced can be used for power generation and/or to make
Ethanol. Beacons is now commercialising an IRP Module utilising Gasifier’s and
Gas Engine generators as an alternative in a 9.9MW power plant. Beacons’
technologies in development include the following:
Algae production ponds (Raceway Ponds) which are now in limited
commercial operation, but occupy large areas of land (the Foot Print) and are
most suitable where land is inexpensive such as Australia’s Wheatbelt areas.
Progressive improvements in the CO2 absorption rate of algae strains and
production techniques, are expected to result in major reductions in the Foot
Print, labour and overall costs.
Photobioreactors are a new technology for algae production systems (Algae
Plants) and are in the run up to commercialisation (with some questions still
to be answered). There is huge potential for productivity improvements in
Photobioreactors to reduce the Foot Print by many orders of magnitude.
IRPs provide the most cost effective form of reliable dispatchable renewable
energy with the widest range of local benefits.

Company Background

Melissa Jones – Company Secretary and
Executive Manager

Beacons has 22 years of experience in high level consulting in energy and water
projects internationally, and for 12 of those years has specialised in Bioenergy
projects in Australia.

Craig Jones – Alternate Director and
Beacons Representative North America

Australian Projects

Peter Von Campenhausen –
Beacons Representative Europe
Professor Michael Dureau – Advisor
Graeme Eley – Advisor
Terry Barclay - Advisor

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Potential patents being investigated for
IRP Technology.
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Foundation IRP Project
BioTek Fuels Pty Ltd – the Australasian licensee for Beacons IRP Technology
– won two prestigious awards at the Sustainable Energy Association (SEA) of
Australia’s international Exhibition and Conference 22 – 26th March 2011. BioTek
Fuels has two projects under development and managed by Beacons:

›› The South West Renewable Power Project with a 30 MW biomass power plant
for base load operation and 36 MW biodiesel power plant for standby and
peaking operation. Commercial operation is planned for mid 2014.
The Foundation IRP, will be a 9.9 MW IRP Module using gasifier gas engine
generator sets. It will be fuelled by grain stubbles and wood residues as biomass
fuel, and an algae production system including raceway ponds. Commercial
operation is planned for the third quarter 2014.

Bio-Gill Environmental Pty Ltd.
ABN

49 137 869 740

Company Profile

Contact

John West

Phone

+61 2 9542 5144

Email

john@biogill.com.au

Web

www.biogill.com.au

Address
		

SHED 24/1 Pitt Street
Loftus NSW 2232

Bio-Gill Environmental has been established to commercialise a nano-particulate
bioreactor technology (NMB) with a wide range of applications, in particular,
wastewater treatment and recycling. The technology has been successfully
demonstrated on a wide range of waste streams including greywater, sewage
and high- biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) industrial effluents such as
grease-trap and brewery waste.

Email us
Bio-Gill Environmental incorporates leadingedge nano-particulate bioreactor technology
(NMB) with a wide range of applications,
in particular, wastewater treatment
and recycling.

The Bio-Gill technology differentiates from existing wastewater treatment
processes because it does not rely on high energy systems to aerate the water.
This offers the opportunity of approaching users and clients on a different costing
basis, where it can now be cheaper to reuse wastewater than discharging
it to sewer.
The Australian wastewater treatment market is A$4.4 billion per annum with
strong on-going growth. The key competitive advantages of NMB technology
is its low cost, ease of operation and scalability. It does not require complex
pumping systems, has no odour, bio-oxidation of wastewater; chemical usage
and requires little energy.

Technologies & Capabilities
Current Export Markets
Overseas interest in the technology
is strong with potential for significant
applications in Canada, Mexico, Fiji, New
Zealand and Dubai. The technology was
unveiled to the North American market at
the Globe 2010 environmental convention in
Vancouver, March 2010.

Target Export Markets
North America
Europe
Asia-Pacific
Africa

Target Export Industries
Trade wastes, tourism, hospitality,
construction, sporting clubs, boarding
schools, municipal sewage treatment plants

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

The technology uses micro-organisms and biological gills or bio-gills to treat
wastewater for reuse. With bio-gills the wastewater trickles down between
free-standing porous membranes, surrounded by air. Bio-gills are manufactured
using nano-particulate membranes that are incorporated into a unique bioreactor
which effectively operate as both a stomach and a lung. Bacteria and other
micro-organisms eat waste out of the water and breathe air to grow and multiply.
Mother Nature does all the hard work.
Compared with other bioreactors and other aerobic wastewater treatment
processes, the NMB offers more efficient aeration of organic material in the
waste stream and very efficient biomass retention. The biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) of the waste stream or nutrient-containing liquid is reduced
at a faster rate (2,500-20,000 mg/L/day). This is achieved by using a unique
membrane which is folded to form a series of ‘gills’. Each gill comprises a pair of
membranes containing a liquid stream sandwiched between two thick biofilms.
The nutrient stream trickles down through the gills, micro-organisms grow on
both sides and through the membrane, and are fed by the nutrients inside the
gills and by air outside the gills. The membrane is relatively inexpensive, durable,
ultra-porous, extremely strong and autoclavable.
Bio-Gill Environmental has decentralised wastewater treatment systems
operating in Australia and is now exporting systems to overseas markets.
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Type of Business Sought

Company Background

Export
Licencing

Based in Sydney, New South Wales, Bio-Gill Environmental Pty Ltd was granted
exclusive rights to commercialise the award winning water treatment technology
developed by ANSTO (the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation). Bio-Gill plans to implement a commercial trial to adapt NMB
technology for aquaculture. Bio-Gill will also progress the NMB technology to
sewage treatment, towards providing a complete wastewater solution.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Waste management
Water saving technologies
Water treatment

Year Established
2009

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Research and development

Management Team
John West, Chief Executive Officer
Mark Smith, Director of Business
and Marketing
Louise West, Director of Finance
and Administration
Dr Anthony Taylor, Chief Scientist,
Head of Research and Development
Dr Philip Myers, Director of Development
and Corporate Affairs

Awards
ABC’s New Inventors award for best
invention, October 2006

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Worldwide patents have been filed for both
the membrane and the treatment process.
Patents have been accepted in Australia,
New Zealand, Singapore and South Africa,
with other world patents pending.
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International Projects
Currently designing systems for Canada, Fiji, New Zealand and Dubai.

Australian Projects
The system was successfully piloted at a small scale in September 2008 in an
installation at the Lane Cove Tourist Park. Grey water was upgraded to class A
standard; water capable of being used for laundry, toilets and irrigation. Bio-Gill
Environmental has completed a full-scale decentralised grey water treatment
system treating 20,000 litres per day for the Department of Environment &
Climate Change (DECC) in New South Wales and is currently building an on-site
sewage treatment system to treat up to 65,000 litres per day.

Biofiba Limited
ABN

23 137 590 535

Company Profile

Contact

Laurence Dummett

Phone

+61 2 4325 7788

Email

laurie@biofiba.com

Web

www.biofiba.com

Address
		

93A Albany Street
Point Frederick NSW 2250

Biofiba Limited is a cleantech company that has developed a unique
IP specifically to help prevent the destruction of the world’s natural and
unreplaceable forests. This disruptive technology, the only known product of its
kind, will dramatically change the world export pallet industry providing viable
alternative solutions to the many problems confronting this USD$90 billion dollar
global market.

Email us
Biofiba™ is an Australian biotechnology
company that is dedicated to providing a
solution to the significant impact timber
and plastic shipping pallets have on the
global environment.

Current Export Markets
Biofiba™ has established licencees to
manufacture Biofiba in Australia, China,
South East Asia, India, USA, UK, EU
and Canada

Target Export Markets

Biofiba™ has the potential in a very short period to generate more than A$2
billion in annual export revenue representing only 1.83% of the global market
need, creating a significant boost to the Australian economy. Patented base
raw materials sourced and produced by Australian manufacturers, derived from
natural organic commercially grown crops and engineering requirements will
have a multiplying effect starting with seed suppliers, primary producer’s right
through to the contracted master batch-compounding manufacturers, extrusion
equipment supplier, logistic, distribution marketing and administration.
More than 6 billion timber export pallets are manufactured and sold globally per
annum. Used only once then discarded into land fill or pile up on streets, roads
and storage yards creating an environmental disaster attracting vermin, potential
fire hazards and a wilful waste of natural resources.
Biofiba™ is a ‘Green Eco friendly composite’ comprising, 100% natural organic
matter sourced from commercially grown renewable crops (which does not affect
the food chain) processed and extruded into a simulated timber plank that has
been specifically developed as an environmentally acceptable alternative to
timber, plastic and polystyrene in the manufacturer of export shipping pallets. At
the end of its short life span a Biopallet made from Biofiba™ will decompose into
valuable, harmless and safe garden mulch that will not contaminate, pollute and
damage the environment.

All Global markets

Technologies & Capabilities
Target Export Industries
Pallet manufacturers world wide

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing

There is nothing else like Biofiba™. It’s clean and green and is an answer to the
prayers of industry worldwide, where pallets and their disposal are becoming
big, expensive issues. Timber pallets are made from trees, which has significant
impact on the environment and is unsustainable. 40% of all trees that are cut
down in the world are used for single-use export pallets. Furthermore, they do not
decompose in landfill rapidly and are expensive to recycle. A number of states
and municipalities in the USA, EU and Australia have even prohibited the practice
of allowing plastic and timber pallets into landfill.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biocompost

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established
2009

Fields of Commerce
Fabrication of components
Manufacture of products

Management Team
Laurie Maher OAM, Chairman
Laurence Dummett Dip.MEng.,
Managing Director
Matthew Burlage, Director
Murray Edwards LLB., Company Secretary

Biofiba™ has developed an environmentally friendly material used to produce
Biopallets®, a green alternative to timber and plastic export shipping pallets,
skids and crates. A simulated timber that is biodegradable, compostable, ISPM
15 compliant, 100% organic, cost effective, lightweight, fire proof, no off cut
waste alternative to timber. Biofiba™ solves many environmental, health, disposal
and regulatory issues associated with timber and plastic shipping pallets. It is
specifically designed to biodegrade into a harmless compost within 3 months
after use. Natural starch and hemp are processed into a simulated timber plank
which can be nailed, sawn, drilled, and screwed just like real timber.
Biofiba™ has the technology to manufacture biodegradable pallets. Biofiba™
is a 100% natural organic polymer composition of matter manufactured from
modified natural starches, organic binding agents, reinforced with natural hemp
fibre. Biopallets® are fabricated in the exact same method as traditional timber/
wooden pallets. Biofiba™ planks are extruded to exact cut lengths and sizes, and
fabricated into a Biopallet® using existing hand, semi and fully automatic pallet
fabrication machines. Biofiba™ looks and feels like natural timber. It is lighter, with
superior physical qualities and will not splinter.

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISPM 15 Compliant

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Granted the Exclusive Global Licenced
Patent Rights in perpetuity to exploit
the technology
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Company Background
Development of the Biofiba™ technology commenced in 2007, with the
assistance of CSIRO. The technology was commercialised from July 2009.
Biofiba™ was conceived, invented and developed in Australia, will be
commercialised in Australia, and marketed to an industry with more than 200,000
manufacturers globally. There’s now mounting pressure to bring the product
to market sooner rather than later as the pallet industry worldwide is under
enormous pressure to solve all the environmental and waste disposal issues
now in force. Pressure has further increased since Biofiba™ was showcased at
the Austrade Pavilion, Globe 2010 Eco Exhibition held in Vancouver, Canada,
March 2010.

BioPower Systems
ABN

65 118 641 562

Company Profile

Contact

Tim Finnigan

Phone

+61 2 9209 4237

Email

info@biopowersystems.com

Web

www.biopowersystems.com

Address
		
		
		

Suite 213
National Innovation Centre,
4 Cornwallis Street
Eveleigh NSW 2015

BioPower Systems was founded in 2006 to commercialise unique ocean energy
conversion technologies. Through the application of biomimicry, the company
has adopted nature’s mechanisms for survival and energy conversion in the
marine environment, and developed the bioWAVE™ ocean wave energy system
and bioSTREAM™ tidal energy system. These systems inherit the benefits of 3.8
billion years of evolutionary optimisation in nature’s ocean laboratory. Like their
natural counterparts, the systems are designed to move and sway in tune with
ocean forces, and naturally streamline when extreme conditions prevail. The
result is lightweight engineering structures and lower costs.

Email us
BioPower Systems is developing costeffective systems for conversion of ocean
wave and tidal energy into grid-connected
electricity. The company is commercialising
wave and tidal energy systems that
incorporate revolutionary designs based on
the concept of biomimicry.

Current Export Markets
BioPower Systems is investigating project
opportunities in Europe, the United States,
and New Zealand.

Target Export Markets
BioPower Systems is targeting markets that
are receptive to, and provide incentives for,
development of ocean energy resources.
These include; US, UK, Spain, Portugal,
Canada, Mexico, Chile, Japan, China, India,
Sri Lanka, New Zealand and the Pacific.

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership
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BioPower Systems is positioning itself to become a leading global player in
the ocean energy industry, and has a strong project pipeline. The company’s
wave and tidal energy products are designed to offer compelling value to
power generators by providing forecastable and efficient energy conversion,
seamless integration into the distribution grid, and competitive energy generation
costs. The engineering design and low capital cost per MW are key drivers
of the company’s competitive advantage. BioPower Systems’ next generation
technologies are intended to close the techno-economic gap associated with
other renewable energy options by producing energy at a target cost comparable
to that of wind energy. At this cost, BioPower Systems products would be
competitive with currently available renewable and traditional sources, and be
commercially attractive to target markets worldwide.

Technologies & Capabilities
Ocean energy is a predictable and abundant source of energy with the ability
to supply approximately 10% of the world’s electricity needs. The proprietary
bioWAVE™ and bioSTREAM™ are next generation ocean energy technologies.
They have minimal environmental impact, are robust and durable with inbuilt
survival mechanisms, convenient to install and remove, can be located away from
the shoreline and would be out of sight on the ocean floor.
BioPower Systems has taken a market-driven approach to designing and
developing bioWAVE™ and bioSTREAM™. Both systems are modular machines
designed to harness ocean energy and deliver electricity ashore via subsea
cable. Once commercialised, multiple machines would be deployed in the
coastal ocean as a farm, not unlike how a wind farm is arranged on land, with
a cable running ashore and connecting into the distribution grid. They are the
only technologies designed to offer large-scale (up to 2MW) capacity per unit,
while remaining lightweight and cost-effective, and maintaining a low impact on
the environment. It is envisaged that commercial wave or tidal farms could have
capacities initially of 50 to 100MW. The BioPower Systems ocean energy farms
would be designed to be expandable to meet the power capacity of each site
and the power demand ashore.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Tidal energy
Wave energy

Year Established
2006

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting

Management Team
Dr Timothy Finnigan, Chief Executive Officer
and Managing Director
Derek Bolling, Financial Controller and
Company Secretary
Malcom Castle, Chairman
Bill Highland, Non-Executive Director
Anthony Pascoe, Non-Executive Director

Technology or Patent/Ownership
BioPower Systems owns a family of patents
(pending) protecting its intellectual property
in major target markets

BioPower’s significant competitive advantage will be in the lower capital cost
achieved through the biomimetic design approach. The wave power system,
bioWAVE™, is based on the swaying motion of sea plants in the presence of
ocean waves. The hydrodynamic interaction of the buoyant blades with the
oscillating flow field is designed for maximum energy absorption.
The tidal power conversion system, bioSTREAM™, is based on the highly efficient
propulsion of Thunniform mode swimming species, such as shark, tuna, and
mackerel. The bioSTREAM™ mimics the shape and motion characteristics of
these species but is a fixed device in a moving stream. In this configuration the
propulsion mechanism is reversed and the energy in the passing flow is used to
drive the device motion against the resisting torque of an electrical generator.

Company Background
Based in Sydney, New South Wales, BioPower Systems was established in 2006
by CEO, Dr Tim Finnigan, who has been involved in ocean engineering for 17
years. His goal was to bring a fundamentally different approach to ocean energy
conversion and this has led to the development of BioPower’s next generation
technologies which are designed to work effectively in harmony with the ocean
environment. The company is currently working on ocean-based pilot projects
and follow-on market opportunities for its products and services. Systems
are being developed for 250kW, 500kW, and 1000kW capacities to match
conditions in various locations.

International Projects
Spain – In 2009, a MOU was entered into with the Spanish Global Project
Development Company Elecnor SA. The MOU establishes a process for the
two companies to work towards agreements for development of wave energy
projects using BioPower’s proprietary bioWAVE™ technology in Elecnor’s core
business regions of Spain, Portugal and South America.
USA – In 2009, BioPower Systems entered into a collaborative agreement with
the City of San Francisco to investigate the generation of wave energy from the
Pacific Ocean. Under the agreement, BioPower works with the San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) to assess the feasibility of a project
located eight kilometres (five miles) off San Francisco’s western beaches with a
generating capacity of between 10MW and 100MW.

Australian Projects
bioWAVE pilot – King Island, Tasmania
A 250kW pilot project is being developed at King Island, Tasmania. BioPower
Systems is collaborating with Hydro Tasmania to deploy and test a 25m bioWAVE
unit, which will be connected to the island’s power distribution grid. The pilot is
scheduled to be operational during 2010.
bioSTREAM pilot – Flinders Island, Tasmania
A 250kW pilot project is being developed at Flinders Island, Tasmania. The 20m
bioSTREAM unit will be connected to Hydro Tasmania’s distribution grid on the
Island. The pilot should be operational in 2010.
Port Fairy, Victoria
In March 2010, BioPower Systems secured land access, onshore development
rights and project IP for a commercial-scale wave energy site. Works at the site
are expected to commence by the end of 2010 to initially produce energy using a
250kW bioWAVE™ ocean wave energy system.
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Biowish Technologies Pty Ltd.
ABN

16 124 807 003

Company Profile

Contact

Lorenzo Gella

Phone

+612 9710 5239

Email
		

lorenzog@			
biowishtechnologies.com

Web

www.biowishtechnologies.com

Address
		

Suite 2, 49-51 Eton Street
Sutherland NSW 2232

BiOWiSH Technologies owns exclusive and global intellectual property
rights to the development, manufacturing, sales, marketing and distribution
of BiOWiSH™. The company is led by an experienced management team
that combines expertise from both the private sector and government. With
exposure in local and international markets, its people come from very
diverse industry backgrounds, which includes consumer products, agriculture,
biotechnology, nutrition, environmental management, oleo-chemicals, petroleum
and industrial products.

Email us
Biological Help for the Human Race.

Current Export Markets
USA, Thailand, India, Philippines, Colombia,
UK, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Iceland,
Finland, Ecuador

Target Export Markets
China, Japan, Russia, Brazil, Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Malaysia, Singapore,
Korea, Indonesia, Mexico, Vietnam

Target Export Industries
Waste management, wastewater treatment,
cleaning & facilities management, soil &
water remediation, industrial air emissions,
home & garden care

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Distributors

A result of over 18 years of research and development, BiOWiSH™ is a
proprietary technology that accelerates enzymatic bio-chemical reactions, up
to thousands of times faster than their normal rate. The speed of BiOWiSH™
is due to a high-speed enzyme and small molecule metabolite co-factors that
have been proven to accelerate the breakdown of all non-living organic matter
into its final inert compounds. BiOWiSH™ has also been proven to beneficially
accelerate metabolic enzyme reactions.
In addition, BiOWiSH™ has anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and toxin neutralisation
properties which sets it apart from conventional enzyme technologies. As a
core technology, BiOWiSH™ provides the solution to some of the most complex
and pervasive problems facing mankind today such as global food shortage,
greenhouse gas emissions and environmental pollution. BiOWiSH™ is 100%
organic, natural, bio-degradable and safe for everyday use in a diverse range
of consumer, commercial and industrial products. Its product applications are
vast: from environmental management, including wastewater, solid waste, soil
and water remediation, industrial emissions, to cropping, animal agriculture,
aquaculture, as well as human and animal health.

Technologies & Capabilities
BiOWiSH™ is commercially applied in Asia, Australia, Europe and now North
America. The following are just some of its applications.
Waste Management – From large scale municipal landfills to waste transfer
and handling sites, BiOWiSH™ provides a complete solution that covers every
stage of the waste management life-cycle – odour control, occupational health
and safety, leachate treatment, waste volume reduction, biogas production and
environmental protection.

Specialist Areas of Expertise

Biogas – BiOWiSH™ increases biogas production and significantly reduces
carbon dioxide release. The result is an increase in methane of up to 40% and a
reduction in carbon dioxide of up top 55% depending on waste composition and
environmental conditions.

Bioenergy, biocompost, biomass, waste
energy, waste management, wastewater
treatment, soil remediation, water
remediation, industrial air emissions,
cleaning & facilities management, cropping
& horticulture

Wastewater Treatment – BiOWiSH™ completely eliminates the dependency of
wastewater treatment plants on a large volume of biomass to digest nutrient as
energy and to create new bacterial cellular material through nutrient take up. With
BiOWiSH™, wastewater is treated through high speed enzymatic transformation
of organic waste matter into its final inert compounds, resulting in energy savings
of up to 50% and reduction in solids of 95%.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Management Team
Rod Vautier, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Nabil Sakkab, Chairman
Vince Wise, Executive Chairman & Director,
Global Strategy & Sales

Soil & Water Remediation – BiOWiSH™ rapidly accelerates the remediation
of all organic contaminants in polluted soil and water including brownfield sites
intended for redevelopment, pesticide, herbicide, hydrocarbon, phenols, ethers,
ethanes and amines.
Industrial Air Emissions – BiOWiSH™ can work with water scrubbers to
eliminate odour and organic materials in the air. This can also be used in misting
applications to reduce chimney emissions.

Russel Haack, Chief Operations Officer
Scott Williams, Chief Financial Officer
Dale Schmidt, Senior Executive Vice
President, Consumer & Trade
Klaus Voss, Senior Executive Vice President,
Global Wastewater
Ian Smith, Senior Executive Vice President,
Global Animal Agriculture

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Global Health Security, World Health
Organisation, Geneva 2003 classified Bio
Safety Level 1.

›› National Institute of Health, Department
of Medical Sciences, Ministry of Public
Health of Thailand.

›› Tested on Toxicity level LD50 by Food
Research Centre Foundation of Japan.

›› Test Shows BiOWiSH™ has Bacteriocide
effect against, and prevent the growth
of salmonella bacteria: Overseas
Merchandise Inspection Co. Thailand.

›› Approved Acute Oral Toxicity test of
BiOWiSH™ by Thailand Institute of
Scientific & Technological Research.

›› Australian AQIS Approval – Department
of Agriculture, Fisheries & Forestry,
Permit to import BiOWiSH™.

›› USA EPA Approval 2008. Permit to
import BiOWiSH™.

Company Background
Incorporated in May 2007, BiOWiSH Technologies is headquartered in
Sydney, New South Wales, and has offices in Chicago, and Bangkok. Early
commercialisation and product trials commenced in Australia and New Zealand
in January 2008, while international distributors were appointed in December
that year. International sales to the UK, India and the Philippines commenced
shortly thereafter. BiOWiSH Technologies Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary was
established in March 2009 in Chicago, Illinois, to commence marketing and
distribution in the USA.

International Projects
Synthite Industries, India
Synthite Industries, the global market leader in spice oleoresins, engaged in
a 3-month trial using BiOWiSH™-Aqua in May 2009 to improve the plant’s
effectiveness in treating wastewater. In addition to eliminating chemicals for
settling solids, the trial reduced aeration energy consumption by over 30% and
rendered the plant totally sludge-free. Collectively, these outcomes reduced
the plant’s annual operating costs by almost 50%. After the trial, Synthite has
incorporated BiOWiSH™ into its standard operating procedures and continues to
reduce aeration to capture additional energy savings.
Crop Residue Burning, Thailand
Crop residue burning is a global farming practice that causes significant human
health and environmental problems resulting from carbon dioxide emissions.
In 2009, farmers in Northern Thailand conducted a trial using BiOWiSH™-Crop
on several plots containing unburned rice crop residue as an alternative to this
method of tillage. When compared against plots where rice crop residue was
burned, the treated plots surpassed the production yield of the burned plots
by up to 268%. BiOWiSH™-Crop is a crop protection product that accelerates
the decomposition of crop residue, suppresses fungal disease, and releases
nutrients back into the soil.

Australian Projects
Technology or Patent/Ownership
BiOWiSH Technologies owns exclusive
and global intellectual property rights to
the development, manufacturing, sales,
marketing and distribution of products
powered by BiOWiSH™.

Boen Boe Stud, New South Wales
In just three weeks, BiOWiSH Technologies Manure & Odor Treatment reduced
the biological oxygen demand (BOD) in the anaerobic dam by 83% and by 57%
in the facultative dam. In addition, total suspended solids in the anaerobic and
facultative dams were reduced by 81% and 47%, respectively. Excessive nitrogen
levels in the dams were also reduced by up to 30%.
Bathurst Sewage Treatment Plant, New South Wales
BiOWiSH Technologies has been running a trial in conjunction with Bathurst
Regional Council to trial a revolutionary enzyme based approach to wastewater
treatment. Early test data shows that strength of the sewage has been reduced
by up to 83% and solids by up to 90% prior to entering the aeration chamber for
traditional biological treatment.
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Carnegie Wave Energy Limited
ABN

69 009 237 736

Company Profile

Contact

Michael Ottaviano

Phone

+61 8 9486 4466

Email

enquiries@carnegiewave.com

Web

www.carnegiewave.com

Address
		

Level 1, 16 Ord Street
West Perth WA 6005

Carnegie Wave Energy Limited (Carnegie) is an ASX-listed Australian company
and is the inventor, developer and owner of the innovative renewable power
CETO wave energy technology. It is majority Australian-owned with over 6,000
Australian shareholders. Over the past 3 years, the CETO wave technology
has been proven at scale in West Australian waters and Carnegie is now in
the commercialisation phase of CETO which involves the installation and
commissioning of Australia’s first commercial-scale wave energy Project.

Email us
Carnegie Wave Energy Limited (ASX:
CWE) is focused on developing and
commercialising its CETO wave energy
technology which is capable of producing
zero-emission power and desalinated water
direct from the ocean’s waves.

Target Export Markets
Europe
UK
North America
South America
South Africa
Asia

Target Export Industries
Renewable Energy & Desalination

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Outward Investment
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Carnegie is the largest employer in the Australian wave energy industry.
Carnegie’s management, engineering and technical teams, amounting to over
25 Western Australian based personnel, have considerable experience in the
development and commercialisation of technology across a range of research
and development, technical, power utility and commercial-based industries.

Technologies & Capabilities
Wave energy is a renewable energy resource created by large storms hundreds
of kilometres off-shore, generating and transmitting huge amounts of energy
that travels great distances (via swell) and mixes with local influences (seas) to
arrive at shore. It is a genuinely highly available renewable energy source and
distinct from tidal energy. CETO is Carnegie’s wave power generation system,
it harnesses the enormous source of renewable energy present in our ocean’s
waves and converts it directly into two of the most valuable commodities
underpinning the sustainable growth of the planet, zero-emission electricity and
zero-emission desalinated water.
With 60% of the world’s population living within 60 kilometres of a coast, wave
power is has the potential to be a valuable renewable energy source. Wave
power generation is emissions free, predictable and is a viable base load power
source. It is available 24 hours a day, unlike other renewable energy sources
such as wind and solar which can be unpredictable. The added benefit of CETO
is in its ability to desalinate water, making it a solution for large scale production
of drinking water, vital for a world which is increasingly facing water shortages.
CETO differs from other wave technologies under development globally by
being fully submerged and generating power onshore rather than off-shore. It
has been proven at pilot scale, constructed at commercial scale and is now in
its commercial demonstration phase. The system consists of a series of buoys
each tethered to a sea bed mounted pump unit. Wave motions move the buoys,
generating power for the pumps to deliver pressurised water to shore which is
then used to generate electricity using standard hydro electric equipment. Unlike
other wave power systems, CETO works with the sea’s natural motion, negating
the need for steel and concrete structures, oils, lubricants and off-shore electrical
components which may disrupt natural eco systems.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Desalination
Renewable generation
Wave energy

Carnegie has developed a world-class competency in advancing new
technological concepts, developing and testing them, initially virtually, through
advanced computational analysis systems, prior to real in-sea prototyping
to validate the predicted performance. Through proving CETO at pilot plant
scale, Carnegie has demonstrated the benefits of accelerated design
development techniques and has built a core team of business, engineering
and scientific personnel to direct and manage the development and
commercialisation of CETO.

Year Established
1993

Listed Company
ASX:CWE

Management Team
Grant Mooney, Chairman
Dr Michael Ottaviano, Managing Director
Jeffrey Harding, Non Executive Director
Bruce McLeod, Non Executive Director
Greg Bourne, Non Executive Director
Clive Callister, Non Executive Director
Kieran O’Brien, Executive Director –
European Business Development

Awards

›› Awarded A$12.5m West Australian
State Government Grant for Perth Wave
Energy Project

›› Irish, French & Canadian Govt grants for
CETO development (A$7million)

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Carnegie invests significant resources
in the maintenance of an intellectual
property portfolio and views the creation
and protection of IP as a core competency.
Carnegie’s patent portfolio consists of
several patent families with global patent
coverage; ranging from provisional and
applied for through to awarded patents.

Carnegie has been publicly listed on the Australian Securities Exchange
since 1993. It has traded solvently and continuously during this period. Over
the previous three years Carnegie has raised and deployed funds totalling
approximately A$35 million, in line with the requirements of the CETO technology
deployment plan developed by management and agreed by the Carnegie Board.
During this time, Carnegie’s market capitalisation has grown from A$7 million to
around A$90 million and it remains debt-free.

International Projects
Carnegie is exploring a range of potential commercial project sites with suitable
site conditions and favourable economic climate, including:
La Reunion Island – An overseas French territory in the Indian Ocean. Awarded
€3M of French Government funding for a research and development project, to
be led by CETO Joint Venture licencee EDF EN. The project will initially consist of
the deployment of a single, autonomous unit (stage 1) which will be followed by
a 2MW plant (stage 2) and a further expansion of the project to a nominal 15MW
installed capacity (stage 3). Stage 1 of the project will receive around 75% of its
funding via a French Government grant.
Republic of Ireland – Formal funding and collaboration agreement with the Irish
Government’s Sustainable Energy Association (SEAI) for a €150,000 project
to evaluate potential CETO wave sites in Ireland and develop a site specific
conceptual design. The project is 50% funded by the SEAI and 50% by Carnegie
and forms the first phase of detailed design for a potential 5MW commercial
demonstration project in Irish waters. The project will be managed through
Carnegie’s Irish subsidiary, CETO Wave Energy Ireland Limited.
Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada – Granted an Investigative Permit
by British Columbia’s Ministry of Agriculture and Lands to conduct a wave energy
investigation and awarded CAD$2m through British Columbia’s Innovative Clean
Energy fund to develop a wave energy project off Ucluelet

Australian Projects
Perth Wave Energy Project, Western Australia
CETO has been developed over twelve years through several phases culminating
in the technology now being demonstrated at full commercial scale. The Perth
Wave Energy Project will demonstrate the CETO technology at a commercial
scale across two stages.
Stage one of the project, which has already commenced, involves the
deployment of a single stand-alone commercial scale CETO unit in the Sepia
Depression, between Garden Island and Five Fathom Bank. Stage two of the
project involves the construction, deployment and operational grid-connected, 2
to 5 MW peak installed capacity commercial-scale wave energy demonstration
project at Garden Island, Western Australia.
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Ceramic Fuel Cells Ltd.
ABN

82 055 736 671

Company Profile

Contact

Trent Rowe

Phone

+61 3 9554 2300

Email

trent.rowe@cfcl.com.au

Web

www.cfcl.com.au

Address
		

170 Browns Road
Noble Park VIC 3174

Formed in 1992, Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited (CFCL) is a world leader in
developing solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology to provide reliable, energy
efficient, high quality and low-emission electricity from widely available natural
gas and renewable fuels. CFCL is developing SOFC products for small-scale onsite micro combined heat and power (m-CHP) and distributed generation units
that co-generate electricity and heat for domestic use.

Email us
Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited is a leading
developer of high efficiency and low
emission electricity generation units for
homes and other buildings.

Using natural gas, the technology has achieved electrical efficiency of 60%.
When heat is recovered from the electricity production process, total efficiency is
up to 85%, more than twice as efficient as the average among current Australian
power stations. Using the same fuel cell technology, Ceramic Fuel Cells is also
developing fully integrated power and heating products.
The company’s products are not limited to solid oxide fuel cells, they also
specialise in: powder and ceramic production, high temperature metal and
ceramic materials, advanced heat exchanger design and fully integrated fuel
cell testing systems. Ceramic Fuel Cells is continuing to build its order book for
its BlueGen units from major utilities and other foundation customers in Europe,
Japan, the USA and Australia.

Current Export Markets
Germany
UK
France
Netherlands
Japan
USA

Target Export Markets
Italy
Spain
Belgium
Austria
Switzerland

Target Export Industries
Electricity and/or gas utilities
Energy Service Companies (ESCO)
Green Building Industries

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Technologies & Capabilities
CFCL has extensive R&D, testing and manufacturing facilities and has built a
high-volume fuel cell stack manufacturing facility in Germany, making CFCL
ready for volume production. The company has also constructed a plant in the
UK to produce high quality ceramic powders, which are a key component of solid
oxide fuel cells, using the company’s patented technology. The range includes:
Fuel Cells – Since the company’s formation in 1992, CFCL has had significant
experience in the development of solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC). CFCL’s pilot
production plant located in Noble Park, Melbourne is capable of producing a
range of SOFCs in varying designs. The company has expertise across the entire
fuel cell production process: from ceramic power production for electrolytes,
anodes and cathodes right through to glass sealing technologies for finished
fuel stacks. CFCL is commercialising its technology using an ‘anode supported’
SOFC design.
Gennex – In the future, electricity generation will be using a Distributed
Generation network, where electricity can be generated and consumed at the
point of use. Homes will contain energy efficient appliances from today, but
with the added capability to produce highly efficient electricity from Solid Oxide
Fuel Cells (SOFCs). Gennex™ is a 1kW fuel cell module which is designed for
integration inside the appliances of tomorrow.
BlueGen™ – BlueGen™ is the latest breakthrough in small scale electricity
generation. It is a modular style fuel cell generator that can be configured to
suit a range of different markets and installations. BlueGen™ is a grid-parallel
SOFC system that operates on natural gas producing highly efficiency electricity
with up to 2 kW power export output, co-generation capabilities and up to 60%
electrical efficiency.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Cogeneration
Fuel cells
Hydrogen energy

Ceramic Fuel Cells Limited was formed in 1992 by Australia’s CSIRO
(Commonwealth Science and Industry Research Organisation) and a consortium
of leading energy and industrial companies. Research and testing of the
technology dates back to the 1970s by the CSIRO. CFCL is now at an advanced
stage of development, and is moving swiftly towards commercialisation.

Year Established
1992

Listed Company
ASX Listed
AIM Listed
Code: CFU

With over 100 skilled staff and extensive patented technology, CFCL is pursuing
partnerships for manufacture, production and use of its fuel cells in delivering
electricity to the domestic European and Asian markets. The company is based
in Melbourne, Australia, and has grown to have offices in the United Kingdom
and Germany.

International Projects

Fields of Commerce

France – In 2006 the company signed a product development agreement with
Gaz de France and De Dietrich Thermique.

Electricity generation
Manufacture of products

Germany – In 2007 CFCL signed a product development agreement with EWE
and Bruns Heiztechnik GmbH (Bruns), a specialist German boiler manufacturer.

Management Team
Brendan Dow, Managing Director
Tony Sherburn, Chief Financial Officer
Karl Föger, Chief Technology Officer
John Rajoo, Chief Operations Officer
Andrew Neilson, Group General
Manager, Commercial
Peter McDonell, Human Resources Manager
Trent Rowe, Group General Manager,
Product & Marketing
Paddy Thompson, General Manager
Business Development (UK)
Frank Obernitz, General Manager Business
Development (Germany)
Frank Boyd – Group General Manager
- ERP Systems

UK – In 2007 the company signed an agreement with E.ON UK Ltd, to develop
a unit for the UK market. E.ON UK is the UK’s largest integrated power and gas
company, generating and distributing electricity, and retailing electricity and gas
for around 8.5 million customer accounts.
Paloma, Japan – CFCL and Paloma will work together to evaluate and develop
a commercial m-CHP product by integrating CFCL’s advanced fuel cell module
with a Paloma home heating appliance.
California, USA – In 2010, Ceramic Fuel Cells received an order from Southern
California Gas Company (part of the Sempra Utilities group) to test and evaluate
the technology for the Californian market.

Australian Projects
Victorian Government’s Office of Housing
Ceramic Fuel Cells is working with the Victorian Government’s Office of
housing to install 30 BlueGen units in public housing properties in metropolitan
Melbourne and regional Victoria. The project will demonstrate the operation
of the units and the benefits to tenants, via the generation of low emission
power and hot water for the home. Over a year, each BlueGen unit can produce
twice the electricity needed to power an average Victorian home – the excess
power can be exported to the power grid. For these installations, BlueGen also
produces enough heat to meet the average home’s daily needs for hot water.

Awards

Adelaide City Council Electric Vehicle Recharge Station

Winner of the 2010/11 DuPont Australia &
New Zealand Innovation Awards – CEO
Award and Design for a Sustainable
Future Category

The Adelaide City Council and the South Australian Government have installed the
BlueGen unit together with an electric vehicle charging station. This enables city
shoppers to recharge their electric vehicles from low emission sources rather than
carbon intensive power from the electricity grid. The new station, located in the
Central Market carpark, is free to users and can charge two vehicles at a time.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
CFCL has developed and continues to
develop, a strong patent portfolio to protect
the company’s technology. In addition to its
know-how in fuel cell and stack fabrication
processes, the company has 32 patent
families (each a single invention covered in
a single or multiple jurisdictions) that have
been granted or are under application in
major jurisdictions around the world.
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Ausgrid, ‘Smart Home’
The Smart Home, created by Ausgrid and Sydney Water, showcases the latest
energy and water solutions. In August 2010, Ceramic Fuel Cells installed a
BlueGen unit in the Smart Home turning the home from a net importer of electricity
to a net exporter of electricity. Based on this successful trial, Ceramic Fuel Cells
has received an order for a further 25 units from Ausgrid as part of the Australian
Government ‘Smart Grid, Smart Cities project’ – Australia’s first smart grid project.

Clean TeQ
ABN

36 089 076 022

Company Profile

Contact

Greg Toll

Phone

+61 3 9797 6700

Email

gtoll@cleanteq.com

Web

www.cleanteq.com

Address
		

270 Hammond Rd
Dandenong South VIC 3175

Clean TeQ is an Australian environmental and mining services group focussed on
developing, commercialising and selling air purification, resource recovery and
water purification technologies. Its success is built on continuing investment in
R&D and commercialisation of innovations. The company develops sustainable
technologies with the strong belief that there is always a better way to use
nature’s resources.

Email us
Clean TeQ is an Australian environmental
and mining services group focussed on
developing, commercialising and selling
sustainable technologies, including
air purification, metal recovery and
water purification.

Current Export Markets
China, Namibia, USA

Target Export Markets
China, USA, Southern Africa

Target Export Industries
Air pollution and odour control for the
Industrial and Municipal markets
Mineral extraction and remediation in the
Mining sector

Type of Business Sought
Export, Licencing
Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination (ground water)
Air pollution/odour control

Clean TeqQ has three business divisions specialising in air, water and mining.

Technologies & Capabilities
Air – The air purification division has been Clean TeQ’s core operation since its
inception, and provides air purification and odour elimination solutions. Clients
include municipal and statutory authorities that manage sewerage treatment
plants, and industrial companies involved in activities such as food processing,
steel manufacturing, motor vehicle manufacturing and chemical processing.
Clean TeQ is a world leader in air technologies for the control of odour and
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Products include BioFiltration, BioTrickling
Filters, Fluidised Bed Scrubbers, Regenerative Thermal Oxidisers and Activated
Carbon systems.
Water – The water purification division uses Clean TeQ’s proprietary continuous
ion exchange (Clean iX®) system, as well as membrane processes (Clean-Mem,
Clean-MBR) and UV disinfection. It offers solutions in water and wastewater
treatment. Clean TeQ’s range of solutions provide clean water using technologies
that have minimum impact on the environment whilst being, safe, cost effective
and simple to operate. The Clean iX® technology is suitable for purification and
recycling of wastewaters and for desalination of brackish waters to produce high
quality industrial water. There is a significant opportunity for the technology to be
used in maximising the production and use of recycled wastewater.
Mining – The resource recovery division uses the Clean iX® technology to
extract a range of resources in the mining industry, including base metals,
precious metals, and radioactive elements. Today’s society demands that
resources are not wasted and that processes should be both environmentally
and economically sustainable. Of particular importance is the mining industry,
which has the custodianship of our natural mineral resources. Clean TeQ’s range
of ion-exchange resins and the Clean iX® cLX (continuous liquid extraction) and
cRIP (continuous resin-in-pulp) processes represent the future in hydrometallurgy,
particularly for gold, uranium and base metals. It potentially provides higher
recovery rates, lower costs and reduced environmental impact.

Year Established
1990

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Listed Company

Company Background

ASX listed since 2007
ASX code: CLQ

Clean TeQ is head quartered in Dandenong, Victoria, and was established
in 1990 when it developed and commercialised Biological Odour Control
Technology. It has since grown into three business divisions and employs some
35 professional staff. Recently the company opened a Mining Division office in
Perth to be in close proximity with many potential customers. The company is
actively seeking export opportunities, with development work for uranium mining
currently occurring in Southern Africa, gold recovery in the US, and contracts
commencing for wastewater treatment in China.

Fields of Commerce
Engineering design
Project management

Management Team
Ralph Pliner,
Independent Non-Executive Chairman

International Projects

Greg Toll, Chief Executive Officer

Activities have been focussed on confirming the efficacy of the Clean-iX®
uranium recovery technology, in conjunction with Paladin Energy, through the
operation of a pilot plant in Namibia in 2009.

Peter Voigt, Technology Director
Jeremy Carter, Executive Director
Barry Lewin, Non Executive Director
Marc Lichtenstein, Chief Financial Officer and
Company Secretary
Nikolai Zontov, Principle Research Scientist

Namibia

China
Contracts awarded for the design and construction of three wastewater treatment
plants in China in 2010. There are significant future opportunities in China.
USA
Gold demonstration plant for Barrick Gold 2010.

Matthew Lakey, General Manager Air
David Urpani, General Manager Water

Certifications and Quality Approvals
International Quality & Environmental
Standards (AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
14001:2004) and OH&S Standard (AS/NZS
ISO 4801:2001)

Awards

›› Winner of the 2009 Premier Regional
Business Innovation Award of the City of
Greater Dandenong, Victoria

›› Clean TeQ was among the BRW Fast 100
list of the fastest growing companies in
Australia 2008.

›› Winner of the 2007 Water Awards held by
Western Australia’s Department of Water
and the Water Corporation.

›› Winner of the 2006 Pearl Business Award,
part of the Hong Kong Australia Business
Awards for water treatment in China.

›› Winner of the 1999 Premier Regional
Environmental Award of the City of Greater
Dandenong, Victoria.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
The intellectual property in Clean TeQ’s
technologies is protected by a patent portfolio
which primarily relates to resin structures
and method or process patents for the
Clean-iX® Technology.
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Australian Projects
In 2009, major contracts won included projects in Perth, Western Australia,
Brisbane, Queensland, and Canberra, ACT, worth over A$10 million. A further ten
smaller projects were completed.
Clean TeQ has granted an exclusive licence to BHP Billiton to continue the
development of the Clean-iX® technology for nickel and cobalt extraction
processes. Clean TeQ retains rights for application of Clean-iX® for all other uses
and is currently investigating a number of other opportunities for non-exclusive
licencing of the technology.
Clean TeQ received a A$1.0M Climate Ready Grant from AusIndustry in 2009/10
to conduct studies to demonstrate the efficiency of the Clean-iX® technolgy for
the pretreatment of ground water prior to membrane desalination.

Clearmake Pty Ltd.
ABN

62 125 030 364

Company Profile

Contact

David Lumb

Phone

+61 7 5455 6822

Email
		

sales@clearmake.com.au
info@clearmake.com.au

Clearmake is a highly skilled team of qualified engineers, project managers and
tradespeople, supported by experienced management, sales and customer
service professionals. Clearmake’s clients include consulting engineers,
developers, government, business and industry tradespeople looking to reduce
reliance on mains water or meet strict wastewater discharge requirements.

Web

www.clearmake.com.au

Address
		

21 Project Avenue
Noosaville QLD 4566

Email us
Clearmake helps business and industry
to reduce potable water consumption and
pollution of water resources by designing,
manufacturing, installing and servicing
water treatment and recycling solutions. The
company was established in 1993 and has
more than 3500 systems operating around
the world cleaning more than 40 million
litres of water each day.

Current Export Markets
Hong Kong
India
New Zealand
Fiji

Target Export Markets
Worldwide, with a focus on China and
SE Asia, Korea, Japan, the Indian SubContinent and the Middle East.

Type of Business Sought
Export

In addition to its services, Clearmake offers a standard product range for small
applications through to custom designed systems for larger site specific projects.
To maintain a high level of quality, all design and manufacturing takes place at
one centralised location in Queensland where products are individually examined
and are submitted to pre-install testing before dispatch. Clearmake customers
can also benefit from post sales service, with the option of an equipment service
package. A Clearmake service package takes an active approach to equipment
care, minimising unplanned system downtime, improving performance reliability
and employee safety, whilst maximising the life of the equipment for a greater
return on investment. Clearmake offers a full range of services to ensure the
project is a complete success:

›› Design – including concept process and site design; bench testing of the
proposed design; pilot plants; NATA laboratory analysis of results; detailed
system design; site layouts; system quotations; and running cost estimation

›› Project Management
›› Manufacturing – wherever possible systems are skid mounted for complete
testing prior to delivery. This method of manufacture and testing minimises the
cost and time taken for onsite installation

›› Installation – Clearmake can work with an existing onsite contractor to install
a system or, alternatively, can provide a complete installation and project
management service

›› Commissioning – all custom systems are commissioned by Clearmake. This
ensures the system is operating as designed and is delivering the required
water quality and quantity

›› Training and servicing.
Technologies & Capabilities
Clearmake offers a range of products in the areas of Water Management and
Treatment for industrial, commercial and residential applications:
Oil/Water/Solids Separation – Clearmake Separators are designed to remove
free floating hydrocarbons such as diesel, hydraulic fluid and oil as well as
heavier suspended solids from a wastewater stream.
Water Treatment Systems – Clearmake offers various treatment technologies
including its innovative electroflocculation system, Clearmake Electropure™, a
simple, cost effective method of removing a wide range of contaminants from
water, allowing it to be safely reused or discharged to the environment or storm
water system. Systems can treat a wide range of flow rates from 30 litres per
hour through to more than 100,000 litres per hour.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies
Water treatment
Water recycling
Water harvesting

Year Established
1993

Fields of Commerce
Engineering design
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Technical consulting

Management Team
David Lumb, Managing Director
Andrew McPherson, Engineering and
Operations Manager
Rik Holdsworth, Business
Development Manager
Melinda Lumb, Marketing and HR Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Clearmake oil/water/solids separators
have been appraised by the Water
Services Association of Australia (WSAA)

›› Clearmake diversion systems are Sydney
Water Approved

Awards

›› Winner of 2008 Telstra Business Awards
Australian Regional Business of the Year

›› Winner of 2009 Sunshine Coast
Excellence in Business Awards –
Building/Manufacturing Large Business
of the Year

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Clearmake Electropure
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Storm Water Management – A Clearmake gross pollutant trap (GPT) treats rain
and storm water runoff from hardstand or car park areas. A Clearmake GPT is a
cost effective alternative to the larger concrete GPTs which are more expensive
to purchase and more time consuming to install. Clearmake also offers various
diversion systems to divert hardstand or storm water to the sewer, storm water
system or the environment.
Water Recycling Systems – Water recycling systems treat contaminated
wastewater to a standard suitable for reuse.
Water Harvesting Systems – Clearmake water harvesting systems treat
harvested rain or storm water to a standard suitable for reuse. All systems can
be fully automated to minimise operator involvement and ensure reliable high
quality results.

Company Background
Clearmake has been designing and manufacturing water harvesting, treatment
and recycling solutions since 1993 and has supplied more than 3,500 systems
Australia wide. The company’s technologies and innovations have been
recognised through numerous awards and the business was selected for The
Australian Technology Showcase, a State and Federal Government initiative
to promote Australian Innovation globally. Clearmake has expanded into
international markets with projects in Asia.

International Projects
Hong Kong Airport
Clearmake was selected to design, manufacture and commission a custom
stormwater diversion system for Hong Kong Airport’s facility expansion.
Clearmake’s customised system ensures contaminated first flush wash down
water is diverted to the treatment system and clean water is diverted to the storm
water system.

Australian Projects
Hastings Deering, Rockhampton, Queensland
Clearmake was selected to design, manufacture, install and commission a water
recycling system for Hastings Deering’s new wash bay recycling system. The
solution provided is a recycling system capable of treating 10,000 litres per hour
of wash down water.
QANTAS, Brisbane, Queensland
The Qantas Brisbane Airport required water treatment and recycling solutions for
treatment of water from wash down of aircraft and parts. The wastewater was to
be treated and reused for wash down with excess water used for local irrigation.
Clearmake was selected to design, manufacture and commission the water
treatment and recycling equipment for the site. A custom system capable of
treating up to 3,000 litres per hour of wash down water was developed.
CLEM7 Tunnel, Brisbane, Queensland
The 6.8km CLEM7 is Brisbane’s first major road tunnel. Clearmake was
appointed to design, manufacture, install and commission the ground water
treatment plant for the Clem Jones Tunnel (CLEM7). The system will remove
heavy metals and other contaminants from groundwater extracted from the
tunnel, so the water is safe to discharge into the local storm water system.

Climate Friendly Pty Ltd.
ABN

65 107 201 025

Company Profile

Contact

Freddy Sharpe

Phone

+61 2 9356 3600

Email

freddy.sharpe@climatefriendly.com

Web

www.climatefriendly.com

Climate Friendly is a pioneer in providing innovative carbon management
solutions to businesses and individuals. The company’s goal is to make it quick
and easy to take immediate, meaningful action on climate change. The company
does this by investing in renewable energy projects that effectively keep carbon
where it belongs, in the ground.

Address
		
		

Suite B Level 2
140 William Street
East Sydney NSW 2011

Email us

Climate Friendly’s business provides carbon finance to a range of renewable
energy projects in developing economies. In this way, the company not only
funds effective global reductions in emissions that would not otherwise occur
but also delivers technological, economic, social and environmental benefits to
communities that are most exposed to the impacts of climate change.

Climate Friendly is a pioneer in providing
innovative carbon management solutions
that enable businesses and individuals to
take immediate and meaningful action on
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Climate Friendly is consistently rated at the top of its field in local and
international surveys for the quality of its carbon solutions. The company’s focus
on product development enables it to provide choice, flexibility and value to
customers who want to act, and positions Climate Friendly at the forefront of
the rapidly growing voluntary market. With an international client base and a
recognised, trusted brand, Climate Friendly continues to offer global solutions to
the global challenge of climate change.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Europe/UK
North America

Climate Friendly offers a range of services to help customers measure and
understand their carbon footprint. The company covers emissions from all
sources including electricity use, flights, car travel, waste and more. Climate
Friendly develops enhanced carbon management services such as automated
data capture for global air travel. Climate Friendly provides best practice
methodology and the most up-to-date emission factors for accurate calculation.
The company provides web-based calculators for easy self-assessment.

Target Export Markets
Europe/UK
North America

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biomass
Geothermal energy
Hydroelectricity
Renewable generation
Waste energy
Wave energy
Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

To reduce footprints as quickly as possible, Climate Friendly provides an
international portfolio of carbon offsets and renewable energy certificates. These
are sourced only from renewable energy projects accredited to either the Gold
Standard or the Voluntary Carbon Standard, the two leading global standards for
voluntary carbon.
Climate Friendly delivers full carbon accounting and assurance, including the
registration, tracking and retirement of credits on public registries and full,
independent 3rd party auditing of our carbon accounts. All audit results are
published online.
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Year Established

International Projects

2003

Anemon Intepe Wind Farm, Turkey

Fields of Commerce
Carbon management solutions
(measurement of carbon footprint, provision
of offsets and renewable energy certificates,
assurance services)

Management Team
Joel Fleming, Founding Chairman
Freddy Sharpe, Chief Executive Officer
Aude Perrine, Carbon Manager
James Lewis, Senior Account Manager
Jake Maribbay, Senior Account Manager
Phil Smith, Channel and Product
Manager, FlightPortal
Serge Viranian, Digital Marketing
& Product Manager
Ryan Kane, Account Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Climate Friendly is a founding member of
the International Carbon Reduction and
Offset Alliance (ICROA), the leading industry
body designed to ensure the highest quality
standards in the voluntary carbon markets.
ICROA is a not-for-profit alliance of leading
carbon reduction and offset providers.
ICROA provides leadership and a unified
voice advocating for rigorous industry
standards. As an ICROA member, Climate
Friendly complies with and publically reports
against the ICROA Code of Best Practice.

Awards
Climate Friendly is ranked as the number
one carbon offset provider in Australia by
Carbon Offset Watch, and number two
globally by the Suzuki Foundation and The
Pembina Institute
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Anemon Intepe Wind Farm is a 30.4 MW onshore wind farm located in the region
of Çanakkale-Intepe in Turkey. The Gold Standard project facilitates the up-take
of the wind energy industry in Turkey. It also alleviates poverty in the local area
by establishing direct and indirect benefits through employment opportunities
associated with the construction, operation and maintenance of the wind farm.
The project improves electricity availability as well as reducing the dependency
on electricity imports.
Taohuashan Hydropower Station, China
The Taohuashan hydropower station is a 12.6 MW project situated in the Baishun
village of Yanzi Town in the Hefeng County, Hubei Province in China. The
power generation of this VCS project will be transmitted to a local transformer
substation, then to Hubei Grid and finally to the Central China Grid. The project
contributes to the development of renewable energy in China and the reduction
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The project will not only supply renewable
electricity to grid, but also contribute to sustainable development in the local area.

Australian Projects
Lake Bonney Wind Farm Project, South Australia
This wind farm was accredited under the Mandatory Renewable Energy Scheme
and the Green Power Scheme. Hence it helps expand the renewable energy
industry in Australia and increases the financial viability of the local farms
in the region.

Cool nrg International Pty Ltd.
ABN

50 124 334 158

Company Profile

Contact

Anil Bhatta

Phone

+61 3 9387 2964

Email

anil@coolnrg.com

Web

www.coolnrg.com

Cool nrg was founded in 2007 in response to the global climate crisis. It is one
of the world’s leading Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) project developers
for household energy efficiency. The company is a purpose-driven, for profit
enterprise that cuts residential carbon dioxide emissions through large-scale
energy efficiency programs.

Address
		

269 Stewart Street
Brunswick East VIC 3057

Email us
Cool nrg’s primary purpose is action
on climate change. Cool nrg designs,
develops and delivers mass scale emission
reduction projects through partnering with
governments and business.

Current Export Markets

All of Cool nrg’s projects are delivered with a high profile in order to raise
awareness among decision makers. The aim is to demonstrate the power
of domestic energy efficiency as the only climate change and energy policy
solution capable of delivering cost savings direct to households. Cool nrg wants
to see CDM play a prominent role in the Conference of Parties’ negotiations
and outcomes, and a prominent role for the private sector in delivering energy
efficiency projects.
The current company focus is on installing energy-efficient bulbs. The energy
cuts that create households savings lead to significant poverty alleviation. Antipoverty action through energy efficiency can occur in a broad range of countries,
not just major developing countries. The lower transaction costs and flexibility
of Programmatic CDM allows for significant emissions reduction in developing
countries throughout Asia, the South Pacific and Africa where the impacts of
climate change are most acute.

Mexico, UK, Clean Development
Mechanism Countries (Non Annex 1 Kyoto)

Technologies & Capabilities

Target Export Markets

Cool nrg International Pty Ltd is an international company with offices in London,
Paris, Madrid, Melbourne, San Francisco, Mexico City and Beijing. Further
projects are being developed in Europe, China, India, Australia and the USA.

US, UK and developing nations throughout
Asia, the South Pacific and Africa

Type of Business Sought
Consulting

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Clean Development Mechanism
Programmatic CDM consulting services
Energy efficiency
Carbon finance

The company has an experienced board and management team with
backgrounds in banking, business, law, government, media, consultancy
and project management. The team’s experience in business development,
commercial structuring, capital raising, project delivery and carbon trading is
made available to partners in developing and/or delivering emission reduction
projects. A dedicated research and development team understands the market
opportunities and regulatory frameworks in which Cool nrg operates.
According to the International Energy Agency, energy efficiency would reduce
emissions by more than 50% with domestic energy efficiency capable of saving
around half that, 20% to 30% of total abatement required to reach safe levels. For
this reason Cool nrg has pioneered the concept of CDM-DEE (Domestic Energy
Efficiency), the design, development and delivery of proven and simple domestic
energy efficiency technology. CDM-DEE uses the UN’s Clean Development
Mechanism to realise mass-scale residential energy efficiency projects that
reduce CO2 emissions and save households money.
Such projects deliver: immediate and significant emissions reduction, household
savings from energy-saving technology such as lighting; reduced pressure on
national energy supply and investment in electricity generation; and savings for
governments that can be passed on as electricity price subsidies.
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Year Established

Company Background

2007

Cool nrg is headquartered in Australia and was founded in 2007 by Nic
Frances, a world leader in social enterprise. It has since grown to have offices
and projects all over the world, increasing its capability to deliver energy
efficiency programmes in developed and developing countries. Cool nrg’s
clients include governments, national and multi-national companies and non
government organisations.

Fields of Commerce
Environmental consulting
Project management
Training and workshops

Management Team
Nic Frances, Executive Chairman
Matthew Slatter, Executive Director
Andrew Laing, Executive Director
Paul Ostling, Deputy Chairman,
Non-executive Director
Mark Provis, Non-executive Director

Awards
Guinness Book of Records for the Largest
Energy Efficiency Campaign in the World
(2008 UK)

International Projects
Mexico
Launched by the Mexican Government, the Luz Verde (‘Green Light’) program
is the world’s first programmatic CDM project approved under the CDM, and
starting 31 October 2009, will give away 30 million energy saving lights to low
and middle income Mexican households. The light bulbs will save energy, cut
carbon emissions and deliver anti-poverty outcomes. The project is the world’s
first example of a household energy efficiency project under the United Nations
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), which allows companies in industrialised
nations to finance emission reduction projects in developing countries. It is
hoped that its success will encourage other businesses and governments to
undertake CDM programmatic initiatives. It is anticipated that Cool nrg’s Mexico
project will:

›› Reach 30% of the population, including Mexico’s poorest people
›› Cut emissions by 7.5 million tones of CO2 over ten years
›› Save households US $165 million per year of their energy bills plus $200
million per year on government electricity subsidies, and

›› Save the Mexican government US $585 million in avoided investment in
electricity and infrastructure.
UK
Cool nrg created a landmark partnership between Britain’s largest tabloid
newspaper, The Sun, and leading utility Scottish & Southern Energy to create
a world record breaking energy efficiency campaign. On 19 January 2008, 4.5
million energy-saving light bulbs were distributed which, when installed, will
reduce carbon emissions by up to 387,000 tonnes over the lifetime of the bulbs,
the equivalent of taking 20,000 cars off the road.
Cool nrg also has projects in South Africa, Indonesia, the UAE, Madagascar and
the South Pacific.

Australian Projects
Cool nrg created a partnership between Bunnings Warehouse, the Herald Sun
and Sustainability Victoria. The Change the Globe campaign gave away 500,000
energy saving light globes which will allow Victorians to cut greenhouse gas
emissions by 318,000 tonnes and save 240 Gigawatt hours in energy. This is
enough power to supply 25,000 homes for a year.
In Queensland, in partnership with the Queensland Government, Australia Post
and The Sunday Mail, The Big Light Switch campaign will distribute 1 million
energy saving light globes to Queenslanders.
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COzero
ABN

99 124 391 073

Company Profile

Contact

Nicholas Armstrong

Phone

+61 2 9011 7800

Email

narmstrong@cozero.com.au

Web

www.cozero.com.au

Address
		

Level 71 Macquarie St,
Sydney 2000

Change tomorrow, today is COzero’s philosophy. The company assists clients to
reduce their carbon footprints by providing a portfolio of Emmission Reductions
(ERs) to meet voluntary and mandatory obligations. Clients range from local
governments to multi-national corporations, and ISPs to Telecom companies. As
a vertically integrated business, COzero develops, purchases, trades and retires
ERs, originating from both domestic and international projects.

Email us
Change Tomorrow Today.

Current Export Markets
China
Target Export Markets
South East Asia
India

Target Export Industries
CDM (Clean Development Mechanism)

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership
Project Opportunities

COzero helps its clients to take action on climate change with GreenPower and
carbon offsetting. The company’s customers assist Australia’s renewable energy
industry by purchasing Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) to reduce their
electricity emissions. COzero Aggregation collects and registers Renewable
Energy Certificates (REC) assisting small business installers.
Originate Carbon is the Carbon Development Mechanism (CDM) origination
arm of COzero, its main role being to develop and fund registration of primary
CDM projects. Many of the company’s customers have mandatory obligations
under Emissions Trading Schemes, to help manage this risk COzero originates
low cost offset projects under the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto
Protocol. COzero places a strong focus on social development and has projects
registered on the Gold Standard where achievable. The company also has strong
relationships with various organisations which can help to expedite the time to
market for projects.
The offsets achieved from projects, known as Certified Emission Reductions
(CERs), are allowable offsets under the EU-ETS. Carbon Offsetting plays a pivotal
role in addressing climate change where the cost-benefit of emissions reductions
practices makes purchasing verified emissions reductions (VERs) lower cost
to an individual or organisation than employing abatement practices on their
own. COzero advocates the adoption of an optimal cost-benefit approach
to carbon neutrality.

Technologies & Capabilities
Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biocompost
Biofuels
Biomass
Waste energy
Household energy efficiency

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

COzero:

››
››
››
››

Develop
Purchase
Trade, and
Retire.

Emission Reductions (ERs), originating both domestically and internationally.
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Year Established

International Projects

2007

COzero manages a private portfolio of CDM projects and work with partners on
the ground to originate, measure, develop and manage carbon assets. Carbon
is a long-term business and COzero works hard to build long term relationships
based on transparent, mutually beneficial agreements and market insights
born of both local knowledge and global understanding. The company forges
partnerships with local businesses and hire the best people to assist in working
with the prevailing business culture.

Fields of Commerce
Emissions Trading

Management Team
Nicholas Armstrong,
Director, Business to Business
Geoff Alexander, Director, Aggregation
Abraham Robertson,
Chief Investment Officer
Shen Xiaojing, Manager CDM
Edward Davison, Settlements Manager
Jemima Hastings,
Renewables Account Manger
Vicky Zhang, Compliance Officer

COzero provides access to long-term, bankable off-take agreements which
allow project owners to financially close their investments. COZero also fund the
commercialization of the resulting certificates. The company’s purchasing power
ensures speedier project registration, cheaper validation and verification costs,
and allows for exotic pricing structures.
For project owners, the off-take agreement provides a guaranteed revenue
stream out until 2020 or beyond, backed by investment grade buyers from
Australia and abroad. Demand for emission reductions comes from those
who have both voluntary and compliance obligations typically in secondary
Kyoto markets.
COzero, through Originate Carbon, currently has around 20 CDM projects at
various investment and development stages. COzero’s geographical focus covers
China, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, Bhutan, Malaysia, Borneo, Indonesia, South
Pacific, Thailand, East Timor, Singapore, Burma, Philippines, PNG, Mongolia,
Nepal, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Azerbaijan, Turkey.
Originate Carbon has a preference to jointly develop projects with a local (Host
Country) partner. The company provides capital during the development phase,
and can arrange project debt and equity from Australian partners. The company’s
project focus is on:

›› Renewables including Hydro, Biomass, Wind, Solar Thermal
›› Distributed projects, for example household cooking, lighting and heating
projects. These may include solar LED lighting, lighting upgrades and retrofits,
biogas systems, efficient cooking stoves, or solar water heaters.

›› Industrial projects, like WHR, fuel switch, energy efficiency.
›› Methane, including Agricultural, Waste Water, Coal Mine, Landfill and MSW
The company places a strong focus on social development and having its
projects registered to the Gold Standard where achievable. Its strong relationship
with various designated operational entities in the region can also expedite the
time to market for projects that COzero are involved in.

Australian Projects
COzero Aggregation is one of the top 3 REC/STC agents in Australia. Using
technology to reduce cost-to-serve, minimise data errors and rapidly increase
transaction speed, COzero helps installers of small-scale technologies such as
household PhotoVoltaic (PV) systems, solar hot water, and micro-wind, to create
and monetize their RECs/STCs as quickly as possible. COzero deals regularly
with over 15 liable entities in the Australian Energy Market, and communicate
with them daily.
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Creative Water Technology
ABN

85 123 241 172

Company Profile

Contact

Stephen Shelley

Phone

+61 3 9730 4100

Email
		

stephen.shelley@		
creativewater.com.au

Creative Water Technology (CWT) is a Melbourne, Victoria, based company
dedicated to the research, design and production of innovative and cost
effective technologies and process for the recovery of clean water from highly
contaminated waste streams or contaminated water.

Web

www.creativewater.com.au

Address
		
		

Unit 11,
1488 Ferntree Gully Road
Knoxfield VIC 3180

Email us
Creative Water Technology is a world-class
research and development organisation that
offers specialised products and services
to companies with high-contaminant
wastewater treatment problems.

Target Export Markets
China

The company offers solutions for trade waste problems in the metal recycling,
smelting, petroleum, desalination, textile, municipal waste and many other
industries. CWT is designed specifically to achieve what other technologies, such
as reverse osmosis, cannot. With the unprecedented ability to extract up to 97%
of water content from any waste stream, CWT delivers distilled water, Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD) and dry commodities.
CWT sells and supports a range of products that includes its own patented
CWT appliances as well as Australian made reverse osmosis appliances around
Australia and internationally. The company also provides a full range of pre-sale
and post-sale services to ensure customers get the most appropriate and the
best return on investment from their water treatment facility. The company offers:

›› Specialist technical consultancy services on water management water
treatment projects

›› Advice on better satisfying water and environmental authority regulations
›› Engineering and scientific research capabilities, based on the latest
developments in water recovery, to identify efficient and effective water
management solutions, and

›› Capability to provide the award winning CWT appliances, able to convert
Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination
Waste management
Water saving technologies

prescribed waste and high salinity water to clean (distilled) water and
deliver ZLD.

Technologies & Capabilities
Creative Water Technology (CWT) has developed world-class techniques in zero
liquid discharge (ZLD) and fractional crystallization of minerals to apply to a wide
range of water treatment and recycling applications. The company has developed
a range of appliances that are ready to order using a new patented process that
cleans prescribed waste, desalinates RO concentrate (brine), dewaters sludges
and extracts up to 97% of water content from feed water. The compact nature
of the Creative Water Technology allows it to be located on a clean site or as a
retrofit to existing water processing plants to treat their waste or brine discharge.
The technology has been specifically designed to handle the high levels of
contaminant that alternative technologies struggle to process, with proven
results for water samples with total dissolved solids levels over 300,000ppm that
were reduced to less than 20ppm. Comparatively, reverse osmosis struggles to
process contaminant levels over 70,000ppm effectively.
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Year Established
2002

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Stephen Shelley, Executive Chairman
Anthony Jones, CEO
Geoffrey Kirton, Non-executive Director

Awards
Winner Victoria’s International
Next Big Thing Award 2009,
Green/Environmental Category

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patent applications filed in 2005 and 2008
are in various stages of processing up to
and including national phase grant approval

Most existing technologies operate with high energy distillation, filters or
biological processing. CWT’s technology uses a low temperature, thermal
distillation process known as adiabatic recovery to desalinate, dewater and/
or recycle highly saline and highly contaminated wastewater. CWT technology
is able to reclaim up to 97% clean usable water and up to 100% of the
contaminants contained in the feed water. Soluble and insoluble contaminants
are separately extracted and dried for sale or re-use.
The cost of prescribed waste disposal is increasing, for example in Victoria, costs
can be over A$500/tonne. CWT appliances, on the other hand, can process this
waste for as little as A$0.87/tonne in ideal circumstances and approximately
A$10/tonne in less favourable situations. This technology puts clients back in
control of prescribed waste disposal costs.

Company Background
CWT technology has been under development since 2002. The company has a
dedicated team of engineers, scientists and marketing and business analysts to
develop the Creative Water Technology adiabatic water recovery process. The
ability of CWT’s technology to handle a wide range of prescribed wastes has
been demonstrated through many in-house and field trials. In 2009, Creative
Water Technology won the ‘Next Big Thing’ award, an international competition
that attracted hundreds of entries from many countries.

International Projects
CWT is currently working closely with a large Chinese organisation to form a
Joint Venture in China. CWT is also negotiating a mutual agreement with a global
process engineering firm to manufacture the CWT appliances in China.
Current projects include:
Industry

Location

Appliance

Status

Chemical

Sichuan, China

CWT Gen-I 20kl/d

Under contract

Australian Projects
CWT is currently delivering projects in:
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Industry

Location

Appliance

Status

Food

New South Wales

CWT Gen-I 20kl/d

Commissioned

Agriculture

Central Queensland

CWT Gen-I 20kl/d

Commissioned

Steel

Tasmania

CWT Gen-I 20kl/d

Under Construction

Diamond Energy Pty Ltd.
ABN

97 107 516 334

Company Profile

Contact

Cathy Sennitt

Phone

+61 3 9006 9031

Email

corporate@diamond-energy.com

Web

www.diamond-energy.com

Address
		

Level 1, 695 Burke Rd
Camberwell VIC 3124

Diamond Energy develops and delivers customised, innovative business
models to reduce the client’s carbon footprint. Through extensive knowledge of
renewable energy and low carbon energy models plus a unique combination
of electricity generation and retail electricity licencing, the company is able to
develop the most commercially viable solution for each client. There are many
factors that need to be considered to determine the optimum low carbon energy
solution for each client. Diamond Energy’s experienced, executive level business
team use technical knowledge and partner relationships to develop business
models that align the interests of all parties and accommodate the company’s
risk/reward appetite. It is not a ‘one solution fits all’ approach. The company has
built technical knowledge and relationships across an extensive range of low
carbon energy solutions.

Email us
Diamond Energy is a specialist company
experienced in developing and delivering
accredited renewable electricity generation,
cogeneration/tri-generation and interruptible
load projects. The company’s capabilities
cover the full breadth of the renewable
energy and gas sector.

Current Export Markets
Diamond Energy has offices in Melbourne,
Victoria, and Singapore and has active
market licences in both countries.

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biofuels
Biomass
Cogeneration
Combustion and gasification
Energy storage
Pyrolysis
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Tidal energy
Waste energy
Wave energy
Wind energy
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Diamond Energy has developed projects that span from agricultural and wood
waste, biogas, solar, wind and wave, to natural gas cogeneration/tri-generation
and interruptible load. Through strategic investment and a joint venture with Lend
Lease Ventures Pty Ltd (a fully owned subsidiary of Lend Lease Corporation),
Diamond Energy is also participating in a number of projects across the
Australian Lend Lease project portfolio, with the mandate to provide low and/or
nil carbon energy solutions.

Technologies & Capabilities
Diamond Energy works with partners to create profitable energy sources. The
company offers a free review of the client’s current operations in order to assess
the untapped cash flow, economic and environmental potential of facilities.
Diamond Energy will then work with clients to create new revenue streams,
carbon abatement/offsets and deliver cost savings. The profits and savings
of each project are determined by factors such as plant size, energy source,
electricity price, interruptible load capacity, construction costs, current grid
connections and contracts term. Understanding the long term nature of capital
investments, Diamond Energy works to structure a contractual agreement that
balances the client’s risk appetite with the project’s value streams.
In addition, Diamond Energy’s retail arm, CommercialGreen, delivers Government
accredited GreenPower from the company’s power plants. CommercialGreen
possesses a broad combination of licences and accreditations, plus unique
green electricity generation and retail licences which provide access to an
extensive range of low carbon energy solutions.
Diamond Energy have delivered solutions that include the following.

›› Designing, building, owning and operating total generation solution
›› Funding project completion through joint ventures
›› Providing national electricity grid access to partially completed projects
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Year Established
2002

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Project management
Venture capital

›› Providing market competitive Power and Green Products Purchase Agreement
to projects in development phase to assist with project bankability

›› Trading Renewable Energy Credits from existing projects
›› Site finding for different renewable energy solutions, subject to a range of
defined criteria

›› Developing an innovative business model for Bio-Cogen Pty Ltd, a joint
venture between Diamond Energy and Effluence Group Pty Ltd. This biomass
waste-to-energy company specialises in unlocking the energy potential of dry
and wet waste streams.

Management Team
Tony Sennitt, Managing Director

Company Background

Mark Bertoncello, Chief Investment Officer

Diamond Energy is a boutique generation and advisory energy company founded
in 2002 by two former Directors of Duke Energy, who both have extensive
global experience in energy and gas systems and processes. The company
has active projects in Australia and Singapore, and specialises in power project
development, energy trading and risk management. It has an increasing focus
on renewable and co-generation opportunities. Through a strategic investment
and a joint venture with Lend Lease Ventures Pty Ltd (a fully owned subsidiary
of Lend Lease Corporation), Diamond Energy is also participating in a number of
projects across the Australian Lend Lease project portfolio, with the mandate to
provide low and/or nil carbon energy solutions.

John Chiodo, Manager Project Investment
and Operation

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) accreditation as a Financially
Responsible Market Participant (FMRP)
and Responsible Person (RP)

›› Austraclear accreditation to sell and settle
electricity transactions in the wholesale
national electricity market (NEM)

›› Australian Securities and Investment
Commission (ASIC) Australian Financial
Services Licence that enables
it to participate in the electricity
futures markets

›› Victorian Electricity retail licence issued
by the Essential Services Commission
(ESC) and South Australian Electricity
retail licence issued by Essential
Services Commission of South Australia
(ESCOSA) (both under Diamond
Energy’s retail trading name ‘Commercial
Green’) with a growing retail customer
base in both states

›› Electricity Retail licences pending
final approval in New South Wales
and Queensland

›› Office of Renewable Energy Regulator
(ORER) accredited agent regarding the
creation and transaction of Renewable
Energy Certificates (REC’s)

›› New South Wales Independent Pricing
and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART)
accreditation under the Greenhouse
Gas Abatement Scheme (GGAS)
regarding the creation and transaction
of New South Wales Greenhouse Gas
Certificates (NGAC’s).
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International Projects
Singapore
Diamond Energy has been instrumental in managing the interruptible load and
electricity requirements for the country’s manufacturing industry. Currently the
company has 10 MW of capacity running and is adding additional sites.

Australian Projects
Goulburn Valley Water, Victoria
Diamond Energy has developed two distributed, fully accredited renewable
energy generation plants which use biogas as a source of fuel and support
the local electricity grid. Early in 2003, Diamond Energy identified that in the
Shepparton region, the electricity supply would be enhanced by a local source of
generation. That same year, local water company Goulburn Valley Water invited
expressions of interest for the use of biogas produced at its wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs). Diamond Energy applied, won the tender and subsequently
installed electricity generators at Tatura and Shepparton WWTP. Owned and
operated by Diamond Energy the generators use biogas from the covered
wastewater lagoons owned by Goulburn Valley Water.
These WWTPs use High Rate Anaerobic Lagoons (HRAL) as their primary
treatment process. In the absence of oxygen, the organic matter in the
wastewater is digested by bacteria and releases methane-rich gas. The lagoons
are sealed from the air with a polypropylene cover. This enables the collection of
the biogas, which is then fed via pipes to the gas engine generator set. Together
the two generators produce about 9000 megawatt hours per year of electricity
which is sufficient to supply about 1700 homes. This generation results in the
abatement of over 12,000 tonnes of greenhouse pollution per annum.

DoloMatrix International Limited
ABN

90 009 140 550

Company Profile

Phone

+61 2 8920 9755

Email

info@dolomatrix.com

Web

www.dolomatrix.com

Address
		

Suite 9, 273 Alfred Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

The DoloMatrix Group of Companies provides services in the broad areas of
consultancy, project management, treatment and destruction of hazardous
waste and contaminated soils. The group comprises of five businesses working
in unison to provide industry with a full range of environmental services.
Each company within the group has its own areas of specialisation within the
environmental and waste management sector and each is able to leverage off
the combined competencies and resources of the group.

Email us
A leader in the international waste
management industry. Sustainability
through constant innovation providing
the most sound and cost effective
environmental solutions.

Current Export Markets
DoloMatrix and joint venture company
Entech China are focussing on promoting
DoloMatrix technologies and services
to government authorities, multinational
companies and other state owned
corporations. SRL Plasma has provided
waste destruction systems to England,
Japan, United States of America and Mexico.

Target Export Markets
Asia, Middle East, Europe, North America,
South America

Target Export Industries
Chemical manufacturing, waste
management, government authorities

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Pyrolysis, waste management, destruction
of fluorinated and chlorinated liquids
and gasses.
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DoloMatrix International Ltd – is the parent company of the DoloMatrix
Group and owner of the patented Dolocrete® micro-encapsulation, chemical
immobilisation and solidification technology.
SRL Plasma Pty Ltd – manufactures and markets the patented PLASCON®
electric-arc plasma hazardous waste destruction process. SRL Plasma can
supply a unit to meet the needs of a wide variety of customers.
Chemsal – is a chemical waste management company offering services in
resource recovery, recycling, hazardous waste collection and disposal, chemical
treatment, chemical fixation, depackaging, surplus chemical trading, laboratory
relocations and decontamination.
BCD Technologies – is a hazardous waste management company specialising
in the disposal of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) since 1985. BCD
Technologies also has advanced capabilities in the decontamination of soils and
electrical equipment contaminated by POPs.
Entech Industries – is a specialised environmental services company with
a focus on environmental chemistry and waste management. The range of
services provided is based around the following broad areas: environmental and
chemical consulting and project management, waste management consulting
and auditing, waste tracking IT systems and hazardous waste and contaminated
soil treatment.
Waste Audit – assists organisations in developing sustainable and practical
waste improvement programs that deliver real change and improve how
resources are managed.

Technologies & Capabilities
Specifically, DoloMatrix has a wide range of specialised waste treatment
technologies and capabilities that include:
Dolocrete® – Dolocrete® micro-encapsulation technology is used to achieve
in-situ immobilization of a wide variety of hazardous materials in cases where
removal is not feasible. Dolocrete® is a magnesium oxide-based binder prepared
to a patented process from very high magnesium carbonate content dolomite or
magnesite material. Dolocrete® additives and special binders work synergistically
to form ‘a double layer’ barrier, trapping the waste and repelling moisture.
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Year Established
Listed in 2000

Listed Company
ASX Code: DMX

Fields of Commerce
Environmental consulting
Manufacture of products
Product maintenance and servicing

Management Team
Iain Thompson, Chairman
John White, Managing Director,
Chief Executive Officer
Jon McArthur, Chief Financial Officer,
Company Secretary

Plascon® – Developed jointly with the CSIRO, PLASCON® is a continuous,
automated, compact, relocatable, electric-arc plasma process that can be used
to destroy any gaseous or liquid compound. This is an in-flight process where
waste is injected directly into the plasma torch. The waste is converted into brine
and inert gasses. Typically the destruction efficiency for the PLASCON® system
is better than 99.9999%, with no formation of dioxins and furans.
BCD Process – Base Catalysed Dechlorination (BCD) can involve direct
dehalogenation or decomposition of the waste material, or can be linked with
a pre-treatment step such as thermal desorption which yields a relatively small
quantity of a condensed volatile phase for separate treatment by the BCD
process. It is able to reduce polychloride biphenyls (PCB) from a maximum
10000 mg/kg to below detectable limits.
TWM® System – The TWM® System has been designed so that all waste
materials, including trade waste can be tracked from the point of generation
through to their final point of disposal.
HazPak 3000 – HazPak 3000 densification system is a resource recovery
operation. The HazPak machine provides extremely high levels of efficiency in
removal of unwanted residues in order to recover recyclable materials such as
steel from used paint tins.

Anthony Ho, Non-Executive Director
Elliot Kaplan, Non-Executive Director

International Projects

Greg Hibbins, General Manager Chemsal

Contaminated Soil Treatment in China

Daniel Allen, General Manager
BCD Technologies

DoloMatrix has established a joint venture business in China called Entech China.
Entech China is currently working on a contaminated site remediation project that
involves the treatment of 50,000 to 100,000 tonnes of chrome contaminated soil
from a former chemical manufacturing plant. The treatment involves mixing the
soil with DoloMatrix patented Dolocrete® immobilisation reagent transforming the
soil into an inert product that can be beneficially reused as fill.

Neville Taylor, General Manager SRL Plasma

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› ISO9001 Quality Management Systems
›› AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000 Quality Standard
›› AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004
Environmental Management

›› AS4801:2001 Occupational Health and
Safety Management System

›› ISO IEC 17025:2005 NATA Laboratory and
Analytical Methods

Awards

›› PLASCON® Winner 1999, 2002,
2003, 2004, 2005 Energex Suppliers
Quality Award for Environmental
Management Services

›› PLASCON® Winner 1998 The Society of

Hazardous Waste Treatment in New Zealand
DoloMatrix undertook a treatment project in New Zealand to clean up 2000
tonnes of redundant wood preserving chemical wastes and soils generated from
a major forestry operation. The treatment involved immobilising highly hazardous
chemicals such as chrome and arsenic using the patented Dolocrete technology.
Ozone Depleting Substance Destruction in the USA
SRL Plasma supplied a PLASCON® plant into the USA in 2006. This has been
used since then to destroy ozone depleting substances such as CFCs and halon
fire extinguishing gasses. Destruction of these gasses through this plant has
earned carbon offsets for the plant operator.

Australian Projects
Treatment of Mercury Impacted Waste using Dolocrete®

Technology or Patent/Ownership

The pyrometallurical recovery of zinc and lead results in the production of large
quantities of sulfuric acid as a by-product, which typically contains mercury
as a contaminant. Entech developed the use of the Dolocrete® technology to
immobilise the mercury. The treatment resulted in 300 tonnes of mercury rich
waste being successfully treated and sent to landfill for disposal.

›› PLASCON® technology

Beneficial Reuse of Steel Making Residues

Chemical Industry Australia Plant of the
Year Award

Material Processing

›› Dolocrete® chemical immobilisation and
solidification technology

›› Licenced BCD process for the treatment of
persistent organic pollutants

›› NSW State Environmental Licence, Vic EPA
Licence, Vic EPA Transporters Licence
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Entech was engaged by a steel maker to source and develop a reliable beneficial
reuse market for 20,000 tonnes per annum of iron rich material. A blending and
quality control process was developed, that allowed several of the by-products to
be mixed together to produce a valuable feedstock.

Dyesol
ABN

92 111 723 883

Company Profile

Contact

Richard Caldwell

Phone

+61 2 6299 1592

Email

information@dyesol.com

Web

www.dyesol.com

Dyesol was formed in 2004 to commercialise dye solar cell (DSC) technology,
developed over the previous 14 years by Sustainable Technologies International,
Greatcell Solar and EPFL. The technology of DSC has now been developed
into a range of commercial product solutions and Dyesol currently supplies
organisations the world over, with high purity dye solar cell (DSC) materials.

Address
		

3 Dominion Place
Queanbeyan NSW 2620

Email us

The company manufactures and supplies a range of dye solar cell (DSC)
products comprising equipment, chemicals, materials, components and related
services to researchers and manufacturers of DSC. Dyesol is at the forefront of
DSC technology and in collaboration with key partners around the world, will
develop innovative new ways to use the technology. Some of the benefits and
applications of DSC technology are as follows.

Dyesol is the international leader in the
commercialisation of dye solar cell (DSC)
technology, bringing DSC to the forefront of
the solar industry. The company is playing
a key role in taking this third generation
solar technology from development into
commercial production.

›› DSC technology can be modular, so has a low cost of implementation
›› DSC building products not only produce energy at the point of use but

Current Export Markets

›› DSC is a preferred photovoltaic platform for integration into the built

also save substantial energy and additional capital cost through avoiding
distribution

›› DSC can be applied to metal strip for use in buildings. Based on the existing
coated steel market of over 1 billion square metres per annum, the annual
addressable market is forecast to be over 200 million square metres of
photovoltaic product (or up to 35GW of PV power)
environment due to the low cost of production, ease of manufacture, ability to
perform in all environmental conditions and natural colours

Dyesol has subsidiaries in UK, Italy,
Switzerland, USA, Korea and Singapore
plus representatives and agents in Turkey,
Germany, Abu Dhabi, Malaysia, Taiwan
and Japan.

›› DSC technology integrated into steel roofing promises to be the first solar

Target Export Markets

›› DSC can power nanotechnology sensors to improve data collection and

North East Asia
Europe
Middle East
Africa
The Americas

Target Export Industries
Joint Ventures, research collaboration,
technology licencing to suitable parties,
providing of DSC equipment, materials,
components, services.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Solar photovoltaic

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

cell technology that can be grid competitive in the normal light conditions
experienced in most cities around the world as compared to full sun
conditions needed for other solar technologies
surveying in remote areas.

Technologies & Capabilities
DSC technology can best be described as ‘artificial photosynthesis’ using an
electrolyte, a layer of titania and ruthenium dye deposited on glass, metal or
polymer substrates. Light striking the dye excites electrons which are absorbed
by the titania to become an electric current many times stronger than that found
in natural photosynthesis in plants. Compared to conventional silicon based
photovoltaic technology, Dyesol’s technology has lower cost and embodied energy
in manufacture, it produces electricity more efficiently even in low light conditions
and can be directly incorporated into buildings by replacing conventional glass
panels or metal sheets rather than taking up roof or extra land area.
The advantage of Dyesol’s DSC technology over conventional photovoltaic
technology is its lower facility cost, lower energy for manufacture, proportionally
higher output of electricity in ambient light conditions, and the ability to directly
incorporate it into buildings as passive electricity generators in multifunctional
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Year Established
2004

Listed Company
ASX Code: DYE

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering design
Engineering services
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Software and ICT services
Technical consulting
Training and workshops
Venture capital

building panels. This is known as BIPV or building integrated photovoltaics. The
building blocks for Dyesol’s products are dye solar cells interconnected and
integrated into modules (tiles). The tiles are ochre, with introduction shortly of
other colours such as grey, green and blue. These tiles can be connected in
series or parallel to produce solar panels.
Dyesol’s technology is different to any classical PV. It is a photoelectrochemical
cell where the charge separation occurs on interface between a wide bandgap
semiconductor (e.g. titanium dioxide) and an electrolyte. It is a nanoparticulate
porous film; not a dense film as is amorphous silicon, but a ‘light sponge’. It is a
dye-sensitised cell; a dye monolayer chemically absorbed on the semiconductor
is the primary absorber of sunlight. Free charge carriers are generated by
electron injections from a dye molecule, excited by visible radiation.

Company Background
Dyesol was formed in 2004 and is located in Queanbeyan, NSW. The company
has established the world’s first prototype manufacturing facility for DSC
technology and has now been developing its blocking patent suite for 10 years.
In 2008, Dyesol opened its new manufacturing facility and currently supplies
corporate and research organisations in over 30 countries with high purity dye
solar cell (DSC) materials. In 2005, Dyesol became publicly listed on the ASX and
is also traded on the German 3rd Market.

Management Team
Richard Caldwell, Chairman

International Projects

Gavin Tulloch, Director of Technology

UK – In 2008 Dyesol partnered with one of the world’s largest steelmakers
Tata Steel Europe (formerly Corus), following a year-long feasibility study. It also
secured a UK5 million grant from the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) for
a pilot production facility in the Welsh town of Shotton to test the application of
DSC technology on roofing steel. Important Beta (Scale-Up) phase milestones
have been completed by the Dyesol-Tata project. Tata is expected to open a
full production plant producing up to one million square metres of solar-coated
roofing materials annually. WAG funding has also been secured for SPECIFIC, a
project involving several groups including Dyesol, Tata, and Swansea University,
and SBEC (Sustainable Building Envelop Centre).

Sylvia Tulloch, Director
Michael Graetzel, Chairman Scientific
Committee
Kian Lin Niu, Chief Financial Officer
David Bundy, Operations Manager
Ken McKeen, President Dyesol Asia
Marc Thomas, CEO Dyesol Inc
Andrew King, President Dyesol UK

Awards
Winner 2009 Ethical Investor Sustainable
Small Company of the Year Award
Winner 2009 ACT Chief Minister’s 2009
Export Award in the Small to Medium
Manufacturer’s Category
Winner 2010 New Energy Pioneer Award,
Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit
Professor Michael Graetzel winner of
Millenium Prize 2010
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North America – In April 2010 Dyesol signed a memorandum of understanding
with the US-based glassmaker Pilkington North American (PNA) to explore
opportunities for integrating DSC technology into PNA’s coated glass products.
DyeTec Solar was subsequently formed as a 50/50 JV with PNA, and has since
won a US$950,000 OTFF grant to commence a Toledo based large panel
glass project which includes laboratories and pilot production facilities. Possible
applications include energy-generating glass panels, automotive glazing, solarpowered displays and security products.

Australian Projects
In Australia, researchers from Monash University, University of Queensland,
Queensland University of Technology, Melbourne University, UNSW and CSIRO
have purchased Dyesol DSC raw materials and components.
Dyesol is involved in a project to develop DSC for powering nanotechnology
sensors, which will improve data collection and surveying in remote areas. The
consortium, led by Queensland University of Technology, also includes Central
Queensland University, and Brescia and Roma Tor Vergata Universities in Italy.

Earth Systems
ABN

29 006 227 532

Company Profile

Contact

Nigel Murphy

Phone

+61 3 9205 9515

Email
		

nigel.murphy@
earthsystems.com.au

Web

www.earthsystems.com.au

Address
		
		

Suite 17
79-83 High Street South
Kew VIC 3101

Earth Systems is an environmental consulting firm that provides specialist
services to the environmental and energy sectors. Formed in Melbourne, Victoria,
in 1993, the company has successfully completed over 300 projects in Australia,
Asia, Africa, South America North America and the Pacific. Earth Systems
has built its reputation on high quality, objective and value-adding service
that reflects the environmental and energy expectations of the present and
anticipates those of the future. The company has extensive experience in energy
efficiency, carbon credit services, environmental and social impact assessment,
auditing and due diligence, environmental planning and management, waste
management and water quality management.

Email us
Earth Systems implements innovative
and effective solutions to environmental
problems. Earth Systems provides
consulting, project management and
research and development capabilities in
the environmental sector.

Current Export Markets
Peru, USA, South Africa, Tanzania,
Laos, India, Indonesia, Vietnam, China.
Established international offices in
Shanghai, Vientiane and Toronto

Target Export Industries
Water treatment, energy efficiency,
renewable energy, carbon market

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy, biofuels, biomass, CDM (Clean
Development Mechanism) projects under
Kyoto Protocol, cogeneration, combustion
and gasification, hydroelectricity, pyrolysis,
renewable generation, rural and remote
utility, waste energy, water quality
monitoring, water saving technologies.
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Earth Systems actively collaborates with a wide range of organisations to ensure
that the required expertise is brought to a project. The staff offers a broad range
of technical skills and are therefore capable of tackling diverse and complex
environmental issues. The company provides comprehensive services in a wide
range of areas including:

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Sustainable energy supply
Efficient energy utilisation
Greenhouse gas abatement
Utility resource management
Sustainable transport energy
Project management
Energy purchasing.

Technologies & Capabilities
Earth Systems is dedicated to devising and developing innovative remediation
strategies and technologies. Earth Systems has collaborated with some of
Australia’s pre-eminent research institutions in undertaking client funded
environmental research projects. The company has a proven track record in
developing environmental technologies, and areas of expertise include: water
treatment and quality management; cogeneration; biomass and bioenergy;
integrated solutions (energy, water, waste, material); energy efficiency
technologies; and energy management planning.
The following are some examples of current research and development initiatives.
GaRDS – Avoiding Acid Drainage from Underground Mines
GaRDS is a new approach devised for preventing acidic drainage from
underground workings. GaRDS stands for Gas Redox and Displacement
System, and involves the displacement of air from underground workings
with a bacterially generated gas mixture which ensures that sulphides do not
decompose. The GaRDS approach was jointly devised and developed by
scientists at Earth Systems and ANSTO’s Environmental Chemistry Division (an
Australian federal government research agency).
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Year Established

Controlling Fluid Flow with Neutral Barrier Technology (NBT)

1993

Research by Earth Systems and ANSTO has led to the development of a new
technique for building sub-surface hydrologic barriers referred to as Neutral
Barrier Technology or NBT. NBT aims to control fluid flow in a wide variety of
permeable rock or unconsolidated sediments. NBT enables the formation
of containment structures or barriers to impede the migration of water flows
(polluted or otherwise) into the wider environment.

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Project management
Research and development

Management Team
Mr Steven Munchenberg, Director
Dr Jeff Taylor, Executive Director, Principal
Environmental Geochemist
Mr Nigel Murphy, Executive Director,
Principal Environmental Scientist
Dr John Waters, Water Treatment Manager,
Principal Environmental Chemist
Mr David Millin, Business
Development Manager
Mr James Machin, Manager
Aid & Development, Senior
Environmental Scientist

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Certified Environmental Practitioner (CEnvP)

Awards
Victorian Government Award for the
rehabilitation of Benambra Mine Site

Technology or Patent/Ownership

›› Patented Neutra-Mill Technology
›› Neutral Barrier Technology (NBT)

Neutra-Mill Technology
The Neutra-Mill Technology is at the heart of many of our water treatment
systems and provides an effective means of efficiently mixing reagents to be
dispensed directly or indirectly into a water body.

Company Background
Earth Systems was formed in Melbourne, Victoria, in 1993. It has since grown
into a global company, servicing projects worldwide. In 2000, Earth Systems Lao,
Laos, was formed as a joint venture between Earth Systems Australia and Lao
interests. The Lao office was subsequently opened in Vientiane. More recently,
in mid-2006, Earth Systems opened a second Australian office in Sydney, New
South Wales, and in September of the same year, Earth Systems China opened
in Shanghai.

International Projects
China
A range of projects have been undertaken in China, including ACEDP Lake Tai
Water Treatment Project, AUS Cluster West Tai Lake Project, Environmental and
Social Impact Assessment, and CDM projects.
ESIA for Ban Houayxai Gold-Silver Project, Lao PDR
Conducted a prefeasibility report to examine the environmental and social
aspects associated with the proposed development of the Ban Houayxai
Gold-Silver Project. The project proposes to develop the Ban Houayxai goldsilver deposit, located in the Xaisomboun District, approximately 100 km northnortheast of Vientiane. The preferred development scenario involves the direct
processing of the ore through Carbon in Leach (CIL) and the construction of a
Tailings Storage Facility (TSF).

Australian Projects
Acid Sulphate Soils in the Lower Murray Lakes (South Australia)
A project with the Department for Environment and Heritage, South Australia,
to manage and treat ASS (Acid Sulphate Soils) in the Lower Murray Lakes
due to the declining water levels in the lakes. This could potentially lead to the
generation of AMD (Acid Metalliferous Drainage), resulting in ecological, water
quality and health issues.
Biochar Feasibility Study (Victoria)
Study conducted for designing an innovative mobile pyrolyser to produce biochar
from waste wood for willow wood management for a local catchment authority
in Victoria.
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East River Software
ABN

94 121 036 888

Company Profile

Contact

Vic Masi

Phone

+61 2 9212 6577

Email

vic.masi@eastriversoftware.com

Web

www.eastriversoftware.com

East River Software is the developer of an organisational energy and business
intelligence application, ECMP (Energy and Carbon Management Platform). ECMP
enables organisations to focus on demand side energy and water consumption
as well as carbon emissions management and reporting from all energy sources
including electricity, water, gas, fuels, solar, wind, waste and renewables.

Address
		
		

Suite 44a, Level 2
330 Wattle Street
Ultimo, NSW 2007

Email us
East River Software develops business and
energy applications for organisations and
citizens to manage energy consumption
and reduce their carbon emissions footprint

Target Export Markets
New Zealand, Singapore, China, India

Target Export Industries
Manufacturing
Travel
Logistics
Warehouse/distribution
Financial services
Construction
Property management

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership

According to the International Energy Agency, 80% of the investment for energy
and sustainability management must be focused on demand side management.
The platform helps organisations to strike a balance between the environmental,
economic and social benefits of reducing costs and carbon emissions output.
ECMP enables organisations to better understand the relationships and
dependencies between the core elements of energy:

›› Consumption – the processes that drive peak demand
›› Costs - consumption and infrastructure investment for energy efficiency
›› Carbon Emissions - real-time and accurate corporate sustainability reporting.
ECMP allows organisations to go beyond simply reporting energy consumption and
carbon emissions, to managing economic, environmental and social outcomes.
This is delivered via a web based interface and graphical reporting tool targeting
four key roles that exist in any organisation. This single source of energy and
financial reporting is also used to report against the various Australian Government
compliance programs such as Commercial Building Disclosure, National Australian
Built Environment Rating System (NABERS), National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting (NGERS), Building Energy Efficiency Certificate (BEEC) and Online
System for Comprehensive Activity Reporting (OSCAR).

Technologies & Capabilities
ECMP is a turn-key web based service that provides an integrated view of energy
consumption, carbon emissions management and reporting requirements.
Collect - ECMP supports all energy and water data formats with a corresponding
flexible framework that allows data to be consumed from any location and device.
It accepts electricity, water, gas, fuel, solar and waste data in any format.
Analyse - Due to the fact that data comes from such a wide range of sources,
the system performs a number of validation checks to ensure the integrity of the
data. Once the validation has been completed, the calculations are made so that
data can be compared to billing reports.
Awareness comprises five key areas:
1. Compliance - ECMP helps users to meet the various Government
requirements such as Commercial Building Disclosure, NABERS, NGERS,
BEEC as well as reporting via OSCAR.
2. Reporting – ECMP allows for financial, consumption, demand and carbon
emissions reporting at all levels including: organisational, divisional, building,
location, service type or meter. Reports can be generated from both real-time
and historical data, can be created on demand or scheduled, and e-mailed to
users on a recurring basis.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Hydro energy
Hydrogen energy
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Waste management
Water saving technologies
Wave energy
Wind energy

Year Established
2006

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Environmental consulting
Software and ICT services

Management Team
Vic Masi – Chief Executive Officer
Frank Grippi – Chief Technology Officer
Tony Latimer – Chief technology Officer

3. Monitoring – ECMP provides the ability to record and monitor green initiatives
through the Sustainability Initiatives management module. It also allows for a
better understanding of how initiatives impact the user’s financial costs and
energy consumption through forecasting.
4. Alerts - ECMP alerts the user when a “business or technical event” occurs in
energy consumption. These alerts can save thousands of dollars in potential
misuse of energy or leaks in the system.
5. People – ECMP engages staff and clients to participate in green objectives by
visually displaying energy information and goals in high traffic areas.
Reduce - Once users are aware of their energy consumption and carbon
emissions, initiatives to reduce energy costs and carbon footprints can be
identified, implemented and monitored. ECMP allows for the recording and
tracking of energy and carbon reduction initiatives over a period of time. Through
forecast modelling these initiatives can be applied over a broader scope to
assess the energy, carbon and financial impacts.

Company Background
East River Software was officially founded in 2006 and is based in Sydney,
Australia. The founding members of this company have more than 60 years
of business and technical leadership experience in the IT industry, with
backgrounds in Business Consulting and IT Management. The company’s focus
is on producing innovative world class tools that allow partners and customers to
achieve their business, economic and social objectives.

Australian Projects
City of Sydney Council
The City of Sydney Council chose East River Software’s ECMP system as a
solution to address the limitations of its previous reporting methods. Through
use of the ECMP system, the Council has implemented various initiatives to
reach the City’s sustainability objectives, which include the following.

››
››
››
››
››
››

Improving the environmental performance of existing buildings
Reducing the City’s reliance on coal-fired electricity and desalinated water
Achieving a 20% energy reduction by 2012, based on 2006 levels
Becoming carbon neutral by 2018
Achieving a zero increase in mains water use by 2015, based on 2006 level
Ensuring 25% of water used is recycled by 2015.

In addition, ECMP has provided the following benefits:

››
››
››
››

Electronic cost apportionment and invoice generation
Automation of data collection and recording
Manipulation, analysis and graphic representation
Alerting stakeholders to changes in energy consumption patterns.

So far, the ECMP system has resulted in:

›› 15% or $975,000 of energy cost savings compared to 2006
›› 5% reduction on energy consumption
›› Current savings of $300,00 on reduced capital works for energy
efficiency investment

›› Re-investment of saved costs into solar energy, creating a surplus of energy
produced to meet current consumption requirements

›› A reduction in administration resources for data collection and invoice
payments from 8 to 2 people.
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Eco-Kinetics Pty Ltd.
ABN

56 123 950 256

Company Profile

Contact

Edwin Cywinski

Phone

+61 7 3386 3500

Email

ecywinski@eco-kinetics.com

Eco-Kinetics is a sustainable and renewable energy company, providing retail
and commercial customers with professional engineering solutions to make
effective use of wind and solar power.

Web

www.eco-kinetics.com

Address
		

Unit 6/6 Quinns Hill Road East
Stapylton QLD 4207

Email us
Eco-Kinetics provides expertise and
capabilities in a diverse range of energy
efficient products and innovative renewable
energy technologies. Eco-Kinetics offers
engineering solutions from concept
planning and detailed design to supply,
installation and commissioning.

Current Export Markets
Germany
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Fiji
Tonga
New Zealand

The company was founded on the principles of engineering excellence and
a passion for environmentally sustainable energy. The experienced team
is dedicated to providing clean, renewable energy solutions and advice for
the enterprise (utilities), commercial, and domestic energy markets that offer
measurable cost-benefit advantages. Extensive in-house engineering experience,
coupled with strategic technology partnerships, allows eco-Kinetics to provide
its clients with highly-efficient, tailored renewable energy systems from the initial
concept right through to project completion and operation. The company offers a
range of technologies and services including:

››
››
››
››
››

Photovoltaics
Wind energy systems
Solar air-conditioning
Solar thermal
Engineering and consulting services including environmental advice,
energy auditing services, carbon credit redemptions and trading provider of
engineering solutions to the sustainable, clean and renewable energy markets
in Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Nauru and Micronesia.

Technologies & Capabilities
Eco-Kinetics’ experienced team of in house engineers provides technology
solutions for renewable energy, energy efficiency and related components. The
company also provides consultancy and project management services. A brief
summary outlining the company’s capabilities are as follows.

Target Export Markets

Solar Energy

USA
South America
Asia

Eco-Kinetics’ solar-thermal systems are based on Fresnel-reflector technology,
where long flat reflectors follow the sun’s movement across the sky to focus the
sun’s rays on a secondary reflector. Pipe receivers within the panels produce
steam due to the vast amount of heat. This steam can then be fed directly into
high-efficiency steam turbines to produce electricity. The thermal hydraulic
eco-Kinetics tracker is a totally new system of solar tracking. The operating
mechanism uses thermal expansion of a liquid as the motive force and can
provide several hundred Kgf (kilogram force) when operated at the safe working
limit of the seals. Since the system uses the progressive increase of ambient
temperature during the morning to noon rotational phase, the orientation of solar
photo voltaic panels is maintained regardless of cloud and has rapid response
during overcast conditions due to the inherent high thermal inertia of the design.

Target Export Industries
Renewable energy projects

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

The Eco-Kinetics Tracker system is motorless and uses no electricity. Instead,
it uses a hydraulic system powered by the sun heating a fluid to create the
pressure to drive the tracker. It is ideal for small installations, where spare current
to run a tracking motor is a serious drawback.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Solar Air-conditioning

Bioenergy
Cogeneration
Energy storage
Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Wind energy

An Eco-Kinetics solar air-conditioning solution incorporates highly efficient heat
pumps, optimised for solar thermal collectors to minimise electricity consumption.
It also works together with other thermal sources such as district heating
or micro co-generation.

Year Established
2007

Listed Company
Member of CBDE, an ASX listed company
ASX code is: CBDE

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Technical consulting

Management Team
Edwin Cywinski, Managing Director

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO9001 Accredited

Wind
Wind power has established itself as the leading form of renewable energy
and technological advancements have allowed wind farms to nearly achieve
cost parity with traditional grid alternatives. Eco-Kinetics can implement major
projects, such as Queensland’s largest wind farm at Archer Point, down to singlesite applications requiring an independent wind-powered turbine.

Company Background
Headquartered on the Queensland Gold Coast, eco-Kinetics has offices in
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia,
Northern Territory, New Zealand and Fiji and representations in several other
locations in Europe, Asia and the South Pacific. The company has grown to have
projects worldwide, including Germany, Thailand, Italy, UAE and Fiji.

International Projects
Thailand
Eco-Kinetics successfully won the tender for construction of Stage 1 (8MW) of
a 99MW solar farm in Chonburi, Thailand. The turnkey project covers design,
equipment supply, construction, operation and maintenance.
Italy
During 2011 eco-Kinetics expects to begin construction of a 40MW solar farm
in Italy. In line with project specifications, this will comprise differently sized
installations and include 10x 1MW projects, 1x 20MW and 1x 10MW projects.
South Pacific

Technology or Patent/Ownership

Eco-Kinetics has successfully completed the following projects in the South Pacific:

Patented eco-Kinetics Solar Trackers
use thermal expansion of a liquid as a
motive force

›› Fiji 113KWp off-grid PV systems installed on purpose built mounting structures
›› Palau 100KWp grid-connected PV system installed on purpose built car park
shading structures

›› Tuvalu 46KWp off-grid hybrid system with purpose built mounting structure
›› Marshall Islands 53KWp off-grid PV systems installed on schools
›› Nauru 40KWp grid-connect PV system installed on the roof at the
Nauru College

›› Kosrae 50KWp grid-connect PV systems installed on various
Government buildings.

Australian Projects
Queensland Solar Homes Programme
Installation of 1,000 solar PV systems throughout Queensland.
Residential PV systems
Eco-Kinetics installs a PV system every 90 minutes.
Shepparton Bulk Buying
Installation of up to 2,000 PV systems
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Ecotech Pty Ltd.
ABN

32 005 752 081

Company Profile

Contact

James Aguis

Phone

+61 3 9730 7800

Email

info@ecotech.com

Web

www.ecotech.com

Address
		

1492 Ferntree Gully Road
Knoxfield VIC 3180

Ecotech is Australian based but globally focussed with a network of highly trained
distributors spread throughout the world and have over 30 years experience in
the design, manufacture, integration, installation, maintenance and operation
of ambient air and emissions monitoring systems. The company is engaged in
developing, manufacturing and operating advanced air monitoring equipment
and fully integrated stations.

Email us
Ecotech is a ‘one stop’ environmental
monitoring organisation with the best
available technologies. Ecotech provides
reliable and easy to use solutions for
ambient air and emission monitoring
applications for organisations of all sizes.

Current Export Markets
Ecotech has exported to over 50 countries
throughout Asia, Europe, North, Central and
South America, India and the Middle East.

Target Export Markets
China has been Ecotech’s biggest export
market for the last decade and is poised to
grow dramatically in the next decade.

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biofuels
Cogeneration
Combustion and gasification
Desalination
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Ecotech’s proven excellence in design, maintenance and engineering has
delivered sophisticated pollution monitoring systems to enable customers
to maintain a cleaner, safer, healthier environment. Experienced in servicing,
installing, maintaining and operating all equipment sold, Ecotech’s reliable and
easy to use solutions for air, emissions, water and noise applications are fit for
purpose regardless of the size, complexity or budget of the project.
Ecotech’s in house R&D team are continually working on further enhancing its
product range.

Technologies & Capabilities
Ecotech has close ties and partnerships with prominent scientific organisations
and international brands in developing technologies. The company provides the
following to customers.
Ecotech Services
Ecotech has extensive experience in the manufacturing, maintenance and
operation of environmental monitoring equipment. This experience gives a
unique perspective into every customer’s individual monitoring requirements.
Ecotech offers reliable, quality made instruments, comprehensive technical and
maintenance support and an unwavering commitment to providing ongoing
professional after sales service to customers.
System Design and Engineering
All Ecotech manufactured monitoring equipment is produced in accordance
with ISO9001, ISO 14001 and NATA accreditation quality systems. All systems
are configured and fully tested prior to shipping to site. Each configuration is
professionally designed using the latest CAD software and is built to ensure
seamless system integration and trouble free operation.
Calibration Services
Comprehensive calibration services are available for all air quality and wind
monitoring equipment. Fully trained engineers can provide on-site or factory
based calibration for a wide variety of pollution monitoring equipment. These
services are also available for brands not supplied by Ecotech. Ecotech’s factory
based calibration equipment is NIST traceable, and includes a NIST traceable
Ozone Photometer for the calibration of ozone analysers. Ecotech operated the
only commercially run wind tunnel in Australia for the calibration of wind sensors
in accordance with ISO17025.
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Year Established

Company Background

1976

Founded in 1976, Ecotech has become a world leader in environmental
monitoring systems. The company has supplied and installed thousands of
analysers, samplers and systems that monitor air quality and emissions in more
than 50 countries.

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Product maintenance and servicing

Management Team

It has over A$20 million in revenue and over 110 staff, comprising R&D,
production, system integration, service, operation (remote monitoring and
reporting), and sales people.

Robert Dal Sasso, Managing Director

International Projects

Nicholas Dal Sasso, General Manager

South America

James Agius, Operations Manager

Over 60 data acquisition systems were exported to Mexico for use in ambient
air quality monitoring systems during the early 1990s. Ecotech’s Latin American
export market has grown to be worth 20% of total export revenue with major
projects implemented throughout the region and in particular Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico and Argentina. Strong export growth is anticipated as this
region embraces the need for improved air quality.

Steve Chamberlain-Ward,
Sales Strategy & Marketing Manager
Felicity Sharp, Europe/Americas
Business Manager
Manoj Kumar, Middle
East/India Business Manager
Michael Zeng, Asian Business Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› AS/NZS 9001-2000 International
Standards for Quality Systems

›› NATA accreditation for the maintenance
and operation of ambient air and
emission monitoring systems

›› AS/NZS 14001-1996 International
Standards for Environmental
Management Systems.

›› Ecotech’s Serinus gas analysers have
U.S. EPA approvals

›› Ecotech’s BAM-1020 complies with
the Australian Standard AS/NZS
3580.9.11.2008 for the determination
of particulate matter, PM10, using
Beta attenuation

Awards

›› Winner of Australia-Latin American
Business Excellence Award 2009

›› Winner of 2006 Governor of Victoria
Export award (SME category)

›› Finalist of the 2008 Manufacturers
Hall of Fame

›› Finalist in the 2006 Australian Export
Awards (SME category)

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patent on multi LED light source used in
integrating nephelometer
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China
The Chinese Meteorological Administration (CMA) has installed the over
seventeen Ecotech manufactured trace gas analyser Air Quality Monitoring
Station (AQMS) in China.
In 2007, Ecotech also supplied eight trace (background) stations to China
National Environmental Monitoring Centre (CNEMC) worth a total of over US$1
million. CNEMC is the environmental monitoring and reporting agency for the
Chinese Central Government, providing data and advice to the newly upgraded
Ministry of Environmental Protection. Another 15 stations are planned, worth
US$2 to 3 million.

Australian Projects
Ecotech has recently supplied 25 Integrating Nephelometers to New South
Wales Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water.
Over the past five years Ecotech has upgraded all of the Victorian EPA’s Air
Quality Monitoring Systems providing enclosures and analysers as well as
installation and commissioning services. In early 2010 Ecotech was awarded a
2 year contract to provide field maintenance services for all of these monitoring
stations, the first time in over 10 years that any EPA has contracted these
services to a third party.

Ecoult
ABN

50 126 447 470

Company Profile

Contact

John Wood

Phone

+61 2 9241 3001

Email

john.wood@ecoult.com

Web

www.ecoult.com

Ecoult is an Australian company founded to promote the use of UltraBattery
technology. Developed by the CSIRO, Ultrabattery is a hybrid energy-storage
device that lasts up to 5 times longer than a conventional lead-acid battery.
Ecoult provides packaged energy storage solutions for MW-scale applications,
regulation services and wind farm/solar farm power management.

Address
		
		
		

Suite 402,
Grafton Bond Building
201 Kent Street
Sydney, NSW 2000

Email us
Ecoult provides cost-effective, long-life,
UltraBattery technology and intelligent
power management systems for power
conditioning and energy storage to wind
farms, solar farms, grid energy storage and
remote area power systems.

Current Export Markets
United States

Target Export Markets
China

Target Export Industries
Energy storage for stationary applications

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Electrical transmission
Energy storage
Hybrid systems
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

An Ultrabattery is a hybrid energy-storage device, which combines an
asymmetric capacitor and a lead acid battery in one cell, without a requirement
for extra complex electronic controls. It provides the most effective technology
in cost and practicality for storage solutions to support grid stabilisation. This
is becoming increasingly important with the growth of the renewable energy
percentage contributions.
Applied intelligently, a proportionately small amount of storage can have a
substantial beneficial effect on energy generation and distribution infrastructure.
The overall economics and impact are expected to generate benefits of tens to
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Technologies & Capabilities
The initial technology is based on low-cost, proven lead-acid batteries. Existing
conventional lead/acid production facilities can be used for UltraBattery
production, ensuring wide availability and reliable supply of product. The
UltraBattery technology was being proven initially in the harsh hybrid car
environment. Ultrabattery’s applications include the following.
Support for Wind farms and Solar PV farms
UltraBattery provides a most effective technology to build storage solutions
in support of intermittent renewable energy growth. Although wind energy is
reasonably predictable it is significantly variable and new techniques are required
to reach the full potential of wind farms. Ecoult is working with CSIRO on both
energy management systems and predictive algorithms to optimize the value
of energy storage. This method is now in use at a wind farm pilot in Newcastle,
Australia. Ecoult is also working on a project in the US to control and manage
the large, rapid and frequent ramp rate changes experienced at solar PV farms
coupled with material peak shifting benefits.
Grid Energy
Ecoult is developing optimised energy storage management systems for grid
utility connections. These battery management systems and storage algorithms
have been optimised for use with the UltraBattery technology. These algorithms
recognise patterns of grid behaviour, the UltraBattery advantages, and constraints
required by the grid operator.
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Year Established

Remote Area Power Supply (RAPS)

2007

RAPS systems are intended for remote environments that are not connected
to a power grid. Typically the RAPS system will include power generation from
solar, wind, hydro or some form of motor-generator. The battery energy storage
allows power generation to better match power demand. With variable power
generation, such as solar and wind farms, energy storage allows the peaks in
generation to be buffered to fill times of lower demand.

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Electricity generation
Manufacture of products
Outsourced manufacture of company IP
Research and development

Management Team

Company Background
Ecoult was founded in 2007 and has a licence to the UltraBattery technology
and intelligent energy management systems developed by the Australian CSIRO
research organisation.

John Wood – Chief Executive Officer
Tze Masters – Chief Financial Officer

International Projects

Dr Brian McKeon – Chief Technology Officer

PJM Interconnection, USA
PJM Interconnection is a regional transmission organisation that coordinates
the movement of wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 states and the District
of Columbia. In managing the grid, the company dispatches about 163,500
megawatts (MW) of generating capacity over 56,350 miles of transmission lines.
More than 51 million people live in the PJM region. Ecoult is currently involved
in a 3 MW continuous frequency regulation project for the PJM network using
UltraBattery technology.
USA, other locations
Ecoult is undertaking a MW scale solar energy smoothing and shifting project
using UltraBattery technology.

Australian Projects
Newcastle, New South Wales
UltraBattery technology has been applied to a wind farm pilot project in
Newcastle. The MW scale wind farm uses UltraBattery to smooth wind energy
generation to better match power demand.
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Ecquate Pty Ltd.
ABN

15 129 886 675

Company Profile

Contact

Murray Jones

Phone

+61 2 4231 1777

Ecquate Pty Ltd is an Australian company holding the global licence for
development and distribution of the LCADesign software and databases.

Email

murrayjones@ecquate.com

Web

www.ecquate.com

Address
		

5 Raymond Road
Thirroul NSW 2515

Email us
Ecquate are distributors of LCADesign, the
environmental impact calculator for the
built environment.

Current Export Markets
Netherlands

Target Export Markets
Europe
UK
USA

LCADesign enables clients to ecoprofile their buildings and infrastructure. As
global pressure mounts for greener buildings, Ecquate’s LCADesign software
provides industry with the exact information required for direct comparison and
iterative design optimisation.
The LCADesign software was developed over the past eight years by a team
led by the Brisbane-based Cooperative Research Centre for Construction
Innovation (CRCCI) working with the Queensland University of Technology, RMIT,
Queensland Department of Public Works, CSIRO and other leading research
and industry partners. This development project has been a cornerstone of
the CRCCI objectives of creating more sustainable, liveable communities. The
CRCCI is a national collaboration of industry, government and research partners
made possible through a Federal Government grant and contributions from
industry partners.
LCADesign allows practitioners to make decisions on the environmental impact
of buildings and their components by providing fast detailed environmental
measures for different designs, products and elements. The program meets a
growing need from practitioners and regulators for real-time appraisal of design
performance against a wide range of sustainability criteria.
Ecquate offers a range of project licences that will suit all users, and can also
custom tailor a licence to suit a particular situation. With project licencing,
Ecquate consultants work closely with clients to rectify building information
model anomalies, establish new product definitions and produce what-if
scenarios on an individual project basis.

Target Export Industries
Building and construction

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Life-cycle analysis of buildings

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Technologies & Capabilities
LCADesign enables users to measure and compare changes to new and
refurbished designs, it takes the hard work out of finding greener solutions. This
software provides fast environmental assessments (ecoprofiles) of a building by
automating the vast arithmetic of life-cycle assessment (LCA). Whilst importing
the building information model (BIM), LCADesign calculates the volume and
surface area of every structural element in the building. The material and
alternate material makeup of like groups of structural element are assigned
directly to the BIM via a simple ‘tagging’ process. The operational estimates
are also entered, then the environmental impact of every separate element is
assessed and made available for analysis in any number of combinations.
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Year Established
2008

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Environmental consulting
Technical consulting
Analysing the impact of buildings in the
planning stage

Management Team
Delwyn Jones, Director
Selwyn Tucker, Director
Murray Jones, Managing Director
Otto Newhouse, Consultant

Clients can see in seconds the impact of design improvements across human
health, ecosystems, resources, carbon greenhouse gas emissions and dollar
cost. Attributes can be changed and new results generated in seconds to show
comparative numbers, graphs and eco-profiles. LCADesign offers objective
results for clients to assess and compare their building, fitout and product
design, procurement, supply, tenders and bids. It provides dimensionally
relevant measures for new and existing commercial, residential, industrial and
infrastructure development. Users can select one eco-indicator point-score or up
to seventy other impact measures including details of climate change, human
and ecosystem health, and resource depletion. LCADesign also assesses energy
and water use impacts of building operations.
Furthermore, Ecquate consultants offer practical advice, industry experience
and leading edge capabilities to customise LCADesign for inhouse, supply,
procurement and marketing applications. Service is backed-up by advanced
technology, databases and libraries allied to LCADesign.

Company Background
Ecquate Pty Ltd is an Australian company holding the global licence for the
development and distribution of LCADesign software and databases. LCADesign
software and database development began in 2001. The prototype underwent
industry trials from 2003 to 2005 and redevelopment between 2006 and 2008.
The commercial version was launched by Peter Garrett, the Federal Minister for
the Environment and The Arts at the World Sustainable Building Conference in
Melbourne, Victoria, in September 2008.

International Projects
Stanford University Student Dormitory
Research conducted relative to timber and quake zone building
KPMG Head Office Amsterdam
Analysis and consulting

Australian Projects
Ecospecifier using LCADesign for Green Tag labelling analysis
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EMC Solar Limited
ABN

95 108 702 101

Company Profile

Contact

John Davidson

Phone

+61 8 6310 5000

Email

john.davidson@emcsolar.com.au

EMC Solar Limited (EMC Solar) is an Australian Federal Government registered
Pooled Development Fund (PDF) with an established track record in the
renewable energy sector. Strategic objectives include the following.

Web

www.emcsolar.com.au

Address
		

Level 3, 47 Kishorn Road
Applecross WA 6153

Email us
EMC Solar Limited builds, owns and
operates renewable energy infrastructure
and invests in burgeoning renewable
energy technology.

Target Export Markets
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Pacific Islands, Malaysia,
Borneo, Thailand, India, China, Israel, Middle
Eastern Countries and African Continent

›› Strengthen first mover position through identifying and developing solar
technologies to deliver cost effective solutions competitive with conventional
and other renewable energy

›› Source and leverage Australian government clean energy R&D funding
›› Identify and secure premium sites in Australia for future solar
asset deployment

›› Invest in solar power generating infrastructure in Australia
›› Generate above market capital returns to shareholders from renewable
energy investments.
EMC Solar has an established and integrated investment portfolio targeting the
R&D, production and delivery of renewable energy that is cost competitive with
carbon based energy sources. Current investments include:

›› Special purpose investment vehicles that Build, Own and Operate (BOO)
photovoltaic (PV) solar farms

›› Solar Fusion Power Pty Ltd – develop low cost renewable energy capture and
storage systems

›› Solar Engine Corporation Pty Ltd – develop high efficiency solar
energy engine

Target Export Industries
Industrial energy consumers

›› EMC Solar Construction Pty Ltd – secure solar sites and licenced developer of
solar farms.

Type of Business Sought

Technologies & Capabilities

Licencing, research teaming,
inbound investment

EMC Solar Construction Pty Ltd has developed bespoke software to locate
strategic solar sites across Australia. Sites and customers are being secured for
rapid technology deployment. Regulatory licences and accreditation have been
obtained to design, build and commission commercial size grid connected solar
PV systems.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination, electrical transmission, energy
storage, renewable generation, rural and
remote utility, solar photovoltaic, solar thermal

Year Established
2004

Fields of Commerce

Solar Fusion Power Pty Ltd is developing continuous concentrating solar thermal
power using a high efficiency reversible calcium hybrid reaction to provide a
reliable, cost effective renewable energy source. The system takes concentrated
sunlight delivered to the reactor head from a standard helio-stat field and stores
the resulting thermal energy by chemically splitting apart a hydride into calcium
and hydrogen. The two components are stored separately and recombined
to provide the thermal energy to drive a heat engine, which in turn drives an
alternator/generator.

Early commercialisation of IP, electricity
generation, project management,
venture capital
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Management Team
David Somerville, Chairman
John Davidson, Managing Director
Ray Andersen, Director
Professor David Harries,
Chief Technology Officer
Ray Hart, Chief Financial Officer
Lex Fullarton, Non Executive Director,
Regional Director-North West
Alexander James Kelly, Company Secretary
Michael Gibson, Development Manager
Carol Wallbank, Marketing Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Clean Energy Council Accredited (to
design and install grid connected
PV systems)

›› Electrical Contractor’s licence
Awards
Finalist for Developer Category in the
2010 WA SEA Awards for Excellence
and Innovation

The technology is based on using the concentrated solar radiation to create an
endothermic reaction to produce two stable and easily storable compounds
that can be reformed during periods of no sun. When the hybrid reforms, heat
is produced at levels that will enable a heat engine to operate continually,
producing electrical energy.
Solar Engine Corporation Pty Ltd was established by EMC Solar to commercialise
ADI Thermal Power Corporation’s patented advanced Dual Shell Stirling Engine.
The Dual Shell Stirling Engine allows the engine to operate at significantly higher
temperatures without resorting to the use of ceramic materials in the pressure shells.

Company Background
EMC Solar Limited changed its name from Euromicrocaps Limited in November
2008. The company has been focussed on the renewable energy sector since
2005, wherein it acquired, managed and sold Solar Sales Pty Ltd; a photovoltaic
distribution company and supplier of high-end products into the Australian market.
Foreseeing the strategic shift in the Australian government’s renewable energy
incentives policy and understanding the global manufacturing pressure on the
Australian PV market, EMC Solar divested Solar Sales Pty Ltd in 2008 at a premium
to focus on new strategic objectives (above). From 2008 EMC Solar has initiated a
programme to secure strategic sites for solar infrastructure. To date the company
has secured 6 sites, has 13 currently in negotiation and a plan to secure 120 in total.
The company has conducted a worldwide search for emerging technology in the
solar energy industry. Following extensive due diligence and negotiations EMC
Solar has secured solar thermal energy storage and heat engine technology from
the United States.

International Projects
Technology or Patent/Ownership
Solar Fusion Power Pty Ltd

›› Reversible hydride thermal energy
storage cell for solar applications, June
16 2009 US 61/268857

›› Reversible hydride thermal energy storage
cell Integrated for solar applications,
September 17 2009 US 61/276900
Solar Fusion Power Pty Ltd, also 50%
owned by EMC Solar, is poised to become
a leader in the development of systems
for providing continuous electricity
from concentrating solar thermal power
systems. It holds patent rights for a unique
technology and has obtained industry
support from Lycopodium, RPG Australia,
Orbital Corp, Weldtronics and the CSIRO.
Solar Engine Corporation Pty Ltd
Solar Engine Corporation Pty Ltd was
established by EMC Solar to commercialise
ADI’s patented advanced Dual Shell Stirling
Engine. The Dual Shell Stirling Engine allows
the engine to operate at significantly higher
temperatures without resorting to the use of
ceramic materials in the pressure shells.
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Solar Fusion Pty Ltd
During 2009, EMC Solar and ADI Thermal Power Corporation (ADI) (a US-based
solar technology developer) entered into a joint venture to commercialise a solar
thermal technology that ADI has spent 10 years developing. This joint venture,
Solar Fusion Pty Ltd, now holds leading edge technology for the generation and
storage of base load energy that will further the advancement of the international
solar power industry. In addition, EMC Solar is working with ADI to test a high
efficiency, dual shell Stirling (Solar) Engine and a heat storage hybrid system.

Australian Projects
Massey Bay Project, Western Australia
Following the success of a pilot development, EMC Solar has scheduled the
construction of a large scale solar PV project near the company’s existing trial
plant in Carnarvon, Western Australia. At a cost of A$1.3 million, the Massey
Bay project, a 120 kW flat panel seasonally adjusted PV array, will be a modular,
remotely monitored and grid connected solar farm located in Carnarvon on a 45
hectare secured site. The installation is due to be built by the end of 2010 and
will be Western Australia’s largest solar only plant.
With building, owning and operating renewable energy projects, EMC Solar
has already secured 6 sites which together are suitable for the installation of 50
MW of solar power throughout the South West Interconnected Grid. EMC Solar
currently holds leasehold over these properties and has identified a further 13
suitable sites, for which it is in the advanced negotiation stage. EMC Solar is
currently actively seeking more sites across Australia.

Energetics Pty Ltd.
ABN

67 001 204 039

Company Profile

Contact

Rose Firmin

Phone

+61 2 9929 3911

Email

info@energetics.com.au

Web

www.energetics.com.au

Address
		

Level 7, 132 Arthur Street
North Sydney NSW 2059

Energetics is one of Australia’s leading integrated climate change, sustainable
practices, energy and water efficiency consultancy firms. The company currently
provides consultancy services and a suite of resource management software
to government agencies, large production and heavy manufacturing firms
to develop energy efficiency and data management solutions. Energetics
specialises in solving complex business problems, identifying business
opportunities in response to climate change and assisting clients to transition to
a carbon-constrained environment by managing risks, achieving cost reductions
and identifying new opportunities.

Email us
Energetics is a specialist management
consultancy in the business of climate
change. In partnership with its clients,
Energetics assists in the transition to
a carbon-constrained environment by
managing risks, achieving cost reductions
and identifying new opportunities. For over
25 years, Energetics has been providing
clients with competitive advantage from the
top to the bottom line.

Energetics has developed an integrated range of services within several practice
areas, including life-cycle assessments, helping companies to review their
greenhouse gas footprint and energy use, assessing the energy efficiency of
buildings and preparation for an emissions trading scheme. The company has
extensive expertise in conducting assessments under requirements of regulatory
programs such as Energy Efficiency Opportunities program, the National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Scheme as well as rating schemes such as
NABERS and Green Star. Energetics also provides managed services such as
data management and associated bill processing services. The company directly
manages data for more than 20 major Australian organisations across 16,500
sites and 20,000 accounts.

Technologies & Capabilities

Current Export Markets

Energetics assists clients in the following.

Japan, US

›› Exploring low carbon opportunities through technology and innovation
›› Participating in voluntary environmental and sustainability ratings, surveys and
indices such as the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), FTSE4Good, the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index and the Australian Sustainable Asset Management
(SAM) Index (AuSSI).

Target Export Markets
Asia Pacific

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration, desalination, renewable
generation, solar photovoltaic, water saving
technologies, wind energy, life-cycle
assessment, nger, process efficiency,
sustainability, greenhouse/carbon and water
footprinting, carbon neutrality, sustainable
water management, strategic energy
procurement, continuous improvement,
EEO, EREP, Green Star, NABERs

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

››
››
››
››
››
››

Planning responses to climate change
Life-cycle analysis
Carbon abatement investment decision making
Developing a sustainable competitive advantage
Achieving carbon neutrality
Sustainable water management.
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Year Established
1984

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Engineering consulting
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Project management
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

In addition to drawing from its extensive experience and capabilities the company
has developed and patented a suite of software programs and tools including;
One2Five® – a management tool which identifies a company’s strengths and
weaknesses in a structured diagnostic session. It is a tactical tool that helps to
assess performance and implement a strategy in line with corporate objectives.
Through the diagnostic process, an organisation’s market position is identified
and benchmarked. One2Five® generates an action plan to implement a climate
change strategy that effectively achieves organisational goals.
CarbonScope – an online energy and environmental data platform and
reporting tool.

Company Background
Awards

›› Winner 2005 Australian Institute of
Energy (AIE) ‘Excellence in Energy’
Award for facilitating major greenhouse
abatement in government and industry

›› Finalist of the 2005 Australian
Information Industry Association –
iAwards Merit Award for EnTERPRIZE.EM
(now CarbonScope)

›› Finalist of the 2007 Greenhouse
Challenge Plus Awards

›› Finalist of the 2006 BRW St George
Client Choice Awards in the Consulting
Engineers Category

›› Finalist of the 2008 Department
of Environment and Climate
Change Australian Small Business
Champion Awards in the Professional
Services category

›› Winners of 2011 BRW Client Choice
Awards: Best Value Professional
Services Firm

›› Finalists in 2011 BRW Client Choice
Awards: Best Consulting Engineering
Firm with revenue under $50 Million,
Exceptional Service, Most Innovative and
Outstanding Client Care

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Energetics has amassed substantial IP
assets in its 25 years, much of which relates
to its energy management software.

Energetics registered as a business in October, 1983, and opened its doors for
trading in June 1984. Energetics has since built a reputation as one of the world’s
leading innovators in sustainability practices and has grown from a domestic
consulting business offering energy audits, to a firmly established company,
providing a fully integrated range of sustainability services and products.
Operating from a network of offices throughout Australia, the company has built
up an impressive portfolio of clients, consisting of many of Australia’s top 200
companies and across many sectors.

International Projects
Stora Enso Paper Mills, Wisconsin, USA
Energetics assisted Stora Enso to become more focussed on energy use and
greenhouse emissions, and bring all mills to a common level of management
practices for energy.
Simplot Energy Natural Resources, USA
The One2Five process helped Simplot to identify attitudes and projects that
could result in millions of dollars in savings. This included creation of intracompany and industry benchmarks and a sustained energy conservation and
efficiency program.
Xcel Energy, USA
One2Five® helped Xcel Energy to successfully engage its business customers
more effectively and involve more of the customer’s staff in energy management
programs to achieve real energy savings.

Australian Projects
Sydney Water Corporation, Sydney, New South Wales
Water as a key part of the Every Drop Counts Program, use of One2Five®
not only helped to achieve a greater uptake of sustainable water conservation
improvements with commercial and industrial customers, but also helped to
strengthen customer relationships and satisfaction.
Fuji Xerox Australia (FXA)
Fuji Xerox used Energetics’ energy procurement services to help them get the
most out of the low energy prices available in late 2009.
St Barbara, Leonora, Western Australia
Energetics facilitated an on site workshop for St Barbara Leonora Operations to
identify Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO). Thirteen opportunities with an
estimated total value of A$500,000 in savings and approximately 16,300 GJ of
energy savings were identified.
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Entura
ABN

48 072 377 158

Company Profile

Contact

Emma Murray

Phone

+61 3 6245 4500

Email

info@entura.com.au

Entura is one of Australia’s most experienced energy and water consultants.
The company offers a full range of consulting services covering the planning,
design, construction, operation and maintenance of all kinds of major energy and
water projects.

Web

www.entura.com.au

Address
		

89 Cambridge Park Drive
Cambridge, TAS 7170

Email us
As is a leading energy and water
consultancy in the Asia-Pacific region,
Entura helps utilities, governments,
developers and international companies
tackle big problems with clever solutions

Current Export Markets
India
Malaysia
Southern Africa
Papua New Guinea

Target Export Industries
Hydro power
Dam engineering
Wind energy

Type of Business Sought
Export

There are over 350 dedicated minds at Entura, all ready to work closely with
clients – wherever they are. The company’s strength comes from an ability
to deploy the best combination of expertise to meet the needs of clients and
projects in any location.
Entura provides services to clients all over the Asia-Pacific region from offices
located in Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne and India.
Entura is part of Hydro Tasmania, Australia’s largest renewable energy supplier
and water resource manager, and the company’s expertise is backed up
by almost 100 years of experience in developing and operating power and
water infrastructure.

Technologies & Capabilities
Entura provides expert engineering and environmental services across the
energy and water markets, specialising in:

››
››
››
››
››
››

Renewable energy
Power engineering
Hydro power
Water management
Water infrastructure
Environmental management and planning.

Company Background
Entura is the consulting business of Hydro Tasmania - Australia’s leading
renewable energy business.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Electrical transmission
Hydroelectricity
Hydro energy
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Tidal energy
Water quality monitoring
Wave energy
Wind energy
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Fields of Commerce

International Projects

Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Project management
Technical consulting

Malaysia

Management Team
David Crean, Chairman
Roy Adair, Chief Executive Officer

Certifications and Quality Approvals
AS/NZS/ISO 9001:2008

Awards

›› 2009 Award for Excellence
(Environmental planning), Tasmanian
Planning Excellence Awards
Awarded for Clarence Council Natural
Assets Information Manual

›› 2009 High Commendation
(Environment and Sustainability),
Victorian Engineering Excellence
Awards
Awarded to Melbourne Water and Hydro
Tasmania Consulting for Mini Hydro
Generating Plants

›› 2006 Engineering Excellence Award
(Resource Development) QLD
Awarded to the Burnett Dam Alliance for
the Paradise (Burnett) Dam

›› 2006 Bentley Award (Geospatial
Modelling)
Awarded for 2004 Hobart
Waterfront Project

›› 2005 Services Award, Tasmania
Export Awards
2005 Services Award Finalist, Australian
Export Awards

›› 2005 Tasmanian Awards for
Environment Excellence
Awarded for developing global
environmental and social standards for
wind farm development
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The Sarawak region of Malaysia has abundant hydropower potential as well as
other renewable energy opportunities which are currently being explored by
Sarawak Energy Berhad. Entura has been working with Sarawak Energy Berhad
since 2009 on a $1.6 million project involving feasibility studies for four hydroelectric projects.
India
Entura was commissioned by the World Bank to develop a framework for the
efficient and sustainable development of hydro-electric power schemes in the
Himalaya region of India. The work, valued at USD$315,000 will focus on public
and private projects while ensuring minimal environmental and social impacts on
river and basin-wide developments.
China
Entura recently conducted due diligence of 6 wind projects for the Asian
Development Bank in China.

Australian Projects
Melbourne Water
In 2008, Entura was awarded a AUD$25 million contract to supply and construct
a suite of six mini hydro plants for Melbourne Water.
Queensland and Victoria Solar Atlas
Entura was chosen to prepare a solar atlas to provide comprehensive and upto-date solar radiation maps indicating solar energy resources, overlayed with
maps of existing critical infrastructure. Information will be of sufficient quality and
quantity to support commercial decisions to be made concerning the potential
location and viability of installation of large scale solar generation facilities in the
respective states.

Enviroflow Water Technologies
ABN

36 079 739 227

Company Profile

Contact

Luke Jamieson

Phone

+61 7 3800 2499

Email
		

luke.jamieson@
enviroflow.com.au

Web

www.enviroflow.com.au

Address
		
		

Southlink Business Park
Lot 52 Sandstone Place
Parkinson QLD 4115

Enviroflow Water Technologies is an industry specialist in designing and
manufacturing total solutions to any potable water, wastewater or industrial
water treatment requirements. The company services a broad range of clients
requiring wastewater treatment and potable water treatment from various
sources. Enviroflow’s Brisbane, Queensland, complex houses both offices and
main construction facilities, allowing for easy and timely communication between
sales, design, administration and manufacturing teams to ensure that all plants
are built efficiently and to high standards.

Email us
Enviroflow Water Technologies is an expert
in packaged and transportable sewage and
water treatment solutions, with facilities to
design, manufacture, install, upgrade and
service water treatment and wastewater
treatment systems.

Current Export Markets
Fiji
Indonesia
Egypt
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Vietnam
Saudi Arabia
Guatemala
Canada

Target Export Markets
All

Target Export Industries
Mining
Oil and gas
Exploration

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Enviroflow specialises in the design, manufacturing and installation of packaged
raw water treatment and sewage treatment plants, providing essential services
where municipal treatment is not available. The company’s water treatment and
wastewater treatment systems are packaged and custom designed solutions
which present a range of options regarding capacity, transportability and quality
of output water. Design criteria surpass performance requirements recognised
throughout Australia and the final discharge from plants exceed World Health
Organisation guidelines for the re-use of wastewater.
The company also offers a flexible range of packaged and transportable,
deployable turn-key wastewater and water treatment systems, which can be
rapidly installed and commissioned at mining sites, defence exercises, building
sites, disaster regions and any other remote locations. Servicing across Australia
and Asia Pacific, Enviroflow has units installed in city, urban and rural locations
providing water, wastewater and industrial water solutions to some of the largest
mining, civil and government departments in the region.

Technologies & Capabilities
Enviroflow enlists a long and extensive industry experience in the design
of all systems, incorporating the most advanced processes and equipment
in biological treatment, multi media filtration, ultra filtration and reverse
osmosis membranes.
The company offers solutions to any water treatment requirement offering
plants that are robust, require minimal maintenance and are constructed to
rigorous standards and consistently surpass the design parameters currently
recognised in Australia and worldwide to ensure the highest level of performance
and reliability.
Enviroflow is committed to technology driven potable water treatment and
wastewater treatment that is ecologically balanced. Enviroflow systems harness
naturally occurring bacterial populations and sophisticated membrane filtration
technology to remove organic pollutants from wastewater, allowing safe
discharge or reuse of the reclaimed wastewater.
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Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination
Waste management
Water quality monitoring

Fields of Commerce
Import and wholesale
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing

The company offers an extensive range of customised products in the water and
wastewater technology field, and specialise in the following:

››
››
››
››
››

Packaged Sewage Treatment Plants
Packaged Water Treatment Plants
Nutrient Reduction Modules
Full Work Camp Hydraulics
Packaged Industrial Water Treatment.

The company’s engineered designs are constantly refined with great emphasis
placed on research and development. All Enviroflow plants are sold with
comprehensive operation and maintenance manuals specific to the custom
designed plant. Where possible, sophisticated electronic logic control systems
are used to automate plant operation.
Over the years Enviroflow has developed an expert team of technicians to
service and maintain wastewater and water treatment systems. With extensive
experience in business management, engineering, building, commissioning and
maintenance, Enviroflow is able to offer services for competitor products as well
as all systems sold by Enviroflow.

Company Background
Enviroflow Water Technologies is a division of KJM Contractors and is
located at Acacia Ridge in Brisbane, Queensland. The company’s plants
have been commissioned at sites ranging from Saudi Arabia right across the
Pacific to Guatemala.
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EnviroMission Limited
ABN

52 094 963 238

Company Profile

Contact

Kim Forté

Phone

+ 61 3 9693 5666

Email

kforte@enviromission.com.au

Web

www.enviromission.com.au

Address
		

Ground Floor, 3 Raglan Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

EnviroMission Limited is a Melbourne, Victoria, based renewable energy
developer that is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX code: EVM).
EnviroMission’s securities are also traded in the US Over the Counter (real
time) market as OTCQX code: EVMOY. EnviroMission has developed the solar
tower concept from commercial pre-feasibility though to the current Front End
Engineering and Design (FEED) project status. Front End Engineering and Design
(FEED) has been undertaken for 50MW through to 200MW capacity capable of
powering more than 250,000 households. At 200MW the Australian Solar Tower
concept will abate more than 900,000 tonnes of greenhouse CO2 gases from
entering the environment annually.

Email us
EnviroMission is a publicly listed renewable
energy developer commercialising
the Australian Solar Tower design for
large-scale, grid connected, solar
powered electricity capability into
international markets.

Current Export Markets
USA
China

Target Export Markets
Australia
India
UAE
North Africa

Target Export Industries
Renewable energy

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

The company owns intellectual property and development rights to the Australian
solar tower power station design in Australia and in global markets following the
successful acquisition of US based SolarMission Technologies, Inc in 2009.
EnviroMission’s executive management structure oversees third party expert
consultants from the legal, commercial, energy, engineering, design, and
public affairs sectors that are represented through consultancy agreements,
joint ventures and partnerships to deliver cost effective advice, expertise and
leadership from a broad sector base.
EnviroMission owns a 20 percent, non-diluting, free carrying share in the
Shanghai based solar tower development company, Xiang Jiang Shanghai
Company Limited. The Chair of Xiang Jiang Shanghai Company Limited has held
a non-executive director position on EnviroMission’s board of directors since the
partnership was determined through investment In EnviroMission in 2003.

Technologies & Capabilities
Solar Tower technology is a renewable energy power station technology
that generates clean, green and sustainable electricity from the sun’s heat.
Passive and non-polluting, the technology does not need water at any stage
of the electricity generation process (unlike coal, nuclear, some gas and
solar technologies).
The sun’s radiation is used to heat a large body of air under an expansive
collector zone, which is then forced by the laws of physics (hot air rises) to move
as a hot wind through large turbines to generate electricity. A solar tower power
station will create the conditions to cause hot wind to flow continuously through
32 x 6.25MW pressure staged turbines to generate electricity. Solar tower
technology and design is characterised by three key components:
The Tower – The central hollow tower provides an updraft effect similar to a
chimney effect, to draw hot air from inside to the cooler ambient air outside
the structure. This updraft effect enables energy from the flow of hot air to be
converted to mechanical energy by rotating the turbines.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar thermal
Water saving technologies
(Solar tower technology would be eligible for
water abatement credits where applicable)

Year Established
2000

Listed Company
ASX Listed 2001
ASX Code: EVM
OTCQX Code: EVOMY

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Outsourced manufacture of company IP
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting

The Canopy – The vast upward sloping translucent canopy that surrounds the
tall tower provides a greenhouse effect for solar radiation to heat the air under the
canopy. The hot air is the energy source to drive the turbines.
The Turbines – The turbines transform energy from the flow of heated air into
mechanical energy to generate electricity. The turbines are similar in design to
the well known Kaplan Turbines used in hydroelectric power stations.
Unlike other renewable and traditional coal and nuclear energy producers, a solar
tower does not use any water in the energy generation process. EnviroMission’s
power station developments earmarked for Arizona, USA, will abate the waste of
more than 528 million gallons of potable water per annum.
Solar tower technology was tested and proven with a successful small-scale
pilot plant constructed in Spain by the Spanish Government and German
designers, Schlaich Bergermann and Partner. The plant operated for seven years
between 1982 and 1989, and consistently generated 50kW output of green
energy. It conclusively proved the concept works and provided data for design
modifications and enhancements that are indicated to achieve greater electricity
generation and revenues.

Company Background
EnviroMission has undertaken extensive enhancement of the Solar Tower
concept to achieve a commercially viable technology proposition for large-scale
electricity infra-structure development.
EnviroMission has taken a lead role in the development and promotion of solar
tower technology including corporate actions to achieve majority control of
the global development rights and ultimate commercialisation control of the
Australian Solar Tower concept.

Management Team

International Projects

Roger Davey, Chief Executive Officer and
Executive Chairman

China

Andrew Draffin, Company Secretary
Kim Forte, Communications Manager
Christopher Davey,
Business Development Manager

EnviroMission is part owner and project consultant to the development of the
Australian Solar Tower concept in China with Shanghai based, Xiang Jiang
Company Limited. A model of the Australian Solar Tower power station design
was exhibited at The World Trade Fair in Shanghai to increase awareness of
renewable energy innovation proposed for development initially in Shanghai. The
model will precede development of a proof-of-concept demonstration plant in
the region.

Awards

USA

The Solar Tower project has been awarded
Major Project Facilitation status from the
Australian Federal Government

EnviroMission’s 100 percent owned subsidiary, EnviroMission (USA), Inc., is based
in Phoenix, Arizona, to lead development of the Australian Solar Tower power
station concept in the United States. EnviroMission has filed two land applications
in Arizona for the development of two solar tower power stations. The sites are
approximately 5,500 acres (2225.85 hectares), suitable for development of a
200MW Solar Tower power station. EnviroMission is in advanced Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) negotiations with regional power authorities.

Australian Projects
Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) for development of 50MW through to
200MW has been completed for a power station site in the southwest corner of
NSW (near the Victorian border). Commercialisation in Australia currently awaits
incentives to meet the demands of the capital market.
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F Cubed
ABN

74 065 383 799

Company Profile

Contact

Robert Pyman

Phone

+61 (0)414 651 006

Email

robertp@fcubed.com.au

Web

www.fcubed.com.au

Address
		

23 Fillo Drive
Somerton, VIC 3062

F Cubed was established in 2004 to develop Solar Thermal Desalination, Zero
Liquid Discharge (ZLD) and Solar Water Treatment systems. The systems
meet the overwhelming need for clean drinking water, producing pure water
from saline or polluted sources. In most situations it does this at a much
lower cost than conventional systems (reverse osmosis) with Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD) technology.

Email us
F Cubed has developed and manufactures
Direct Solar Thermal Desalination, Zero
Liquid Discharge (ZLD) and Solar Water
Treatment Systems that provides industry
and individuals with access to pure, clean
water and processing of waste water

Current Export Markets
Bangladesh, Peru, India

Target Export Markets
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Peru, Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, USA,
Cyprus, Jordan, Turkey, Kenya, Egypt, India,
Bangladesh, Pakistan

Target Export Industries
Water industry including industrial waste
water treatment and Zero Liquid Discharge
Mining industry

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

The company has spent five years investing in research and development for a
unique desalination unit powered entirely by the sun, known as Carocell. With
no conventional electricity source required, no expensive parts and minimal
maintenance, Carocell presents enormous global benefits to industry and
humanitarian efforts. Desalination is becoming the preferred option for purifying
water. Most processes are extremely energy intensive and, until now, efficiency
levels and capital cost has prohibited the broad use of solar desalination
technologies for both basic water needs and large scale desalination projects.
Carocell panels are a breakthrough in solar desalination, and provide the
following benefits.

›› 55 – 65% efficiency in solar energy to distilled water
›› 50% more efficient than most comparable products
›› 5 – 25% of the installed cost of comparable products.
Carocell uses the sun’s natural radiation to produce pure clean drinking water
from any water source. Its patented modular design gives it the ability to produce
pure water for a single-house user or millions of litres for large industry.

Technologies & Capabilities
F Cubed manufacture direct solar water desalination panels that can produce
clean potable drinking water from any water source including sea, contaminated/
polluted or brackish water. F Cubed products include the following.
Carocell – Direct Solar Desalination
Carocell panels are low cost direct solar desalination/purification units. The
technology does not: emit green house gas emissions, use chemicals, have
costly membranes, filters, electronics; and does not have an ongoing power
source other than solar radiation. Carocell produces safe, high quality potable
water from any source including seawater, groundwater and contaminated or
polluted water. It also incorporates Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) technology when
Carocell panels are in a series. This converts waste brine into drinking water and
valuable fractionalised salts.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Zero Liquid Discharge Technology

Solar thermal
Waste management
Water saving technologies

Zero Liquid Discharge technology converts waste brine into drinking water and
valuable fractionalised salts such as table salt, pool salt and magnesium chloride
(used for dust suppression in the mining industry). In the case of sea water the
waste liquid after NaCl production will be approximately 30% MgCl, which can be
sold as a liquid or crystallized in a subsequent panel. Other salts and metals drop
out in earlier stages and may also be harvested if they are of commercial value.

Year Established
2004

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Product installation

Management Team
Peter Johnstone – Chief Executive Officer
Robert Pyman – International Markets

Awards
Member of the Clinton Global Initiative

Technology or Patent/Ownership
5 patents worldwide

Solar Filtration Technology
Solar Filtration technology is a filtration and ultra violet radiation treatment. RSR
has the ability to process high volumes of water, once again only using the sun’s
natural radiation. RSR can be used as a treatment for potable water, grey water or
pre-treatment for other forms of desalination such as reverse osmosis. RSR is in
the final stages of development and will be available commercially soon.

Company Background
F Cubed (Australia) Pty Ltd was established in 2004 by Peter Johnstone to
develop products for the conservation and production of water – a critical
resource. The company has developed leading Direct Solar Thermal Desalination
and Zero Liquid Discharge Technologies, which have sparked significant
international interest from organisations in 20 different countries, the United
Nations Office of Project Services and World Bank.

International Projects
F Cubed works with humanitarian, aid and charitable organisations to help
provide communities around the world with access to safe, clean water. The
technology can be applied on a large scale (water farm) right through to
individual units to service a family unit.

Australian Projects
Council of Ceduna, South Australia
Access to water is one of the many challenges facing companies and
communities in remote locations. In a significant step forward to use the
technology on a mass scale, F Cubed and the District Council of Ceduna have
signed an $13 million agreement to supply pure, clean drinking water to Ceduna
West using breakthrough Carocell solar desalination technology.
This project will see an 11.5 hectare Carocell solar desalination farm established.
The farm will produce approximately 200 million litres of pure drinking water per
year and 6000 tonnes of salts with no waste brine. The water will be supplied
directly to homes in west Ceduna through the council owned pipe infrastructure.
The project will also incorporate bottling of water and salt packing.
This project will be an example of how the Carocell technology can be applied
across Australia and the globe. The company is also in discussions with
several companies in Queensland, interested in a cost effective solution to the
management of coal seam gas water.
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Freestyle Technology
ABN

37 117 520 528

Company Profile

Contact

Andrew Donaghey

Phone

+61 3 8540 0944

Email

info@freestyletechnology.com.au

Web

www.freestyletechnology.com.au

Address
		
		

Unit 1, Building A
18-24 Ricketts Road Vic
Mount Waverley VIC 3149

Freestyle Technology is an Australian company focussed on delivering innovative,
total technology solutions for the Global Machine-2-Machine (M2M) market. The
M2M market includes: Smart Grid; Healthcare / Patient monitoring; Logistics;
Telemetry/Fleet Tracking; Home Appliances; Environmental/Remote monitoring
and Agriculture. The company has developed an advanced application platform
which, when used in the electricity sector provides unprecedented levels of
information and interactivity to utilities and their customers. The platform is
operational in Australia, Taiwan, Korea, United Kingdom and the United States.
It can be used with any communications and metering solution thus providing a
range of new facilities and capabilities across networks.

Email us
Freestyle Technology is making smart grids
smarter. The company’s unique application
environment provides a common operating
platform across all utility stakeholders
enabling interoperability, asset life
extension, integration of legacy equipment
and distributed intelligence.

Current Export Markets
Korea
Taiwan
UK
USA

Target Export Markets
Global

Target Export Industries
M2M devices and services
Smart Grid
Smart Meters
Logistics

The Freestyle Application Environment enables: distribution businesses to
extract unlimited variable data in real time from meter recordings; retailers to
use the data to optimise their purchasing positions; and customers to reduce
energy cost by recognising the link between appliance usage and energy
cost. It offers a reprogrammable capability which can be incorporated into new
and existing equipment or systems improving functionality and enabling the
seamless interface of the device with local and remote networks via the relevant
communications medium. Interoperability provides the utility company with the
choice of vendors that meet its specific requirement and ensures advances in
technology can be implemented during the life of the products.
Freestyle recognises energy management as the highest priority for
environmental conservation and incorporation of environmental considerations in
the planning process is key to sustainable development.

Technologies & Capabilities
Freestyle’s technology can be used to create ‘Smart’ products that can
be remotely reprogrammed, configured and controlled using standard
communications methodologies. The Freestyle standard platform can be applied
to very low cost microprocessors that enable these devices to perform complex
tasks. Below are just some of Freestyle’s capabilities.
Smart Grid – The Freestyle platform enables the concept of a Smart Grid to
be brought to life by providing the glue for intelligent communications networks,
digital sensors, controls for remote monitoring and operation, advanced meters
collecting usage data, and automatic load management/demand response
technologies that help reduce peaks in electric demand which in turn reduces
the need for standby power plants.
Logistics – The Freestyle platform provides secure Multi-Stakeholder access.
This provides logistics companies with a mechanism for their customers to
receive real time information such as current temperature, humidity, vibration and
GPS location of their consignment.
Demand Response – By enabling consumers to automatically reduce demand
for brief periods through new technologies and motivating mechanisms like
Realtime pricing, the grid remains reliable and consumers are compensated
for their help. The remote monitoring and control capabilities combined with

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Outward Investment
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Freestyle’s technology allows it to operate
over a number of vertical markets.
Depending on the application required,
Freestyle can operate within many sectors.

Year Established
2006

intelligence built into the Freestyle devices enable predefined response
Behaviour to be implemented for the control of equipment such as airconditioning and other high consumption devices.
Smart Appliances – By utilising smart applications, appliance manufacturers
have the ability to remotely: firmware upgrade, diagnostics, feature upgrades and
reprogrammable capabilities.
Home Area Networking (HAN) – The HAN enables devices within the residence
to communicate and obtain information from the utility via the electricity meter.
This allows utilities to extend consumer programs such as energy efficiency,
demand response and variable pricing. The HAN could automatically turn
devices on or off, up or down, and shift the smart appliances to an economy
mode based on how the utility and consumer agree to conserve energy.
Street Lighting – Freestyle’s Smart Street Light solution provides responsible
authorities significant operational benefits by enabling control and monitoring of
high efficiency street lights.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Software and ICT services
Technical consulting

Company Background
Incorporated in 2006, Freestyle Technology developed the Freestyle Application
Environment as the standard platform for developments within the utilities
market. Most recently, the company has announced an agreement to integrate
Freestyle Technology’s open application and distributed microprocessor platform
with Silver Spring Networks’ Smart Energy Platform, USA.

Management Team
Andrew Donaghey, Chief Executive Officer

International Projects
Korea – Freestyle’s Microengine Technology (FME) will be incorporated into
a number of smart energy devices for Korea’s leading telecommunication
company. The integration provides the carrier with leading edge technology and
an competitive edge within the Korean market place. FME technology will also be
incorporated into existing smart building and global logistics deployments.
Elster Group, USA (www.elster.com) – Elster Group is a world leader in
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), integrated metering and utilization
solutions to the gas, electricity and water industries. Freestyle Technology is
integrating its technology into Elster’s water and gas meters for deployments in
Australia and Taiwan and provides
Zigbee communications, remote management and support of advance
applications. The agreement allows Elster to deploy ‘smart application’ such as
notification to the consumer that their daily water allowance has been exceed.
United Kingdom – Freestyle is working with UK’s leading telecommunication
company for M2M devices and services. Target markets include Smart Grid,
Telematics / Fleet Management and Logistics. By adopting Freestyle’s endto-end solution the carrier is able to address all M2M segments with a single
interoperable solution.

Australian Projects
Powerlink Queensland (www.powerlink.com.au) – Powerlink is a governmentowned corporation that owns, develops, operates and maintains Queensland’s
high-voltage electricity transmission network. Freestyle Technology deployed a
solution that allows Powerlink to manage a number of different smart meters from
different venders on a single common platform.
Water Utilities – Freestyle Technology and the Elster Group will be deploying endto-end solutions for a number of Water Utilities within several states and territories.
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Geodynamics Limited
ABN

55 095 006 090

Company Profile

Contact

Jane Lowe

Phone

+61 7 3721 7500

Email

jane.lowe@geodynamics.com.au

Web

www.geodynamics.com.au

Geodynamics possesses some of the best geothermal resources in the world
(within the Cooper Basin, South Australia) and is rapidly developing technology to
exploit that resource. It is the country’s largest listed public company focussed on
Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS). The company is confident it can deliver a
quarter of Australia’s new generating capacity in the future.

Address
		

Level 3, 19 Lang Parade
Milton QLD 4064

Email us
Geodynamics Limited is the leading
Australian geothermal exploration and
development company. The company
was formed solely to focus on developing
renewable geothermal energy generation
from hot fractured rocks (HFR) in Australia.

Current Export Markets
India

Target Export Industries
Geothermal exploration

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy
Renewable generation

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Geodynamics Limited has secured significant geothermal exploration rights
in South Australia, New South Wales and Queensland and is investigating the
potential in other states. The company has a strong Board of Directors and
successfully listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 12 September
2002. Stage One of the company’s business plan is complete following proof of
concept in 2009. The company is focussed on delivering power from a 25 MW
plant by early 2015 and Geodynamics is targeting production of more than 500
MW by late 2019. Eventually output could reach 10,000 MW, the equivalent of 10
to 15 coal-fired power stations.
Geodynamics is pushing the boundaries of geothermal drilling techniques on an
international scale, having successfully drilled 4,000 m into granite that contains
multiple fractures and water under pressures of up to 12,000 psi. Lessons
regarding rigs, bits, drilling fluid and pressure management were learnt from the
initial drills on Habanero 1 and Habanero 2 and the knowledge gained has been
vital in the success of further drilling.

Technologies & Capabilities
Extraction of geothermal energy relies on existing technologies and engineering
processes. Geothermal is the only known source of renewable energy with
a capacity to carry large base-loads. Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS)
geothermal energy relies on existing technologies and engineering processes
such as drilling and hydraulic fracturing techniques established by the oil
and gas industry.
Geodynamics’ immediate goal is to secure funding to construct an Enhanced
Geothermal Systems (EGS)/Hot Fractured Rock (HFR) geothermal demonstration
plant. Geodynamics must negotiate market and institutional barriers to ensure
the company is successful in building the first 25 MW demonstration plant,
expanding the reserves through continued drilling and ensuring the transmission
lines are available for exporting the energy to market. The company plans to
make a final investment decision on building a commercial demonstration plant
in 2013. Once operational, the 25 MW power plant, which will be for commercial
operation and produce zero emissions with zero water requirements, will
produce enough electricity to power approximately 25,000 households on a
continuous basis.
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Year Established
2001

Listed Company
ASX Listed
ASX Code: GDY

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Engineering consulting
Research and development
Technical consulting

Management Team
Gerry Grove, Managing Director
Stuart McDonnell, Chief Operating Officer
Paul Frederiks,
Company Secretary and CFO
Melanie Manton, ICT Manager
Alistair Webb, Commercial Manager
Kevin Coates, Manager People and Safety

Awards

›› A$5 million R&D Start grant from
AusIndustry

›› Awarded A$90 million funding by
the Federal Government under the
Renewable Energy Development
Program to further the development of
the Cooper Basin 25 MW Commercial
Demonstration Plant, November 2009

›› Awarded an additional A$7 million by
the Federal Government under Round
2 of the Geothermal Drilling Program
for the development of the company’s
Hunter Valley geothermal project,
December 2009

Geodynamics has accumulated geothermal exploration licences covering more
than 3,500 km2 across several Australian states, with an excellent resource and
a proven concept. The company’s current focus is in the Cooper Basin in South
Australia, where the licence areas cover 1,962 km2. Benefits of the Geodynamics
tenements include:

›› A known resource proven by drilling and supporting gravity and
seismic surveys

›› The hottest rocks of this type and at this depth on earth with measured
temperatures of 273-283°C at 4,911 metres (Jolokia 1)

›› An estimated thermal resource of approximately 400,000 PJ, with current
reported inferred resource of 230,00PJ, and

›› Estimated energy to support power development of between 5,000 and
10,000 MW.
In addition to those in South Australia, Geodynamics holds geothermal
exploration licences in New South Wales and has accepted offers for Exploration
Permits Geothermal (EGPs) in Queensland.

Company Background
Geodynamics was formed by Dr Doone Wyborn and Dr Prame Chopra from the
Australian National University in Canberra (leading experts in HFR geothermal
energy), and Dr Bertus de Graaf. Geodynamics first listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange in September 2002 with a market capitalisation of A$20
million. The company has grown steadily since then and, as at 30 April 2010,
boasted more than 17,442 shareholders holding a total of 290 million fully paid
shares. Market confidence in Geodynamics has continued to rise with a market
capitalisation of A$175m on 30 April 2010.

Australian Projects
Drilling activity
To date, the company has drilled five wells. In 2008, Habanero 3 was the first
well to be drilled using the ‘Lightning Rig’ to a depth of 4,221 m (13,850 ft).
The completion of drilling in Habanero 3 was a significant milestone in the
development of Geodynamics, making it the largest well of this depth ever
drilled onshore in Australia and the first commercial scale Hot Fractured Rock
production well to be drilled. Jolokia 1 was drilled to 4,879 m and Savina 1 was
drilled to 3,871 m.
Proof of concept achieved
In March 2009, Geodynamics announced that it had successfully proven its
ability to extract heat from hydraulically stimulated hot fractured rock to create
power. The achievement of ‘Proof of Concept’ is one of the major milestones for
Geodynamics since its inception nine years ago and marked the completion of
Stage 1 of its business plan.
Transmission infrastructure
Geodynamics has conducted concept studies to define options for transmitting
power from the Cooper Basin to major load centres such as Brisbane in
Queensland, Adelaide in South Australia and Sydney in New South Wales.
Significant traction was gained during 2009 and continues in 2010 on raising the
awareness of the need for extension to the existing transmission network to cater
for the expected growth in renewable energy development driven by the federal
government’s Renewable Energy Target legislation.
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GHD Energy & Resources
ABN

39 008 488 373

Company Profile

Contact

David Luscombe

Phone

+61 7 3316 3505

Email

david.luscombe@ghd.com

Web

www.ghd.com

Address
		
		

Level 15,
13 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Established in 1928, GHD employs more than 6000 people across five
continents and serves clients in the global markets of water, energy and
resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. GHD is
wholly-owned by its staff, and driven by a network of forward-thinking engineers,
architects, planners, scientists, project managers and economists that collaborate
to solve client and community challenges. With a history of adapting to the
ever-changing needs of its clients, GHD is recognised for its commitment to
innovation, safety and sustainable development. Today, GHD is ranked as one of
the world’s leading engineering, architecture and consultancy firms.

Email us
GHD is an international network of
professional and technical consultants
serving clients in the global markets of
water, energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings, and transportation.

Current Export Markets
GHD operates in 14 countries with
a network of more than 100 offices
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Middle East, the Americas and Europe.

Target Export Markets
Americas, Canada, Middle East, South
East Asia, New Zealand, United Kingdom,
Europe, China

Type of Business Sought
Export, Outward Investment

Year Established
1928

The global financial crisis has put the brakes on the unprecedented growth
in demand for resources experienced over the past few years. GHD has
continued to work with long-standing clients as they take on the challenges of
improving efficiencies of existing operations and developing new projects. But
while the fundamentals remain strong, the shift from a totally carbon-based
economy looms as an enormous future challenge for resource companies
and communities alike. Characterised by price volatility, margin pressure and
regulatory changes, the biggest challenge for the energy and resources industry
is to continually adapt the speed and efficiency of production and distribution to
the peaks and troughs of demand, while investing in renewable resource options,
sustainable supply and use.
GHD specialists are contributing to cutting edge work in clean coal and natural
gas and are working on renewable energy projects, including wind and wave
power. GHD can help clients to explore feasibility, improve performance, expand
or investigate new technology, access complex technical answers to extract and
deliver, generate, transmit, distribute and recover a diverse range of energy and
resources economically. GHD provides clients access to the latest, most effective
techniques and technologies, tailored to unique operating environments.

Technologies & Capabilities
Reforming ageing infrastructure, addressing emission levels and funding new
opportunities in cogeneration and renewable energy are challenges faced by
asset owners. From waste energy-recovered solutions to cogeneration facilities,
cleaner application of conventional carbon-based technologies and renewable
waste energy sources capture new ideas and greater operational efficiency with
GHD. GHD provides advice on a diverse range of power generation and delivery
technology across areas such as:

›› Conventional fossil fuel firing in thermal power plants (e.g. sub-critical and
super-critical coal-fired plants, coal seam and natural gas-fired combined
cycle gas turbines and cogeneration)

›› Renewable energy (hydroelectric, tidal, wind, geothermal, solar and biomass)
›› Emerging ‘green’ technologies such as integrated gasification combined cycle
›› In all areas, GHD helps clients tackle a complex future of increased regulation
and scrutiny.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, environmental
consulting, project management,
technical consulting

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, cogeneration, desalination,
renewable generation, solar photovoltaic,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wave energy
GHD provides advice on a diverse range of
power generation and delivery technology
across areas such as:

›› Conventional fossil fuel firing in thermal

For many years, GHD has been involved in a variety of renewable energy projects
in Australia and overseas. GHD has acted as owner’s engineer, conducted
due diligence reviews, designed power plants, and conducted optimisation
and feasibility studies. The company’s capabilities include renewable power
experience in solar, hydro, wind, tidal, wave, biomass and biogas systems
ranging from 100kW (solar system) to 85MW (wind farm). GHD has also worked
on distributed power projects for buildings, plants and communities on a broad
scale (ranging from 100kW to 30MW).

Company Background
Founded in 1928, GHD has been active in the professional services business for
more than 80 years. Since its inception, GHD has assisted global communities
to realise their potential and create lasting value by delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions. GHD is a company built on partnerships. GHD currently
operates in 14 countries, is supported by over 100 offices worldwide and
employs over 6000 people.

power plants

›› Renewable energy
›› Emerging ‘green’ technologies such as
integrated gasification combined cycle

›› In all areas, GHD helps clients tackle a
complex future of increased regulation
and scrutiny

International Projects
Clean Energy Program for China
GHD will deliver contract administration, project management, hydropower plant
construction, environmental and financial services, and corporate planning for the
98MW Xiaogushan Hydropower Station, in the Gansu.
Hydroelectricity feasibility studies, Malaysia

Ian Shepherd, Chief Executive Officer

Sarawak Energy Berhad engaged GHD to conduct both pre-feasibility and
feasibility studies, encompassing technical and financial issues, for the Baleh
hydroelectricity project. Subsequently, GHD was also engaged to deliver the
pre-feasibility study for the Baleh Run of River Hydroelectric project and Putai &
Serani Hydroelectric project.

David Luscombe,
Global Leader Energy & Resources

Australian Projects

Gour Choudhuri, Business Leader Energy

CETO Wave Power Generation, Carnegie Corporation

Gavin Becker,
Business Leader Mining & Metals

The Carnegie Corporation claims the CETO wave converter is the first unit to be
fully submerged and to produce high pressure seawater from wave power. GHD
undertook concept designs for the civil/structural works, building design and the
power generation system. Services also included project management, advice
on the hydraulic systems, and an assessment of the marine environments of
potential sites to identify local challenges and cost impacts.

Management Team
Des Whybird, Chairman

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› GHD is a member of the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)

›› Quality Management System (AS/NZS
ISO 9001:2008)

›› Environmental Management Systems
(ISO 14001) by NATA Certification
Services International

Awards
Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia (ACEA) Awards for Excellence,
Certificate of Recognition Energy &
Resources category: Colongra Gas Pipeline
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Rottnest Island Wind Turbine Project
GHD provided a range of services including: preparation of the environmental
plan, technical advice, wind management, turbine procurement and preparation
of the specification, tendering, construction surveillance and commissioning.
Biomass
GHD has undertaken several biomass projects based on waste in a variety
of industries, such as piggeries, meat processing, tapioca and winery waste.
The projects have included resource assessments, engineering services and
environmental issues.

GHD Environment
ABN

39 008 488 373

Company Profile

Contact

Christine Wyatt

Phone

+61 3 8687 8473

Email

christine.wyatt@ghd.com

Web

www.ghd.com

Address
		
		

Level 15,
13 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Established in 1928, GHD employs more than 6000 people across five
continents and serves clients in the global markets of water, energy and
resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. GHD is
wholly-owned by its staff, and driven by a network of forward-thinking engineers,
architects, planners, scientists, project managers and economists that collaborate
to solve client and community challenges. With a history of adapting to the
ever-changing needs of its clients, GHD is recognised for its commitment to
innovation, safety and sustainable development. Today, GHD is ranked as one of
the world’s leading engineering, architecture and consultancy firms.

Email us
GHD is an international network of
professional and technical consultants
serving clients in the global markets of
water, energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings, and transportation.

Current Export Markets
GHD operates in 14 countries with
a network of more than 100 offices
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Middle East, the Americas and Europe.

Target Export Markets
Americas, Canada, Middle East, South East
Asia, New Zealand, UK and Europe, China

Type of Business Sought
Export, Outward Investment

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, cogeneration, desalination,
renewable generation, solar photovoltaic,
water saving technologies, wave energy

Year Established
1928

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

GHD employs over 650 environmental professionals making it one of the
largest environmental consulting firms in the Asia Pacific region. To boost its
capabilities further, the company recently appointed environment business
leaders in the mining/oil and gas, waterways, transport/infrastructure, ports
and defence sectors. GHD’s Environment team has earned a reputation for
excellence by offering integrated, practical and innovative solutions to all levels
of government, authorities and private organisations. The company draws on
the skills of engineers, scientists, auditors and planners to deliver services
in a number of critical areas, including: air and noise management, climate
change, contaminated site assessment and remediation, Environment Impact
Assessment (EIA) and approvals, Environmental Management System (EMS)
and audits, natural resource management, spatial sciences, sustainability, waste
management and water sciences.

Technologies & Capabilities
GHD offers practical solutions to protect biodiversity and provide economic and
social stability to accelerate compliance and drive competitive advantage. Below
are just some of GHD’s capabilities.
Waste Management – Waste avoidance, recovery and reuse of discarded
materials, effective landfill management and responsible management of
hazardous wastes are all critical elements of sustainable development. GHD
has a large team of specialists providing current advice and solutions for the
complete range of waste management issues. Services include detailed and
conceptual design for waste management facilities, environmental management,
strategic planning for siting, legislative and other approvals, and auditing for
waste and compliance.
Sustainability – With strong technical skill and experience across a diverse
range of industries, GHD gives organisations access to a wealth of effective
sustainable solutions from around the world. Water cycle management, clean
energy production, eco-efficient development, integrated transport solutions
and green building designs are among the many technical concepts GHD
builds into projects.
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Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, environmental
consulting, project management,
technical consulting

Management Team

Climate Change – GHD uses an integrated approach to deliver climate change
services in the key areas of mitigation, adaptation, trading and offsets. The
team works with organisations to identify and understand the strategic risks and
opportunities presented by climate change, including consideration of emerging
legislative frameworks, investor-reporting requirements, new markets looking for
carbon solutions and the direct physical impacts of projected climate change.
GHD helps clients to incorporate energy efficiency strategies, fuel switching and
renewable energy into new and existing projects.

Des Whybird, Chairman
Ian Shepherd, Chief Executive Officer
Christine Wyatt, Global Leader Environment
Phil Baker, Business Leader Environment
Mining, Oil & Gas
David Petch,
Business Leader Environment Ports
Ross Fryer,
Business Manager Environment Waterways
Simon Pearce, Business Leader
Environment Defence

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› GHD is a member of the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)

›› Quality Management System (AS/NZS
ISO 9001:2008)

›› Environmental Management Systems
(ISO 14001) by NATA Certification
Services International

Awards

›› Civil Contractors Federation – 2009
Queensland Earth Award for Sun Prawn
Aquaculture Farm, Acid Sulfate Soil
Remediation

›› Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia Awards for Excellence –
Silver Award of Highly Commended,
Environment category for SouthWest 1
Enterprise Park & Berrinba Wetlands

›› Engineers Australia 2009 Engineering
Excellence Awards – Highly Commended
Environment & Heritage Category Award;
Environment and Sustainability Award;
Sustainability Category Award (various
projects)

›› Asia Pacific Spatial Sciences Awards
& Spatial Sciences Institute Award
for South East QLD Koala Habitat
Assessment and Mapping
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Company Background
Founded in 1928, GHD has been active in the professional services business for
more than 80 years. Since its inception, GHD has assisted global communities
to realise their potential and create lasting value by delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions. GHD is a company built on partnerships. GHD currently
operates in 14 countries, is supported by over 100 offices worldwide and
employs over 6000 people.

International Projects
UK Rail Footprint Assessment
The UK Rail system comprises 15,795 route kilometres and in 2007/08 was used
by a total of 49 billion passengers. In late 2008, GHD, in partnership with the
Centre for Sustainability Accounting (CenSA), began calculating Greeenhouse
Gas footprints for two UK rail organisations. Footprinting is a critical precursor to
setting up any cost-effective, GHG management program.
Abu Dhabi Emirate Environment
GHD was appointed by the Environmental Agency of Abu Dhabi (EAD) the
authority responsible for implementing the policy, to develop an Environmental
Health, Safety Management System framework.
Environmental Audit, Malaysia
Specific Resources Sdn Bhd engaged GHD for an environmental audit of its
gold mining activity in Penjom, Kuala Lipis, Pahang, Malaysia. The scope of work
includes assessment, investigation, gap analysis and compliance issues.

Australian Projects
Ecolibrium AWT facility, Sydney, New South Wales
GHD’s engineering staff worked on improvements to the Mixed Waste Treatment
Facility which will convert 90,000 tonnes of municipal waste produced each
year into energy, recyclable resources and soil enhancement products. Works
included layout, and design for major buildings, site infrastructure to integrate
specialist waste processing equipment, procurement of key plant items such as
the biological plant tanks and the biogas power plant and tendering of the main
civil, mechanical and electrical services contracts.
Gold Coast City Council Waste Network Review, Queensland
Since 2003, GHD has assisted Gold Coast City Council to strategically review
waste infrastructure provided by the city. Initially the project involved a critical
review of existing waste infrastructure by taking a triple bottom line approach, i.e.
considering economic, environmental and social factors.
North Sapphire Beach Subdivision, New South Wales
GHD Coffs Harbour prepared an environmental impact statement (EIS) for a
waste processing facility that uses state-of-the-art technology to turn organic and
mixed waste into resources such as fuel and compost.

GHD Property & Buildings
ABN

39 008 488 373

Company Profile

Contact

Paul Morris

Phone

+61 7 3316 3443

Email

paul.morris@ghd.com

Web

www.ghd.com

Address
		
		

Level 15,
13 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Established in 1928, GHD employs more than 6000 people across five
continents and serves clients in the global markets of water, energy and
resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. GHD is
wholly-owned by its staff, and driven by a network of forward-thinking engineers,
architects, planners, scientists, project managers and economists that collaborate
to solve client and community challenges. With a history of adapting to the
ever-changing needs of its clients, GHD is recognised for its commitment to
innovation, safety and sustainable development. Today, GHD is ranked as one of
the world’s leading engineering, architecture and consultancy firms.

Email us
GHD is an international network of
professional and technical consultants
serving clients in the global markets of
water, energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings, and transportation.

Current Export Markets
GHD operates in 14 countries with
a network of more than 100 offices
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Middle East, the Americas and Europe.

Target Export Markets
Americas, Canada, Middle East, South East
Asia, New Zealand, UK and Europe, China

Type of Business Sought
Export, Outward Investment

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, cogeneration, desalination,
renewable generation, solar photovoltaic,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wave energy

Year Established
1928

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

GHD’s Property and Buildings Group has an extensive portfolio of projects and is
committed to providing innovative and high quality design solutions. Integrated
design, comprising strategies including energy efficiency, sustainable design,
optimum system performance, occupant and pedestrian comfort, with the goal
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions are a continual focus in every project.
In order to meet these objectives GHD has assembled a team of experienced
professionals in the field of advanced simulation and modelling armed with some
of the world’s best predictive and computational tools.

Technologies & Capabilities
GHD has made environmentally sustainable design (ESD) part of its mainstream
building services offering. The company believes that ESD should not be a
separate discipline, rather, part of what building services professionals do, every
day, on all projects. GHD’s Building Services teams understand that successful
sustainable designs require close co-operation and integration between the
architectural and structural elements to ensure optimum results. Sustainable
building services are offered by GHD as an integral component of a total building
services package or as an individual service.
In support of this, GHD firmly believes in fostering innovative technology
which shows potential for reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions. GHD has the ability to evaluate innovative solutions using in-house
modelling software without committing to expensive prototyping or incurring
avoidable risk. Computer modelling enables optimisation and detailed analyses
of the most important indoor environmental quality parameters such as thermal
comfort, daylight, air change effectiveness and energy consumption to be carried
out. Realistic building and building services performance can be approximated
early in the design process, which informs designers and can vastly improve
designs. Similarly, most physical processes can be simulated to a greater or
lesser extent and the insights gained allow prototypes to be optimised, problems
to be identified and solutions found.
GHD design teams employ some of the world’s best design and modelling tools
and software to hone our designs to meet demanding client and legislative
targets as well as cost, emissions and energy budgets.
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Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, environmental
consulting, project management

Founded in 1928, GHD has been active in the professional services business for
more than 80 years. Since its inception, GHD has assisted global communities
to realise their potential and create lasting value by delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions. GHD is a company built on partnerships. GHD currently
operates in 14 countries, is supported by over 100 offices worldwide and
employs over 6000 people.

Management Team
Des Whybird, Chairman
Ian Shepherd, Chief Executive Officer

International Projects

Paul Morris, Global Leader Property
& Buildings

EnPark, Dubai

Colin Berriman, Business Leader Greening
Existing Buildings
Gavan Ranger, Business Leader Property &
Buildings Australia/New Zealand

EnPark will be an integrated residential, business and recreational community
of approximately 43,000 people focussing on sustainable lifestyles, knowledge
and technology. GHD was commissioned by TECOM Investments to prepare
the EnPark master plan and was able to provide a ‘one-stop-shop’ service using
a team of urban designers, architects, engineers, environmental scientists,
landscape architects and GIS specialists from the Middle East and Australia.

Certifications and Quality Approvals

Thermal Analysis of Electric Cable Chamber in Road Bridge Using CFD,
Palm Jumeira, Dubai

GHD is a member of the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)

GHD’s CFD modelling was used to gain an understanding of the maximum
temperatures reached and to assess and optimise natural ventilation openings
along the chamber.

Quality Management System (AS/NZS ISO
9001:2008)

Shangri La Hotel, Abu Dhabi

Environmental Management Systems (ISO
14001) by NATA Certification Services
International

Awards

›› Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia Awards for Excellence

›› International/ Export Projects category
– Gold Award of Merit for Three Delta
Towns Water Supply & Sanitation Project;
Certificate of Recognition for Indonesia
Australia Specialised Training Project
Phase 111

›› Community & Urban Development
category – Silver Award of Highly
Commended in Redeveloping
Community Site for ACT Former Schools
Community Consultation

›› Engineers Australia 2009 Excellence
Award – Infrastructure & Building Award
and Management of Engineering
Award for Southern Gateway Alliance
(WA); Environment & Sustainability
Award for Ben Hammond Complex
Redevelopment (NT).

›› Concrete Institute of Australia – 2009
Award for Excellence in Concrete
Technology Category – Burj Dubai
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The performance of the new 250 key hotel in Abu Dhabi has been carefully
modelled by GHD well before the ground breaking ceremony has taken place.

Australian Projects
ALTC Headquarters, Albury-Wodonga Military Precinct, Victoria
GHD provided full architectural and engineering services for the design
and construction of the new 1200sq m headquarters facility for Department
of Defence Army Logistic Training Centre (ALTC). Ecologically sustainable
development principles drove the building’s design, which employs an innovative
geothermal heating system.
CSIRO Energy Centre, Newcastle, New South Wales
The sun, wind and natural gas were all put to use at the CSIRO Energy Centre
in New South Wales. The award-winning Centre showcases outstanding
sustainable design and renewable energy management. GHD delivered
electrical, sustainable design, hydraulics, fire, mechanical, security, information
technology and civil engineering services, and designed active and passive
energy systems.
Bendigo Police Station, Victoria
GHD Building Technology provided engineering services for 4,727m2 (net
floor area) of cell blocks, internal and external exercise yards and various office
spaces. The building has been architecturally designed with several of GHD’s
integrated ESD systems, aimed at achieving the equivalent of a five star Green
Star rating.

GHD Transportation
ABN

39 008 488 373

Company Profile

Contact

Ian Dawson

Phone

+61 2 9239 7252

Email

ian.dawson@ghd.com

Web

www.ghd.com

Address
		
		

Level 15,
13 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Established in 1928, GHD employs more than 6000 people across five
continents and serves clients in the global markets of water, energy and
resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. GHD is
wholly-owned by its staff, and driven by a network of forward-thinking engineers,
architects, planners, scientists, project managers and economists that collaborate
to solve client and community challenges. With a history of adapting to the
ever-changing needs of its clients, GHD is recognised for its commitment to
innovation, safety and sustainable development. Today, GHD is ranked as one of
the world’s leading engineering, architecture and consultancy firms.

Email us
GHD is an international network of
professional and technical consultants
serving clients in the global markets of
water, energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings, and transportation.

Current Export Markets
GHD operates in 14 countries with
a network of more than 100 offices
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Middle East, the Americas and Europe.

Target Export Markets
Americas, Canada, Middle East, South East
Asia, New Zealand, UK and Europe, China

Type of Business Sought
Export, Outward Investment

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, cogeneration, desalination,
renewable generation, solar photovoltaic,
water saving technologies, wave energy,
transportation economics & logistics, rail,
roads & highways, aviation and marine.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Across the whole transport spectrum of aviation, marine, roads and highways,
rail and transportation and logistics, the GHD team provides integrated transport
services throughout the project life-cycle from initial policy, transport economics
and business case advice, through concept, procurement, detailed design and
construction to operations, maintenance and asset management. GHD helps
clients develop sustainable solutions which balance infrastructure investment
with demand reduction, land use strategies and system efficiencies.

Technologies & Capabilities
Roads & Highways – Delivery of smarter, safer and more affordable roads to
help improve traffic flow is demanding efficient road infrastructure that offers
network reliability, certainty of journey time and sensitivity to the environment. For
80 years, GHD has helped clients renew and expand road assets sustainably.
Bridges – With over 30 years’ experience on minor and major projects, the
GHD Bridges team offers services that span the entire bridge life-cycle, from
initial investigation to remedial engineering. GHD also provides associated
services, including transport planning, traffic and road design, waterway analysis,
geotechnical and environmental investigations and surveys.
Construction Management – The success of a construction project is not only
measured by its time, quality and cost performance, but also on the management
of environmental, safety, social and relationship impacts. GHD’s construction
management services combine technical capabilities with engineering, planning,
management, auditing and contract administration skills. The team also has
access to other experienced GHD specialists in areas such as environmental or
community consultation, resulting in a complete one-stop-shop solution.
Airports – For over 30 years, GHD’s Airport Service Line has undertaken
in excess of 150 projects across more than 60 airfields and airports around
the globe. From pavement inspections at remote rural airfields to design and
construction management services for passenger terminals, and aircraft noise
studies, GHD provides customer-centric aviation solutions that incorporate
master planning, operational planning, asset management, security,
environmental management and sustainability.
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Year Established

Company Background

1928

Founded in 1928, GHD has been active in the professional services business for
more than 80 years. Since its inception, GHD has assisted global communities
to realise their potential and create lasting value by delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions. GHD is a company built on partnerships. GHD currently
operates in 14 countries, is supported by over 100 offices worldwide and
employs over 6000 people.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting, engineering
consulting, engineering design, engineering
services, environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting

Management Team
Des Whybird, Chairman
Ian Shepherd, Chief Executive Officer
Ian Dawson, Global Leader Transportation
Tom Pinzone, Business
Leader Transportation
Steve Meyrick, Group Leader
Martin Baggot, Business Leader Rail
Rob Gilmore, Business Leader
Roads & Highways
Tim Chapman, Business Leader Aviation

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› GHD is a member of the World
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)

›› Quality Management System (AS/NZS
ISO 9001:2008)

International Projects
Designing Ports for Easter Island, Chile
GHD was contracted by the Chilean Public Works Department to carry out
the pre-feasibility engineering studies to determine where to build an island
port based on marine, environmental, land-use, cultural, social and economic
considerations. GHD Chile’s Port Group led the project, supported by the Water
team (modeling the wave conditions) and the Environmental team (assessing the
environmental, social and cultural aspects of each port site).
Environmental Appraisal for Transport for London, United Kingdom
GHD was initially commissioned to undertake a high level non-statutory
Environmental Appraisal (EA) of the eight scheme options being developed for
Henly’s Corner. Following successful completion of the EA and the selection
of the preferred junction improvement scheme, GHD was commissioned to
undertake supplementary environmental studies to provide more detailed
information on key areas identified in the first phase of the appraisal. These
specialist studies incorporated a suite of ecological survey work, including a
phase one habitat survey, protected species walkover, river corridor survey,
and bat activity and emergence surveys, as well as noise and air quality
assessments, and an investigation of road drainage and the water environment.

Australian Projects
Perth to Bunbury Highway, Western Australia

Awards

The Southern Gateway Alliance, comprising GHD, Leighton Contractors and
WA Limestone in partnership with Main Roads Western Australia, was awarded
the contract to build the A$11 million new Perth to Bunbury Highway. GHD is
providing consulting services in the disciplines of transport planning and traffic
engineering, civil and structural design, geotechnical engineering, materials
technology, environmental and sustainability.

›› Gulf Traffic Award in Innovation

Environmental Approval of Quarantine Waste, Queensland

›› Environmental Management Systems
(ISO 14001) by NATA Certification
Services International

Transport (Department of Transport)
– Infrastructure Category

›› 2009 QLD Spatial Excellence Award &
Asia Pacific Spatial Sciences Awards –
Land Titling and Development Award &
Overall excellence Award for Blue Bridge
Rail Overpass (3D Laser Scanning)

›› Asia Pacific Spatial Sciences Awards
– Infrastructure and Construction
Category Award for Overall Excellence
for the New Perth Bunbury Highway
Development Project

›› Austroads – 2009 Award for large
bridges and gold award for Eleanor
Schonell Bridge
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GHD was commissioned by the Mackay Port Authority in Queensland to provide
consulting services for the proposed quarantine waste incinerator at Mackay Port.
The services include the initial feasibility study, site selection assessment and the
development approval application (with the supporting site-based management
plan). The site-based management plan incorporated a detailed assessment
of the environmental risks to air, noise, water and land, as well as outlined the
measures to prevent and/or minimise the potential environmental impacts of the
proposed incinerator.

GHD Water
ABN

39 008 488 373

Company Profile

Contact

Chris Hertle

Phone

+61 7 3316 3710

Email

chris.hertle@ghd.com

Web

www.ghd.com

Address
		
		

Level 15, 1
3 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Established in 1928, GHD employs more than 6000 people across five
continents and serves clients in the global markets of water, energy and
resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. GHD is
wholly-owned by its staff, and driven by a network of forward-thinking engineers,
architects, planners, scientists, project managers and economists that collaborate
to solve client and community challenges. With a history of adapting to the
ever-changing needs of its clients, GHD is recognised for its commitment to
innovation, safety and sustainable development. Today, GHD is ranked as one of
the world’s leading engineering, architecture and consultancy firms.

Email us
GHD is an international network of
professional and technical consultants
serving clients in the global markets of
water, energy and resources, environment,
property and buildings, and transportation.

Current Export Markets
GHD operates in 14 countries with
a network of more than 100 offices
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Middle East, the Americas and Europe.

Target Export Markets
Americas, Canada, Middle East, South
East Asia, New Zealand, United Kingdom,
Europe, China

Type of Business Sought
Export, Outward Investment

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, cogeneration, desalination,
renewable generation, solar photovoltaic,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wave energy

GHD was founded by Gordon Gutteridge with a focus on water and sewerage.
Since then, the company has established itself to be at the forefront of the water
industry, delivering sustainable water solutions across the globe, covering every
element of the water cycle for urban, rural and industrial water applications. As
the world’s population grows and standards of living improve, so does the need
to manage the water in our environment GHD engineers, scientists and planners
provide sustainable, cost-effective and innovative water solutions.

Technologies & Capabilities
GHD continually expands the boundaries by engaging in research, enhancing
existing systems and strategies, evaluating new procedures and transferring
technology from other industries into the water industry. The company works
with clients through all project stages of planning, investigation, design, delivery,
operation and renewal. Below are just some of GHD’s Water capabilities.
Water Quality & Treatment – GHD’s technical solutions protect public health;
improve water taste, colour and odour; reduce corrosiveness; and optimise
treatment plant efficiencies. The GHD team has specialist skills in advanced
processes, membrane systems, disinfection, supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA), automation, and remote monitoring and control of treatment
plants.
Wastewater Treatment & Recycling – GHD services include process design,
process optimisation, plant operations, control systems, and assisting clients
to develop long-term, sustainable solutions for wastewater treatment including
biosolids and other solids waste treatment and disposal, and effluent reuse.
Industrial Water & Waste Management – GHD brings together teams that
can provide design solutions and operational services for all industrial water
and waste processes across the full spectrum of services (process, chemistry,
hydraulics, mechanical equipment, instrumentation and control, materials
handling, plant layout and risk assessment). GHD has significant experience
in identifying issues through the process cycle that will contribute to the
environmental, social and economic bottom lines of a business.
Desalination – GHD has been involved in a wide range of desalination projects
around the world including the ‘big six’ seawater reverse osmosis plants
in Australia.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

1928

Founded in 1928, GHD has been active in the professional services business for
more than 80 years. Since its inception, GHD has assisted global communities
to realise their potential and create lasting value by delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions. GHD is a company built on partnerships. GHD currently
operates in 14 countries, is supported by over 100 offices worldwide and
employs over 6000 people.

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, environmental
consulting, project management,
technical consulting

Management Team
Des Whybird, Chairman
Ian Shepherd, Chief Executive Officer
Chris Hertle, Global Leader, Water
Peter Sutherland, Business Leader,
Water Resources
Gary Crisp, Business Leader, Desalination
Ross Fryar, Business Leader, Waterways
and Environment

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› GHD is a member of the World
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)

›› Quality Management System (AS/NZS
ISO 9001:2008)

›› Environmental Management Systems
(ISO 14001) by NATA Certification
Services International

Awards

›› The Institution of Engineers, Australia –
2009 Sir William Hudson Award for the
Three Delta Towns Water Supply and
Sanitation Project, Vietnam

›› Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia – 2008 Gold Award of Merit
(Water) for the Western Corridor
Recycled Water Project, Stage 1A.

›› Association of Consulting Engineers
Australia – 2009 Silver Award of Merit
(Water) for the Kingscliff Wastewater
Treatment Plant

›› Institute of Public Works Engineering
Australia – 2009 Local Government
Project of the Year – SW1 Business Park
Development (with Logan City Council)
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International Projects
GHD’s international Water projects include desalination plant work in USA and
the Middle East; and wastewater treatment plant work in Chesapeake Bay in
the USA. GHD also tackles the global water and wastewater challenges through
International Development Assistance projects, and holds membership in leading
organisations such as the World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
the International Water Association and the International Desalination Association,
among others.
Metropolitan Syracuse Treatment Plant Onondaga County, New York, USA
– In partnership with two other firms GHD was retained to provide engineering
services in connection with the design and construction of improvements to
its 84 million-gallon-per day metropolitan wastewater treatment plant, with the
objective of upgrading the level of wastewater treatment provided for ammonia
and phosphorus removal.
National Water Policy for Laos – GHD is providing support to develop a
new strategy for managing the country’s water resources. GHD will assist in
conducting a comprehensive inventory of the country’s water resources and in
developing a new national water resources policy and strategy. GHD will review
and analyse existing water related data, including hydrology and meteorology,
water quality and groundwater information for all major river basins in Laos.
Australia China Environment Development Program, China – The ACEDP
is a five-year A$25 million Australian Government, AusAID initiative, designed
to improve environmental protection and natural resource management
(in particular, water) to balance the needs of the environment and human
development in China. GHD was appointed managing contractor on 1 July 2007.

Australian Projects
Dubbo groundwater supply and drought management strategy,
New South Wales – GHD provided hydrogeological and groundwater modelling
services to develop a numerical model of part of the Upper Macquarie alluvial
aquifer, and evaluate alternative groundwater extraction options for sustainable
water supply to the city of Dubbo.
Regulating Murray River Flows – GHD worked with the Murray Darling Basin
Authority, the community and technical experts to identify the impact of released
water on floodplain properties, to develop consistent assessment principles and
to register the impact on title via easements.
Western Corridor Recycled Water Project, Queensland – The A$2.5 billion
scheme’s three advanced water treatment plants have a total capacity of 232ML/
day, using microfiltration, reverse osmosis and advanced oxidation as the key
treatment processes. GHD provided complete land access and environmental
permitting services, was project design partner for the two transfer system
alliances, and owner’s engineer for the overall project.

GOE Australia Pty Ltd.
ABN

85 134 958 740

Company Profile

Contact

Chris McLaughlin

Phone

+61 8 9331 6679

Email

admin@goeaustralia.com

Web

www.goeaustralia.com.au

Address
		

Unit 9, 31 Stockdale Road
O’Connor, WA 6163

The GOE range of cleaning and waste odour elimination products is proudly
manufactured by World Waste Solutions Pty Ltd, a wholly Australian owned
company, operating from modern production facilities near the port of Fremantle
in Western Australia. Established in1992, the company is committed to providing
the highest standards of product quality, service and delivery at a competitive
price. GOE now has a rapidly growing customer base worldwide.

Email us
GOE uses natural ingredients to significantly
reduce organic loads and odours in
waste streams.

Current Export Markets
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand,
India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka ,Turkey,
Vietnam, Canada

Target Export Markets
USA, Fiji, , Brunei, Finland

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

GOE is an enzyme based deodorizer and cleaning agent manufactured in a
controlled brewing process and works by speeding up the natural biodegradation
process. Its principal uses lie in grease reduction, odour control, plumbing
maintenance and industrial cleaning. Its applications include: sewage and water
treatment, and odour elimination from biological sources, such as poultry waste,
tanneries, abattoirs, commercial kitchens, and grease traps.

Technologies & Capabilities
GOE uses natural ingredients to significantly reduce organic loads and odours
in waste streams. It is a biodegradable cleansing product, where naturally
occurring bacteria, stimulated by enzymes, act as biological catalysts to speed
up the breakdown of a wide range of organic waste matter. In the process it will
disinfect and sanitise all surfaces, eliminate odours, degrease and clean, leaving
a pleasant fragrance. It is 100% environmentally friendly, and does not harm
animals, marine life, vegetation, birds or people. All products are non-corrosive
and non-flammable. Below are some of the GOE product offerings.
BIO GOE for larger scale commercial and industrial use. BIO GOE is used for
odour elimination and blue green algae elimination on sewage settling ponds
and general maintenance on main sewer water waste lines. It is used with great
effect on Ammonia and Hydrogen (H2S), elimination of animal faeces from
chicken livestock sheds, sheep, cattle and pig farms, livestock transportation,
bulk rubbish waste recycling facilities, garbage waste truck treatment, waste
holding tanks, septic tanks (industrial and residential) and portable toilets
hire companies.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bio energy
Biocompost
Biomass
Cogeneration
Geothermal energy
Hybrid systems
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar thermal
Waste energy
Waste management
Water Technologies
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Year Established
1992

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Construction services
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Import and wholesale
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Retail services
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Chris McLaughlin, General Manager
Alby Fong, Advertising and
Marketing Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
GOE has received various state and
federal government approvals including
approvals from the Australian Quarantine
Inspection Service (AQIS) for use at export
registered meat establishments, Canadian
Food Inspection Agency and Agri-Food
& Veterinary Authority of Singapore. The
full range of GOE products have also
received Good Environmental Choice
Australia accreditation.
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WASHDOWN GOE is an industrial strength solution for everyday general
cleaning and odour elimination. Used internally for floors, walls, and windows,
food processing establishments, commercial kitchens, hospitals, nursing
homes, schools, shopping centres, office blocks, restaurants, hotels and holiday
resorts, mine site ablution blocks, messing facilities and dongas, it is also used
extensively in public toilets for cleaning and odour elimination.
MARINE GOE is especially designed for marine and boating. This reduces the
need for many flammable and caustic based chemicals. It has major benefits in
bilge operations and oily water systems.
PET GOE is a natural solution for a cleaner, odourless environment for all pets.
Used exclusively by professional catteries, dog kennels veterinary clinics, pet
shops, municipal dog pounds and at cat and dog shows.

Green Rock Energy Ltd.
ABN

59 094 551 336

Company Profile

Contact

Richard Beresford

Phone

+61 8 9482 0482

Email

rberesford@greenrock.com.au

Web

www.greenrock.com.au

Address
		

Unit 6, 38 Colin Street
West Perth WA 6005

Green Rock Energy is an Australian company focussed on developing
commercially sound, renewable geothermal energy projects. The company is
listed on the Australian Securities Exchange and is supported by a strong team
of local and international geothermal specialists with skills and expertise in
sedimentary and engineered geothermal systems. Green Rock Energy has a
broad portfolio of geothermal projects throughout Australia and Europe and is
well positioned to capitalise on the global drive to harness renewable energy by
becoming a major developer and diversified holder of geothermal properties.

Email us
Green Rock Energy Limited is an Australian
company focussed on becoming a major
developer of geothermal energy properties.
With a broad portfolio of geothermal
projects throughout Australia and Europe,
Green Rock Energy is positioned to
capitalise on the global drive to harness
renewable energy.

Target Export Industries
Electricity generation
Electricity distribution
Energy exploration and development

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Renewable generation
Water heating
Geothermal energy
District heating
Cooling

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Geothermal energy is a renewable energy source that can provide large
scale base load power for homes and industries, 24 hours a day, with zero
green house gas emissions. Over the last few years, Green Rock Energy
has succeeded in building a strong portfolio of high potential geothermal
resources. The company is now entering a new growth phase as it prioritises
and develops those resources that can be commercialised in the next two to
four years. The first project in this phase is planning the development of the
Perth Urban Geothermal Energy Project at the University of Western Australia
(UWA). The project is designed to demonstrate the commercial use of medium
temperature geothermal resources, in particular the replacement of electricity
powered compression chillers (that produce cold water for air-conditioning) with
geothermal powered absorption chillers.
Green Rock Energy holds 16 Geothermal Exploration Permits in the Perth Basin,
Western Australia, including three in joint venture with BHP Billiton Worsley
Alumina in both the Collie and Perth Basins.

Technologies & Capabilities
Geothermal is the natural heat of the earth which presents a potentially
sustainable and commercial solution to problems of pollution, green house
gas emissions, rising prices and long term supply problems associated with
fossil fuels. The principal of geothermal energy is simple: water pumped below
the earth’s surface and back again will return very hot. Heat is energy and that
energy can be converted into a renewable form electricity. Geothermal energy
is employed in over 70 countries from direct use applications for space heating,
green houses, agriculture through to electricity production.
Unlike nearly all other forms of renewable energy, geothermal energy delivers
constant base load power – the delivery of energy for the full 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. Base load electricity generated from geothermal energy is
clean, renewable and has minimal impact on the environment. The closed loop
circulation of fluids is environmentally benign, does not impact surrounding
groundwater sources and unlike burning fossil fuels, the process emits no
greenhouse gases, pollution or hazardous wastes. Green Rock Energy’s
modelling of a 400 MWe power plant at Olympic Dam, South Australia, indicates
that it would be competitive with alternative electricity power sources.
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Year Established
2005

Listed Company
ASX Code: GRK

Management Team
Jeffrey Schneider, Non-Executive Chairman
Richard Beresford, Managing Director
Adrian Larking, Director of Operations

Among its portfolio of projects, Green Rock is currently exploring the application
of geothermal innovations in the areas of electricity production and direct use
of the geothermal energy, including air-conditioning and desalination of water,
which displace electricity as their energy source. In conjunction with UWA,
the company is preparing for the development of Australia’s first commercial
geothermal powered heating and air-conditioning unit at one of three commercial
buildings in the Perth Metropolitan area. By replacing a conventional chiller that
uses electric energy with an absorption chiller using geothermal energy, large
commercial buildings, including universities, hospitals, hotels, airports, data
centres and shopping centres, can be air-conditioned using hot geothermal
water as the principal power source.
The company also provides geothermal exploration and evaluation expertise,
including hydrogeology, geothermal drilling and reservoir management.

Dr Jörg Baumgätner, Non-Executive Director

Company Background
Awards
Awarded a $7 million grant under the
Federal Government’s Geothermal
Drilling Program

Listed on the ASX, the company changed its name to Green Rock Energy
Limited in 2005 when it acquired all issued shares in Perilya Geothermal Pty Ltd.
The company has plans for further growth with short term plans including the
development of two commercial demonstration projects in Perth, Western Australia,
and Hungary, and longer term plans to evaluate and commence development of
170MWe capabilities in Western Australia, and 3 active projects in Hungary.

International Projects
Hungary
With existing power infrastructure, good electricity pricing incentives and a
strong growing demand for clean renewable energy, Hungary is a commercially
attractive location for geothermal projects. Green Rock Energy, along with
MOL Plc, are shareholders in the Hungarian geothermal energy company,
Central European Geothermal Energy Private Company Limited (CEGE). This
joint venture company consolidates the strong relationship between the two
companies. It will undertake exploration and development of geothermal power
plants and the subsequent production and sale of geothermal sourced electricity
into the Hungarian market.

Australian Projects
Olympic Dam, South Australia
This is Green Rock’s largest Australian geothermal prospect, with massive
inferred resources of geothermal energy. It is situated next to a potential major
customer and the national power grid. The objective is to develop a 400 MWe
power plant at Olympic Dam which will provide 60 percent of South Australia’s
2020 renewable energy target.
Great Artesian Basin, South Australia
This area is one of the largest artesian groundwater basins in the World and has
significant reserves of heated groundwater suitable for a variety of geothermal
applications. Green Rock Energy has eleven exploration licences which occupy
an area of approximately 5,038 km2 in the Great Artesian Basin.
Perth Basin, Western Australia
Green Rock Energy, in conjunction with The University of Western Australia,
is preparing for the development of Australia’s first commercial geothermal
powered heating and air-conditioning unit at one of three commercial buildings in
the Perth Metropolitan area. The geothermal energy will be the direct heat source
which will replace conventional air-conditioners and their associated large scale
electrical and natural gas consumption.
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Greenearth Energy
ABN

60 120 710 625

Company Profile

Contact

Bronwyn Woods

Phone

+61 3 9620 7299

Email
		

greenearth@			
greenearthenergy.com.au

Web

www.greenearthenergy.com.au

Address
		

Level 14, 500 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Greenearth Energy is an Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) listed company
devoted to developing renewable energy solutions, in both Australia and the
wider Pacific Rim, in particular Indonesia. Greenearth Energy’s primary focus
is developing zero carbon emissions, base load (continuous) renewable
conventional geothermal energy projects. In Australia, the company’s focus is on
developing Hot Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) geothermal energy systems which
tend to be widespread in certain areas, generally exist at shallower depths (of
between 2,000m and 4,000m) and can use proven, commercially available
conventional binary power plant technology. Outside Australia, Greenearth
Energy is looking to develop conventional geothermal energy projects, in
particular, in Indonesia. Greenearth Energy has identified a prospective
geothermal resource northwest of Anglesea in the Wensleydale/Gherang area of
Victoria that has the potential to generate up to 140MWe of electricity, providing
the State with a source of clean, base load (continuous) renewable energy.

Email us
Greenearth Energy Limited is an Australian
geothermal energy company that aims
to explore for and develop conventional
geothermal resources in Australia,
Indonesia, and in due course the wider
Pacific Rim.

Current Export Markets
Indonesia

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy

Year Established
2007

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2008
ASX Code: GER

Greenearth Energy currently holds three key strategic Geothermal Exploration
Permits (GEP’s) in onshore Gippsland (GEP13), the La Trobe Valley (GEP12)
and the Bellarine Peninsula (GEP10) in Victoria, all of which are located in close
proximity to major power consuming and CO2 emitting industries, communities
and the national electricity transmission network. Greenearth Energy’s flagship
domestic geothermal project is the Geelong Geothermal Power Project (GGPP).
Geothermal energy systems, particularly Hot Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) systems,
have distinct advantages over other forms of renewable energy. The power
produced is ‘base load’, that is, it is continuous and the geothermal energy plants
are highly reliable and able to run for over 90% of the time at close to full output.
Other forms of renewables, particularly wind, wave, and solar have much lower
capacity factors, of the order of 30 to 35%, meaning geothermal energy can be
integrated into the electricity grid more efficiently and effectively than other forms
of renewable energy.

Technologies & Capabilities
Geothermal energy is the only renewable energy source that can provide longterm base load (continuous) power. Other renewable sources such as wind, solar
and wave rely on particular environmental conditions and, therefore, cannot be
used for base load generation.
When properly developed and managed, geothermal systems are a clean,
abundant, and reliable source of renewable energy. While Greenearth Energy’s
primary renewable energy development focus is on HSA geothermal projects,
the company believes that all renewable energy types have a role to play in the
future energy mix required to meet the challenge of climate change.
Greenearth Energy has the simple strategy of focussing on lower cost exploration
and appraisal of prospective geothermal targets close to major markets and
near existing electricity generation and transmission infrastructure. The company
was awarded three geothermal exploration permits (GEPs) in May 2007 by the
Victorian Government covering 18,795 km2. These sites are close to population
centres and to existing industrial and energy infrastructure.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Management Team

Company Background

Robert Annells, Chairman

Lakes Oil N.L’s drilling of the Trifon-2 well, in Victoria, encountered hot saline
water at approximately 2km. This led to the creation of Greenearth Energy by
Lakes Oil N.L, Victoria Petroleum N.L and a small group of private investors.
The company was established as a geothermal exploration entity and shortly
after, applied for geothermal exploration permits that were being offered by the
Victorian Government at the time.

Mark Miller, Managing Director
Vicki Kahanoff, Company Secretary & CFO
Robert King, Executive Director
John Kopcheff, Non Executive Director

Awards
Awarded State and Federal Grants in late
2009 for:

›› Stage 1 – Proof of Concept
Australian Government (GDP)/State
(ETIS) Grants – A$12m

›› Stage 2 – Demonstration
State Grant (ETIS) – A$20m

In May 2007, the company was awarded GEP’s 10, 12 and 13 by the Victorian
Government covering 18,795 km2. It currently has two project focus areas – the
Gippsland Onshore Project (GEP’s 12 and 13) and the Otway Onshore Project
(GEP 10) in Victoria. On 2 November 2007, the company lodged its prospectus
for IPO with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission to enable it to
become an active listed entity in the Australian Geothermal industry. Greenearth
Energy was admitted to the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) and listed on 4
February 2008 with the stock code GER.

International Projects
Indonesia
Greenearth Energy’s wholly owned subsidiary Greenearth Power Pty Ltd, in
partnership with Geo Energy, International Investment Resources LLC and
Indonesia’s Santini Group has established an Indonesian geothermal exploration
and development entity, PT Geo Power Indonesia. Greenearth Power Pty Ltd
will initially hold 40pc of PT Geo Power Indonesia with the balance split equally
between the partner companies. PT Geo Power Indonesia aims to rapidly
establish a suite of geothermal exploration and development opportunities
across the Indonesian archipelago. Indonesia’s geothermal potential is currently
assessed at over 27,000MW with only just over 1,100MW developed to date.

Australian Projects
Geelong Geothermal Power Project (GGPP), Victoria
The Geelong Geothermal Power Project (GGPP) located northwest of the
township of Anglesea is targeting to become Victoria’s first grid connected
geothermal energy plant. The Hot Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) geothermal
resource has been assessed as having the potential to deliver up to 140MWe
emissions free, base load, renewable energy for more than 30 years.
Latrobe Valley Investigation, Victoria
Victoria’s Latrobe Valley is a strategically important region responsible for 22%
of the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions and home to 6,000 MW of brown coal
fuel power generation. Greenearth Energy has been planning a detailed forward
works program to better understand the geology beneath the Latrobe Valley.
The very thick brown coals in the area tend to obscure geophysical signals and
makes mapping detail beneath the coals difficult. Greenearth Energy has, to
date, focussed on understanding heat flow and temperature at depth. The next
phase is to commence mapping of the subsurface layering in this area, which
is key to advancing its geothermal potential. Greenearth Energy will continue
discussions with both the Victorian and Federal Government, universities and
industry on potential collaborative efforts to accelerate this important program.
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Hot Dry Rocks
ABN

12 114 617 622

Company Profile

Contact

Graeme Beardsmore

Phone

+61 3 9827 7740

Email

info@hotdryrocks.com

Web

www.hotdryrocks.com

Address
		

36 Garden Street
South Yarra, VIC 3141

Hot Dry Rocks Pty Ltd (HDR) is a leading geothermal exploration and
development consultancy. The company specialises in locating and defining
geothermal resources suitable to exploit for energy generation. Its strength
lies in combining expertise in crustal heat flow measurement and modelling,
engineered geothermal systems research and development, and petroleum and
mineral exploration. Through its in-house expertise and strategic partnerships,
HDR offers a full range of services and advice from initial ground selection,
exploration and resource assessment; through drilling, reservoir stimulation and
appraisal; to economic resource modelling and full-scale development.

Email us
Hot Dry Rocks is dedicated to full service
geothermal energy exploration and
development consultancy.

Current Export Markets
UK, USA, Philippines

Target Export Markets
Italy, China, Indonesia, South Africa

Target Export Industries

The company provides consulting services, operates Australia’s thermal rock
property laboratory, has field equipment for precision borehole temperature
logging, and carries on an active internal R&D program to produce targeted
hardware and software solutions for geothermal exploration. HDR does not hold
or operate geothermal licences, but provides advice and services to a broad
range of public and private sector organizations.
HDR’s clients are mainly Australian private sector companies exploring for and
developing geothermal resources. HDR also works extensively with state and
federal government agencies to identify opportunities for geothermal development
across Australia. HDR’s international work includes providing advice and services
to NASA, the British Geological Survey and Google.org, amongst others.
The principals of Hot Dry Rocks bring decades of experience and leading edge
expertise in each of its specialisations to combine into a powerful expert team
committed to exploration and development of geothermal resources. Through
a network of branch offices, Hot Dry Rocks is able to offer local personnel
committed to helping companies achieve success in their exploration programs
and fulfil regulatory requirements.

Geothermal Energy

Technologies & Capabilities
Type of Business Sought
Export

HDR offers a comprehensive range of geothermal services for the entire lifecycle of a project which include the following.

›› Exploration - Geology, regional geophysics, seismic interpretation, heat flow,
Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy

borehole logging, drilling, resource and reserve reporting, reservoir modelling

››
››
››
››
››
››

Rock property measurements
Field surveys
Resource evaluation
Project development and management
Portfolio management
Research and development.

Hot Dry Rocks has also developed what it believes to be the world’s first Portable
Electronic Divided Bar (PEDB) machine for measuring the thermal conductivity
and specific heat of solid samples. This device has grown out of HDR’s extensive
experience measuring thermal properties of rock samples, in collaboration
with a team with over a decade of experience building specialist geophysical
tools. The design has focused on functionality, portability and versatility, without
compromising on simplicity, accuracy and reliability.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established
2005

Fields of Commerce
Exploration services
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Retail services
Technical consulting

A divided bar is a device that applies a thermal gradient across a sample in
series with a material of known thermal properties. A ‘conventional’ divided bar
maintains the thermal gradient using thermostatically controlled water baths.
These baths are bulky and require AC power and (usually) a source of running
water to cool the pump motors. Such devices are only found in permanent
laboratories. In contrast, HDR’s device operates from a 12 volt DC power source
(with optional AC adapter) and does not require external cooling. The thermal
gradient is created using electronic Peltier devices, which have the ability to both
heat and cool in response to an applied electric current.
The PEDB is available for export.

Company Background
Management Team
Dr Graeme Beardsmore – Technical Director
Dr Roy Baria – Senior Specialist Consultant
Dr Gareth Cooper – Senior Consultant
Luke Mortimer – Senior Consultant

Hot Dry Rocks was founded in 2005 by a diamond geophysicist and two
petroleum geologists who saw the market for a geothermal energy consultation
company. The company has grown organically with the industry, starting out
primarily as an exploration company, looking for heat sources rather than oil
and gas, measuring temperatures and establishing where the ‘hot rocks’ are in
Australia. HDR has since evolved into a service and consultancy company and
continues to expand its range of services and expertise.

Ben Waining – Consulting Geoscientist
Jim Driscoll – Consulting Geoscientist

International Projects

Anson Antriasian – Geoscientist

Philippines

Nicky Pollington – Geoscientist

Hot Dry Rocks’ are providing exploration and development of two geothermal
prospects on the island of Luzon.
Kyrgyzstan
Hot Dry Rocks assessed and appraised historical data from Kyrgyzstan to assist
an Australian client with options to farm into projects in that country.
Google.org and a Protocol to estimate global geothermal potential
Hot Dry Rocks has been commissioned by Google.org (California) to develop a
protocol for estimating the global potential for electrical power from engineered
geothermal systems. The work has involved extensive interaction with leading
global geothermal experts, and engagement with the International Energy
Agency, International Geothermal Association and the International Heat Flow
Commission. The work culminated in the publication of the first edition of the
protocol in 2010. HDR is now working with Google.org to generate maps of
geothermal potential for viewing via the Google Earth platform.

Australian Projects
Northern Territory Government
Hot Dry Rocks conducted pre-gazettal studies on behalf of the Northern Territory
(NT) Government to assess the geothermal potential of key basins in the
Northern Territory (McArthur, Beetaloo, Dunmarra and Bonaparte) prior to the NT
Government passing geothermal legislation in 2009.
Latrobe Valley Geothermal Project, Victoria
In November 2010, The Victorian Minister for Energy and Resources announced
a $217,000 grant for HDR to develop a small-scale geothermal power plant in the
Latrobe Valley in Victoria.
Torrens Energy Ltd
Torrens Energy Ltd holds geothermal exploration licences from Port Augusta to
Parachilna in South Australia. Hot Dry Rocks has worked closely with Torrens
since that company’s formation to design, carry out and interpret the results from
a tailored exploration program.
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Hot Rock
ABN

99 120 896 371

Company Profile

Contact

Mark Elliott

Phone

+61 7 3212 6200

Email

mark.elliott@hotrockltd.com

Web

www.hotrockltd.com

Address
		

Level 5, 10 Market Street
Brisbane, QLD 4000

Hot Rock Limited (HRL) is a publicly listed Australian company (ASX Code:HRL)
actively exploring and developing Hot Sedimentary Aquifer geothermal targets
(HSA) in Australia and volcanic targets in Chile and Peru. The company
is focused on developing high value conventional geothermal projects in
commercially and politically stable countries with demand for renewable power,
proximity to markets and transmission lines.

Email us
Hot Rock is a renewable energy resource
company focused on the global exploration
of geothermal projects for development
and generation of clean base load
renewable energy.

Hot sedimentary aquifer targets
Hot Rock has identified and assessed three HSA reservoirs in its tenements
in the Otway Basin, Victoria, Australia. These are contained within fractured
sandstone reservoirs up to 1,100m thick, extending to depths of 4,000m and
with hot water at temperatures up to 180°C. The company has declared total
geothermal resources in the Otway Basin of 180,000 PJ.
Volcanic targets
Hot Rock has secured exciting high temperature geothermal targets near
transmission lines and markets in Chile and Peru.
Future work

›› The first stage of HSA “proof of concept” drilling commences at the Koroit
Current Export Markets
Chile, Peru

Target Export Markets

Project, in the Otway Basin in 2011. Two 3,700m deep wells are planned and
Hot Rock has received a A$7 million Government grant to assist the program

›› Following successful temperature and flow rate test results at Koroit long term
reservoir flow testing will be completed to determine the size of commercial
developments

Any with conventional geothermal potential

›› Two other attractive HSA targets have been assessed at Penola and

Target Export Industries

›› Exploration programs commence as tenements are granted on exciting

Tantanoola troughs in the Otway Basin

Exploration, development
and generation industries

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

volcanic targets in Chile and Peru.

Technologies & Capabilities
Hot Rock is one of the largest holders of geothermal acreage in Australia with its
positions in the Otway Basin Geothermal Province and Queensland. It has also
acquired quality high temperature geothermal concessions in Chile and Peru and
is currently the largest holder of granted exploration tenements in South America.
The company has
Otway Basin – Hot Rock Limited holds five geothermal tenements, covering over
27,000km2 in the Otway Basin, which contain multiple geothermal development
targets. The geothermal resources here appear to be large and are ideally located,
being close to both major electrical transmission lines and power markets. The
geology is favourable, with good temperatures and evidence for both primary
and secondary types of permeability which are expected to provide high well
production flow rates and thus cost competitive geothermal electricity generation.
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Year Established
2006

Listed Company
ASX Code: HRL

Fields of Commerce
Exploration services
Project management

Management Team
Dr Mark Elliott, Executive Chairman
Peter Barnett, Managing Director
Mike Sandy, Non-Executive Director

Chile – HRL holds a 100% interest in 12 Chilean exploration tenements spanning
some 5,240km2 in 6 project areas. These contain surface thermal features
consisting of hot springs, sinter deposits and fumaroles, all indicative of the
presence of active geothermal systems below surface. MT and TDEM geophysical
surveys are underway at 2 projects in Chile. The projects are receiving active
support from the Chilean Government. HRL is also working with other members of
the geothermal energy community in Chile to establish a Geothermal Association
of Chile.
Peru – HRL is Among the first companies to be granted geothermal tenements in
Peru following the Government’s recent granting of the Rupha tenement located
in the Ancash region to the north of Lima. The company has a further seven
tenement applications in the final stages of processing and are expected to be
granted by mid 2011. HRL has already commenced land access and community
engagement work, in preparation of field programmes to begin in mid 2011.

Company Background

Luis Urzua, Geothermal Resource Manager

Hot Rock has built a highly respected team of experienced resource industry
professionals which have undertaken a global search for high quality geothermal
projects suitable for clean base-load power generation. As a result the company
has successfully acquired large geothermal exploration holdings in Australia, Chile
and Peru and has now commenced exploration with generation planned in 2014.

Eduardo Ugarte Requena, Chile
Office Manager

International Projects

Adriana Lituma, Peru Office Manager

Chile

Stephen Bizzell, Non-Executive Director
Paul Marshall, Company Secretary and CFO

Hot Rock has commenced field exploration that will lead to exploration drilling
and resource evaluation at a number of prospects in the future.
Peru
Hot Rock Limited established in March 2010 a wholly owned subsidiary company
in Peru, registered as Hot Rock Peru S.A. (HRP SA). HRP has filed applications
at eight prospect areas which are all well located with respect to delivering
geothermal electricity into both major transmission grid facilities and to off grid
mine sites.

Australian Projects
Otway Basin
Hot Rock Limited’s Otway Basin geothermal resources in Victoria are large. They
are located in the middle of a large population base of 5 million people with
a major 500 kV electrical transmission system nearby. A small demonstration
power plant at the Koroit site, due to be commissioned by 2013 will provide
critical information on the technical and commercial viability of geothermal power
generation at Koroit and provide the pathway for achieving commercial scale
geothermal generation at 50MWe scale for commissioning by 2015.
Walsh Hot Springs
The Walsh Springs is one of HRL’s exploration projects located 115km west of
Cairns and covers approximately 657km2. It is also located within 75km of major
transmission lines and electricity markets in north Queensland. Two hot springs
have been discovered in the tenement and Hot Rock is planning to commence
mapping and sampling thermal spring features in 2011.
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Ignite Energy Resources
ABN

14 117 136 795

Company Profile

Contact

Steve Rogers

Phone

+61 2 4340 1903

Email

steve.rogers@igniteer.com

Web

www.igniteer.com

Address
		

56 Gindurra Road
Somersby, NSW 2250

Ignite Energy Resources Pty Ltd (IER) is a resources and eco-technology
company with offices in Sydney and Melbourne, Australia, that is focussed on
the development of the Gippsland Basin, Victoria, brown coal (lignite) resource
in Mineral Exploration Licence EL 4416. This Licence area contains about 16
billion tonnes of relatively shallow measured, indicated and inferred (JORC)
lignite resources, with a potential 200 – 300 billion tonnes of deeper (currently
not mineable) coal, making this one of the world’s greatest undeveloped
energy assets. IER believes that the coal resource within EL 4416 is some of
the cleanest coal in the world (low ash, low sulphur, low heavy metals) and that
this coal is an excellent base material for the manufacture of high-value clean
energy products and an environmentally sustainable biologic fertiliser. IER and
TRUenergy (owned by China Light & Power) have signed a joint venture to
develop a commercial demonstration plant that will use IER’s direct coal-to-oil
and upgraded dry coal process from the lignite at TRUenergy’s Yallourn mine and
power plant site in Latrobe Valley.

Email us
Ignite Energy Resources Ltd (IER) converts
lignite (brown coal) and biomass into a
bio-crude oil and upgraded PCI equivalent
(lignite only) coal using its proprietary Super
Critical Water reactor.

Target Export Markets
Europe, North America, South America, Asia

Target Export Industries
Pulp and Paper, Forestry, Timber (Licella
Technology-Biomass)
Lignite based Electricity Generators (Ignite
Technology- Lignite)

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bio energy
Biofuels
Biomass
Renewable generation

Year Established
2006

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

IER uses its proprietary Super Critical Water (SCW) reactor to convert low-valued
feedstocks into high-valued oil and coal products. Super Critical Water in the
reactor attacks organic polymers, cutting them directly into highly desirable
energy products. Ignite believes this is the only comparable SCW continuous
flow reactor in the world, producing clean oils and solid products from both
ancient biomass (coal) and modern biomass (plant).
IER’s technology also significantly reduces the CO2 emissions from traditional
Lignite Power plants by removing the water from the Lignite feed stock enabling
the same electricity generation with far less coal.
IER also plans to establish a biological fertiliser industry based on the
EL 4416 lignite.

Technologies & Capabilities
Ignite Energy Resources, with its affiliate Licella, have developed a Super
Critical Water (SCW) reactor technology for converting modern biomass (plant
matter) and ancient biomass (coal) into highly valuable oil and coal products.
Headquartered in Sydney, Australia, with operations in Melbourne, and its pilot
facility at Somersby, NSW, IER aims to build commercial scale SCW reactors
throughout the world. The world has vast quantities of low grade coals and
agricultural wastes that are virtually unusable with conventional technologies. The
IER process hopes to convert these low-valued resources into high-valued fuels,
all while reducing CO2 production.
Cost effectively converting low valued feedstocks into high valued products
could create substantial margins. IER is seeking to develop JV partnerships with
key partners in the Sugar Cane, Palm and Algae (macro)biomass sectors as well
as refiners.
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Listed Company
Privately held, due to undertake
IPO late 2011

Management Team
Len Humphreys, Chief Executive Officer
John White, Executive Director Resources
Ian Ross, Executive Director
Gordon Ewart, Chief Financial Officer
Perry Toms, Vice President
Business Development
Steve Rogers, General Manager Licella
John Gulbis, Project Director

Awards
A$2.3 million grant under Australian
Government’s A$15 million Second
Generation Biofuels Research and
Development Program

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patents Pending:

›› Process and apparatus for converting
organic matter into a product

›› Fractionation of lignocellulosic matter
›› Bio-oil production method
›› An assembly for reducing slurry pressure

As part of IER’s integrated strategy, it owns rights to Exploration License (EL)
4416 in the Gippsland Basin in Australia. Independent expert reports state that
EL 4416 has at least 16 billion tonnes of lignite resources, a form of ancient
biomass. Using the conversion rate of the existing IER reactor in Sydney, this
16 billion tonnes could potentially be converted into over 10 billion barrels of oil
and 3.5 billion tonnes of cleaner coal products. While lignite is widely available,
it is highly polluting when used in conventional applications. Converting lignite
into IER’s coal products can reduce CO2 emissions up to 40%. Using modern
biomass, IER’s process can be virtually carbon neutral.
IER owns unique hydro thermal reactor (HTR) technology that is fundamentally
different from other coal conversion technologies. IER uses water at near
supercritical temperature and pressure to selectively de-polymerise the lignite
polymer and does not result in the high energy and water consumption and
emissions that are a feature of other coal-to-liquid technologies. The IER HTR
process emits only a fraction of the carbon dioxide when compared to alternative
coal conversion technologies, is economically viable at much smaller scale, and
hence, has less capital cost of entry.

Company Background
In support of its growth strategy, IER is undertaking the following activities.

›› IER is in substantive discussions with potential partners for the development
of a bulk coal processing and export industry based on the vast resources
in EL 4416. IER welcomes approaches from energy companies interested
in participating in this type of project, using either their own conversion
technologies or licensing IER’s technologies.

›› IER has signed a joint venture with Iluka resources to evaluate the Mineral
sands potential on EL4416

›› IER is in advanced negotiations with joint venture partners to develop the
significant coal bed methane resource on EL4416

›› IER is in advanced negotiations with Global Pulp and Paper companies for
integration of the Licella process into their plants.

in a slurry processing system

›› Methods for biofuel production
›› Ballistic Heating Process

Australian Projects
Sydney, NSW
IER has built a pilot plant at a facility north of Sydney and is producing, at small
scale, high value oils, speciality chemicals and micronised coking coal and
carbon products. The high-grade coal produced has the potential to be used in
the steel making process.
Exploration Licence (EL) 4416
EL 4416 covers most of the onshore Gippsland Basin in Victoria, with
approximately 3800 km2 including rights to mineral sands and Coal Bed
Methane as well as 200 billion tonnes of lignite in place.
TRUenergy
IER has signed a hosting agreement with the major Victorian based utility,
TRUenergy, with a plan to locate a Carbon Disclosure Project on its existing
lignite mine adjacent to the Yallourn Power station in the Latrobe Valley, to feed
into its power station. TRUenergy is a wholly owned subsidiary of China Light and
Power, generating 1480 Mwe from an 18Mt/annum open cut lignite mine. The
technology could help reduce TRUenergy in meeting or exceeding its state and
federal obligations of achieving a 20% reduction in CO2 emission by 2020.
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Insulpaint
ABN

83 084 211 772

Company Profile

Contact

Lester Trenchard

Phone

+61 8 9402 7488

Email
		

insulpaint-australia
@insulpaint.com.au

Web

www.insulpaint.com.au

Address
		

14 Greenhill Court
Kallaroo, WA 6025

Insulpaint is a surface coating applied to exterior surfaces that prevents heat from
passing into the building’s interior. Insulpaint has been independently tested and
conclusively proven to be more effective in reducing temperature than all other
forms of insulation. While there are other heat insulating paints on the market, all
of these use ceramic bead fillers to create their insulating quality. For a variety of
reasons, ceramic beads do not perform as well as Insulpaint’s exclusive Acrad 8
formula, which has proven to reduce internal temperatures of metal roof buildings
by around 10-15°C. Insulpaint’s unique formula also means that the hotter it gets,
the better it works.

Email us
Insulpaint Australia Pty Ltd is the
manufacturer and distributor of a wide range
of sustainable and innovative coatings
systems, that not only protect all types of
buildings but also save significant amounts
of energy, whilst creating a healthier and
more comfortable environment for people to
live and work.

Whether it is a home or an industrial workshop, Insulpaint coated roofs
significantly reduce the load and power requirement of air conditioning systems.
Insulpaint clients in both extreme and normal conditions continue to report
substantial reductions in energy costs after coating their roofs with Insulpaint.
Independent testing by engineering and science consultants have confirmed
what these clients had found through experience. In full scale practical
experiments, Insulpaint recorded a 30% to 60% saving in power costs. Cost
reductions such as these often mean Insulpaint has paid for itself in savings
within the first year.

Technologies & Capabilities
Insulpaint is an acrylic membrane reinforced with a unique patented extender
called Acrad 8, which provides outstanding heat rejecting, heat re-radiating
and weatherproofing properties. Insulpaint is formulated for use in atmospheric,
light industrial and rural environments. It is typically used as a single coat over
suitably prepared metal, fibro and concrete substances exposed to high levels of
solar radiation.
Traditional heat reflecting paints use ceramic bead fillers, which within one
year often discolour and fade. The reason this occurs is because thousands of
ceramic beads in the surface coating create an abrasive surface that collects
dust and dirt through acid rain and pollution. Insulpaint on the other hand
contains ACRAD 8, a fibrous insulating ingredient that helps Insulpaint retain a
completely smooth surface. This surface facilitates the run off of dirt and grime,
therefore avoiding discolouration.
Acrad 8 works like batt type insulation, in that it acts as a thermal barrier to
prevent heat transfer. This insulating effect prevents the conduction of heat
through the coating, i.e. the inside of the painted surface is cooler than the
outside. If a light colour choice is made, the added benefit of light colours
reflecting heat is also achieved.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Current Export Markets

Company Background

India, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Dubai, South Africa, Japan, USA

Insulpaint was invented in 1985, and after more than 20 years of commercial
success, Insulpaint has stood the test of time and continued to amaze clients
and researchers alike. Whilst Insulpaint’s origins are based in Western Australia,
it has now been applied to buildings throughout the globe, including in the
Middle East, South Africa, India, Japan and USA. At the request of both clients
and government departments, independent testing has been conducted by
the University of NSW, University of Bombay and dozens of research consulting
firms, all of which have conclusively proved Insulpaint’s exceptional heat
reducing properties.

Target Export Markets
China, UK

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies

Year Established
1986

International Projects
Lamprell, Dubai
Lamprell applied a coat of Insulpaint to one of two 20ft steel containers. Alan
Maskrey, Coating Services Manager for Lamprell found that “the following day,
the ambient temperature was 39°C, the uncoated container was 54°C and the
Insulpaint coated container was 32.8°C. When touching the surface, I found
hard paint with good adhesion and a non-slip surface. I have no hesitation
recommending this product to anyone”.

Australian Projects
Ray McNally Builders
Ray McNally Builders was involved in a project where shipping containers were
converted into on site medical units for remote desert locations. After coating the
converted containers in Insulpaint, the interior temperature would always remain
10 - 15°C below the ambient temperature. This allowed a cool enough working
environment for doctors and patients.
Dampier Salt Operations
Before application of Insulpaint, Dampier Salt Operations’ aluminium motor
control cubicles (MCCs) were experiencing internal temperatures of 56°C - 65°C,
creating an inoperable environment for staff and also causing fuses to melt. After
a variety of options were deemed unsuccessful (air conditioning would overload
and insulation would trap heat), MCCs were coated with Insulpaint. After coating,
interior temperatures dropped dramatically, never rising above 46°C – which
represented a drop of 19°C.
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Intec Ltd.
ABN

25 001 150 849

Company Profile

Contact

Dave Sammut

Phone

+61 2 9954 7888

Intec Ltd is the owner of the Intec Process, a revolutionary technology for superior
and sustainable metals production.

Email

dave@intec.com.au

Web

www.intec.com.au

Address
		

Level 3, 2 Elizabeth Plaza
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
For Chinese Language Enquiries:
Contact

May Campion 忻嘉冰

Phone

+61 2 9954 7888

Email

may.campion@intec.com.au

Web

www.intec-china.com

Intec is the owner and developer of the
internationally patented Intec Process, to
recover base and precious metals from
ores, concentrates and residues in a cost
effective and environmentally safe manner.

Developed over the last 15 years to its present state of commercial readiness,
the ‘Intec Process’ is a set of patented hydrometallurgical processes that produce
high purity base and precious metals from mineral concentrates and industrial
wastes. The Intec Process has substantial environmental and cost advantages
over both the widely used conventional smelting and refining processes and
other known hydrometallurgical processes.
Intec’s proprietary heavy metals recycling process is intended to yield zero
waste from the recycling of industrial residues and sludges, instead converting
all materials to useful products, for instance zinc metal and hydrochloric acid
products from galvanising industry spent pickle liquor.
During 2009, the company successfully commercialised operations for the
recovery of lead, zinc and other metals from industrial wastes and sludges.
Current projects also include the reprocessing of minerals processing tailings in
the middle east.

Technologies & Capabilities
The Intec Process is actually a suite of related technologies that use
concentrated chloride-based solutions to leach metals into solution, then purify
them to recover high-grade commodity products for sale on domestic and
international markets. The following factors demonstrate the environmental
benefits of the Intec Process.

Target Export Markets

No Liquid Effluent and Benign Gaseous Emissions

China and the Middle East initially, growing
to the rest of the world

The Intec Process is inherently environmentally sustainable because it is based
on a non-toxic brine lixiviant. There is no liquid effluent, and only benign gases in
the form of spent air and water vapor are produced.

Target Export Industries

Higher Metals Recovery

Industrial sectors producing metalliferous
wastes, mining sector.

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise

Up to 99% recovery of lead, zinc, copper, silver, gold, nickel and other metals
from a range of different mineral and industrial feedstocks. Higher recoveries
mean less waste, both from industrial operations and from minerals processing
applications.
Recycle Industrial Wastes
The Intec Process and its related technology and know-how can be used
to extract and recover metals from industrial solid wastes, sludges and
wastewaters that would otherwise be sent to landfill. This is being done at the
commercial scale at Intec’s Burnie Research Facility, with other operations under
development within Australia and internationally.

Waste management
Extraction and recovery of heavy metals
from industrial wastes into mineral products,
seeking zero-waste outcomes where possible.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established
1992

Listed Company
ASX Code: INL

Fields of Commerce
Engineering design (for plants using Intec’s
own technology)
Research and development (for new
applications of the Intec Process)

Management Team
Trevor A Jones, Chairman
Philip R Wood, Managing Director,
Chief Executive Officer
John Moyes, Technical Director
Kieran G Rodgers, Finance Director,
Chief Financial Officer
James R G Bell, Non-executive Director
Robert J Waring, Company Secretary
David W Clark, Financial Controller,
Additional Company Secretary
Brian A Banister, Chief Operating Officer
Dave L Sammut,
Corporate Development Manager
Andrew R Tong, Head of Technology

Awards

›› Finalist Sulo Innovation in Sustainability
Award 2010 (Enviro 2010 Conference)

›› Winner Environmental Solution of the
Year 2009

›› (7th Annual Manufactures’ Monthly
Endeavour Awards)

›› Runner-up Tasmanian Awards for
Environmental Excellence 2009 (Small
Business Sustainability Award)

›› Finalist Banksia Environmental Awards
2009 (Eco Innovation category)

›› Winner Technology of the Year 2005
(Excellence in Exploration & Mining)

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Intec has patents and licences for its
unique technology in more than 50
countries around the world, including China,
Mongolia, Japan, Russia, Europe, the USA
and Canada.
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The CSIRO has conducted a life-cycle assessment of the Intec Copper
Process, showing that it offered significant overall environmental advantages
over competing copper production technologies, particularly in the
‘Acid Rain’ category.

Company Background
Intec is the owner and developer of the internationally patented Intec Process,
The Intec Process operates in the chloride medium to recover base and
precious metals from ores, concentrates and residues in a cost effective and
environmentally safe manner.
In 1992, Intec Copper Pty Ltd was formed for the development and
commercialisation of the Intec Copper Process. Intec listed on the ASX (code
INL) in May 2002. Construction work of an Intec Process demonstration plant
at Burnie in northern Tasmania was completed in the September quarter 2005.
The demonstration plant has continued to operate on as part of an ongoing
programme of testing and development associated with current and future
projects. Commercial waste recycling operations commenced at Burnie in 2009.

International Projects
Intec Process plant(s) for waste processing are currently in planning and
development stages in Australia and various international locations. The first
of these is expected to commence recycling galvanising industry waste in
2011/2012.

Australian Projects
The Intec Process and related technologies and know-how are currently being
applied to the recycling of heavy metals from industrial waste sludges through
the Burnie Research Facility, Tasmania. This operation has been independently
recognised for its value in the economic and environmental recycling of wastes
that would otherwise pose a hazard to the environment through landfill disposal.
Intec also has current deals and plans in place for the development of projects
for recovering metals from industrial waste in Australia.

International Water Projects Pty Ltd.
ABN

73 139 880 694

Company Profile

Contact

Timothy Ashton

Phone

+61 7 3279 0222

Email
		

info@			
internationalwaterprojects.com

Web
		

www.			
internationalwaterprojects.com

Address
		

PO Box 459
Mt Ommaney QLD 4074

International Water Projects (IWP) is an environmental and water engineering
company focussed on the delivery of water treatment, wastewater treatment
and sewerage treatment plants and systems. IWP consults internationally in all
of these areas and is recognised as having specialist skills in eutrophication
mitigation, environmental assessments, and community impact assessments.
IWP advocates a water cycle management approach to all its projects and
is leading the way in integrating potable water projects with wastewater and
sewerage projects. The company operates equally well in major cities or remote
areas, and on designs for a million people or just a few. IWP consultants and
engineers have operated in over 50 countries, to provide solutions for difficult
water and wastewater problems.

Email us
International Water Projects is an
environmental and water engineering
company focussed on the delivery of
potable water and environmentally sound
sanitation, wastewater and sewerage
treatment systems.

IWP’s project experience is diverse. The team has been a leader in volatile
organic compound control in India, Saudi Arabia, Iran and China; has worked on
some of the largest leak detection systems in cities such as Chicago; on remote
environmental assessments in the harsh conditions of the Antarctic; on pumping
and irrigation projects in Zimbabwe; on sewerage projects in South Africa; and
dairy effluent recycling and irrigation projects in New Zealand.

Fiji, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea, Libya, The
Philippines, Vietnam, Sri Lanka

IWP is also trained to work alongside governments, rural township councils, and
aid and relief organisations, in disease control, emergency water treatment, and
sewerage treatment. Recent projects included bringing relief in areas where
typhoid and cholera were affecting remote village populations. IWP’s commercial
business ranges from measures to bring water savings to cities, not only through
leak detection and pressure reduction, but also by looking at innovative ways to
deal with sewerage.

Target Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

New Zealand, Pacific Islands, East Timor,
Indonesia, South East Asia, India, Middle
East, The Arabian/Persian Gulf, Israel, South
Africa, Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, Libya, China

IWP provides a range of services including consultancy, professional project
management, environmental impact assessments, community impact
assessments, technology assessment, installation and commissioning, and
ongoing service and maintenance. Some specialist technology IWP has
relates to disease control, especially diseases such as typhoid and cholera,
and eutrophication mitigation. Project size is not an issue. It has completed
projects as diverse as village water supply projects to remote area environmental
assessment projects in tropical and arctic conditions. IWP has specialist skills in
water use reduction, recycling of sewerage for agriculture and horticulture, and is
a leader in the use of natural plants and artificially constructed wetlands to deal
with nutrients and heavy metals. IWP can take low quality water and bring it up
to any standard required. The company’s multi-disciplinary teams specialise in
water and wastewater challenges including:

Current Export Markets

Target Export Industries
Water treatment, wastewater treatment,
sewerage treatment, disease control,
eutrophication mitigation, environmental
engineering, consultancy

›› Preliminary and ongoing community and stakeholder engagement
›› Community health programs
›› Eutrophication mitigation and protection

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership
Water and wastewater projects

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy, desalination, renewable
generation, rural and remote utility, solar
photovoltaic, solar thermal, waste energy,
waste management, water heating,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wastewater and sewage,
eutrophication mitigation

Year Established
1996 but registered as a Pty Ltd in 2009

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Environmental consulting
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Environmental impact assessment reports
Waterborne disease control
Water treatment
Wastewater management and treatment
Filtration and reverse osmosis
Membrane technology
Artificially constructed wetlands and the use of natural plants in
nutrient removal.

International Projects
Village in Ra, Fiji
This village had a high incidence of typhoid. IWP investigated the geology, water
supply, groundwater, and surface water flows and identified the cause as leakage
from septic tanks and pit latrines. IWP’s role as a consultant was to report on
what IWP found and design a sewerage collection and treatment system to
control the effluent. The end result was a design which now uses the treated
effluent as part of a sustainable agricultural system.
Scott Base, Antarctica
An unknown disease struck the over winter scientists and crew. The project was
to identify what was wrong and recommend an action.
National Iranian Oil, Iran
This was an environmental engineering project, which involved the planning,
and design of a system to lower volatile organic compound emissions. Volatile
organic compounds released into the atmosphere were controlled by capturing
the gases and compressing them through refrigeration techniques and then
restoring them in pressure vessels. Huge savings were achieved through
recovery of the emissions and environmental standards were greatly improved.

Management Team

Shongwe Sewerage Systems, South Africa

Timothy Ashton, International
Business Manager

This aid project was sponsored by donor funding. Water borne disease was
rampant and sanitation was non existent in this area. The project involved
community liaison, joint venturing with donors and communities, and then
installing and commissioning a sewerage system to improve standards
in the community.

David Hawke BSc MA CPAg, FAIM, Director
& Technical Manager
Isoa D Tikoca CM MSD JP, Pacific Business
Development Manager
Dr Litiana Kuridrani, Cultural, Gender and
Equity Issues and Community Impact
Assessment Manager
Leon Mostert, LLB, CPM, Senior
Project Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› International Water Projects is a member
of the Pacific Water Association

›› Australian Institute of Agricultural Science
and Technology
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New Zealand Aluminium Smelters
The project involved a rapid assessment of worker safety, a hazard control plan to
sanitise the water circuits in the plant, and an ongoing strategy to treat the water
so that Legionella pneumophilia never inhabited the water circuits again.
Vavasour Wines
The pump station, reticulation network, and distribution system design for one
of the largest wineries in New Zealand. 100’s of hectares of vineyards were put
under irrigation.

Australian Projects
Eastern Seaboard Cities
IWP ran training programmes for many cities and municipalities on the Eastern
Seaboard teaching principles of water conservation, pressure reduction and
diminishing non-revenue water.

Jatenergy Limited
ABN

31 122 826 242

Company Profile

Contact

Phil Hodgson

Phone

+61 2 9571 8300

Email

p.hodgson@jatoil.net

Web

www.jatoil.net

Address
		
		

Level 6, Suite 8,
55 Miller Street
Pyrmont NSW 2009

Jatoil’s mission is to attract and funnel global capital into renewable energy
projects. Income is derived from joint venture activities that yield consulting fees,
royalties and dividends from developing, and proving renewable technologies.
The company’s initial focus is on developing bio-feedstock and biofuel
businesses in Asia and Oceania by cultivating the second generation crop,
Jatropha curcas, as well as a number of potential high-value ‘inter-crops’. Most of
the world’s biofuel feed stocks compete with resources that could also be used
for food production. Jatropha is a non-edible second generation feedstock that
can be grown economically, without irrigation, on land that is unsuitable for the
cultivation of food crops alone. Jatropha can represent a valuable income source
in developing countries, helping to increase energy security and improving the
living standards of rural communities.

Email us
Jatoil’s vision is to be a major player in the
production of socially, environmentally, and
economically sustainable renewable energy.

Current Export Markets
Business and project management
and technical services are being
provided to projects in which Jatoil has
direct investment.

Target Export Markets
European Union
Indonesia
Vietnam
Philippines
Cambodia
Laos

Target Export Industries
Plant breeding of oil seed crops for biofuels
and renewable energy generation and ‘intercrops’ such as stevia, capsicum, cucumber
and tomato.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Jatoil’s commitment to social and environmental sustainability is supported by
its partnerships with local established companies to leverage networks and
knowledge and by its relationships with farmer co-operatives. The company
is also committed to developing economically sustainable businesses. All
parties, from farmers and local communities to shareholders, must benefit
economically from the company’s businesses, even in a low energy price
environment. Only long term economic sustainability realises long term social
and environmental benefits.
Jatoil is also examining opportunities to establish a portfolio of renewable energy
and technology investments that spread risk and offer attractive economic returns.

Technologies & Capabilities
Jatoil’s current business is based on active investment in projects centred on the
development of the biofuel feedstock crop Jatropha curcas. Jatropha is a hardy
bush, able to grow in areas with poor soils and low rainfall. The plant can produce
commercial seed yields within two to three years of planting. It reaches maturity
in four to five years and is usually productive for at least 30 years. Properly
developed, Jatropha will not compete with land or water resources for food
production. The seeds, with an oil content of around 30 percent, produce oil that
can be easily purified and used for direct power generation or conversion into
biodiesel that complies with European and US standards. The oil is also ideally
suited for the production of jet fuel.
Jatoil provides capital, business and project management, and agronomical and
plant-breeding technical services to its projects.
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Type of Business Sought

Company Background

Export
Joint Venture

Jatenergy l listed on the ASX in January 2008, and commenced its biofuel
projects in April/May the same year.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biofuels
Biomass

Year Established
2007

Listed Company
ASX Listed
ASX Code: JAT

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Early commercialisation of IP
Manufacture of products
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting
Venture capital

Jatenergy’s main operations are in Indonesia with current plantings including
approximately 2,000 hectares of two year old plantings and intercrops. Jatenergy
was originally listed as Jatoil Limited focussing on biofuel feedstocks. The
Company changed its name to Jatenergy Limited in line with its move to diversify
the company activities and include some conventional energy projects.

International Projects
Indonesia
Jatoil has teamed up with another established Jatropha oil producing company,
PT Waterland, to develop biofuel farms in Indonesia. The companies have
established a new company in Indonesia to pursue the venture, PT Jatoil
Waterland, 70% of which will be owned by Jatoil. PT Jatoil Waterland will initially
acquire 2,000 hectares of Jatropha plantation in Central Java and expand as the
venture meets agreed milestones, including establishing an off-take agreement.
It is expected that the initial harvest will yield around one tonne of crude
Jatropha oil per hectare, increasing to about double that amount when the trees
reach maturity.

Australian Projects
Jatoil Intercrops

Phil Hodgson, Chief Executive Officer &
Executive Director

Inter-crop planting is becoming best practice in large scale biofuel operations
worldwide especially in the early years of a farm’s life before oil producing
Jatropha curcas trees have reached maturity. The initial work with Nuflora and
Floraquest will involve the identification of suitable crops, nursery management
techniques and plant breeding. This will be undertaken in Australia, and
transferred to Jatoil’s Asian operations as soon as practicable. A joint venture
company, JatIC Pty Ltd, will own the intellectual rights and provide the seeds and
marketing support. Jatoil Limited will retain 60% ownership of the joint venture.

Tom Hancock, Non Executive Director

Biojet Fuel

Alan Broome, Non Executive Director

Although Jatoil is not currently producing feedstock in Australia it is investigating
opportunities to do so, and is particularly interested in the production of biojet
fuel. Jatoil is in the early stages of forming a consortium of key supply chain
partners to develop the industry over the next decade. Jatoil has established
itself as one of a few globally-recognised Jatropha players placing itself in a
prime position for opportunities as the biojet market gains momentum.

Management Team
Ross Kestel, Chairman

Emmanuel Correia, Company Secretary
Paul Hogan, General Manager
Tony Crimmins, Business
Development Manager
Derek Bolling, Chief Financial Officer
David Granger, Field Operations
Manager Cambodia
Joanne Perry, Office Manager
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Kingspan Insulation
ABN

44 100 405 025

Company Profile

Contact

Tony Ede

Phone

+61 3 9544 5866

Email

tony.ede@insulation.kingspan.com

Web

www.kingspaninsulation.com.au

Address
		

44 Millrose Street
Malaga, WA 6090

Kingspan Group is a world leading manufacturer of premium and high
performance rigid and flexible insulation materials. The Group’s principal activities
comprise the manufacture of insulated panels, rigid and flexible insulation
products, raised access floors, steel frame and timber frame off-site solutions,
environmental and renewable fuel and water storage solutions, and hot water
systems. Kingspan Insulation solutions have been used successfully in many
industries, including the following.

Email us
Kingspan Insulation is a leading
manufacturer of innovative, high
performance insulation products for the
construction industry.

Current Export Markets
Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore,
Iran, Jordan, Bahrain, Qatar, Egypt,
UAE, Azerbaijan

››
››
››
››

Hospitals
Pharmaceuticals
Hotels
Food & Beverage

››
››
››
››

Brewing
Offices
Public Buildings
Schools.

Kingspan Insulation Australia is a Division of Kingspan Group and manufactures
high performance insulation for roofs, walls, floors and ductwork. The company
has manufacturing facilities in Australia, and sells products through distribution
channels in New Zealand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Middle East. Using
some of the most thermally efficient insulation materials today, Kingspan’s range
of insulation systems has an unrivalled record in providing effective insulation
solutions to meet the needs of all its target markets worldwide.

Technologies & Capabilities
Kingspan Insulation Australia offers a range of services and products which
include the following.

Target Export Markets

Kooltherm®

Thailand, Russia, Turkey, Libya, USA,
Vietnam, Canada, Pakistan, Brazil, South
Africa, China, Japan, Russia, other South
American countries.

Kooltherm is an extensive range of premium performance rigid phenolic insulants
for roofs, walls and floors that use the thinnest possible insulation boards to
achieve required U-values (the measure of the rate of heat loss through a
material).
Therma

Target Export Industries
Architecture, Construction, Green Building

For flat roof construction, Therma Tapered Roofing Systems ensure that the roof
meets specifications for rainwater run–off and insulation requirements.
KoolDuct

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Kingspan manufactures a range of insulated ductwork for Building Services/
HVAC applications. The Kingspan KoolDuct System is a pre-insulated ducting
system, manufactured from rigid phenolic insulation panels.
Air-Cell®
Air-Cell® is a comprehensive range of thermo-reflective insulation products. It is
ultra-thin and yet is designed to replace fibre-based batts, blanket and sarking. It
is suitable for roof, wall and underfloor applications.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Listed Company

Company Background

Listed on the Irish and London Stock
Exchanges

Manufacture of products
Technical consulting

Kingspan Group was initially involved in the manufacture of steel frame buildings
and structural sections. Later, Kingspan began the manufacture of environmental
products on a small scale and floated on the Irish Stock Exchange in 1989. In
more recent years the Group established a much broader network in Central
and Eastern Europe, North America and Australia. Recently, Australian insulation
company Air-Cell Innovations Pty Ltd was acquired by the global building
products manufacturer Kingspan Group.

Awards

International Projects

Fields of Commerce

››
››
››
››

GAIA Silver Award 2008, Dubai

Pier 6 Gatwick Airport, UK

HIA Product Innovation Award 2008

Kingspan’s KoolDuct was chosen for Gatwick Airport’s new Pier 6 connector, the
world’s largest air passenger bridge which links the main terminal to the new Pier
and spans a live taxiway. Space in the steelwork trusses was severely limited and
the fact that KoolDuct is pre-insulated and does not require additional lagging
made it ideal for a restricted area that also had to carry services and ducting.

Master Builders Export Award 2008
HIA Product Innovation Category
Finalist 2009

Beetham Tower, Manchester UK
The UK’s tallest residential building is a £150m development in Manchester. The
main contractor, Carillion used 8,000m2 of Kingspan Kooltherm K10 Soffit Board
to achieve high standards of thermal integrity for the building.
Joramco Aircraft Hangar, Jordan
With its advanced thermal performance and ability to combat radiant heat,
Kingspan Air-Cell® was specified and installed into an enormous aircraft service
hangar project in Jordan.

Australian Projects
The Mews, Perth, Western Australia
The Mews is a benchmark residential development. Evoke Design Group
achieved an 8-star thermal efficiency rating
(out of a possible 10) for all building types. The thermal efficiency helped by
Kingspan Air-Cell® insulation cuts heating and cooling costs by 75% (compared
to the average West Australian 3.5-star rated home).
Convention & Exhibition Centre, Melbourne, Victoria
Kingspan’s Air-Cell® product was selected for the new Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre because of the significant contribution to thermal
performance and the speed and ease of its installation.
Corrective Services Industry Warehouse, Penrith - New South Wales
The NSW Corrective Services Industries selected Kingspan Air-Cell® products
to insulate an operational warehouse facility. After installation, when outside
temperatures reach as high as 42°C, the inside temperature would only reach the
high twenties allowing activities to continue in a comfortable environment.
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Konia Australia Pty Ltd.
Trading as Konia Water
ABN

53 082 145 711

Contact

Stephen Wallace

Phone

+61 7 3262 6232

Email
		

stevew@konia.com.au
admin@konia.com.au

Web
		

www.konia.com.au
www.koniawater.com

Address
		

3/26 Argyle Street
Albion QLD 4010

Email us
Konia Water has been researching,
developing and manufacturing ‘WATER
from AIR’ generators and water filtration
for the past decade and continues to be
a global leader in the development of this
technology. The technology copies Mother
Nature’s million year old water filtration
system – evaporation and condensation.

Company Profile
Konia Water has been manufacturing quality water filtration products including
‘WATER from AIR’ or atmospheric water generators (AWG) for the past decade
and continues to be a global leader in the development of this technology. In
2008 Konia Water secured the exclusive world-wide distribution rights for all
Konia’s quality water filtration and air to water products. The company develops,
manufactures and markets new, innovative water filtration products and has
distributors world-wide. Konia’s quality product range includes:

›› Water from Air technology – This creates new standards for production
of pure, quality drinking water free from any harmful chemicals and
fluoride. Pure water is generated directly from the surrounding natural
environment through Nature’s million year old water filtration system of
evaporation and condensation.

›› Mains Connected products – Purify water at the point of use and provide
an almost unlimited supply of pure drinking water. Water is purified through
a series of specially designed dispensers to supply filtered water served
hot or cold.

›› Pi Mineral Water (Japan) – Water filtration technology that energises and
revitalises water by adding calcium, regulating natural minerals and stabilising
the pH levels to purified water. The health benefits of Pi Water have been
researched since the mid-1960’s when Japanese scientists first discovered
‘living water’ contained in plants and played an important role in the healthy
growth of plants and animals.

Technologies & Capabilities
Current Export Markets
Konia Water has signed International
Distribution Agreements (IDA) with
businesses in Malaysia, USA, UAE (Dubai),
Hong Kong, Germany and Cyprus. Konia
Water is in advanced discussions with a
number of other countries including Greece,
France, Mexico and Singapore. International
evaluation units have been sent to over 20
countries world-wide with positive results
and feedback. Discussions are on-going.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies
Drinking water – water generation from air
and water filtration

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Konia Water is one of the original pioneers of air to water technology. The Konia
Water filter system sets a benchmark in the production of healthy drinking water.
Unique to Konia is a seven stage water filtration system that filters down to one
hundredth of one millionth of a metre (0.01µm), removing bacteria, cysts and
chemicals that competitor’s filters cannot filter.
Konia has been manufacturing its products for over a decade. These
atmospheric water generators are designed to extract water from humid ambient
air. A compressor circulates refrigerant through a condenser coil which cools the
air surrounding it, lowering the air’s dew point and causing water to condense. A
controlled-speed fan pushes filtered air over the coil. The resulting water is then
passed into a holding tank with purification and filtration system to keep the water
pure. The rate at which water can be produced depends on relative humidity and
ambient air temperature and the size of the compressor.
Konia’s other unique feature is the split unit system. While most water from the air
systems are in single units, the Konia system is specifically designed to separate
the atmospheric water generator from the purifier. This allows more flexibility for
the generator to be located away from the dispenser, strategically positioned
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Year Established
2000

Target Export Markets
Tropical, subtropical and warm temperate
regions with above average relative
humidity including:

›› Middle East – UAE, Oman, Qatar,
Lebanon, Israel, Kuwait, Iraq.

›› Africa – South Africa, Ghana,
Nigeria, Egypt

›› Asia Pacific – Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines

›› South America – Brazil, Columbia
›› Central America – Mexico, Panama,
Costa Rica

›› North America – USA
Target Export Industries

›› Health and wellness (consumer)
›› Remote industries without water

for the best water generation results (ideally outside the house). This also
leads to many industrial applications, for instance, multiple generators can be
connected together in a bank of generators to produce larger amounts of water
and plumbed directly into a larger capacity water holding tank for agricultural
and other industrial applications. Countless Konia clients have managed to
get more use out of the Konia system than ever before through innovative
new applications.

Company Background
Konia has been manufacturing its Water to Air technologies for over a
decade. It has since grown to have a global presence after securing exclusive
world-wide distribution rights in 2008. The company is actively seeking
Australian and international distributors to further expand. Konia’s innovations
have been recognised through various certifications, quality approvals and
Government grants.

International Projects

›› In Malaysia, a client has approached Konia Water to provide all its staff
drinking water needs in its 15 floor building. It is proposed to install a regiment
of 10 x 9000 series water generators with the potential of generating up to
1,000L daily.

›› Provision of high quality purified ‘water from air’ and filtration to supply next
generation hydrogen generators.

infrastructure including mining sites

›› Emergency and relief organisations
›› Industries requiring high quality water
without chemicals and impurities
associated with water treatment e.g.
dental industry

›› Industries looking at reducing their green
footprint in providing drinking water and
replacing bottled water

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Product maintenance and servicing
Research and development

Management Team
Mr Stephen Wallace, Chief Executive Officer

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› CE Mark Certification – the European
Economic Area (EEA) health and safety
requirements

›› ISO 9000: 2000 Certified International
Standard production facilities, located in
South Korea and supervised by Konia

›› NATA (National Association of Testing
Authorities) Accredited Laboratories for
all testing programs
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Australian Projects

›› Innovation House
›› During seasons of the Australian Big Brother TV show, Konia generators
provided drinking water to all housemates

›› Residential application to address fluoride allergy
Awards
Awarded an ISUS grant from the Queensland Government for the continued
development of ‘WATER from AIR’ technology in 2006. This partnership
continued to produce strong results with two new ‘WATER from AIR’ models
released to the market in 2008.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Konia owns patents for all its air to water dispenser units including the Konia BioControl (KBC) patented technology that is specifically designed to keep stored
water fresh by periodically pumping ozone into water tanks.

Kourispower Pty Ltd.
ABN

17 004 994 307

Company Profile

Contact

Paul Kouris

Phone

+61 3 9225 7212

Email

paulkouris@lycos.com

Web

www.kourispower.com

Address
		
		
		

Suite 618
Owen Dixon Chambers,
205 William Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Kouris Power has developed an improved hydroelectric generator using rotational
kinetic energy created by the earth. The Kouris Centri Turbine generator (KCT)
harnesses the energy produced naturally in a body of water by the forces
imposed upon it. This new, revolutionary system provides a source of abundant,
free and clean energy with no expected interference to existing hydroelectric
systems. Developed to provide a new, safer option to coal or nuclear energy, the
KCT generator will not pollute air or water or cause other environmental damage.
What distinguishes the KCT generator from other turbines is that it harnesses
rotational kinetic energy, i.e. a vortex, as distinct from lineal kinetic energy, i.e. a
waterfall where it relies on flow not fall. At its heart is the Coriolis Force, the same
force which both fascinates as it swirls the water in a bathtub and terrifies as it
drives the winds of a hurricane.

Email us
The Kouris Centri Turbine Generator is a
non polluting, revolutionary system which
harnesses the rotational kinetic energy
created by the earth to generate free,
abundant hydroelectric energy, other than
by currents or tides

Target Export Markets
Brazil, Norway, New Zealand, Malaysia,
India, China, USA, Mexico, Japan
and Europe

Target Export Industries
Power and hydroelectric industries
rural and irrigation sectors

Type of Business Sought
Export, Licencing,
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Electrical transmission, energy storage,
hydroelectricity, hydro energy, rural and
remote utility

Year Established
2007

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Widespread use of the KCT generator could help protect the environment and
address the energy crisis. The multi-purpose unit can be used in a number of
medium to large power-generating applications and in simple power production
applications for operating well pumps, grain mills and similar equipment on rural
properties. The KCT generator can operate independently as a stand alone unit
in dams and waterways, or be used in conjunction with a conventional gravity-fed
hydroelectric system. It is designed to increase the overall energy output of such
a system without damming any more rivers or cutting down any more trees. In
other words the KCT generator can produce more electricity with the same water.

Technologies & Capabilities
The KCT is designed to increase output by simply employing the water more
efficiently. The KCT ‘Vortex’ Concept has been validated by the independent
construction of a stand-alone river vortex pilot plant in Austria. Since November
of 2005 it has been providing power to the local grid for 14 houses. Thereafter a
domestic KCT Pilot Plant was constructed in Australia that, with only 110 litres/sec
and a 2m vortex, < 1m deep, could power a conventional home. Furthermore, it
did not interfere with the flow rate. The Kouris Centri Turbine Generator (KCT) is a
patented invention that harnesses the rotational kinetic energy contained within
a vortex of water in order to generate continuous, emission-free and renewable
electrical energy. The system can be used either within:

›› A flowing waterway, without interference to the waterway or its flow rate, or
›› A dam, whether or not connected to a conventional, hydroelectric plant.
Prototype testing reveals that the flow of water to the conventional
hydroelectric plant is not impeded or diminished, but is in fact increased.
The KCT unit incorporates a cylindrical, elongated turbine which is installed
in a vertical orientation to use gravity/Coriolis forces and produce electrical or
mechanical power.
The design advantages of the unit are as follows:

›› Harnesses spinning motion produced naturally in a body of water by natural
forces imposed on it
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Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation, engineering design,
manufacture of products, outsourced
manufacture of company IP, product
installation, product maintenance and
servicing, project management

›› Produces abundant, free and clean power with minimal interference to existing
hydroelectric systems

›› Will not pollute air or water or cause other environmental damage
›› Multi-purpose unit can be used in a number of medium to large power
generating applications and in simple power production applications for
operating well pumps, grain mills, and etc.

›› The KCT generator can work independently in a waterway or reservoir, or in
Management Team
Paul Kouris, Managing Director
David Sattler, Consulting Engineer
Rob Holland,
KCT Manufacturer and Licencee
Chris Thomson, Director

conjunction with a standard gravity fed hydroelectric system

›› The KCT generator can derive extra energy out of an existing conventional
hydroelectric system by incorporating the KCT as a secondary system,
generating up to 27% more energy during prototype testing, with output
expected to increase exponentially with the size of the vortex

›› Ability to be retrofitted to existing hydroelectric schemes at fraction of cost of
new scheme.

Certifications and Quality Approvals

Company Background

›› 2007 KCT Nominated for the Wall Street

The KCT generator has been in development since the mid 1970s by inventor
Paul Kouris. The KCT Engineer had provisionally estimated that a vortex resulting
from a two-metre diameter penstock would potentially generate almost one-half
megawatt of hydroelectricity. Accordingly, the KCT was theoretically shown to
increase energy output by 5%, after adjustments. However a Proof of Concept/
Prototype was constructed that provided increases in output of up to 27%.
Following this, a KCT pilot plant was constructed and larger KCT plants are
ultimately expected to be introduced to waterways throughout Australia.

Journal 2007 Technology Innovation
Awards by Dr Harry Schaap, Federal
Advisor for Renewable Energy

›› 2008 Victorian Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DSE)
Crown Licence granted for Marysville
KCT Pilot Plant site

›› 2008 KCT Exhibited and Promoted by
Victorian Department of Innovation,
Industry & Regional Development
(DIIRD) at the Australian Pavilion of the
Korean International Energy Trade Fair
(SWEET 2008)

International Projects
George Washington University, in Washington D.C., USA, with the permission of
the inventor, has conducted independent corroborative KCT tests during July and
August 2008. These vortex tests confirmed the output potential of the KCT.

Australian Projects
Awards

University of Ballarat, Victoria

›› 2001 Paul Kouris named as one of

The University undertook small-scale laboratory test work in 2007 and confirmed
a ‘theoretical minimal energy contribution from the Coriolis Effect’ and supports
the benefits of the generation of hydropower from the flowing vortex.

Australia’s Top New Innovators by ‘The
Australian’

›› 2007 KCT receives D.I.I.R.D. Regional
Business Invest Ready Program
Grant for Preparation of KCT Investor
Documentation

›› 2007 KCT receives DIIRD Grant for
MENTRE Commercialisation & Growth
Seminar

›› 2008 KCT receives Sustainability Victoria
‘Renewable Energy Support Fund’ Grant
for Marysville Pilot Plant

Technology or Patent/Ownership

›› Patents Granted in the USA, Australia,
New Zealand, Brazil, Mexico, Canada,
Norway and Japan.

›› A further 10 Patents Pending in Europe
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Pilot Plant at Marysville, Victoria
Following a successful proof of concept, Australia’s first KCT Pilot Plant was
constructed at Marysville, Victoria, in August 2008. The vortex and impeller testing
was a spectacular success. This demonstration plant harnesses only 110 litres/
sec and a 2m vortex, which is <1m deep. Nevertheless it still generated more
than enough electricity for a conventional house viz. >10kwh per day. Discussions
are now on foot with Tasmanian Hydro for the installation of a commercial
demonstration plant within the Poatina tailrace, near Launceston in Tasmania.
Mulwala KCT Commercial Proof of Concept
The Proposed project will prove the quantity of electricity able to be generated
on an ongoing basis by a 10m diameter vortex, having a depth of about 1.5m,
and a flow rate of about 1,500Lt of water per second. It will offer the opportunity
to develop the most effective design of impeller and placement within the vortex,
and to improve the inflow of water and means of siting the vortex tank within a
waterway. It is expected to power 30-50 homes.

KUTh Energy Ltd.
ABN

33 125 694 920

Company Profile

Contact

David McDonald

Phone

+61 2 9238 6865

KUTh is a geothermal exploration company and is involved across the broad
spectrum of:

Email

info@kuthenergy.com

Web

www.kuthenergy.com

Address
		
		

Level 57, MLC Centre,
19-29 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000

Email us
KUTh Energy Ltd is one of Australia’s
leading geothermal energy exploration
companies. The company’s focus is the
exploration and development of geothermal
resources to provide renewable power for
the future. KUTh is committed to the pursuit
of diversified geothermal technologies
including conventional and enhanced
geothermal systems in Australia and
broader international markets.

Current Export Markets
Vanuatu – project development underway

Target Export Markets
Large energy growth markets like India,
Indonesia, China and Turkey.

Target Export Industries
Renewable Energy Sector:
KUTh seeks collaboration with industry
players who have a desire to enter the
geothermal energy sector. KUTh is looking
at business opportunities where the
company’s technical know-how in the
identification, planning and implementation
of geothermal development programs can
be matched with the local partners on –
ground operations to carve out a position in
energy production.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

›› Enhanced Geothermal Systems(EGS) such as Hot Dry Rock (HDR) and Hot
Fractured Rock systems. KUTh has exploration licences in Tasmania and
Queensland and is actively engaged in the exploration and development of
these sites for deep geothermal energy opportunities and

›› Conventional Geothermal Systems (CGS). In this area KUTh has been active
in the Pacific Region with a focus on displacing high-cost diesel operations
with indigenous geothermal power opportunities.
KUTH’s core skills lie in its people and in its knowledge of early identification
and planning of exploration programs that will target geothermal resources in
a country. These skills can be applied to early stage greenfield opportunities
or to partially explored areas that require further investigation as a precursor to
any drilling activity. KUTh is not a ‘consultant’. It will seek strategic alliances with
partners in the markets it targets.
KUTh has a focus on early stage development of geothermal sites and selective
development downstream as it becomes more familiar with the resource
potential. Ideally it operates with partners who value-add the project with
complementary skills.

Technologies & Capabilities
Mankind has made use of geothermal energy from hot surface waters for
thousands of years for bathing, cooking and heating. Today, conventional drilling
technology allows us to draw hot waters to the surface for both electricity
generation and ‘direct’ uses such as heating, air-conditioning, drying of agricultural
crops, industrial drying and other industrial processes. The development of
Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) is an important extension of established
conventional geothermal technology as it enables the development of geothermal
resources outside areas where natural fluid reservoirs exist. EGS enables the
extraction of energy from areas of ‘dry’ hot rock by the engineering of permeability
at depth. Large areas of the Earth previously considered unprospective for
geothermal energy are now available for exploitation by EGS. Australia is one of
many land areas which stand to benefit greatly from EGS technology due to the
presence of an abundant deep hot rock resource.
Temperatures encountered in hot rock resources are typically >200⁰C at 5km
depth and are sufficient for efficient generation of electricity. EGS renewable
energy is clean and continuous, capable of providing reliable 24/7 base load
power. Energy remaining in warm water at the output of power plants may be
further used in a series of ‘cascading’ direct applications. The direct use of heat
is extremely efficient and can significantly offset power use. Low temperature
geothermal energy is currently being used on a small scale in Australia for power
generation as well as for direct heating. KUTh believes that Australia’s geothermal
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Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership – seeking
partnership opportunities in the
exploration and development of
geothermal possibilities.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy

Year Established
2005

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2007
ASX Code: KEN

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP

Management Team
David McDonald, Managing Director
Dr Roger Lewis, Project Investigation
Dr Fiona Holgate, Operations
Manager, Australia
Dr Graeme Wheller, Technical Director for
Vanuatu project

resource has not been exploited to the degree possible due to cheap alternative
sources of power, but this situation will not continue due to increasing energy
costs and concerns over carbon emissions.
KUTh has dedicated specialist resources applied to identifying, evaluating and
developing geothermal projects. The company’s approach is not limited by any
region and it actively investigates projects that combine a promising geothermal
energy resource and favourable market conditions.

Company Background
KUTh Energy Ltd is a geothermal development company listed on the Australian
Stock Exchange. It holds exploration licences in Australia, and has a number
of other applications in the Pacific region. The company is well supported by a
strong board, an international advisory panel containing some of the world’s best
talent, and a management team highly experienced in the geology, engineering
and commercialisation of geothermal energy.

International Projects
Vanuatu
KUTh has demonstrated that once granted a licence it can mobilise into action
quickly. Its Vanuatu project is a good example of this. KUTh was granted two
licences in Vanuatu in 2009 and in the space of a year, has now completed
magnetotelluric surveys, engaged with consultants on environmental impact
and initiated discussions with all stakeholders in the project to get alignment
of interests. This has involved community consultation with landowners in the
project area, the involvement of various government departments from an early
stage and the early alignment of the energy regulator and existing generator.
Funding agencies have been consulted and an early preliminary assessment
of feasibility established prior to well construction. KUTh is now planning drilling
activities (scheduled for 2011) and it is possible that base load geothermal
electricity plant could be up and running in 2013.

Jim Randle, Director of Projects

Australian Projects
Awards
KUTh was awarded a A$1.8 million
Federal Government Renewable Energy
Development Initiative (REDI) grant.

Tasmania
This project is drill ready and is programmed for deep drilling in 2011. KUTh
has identified two drill targets. The benefits of a geothermal energy project in
Tasmania are many including:

›› consistency with the State direction of leading in renewable energy
development,

›› complementary to existing hydro assets in providing a base load supply that
will allow maximisation of the hydro scheme in hitting peak loads during
Australian mainland summers,

›› supply through underwater cable (Bass Link) to mainland Australia opening up
access to the National Electricity Market (NEM) and

›› cool ambient temperatures providing geothermal energy production efficiencies.
This project represents a key economic development for Tasmania and a further
step to the creation of the first all-renewable energy state of Australia.
Queensland
KUTh currently holds an exploration licence in far north Queensland near to the
town of Weipa. A second exploration licence is under application.
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Landfill Gas and Power
ABN

89 053 919 430

Company Profile

Contact

Graeme Alford

Phone

+61 8 9475 0144

Email

graeme.alford@landfillgas.com

LGP has a long and proven track record in the generation and supply of
renewable energy and is part of a dynamic Australia-wide privately owned group
of companies. LGP has gained recognition both nationally and internationally for

Web

www.landfillgas.com.au

Address
		

78-80 Robinson Avenue
Belmont WA 6104

Email us
Landfill Gas and Power Pty Ltd (LGP) has
established itself as a market leader in the
development and management of efficient
landfill gas-to-energy technologies. The
company generates huge savings for its
clients, and the environment, as it extracts
landfill gas and converts it into safe, clean
and reliable renewable energy.

Target Export Markets
Asia, with initial focus on India

Target Export Industries
Landfill operators in target countries/regions

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biomass – landfill gas recovery and use
Renewable generation – landfill gas
recovery and use
Waste energy – landfill gas recovery
and use

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

its long term commitment and achievements in landfill gas projects, using the
LGPCleanTechnology.com. The company has been operating for since 1993 and
offers a wide range of consulting and project management services for landfill
gas-to-energy projects.
Since its inception in 1993, LGP has established itself as a market leader in the
development of landfill gas-to-energy technologies which return more electrical
energy per tonne of waste deposited into landfill. The company generates
significant savings for its clients and the environment as it collects landfill
gas, which would otherwise contribute significantly to Global Warming. The
LGP CleanTechnology.com converts landfill methane gas into clean, reliable
renewable energy.
LGP currently owns and operates three landfill gas fuelled power stations in
Perth, Western Australia, and offers its technology to the international market.
LGP has a proven track record in the development and management of these
facilities and is looking at making this expertise available to others to assist with
the minimisation of the impacts of global warming from landfill gas emissions.
LGP offers a complete service comprising assessment of landfill gas flows,
design and installation of the wellfield using its own LGPCleanTechnology.
com tools. Projects are supervised by LPG’s experienced drilling personnel,
and use of local labour, contractors and materials wherever possible. The flare,
gas pre-treatment plant and engine/genset units (power station modules) are
manufactured off site and transported to the site for installation. With existing
landfill gas systems, LGP offers a troubleshooting service to quickly identify a
problem with the system and recommend changes to minimise downtime LGP
also offers a Landfill Gas Assessment service to estimate the likely gas flows
from an individual landfill.

Technologies & Capabilities
The science of a landfill gas management system is to manage the facility to
ensure maximum gas collection and destruction, thereby providing the greatest
environmental outcome for the site, optimum financial return from the electricity
generated, or alternatively maximum deposit into a waste processing or similar
facility for destruction in a flare.
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Year Established
1993

Fields of Commerce
Construction services – engineer of landfill
gas extraction systems and use

Landfill gas consists mainly of methane and carbon dioxide. If released into the
atmosphere, methane does considerably more damage to the environment than
carbon dioxide alone (estimated at 21 times more damaging). To address this
issue via landfill gas-to-energy technologies, methane can be captured from
landfill sites and combusted to create electricity. Landfill gas can therefore be
used as a renewable energy fuel source.

Technical consulting
– landfill gas recovery and use

LGP manages the gas emissions from landfill sites for landfill owners by installing
an extensive gas extraction system across the landfill. LGP gently extracts
the landfill gas under vacuum from the landfill, which is then transported via a
manifold to a power station situated near the landfill. Once gas is at the power
station, dust, water and other impurities are removed, the gas is then fed into
large CAT V16 engines which are connected to generators creating electricity.
The electricity can then be transformed for distribution onto the grid. Electricity is
sold directly from LGP to its private clients via the electricity grid.

Management Team

Company Background

Graeme Alford, Chief Executive
Officer (Perth)

Landfill Gas and Power Pty Ltd (LGP) is a private company owned by ACE
Holdings and was established in 1993. LPG is a recognised pioneer in its field
and as a renewable energy producer. In 2007 the company expanded further
to become an electricity retailer, specialising in the supply of electricity to
businesses and industries.

Fabrication of components
– landfill gas recovery and use
Project management
– landfill gas recovery and use

Vimal Kumar, Business Development (India)

Awards

›› National Energy Awards (Building
Category) – Heat Exchange at
Challenge Stadium

›› WA Energy Efficiency Awards – Turning
Waste into Energy

›› Belmont Small Business Awards
– Most Innovative Enterprise Award

›› Sustainable Energy Industry Awards
for Excellence & Innovation 2010 –
Sustainable Energy Generator
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Australian Projects
Currently, LGP manages the gas emissions from six landfill sites within the
Perth metropolitan area and three landfill gas-to-energy power stations, which
are located adjacent to these landfill sites. In total these projects generate
approximately 75GWh per annum. The electricity produced is sold to private
customers, who consume more than 160,000 kWh per annum. It is transported
to customers through Western Power’s electricity grid.

Latronics Sunpower Pty Ltd.
ABN

97 010 707 169

Company Profile

Contact

Brad Cowin

Phone

+61 7 5491 6988

Email

sales@latronics.com.au

Web

www.latronics.com.au

Address
		

105 Grigor Street West
Caloundra QLD 4551

Latronics® is a specialist inverter manufacturer that has supplied products to
over 30 countries for a wide range of applications including telecom installations,
power utilities, locomotives, test equipment, on-grid and off-grid solar power
and emergency back up systems. The company’s principal business is in the
design and manufacture of power inverters that convert DC battery power to
AC mains power. All products are manufactured with the Latronics® registered
trademark. With the main focus on export and international competitiveness the
company has adopted a policy of continuous improvement and increasing overall
efficiency, while implementing Quality Standards like ISO 9001. The success
of the inverter range has enabled the company to undertake research and
development into new and improved products associated with alternative energy.

Email us
Benchmark quality standards ensures
Latronics are recognised internationally as
one of the most reliable inverter brands.

Current Export Markets
New Zealand
Japan
South Korea
South East Asia
South America
Europe

Target Export Markets
Europe

Target Export Industries
Renewable Energy
(On-Grid Photovoltaic Systems)

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Solar photovoltaic
Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Latronics®’ commitment to the environment extends well beyond the recyclable
case housing of technologically advanced inverters. Highly skilled engineers
have designed products that not only outlast most of its competitors, but can be
easily repaired and recommissioned to last even longer should anything ever
actually fault. Unlike most other manufacturers, the company’s manufacturing
process is also carbon neutral. With over 25kW of panels on its building roofs,
the company often exports more power to the grid than it uses. By continuously
monitoring and reducing impact on the environment, Latronics® can confidently
assure customers that any Latronics® product purchased is manufactured under
the greenest circumstances.
With one of the lowest failure rates in the world, Latronics® have Inverters that
are still operational after 23 years of continuous service. This is achieved by
using a design methodology that uses the least amount of components and
connections, whilst exceeding performance levels of other products.

Technologies & Capabilities
Latronics® is Australia’s leading inverter manufacturer, producing a diverse range
of standalone inverters, industrial rack mounted inverters and the only Australian
made on-grid inverter. Latronics® has supplied quality inverters for domestic,
industrial, and alternative energy markets to over 30 Countries. Pioneering and
constantly refining a highly sophisticated quality management system ensures
that Latronics® inverters continue as the standard against which other Inverters
are measured.
The company’s growth has been further improved by the ability to undertake
special industrial projects in both development and production stages. To
date Latronics® has manufactured customised units for mines, railways,
telecommunications, and various power utilities. If grid electricity is not available
or is too costly for connection, solar energy is a reliable and self-sustaining
alternative to fuel generators or power lines. Latronics® inverters have been
specifically designed for remote locations where continuous and reliable
operation is of paramount importance.
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Year Established
1985

Fields of Commerce
Fabrication of components
Manufacture of products

Certifications and Quality Approvals
AS3100
AS4777
AS1044
EN61000-6-1
EN61000-6-3
EN55014
EN60335-1
CE & C-Tick
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With experience spanning over 25 years, Latronics® can offer technical expertise
and options not readily available from other manufacturers. Latronics® PV edge
Grid Connect Inverters can be connected to renewable energy sources such as
solar, wind and micro hydro turbines. Designed specifically to integrate with the
Latronics® PV edge inverter, the Latronics® turbine controller, uses the latest in
micro-controller design to deliver a stable and safe supply of power to the grid
connect inverter. It allows battery-less grid connection of wind and water turbines.
These are just some of the Latronics® products on offer in the extensive range.

Company Background
Established in 1985, Latronics® is an entirely Australian owned company. The
company has grown in strength and stature and currently supplies products to
over 30 countries in various industries. Furthermore, with one of the lowest failure
rates in the industry (< 0.5%), Latronics® is recognised as one of the world’s
most reliable inverter designer and manufacturer.

Lend Lease
ABN

32 000 226 228

Company Profile

Phone

+61 2 9236 6111

Web

www.lendlease.com

Address
		
		

30 The Bond,
30 Hickson Road
Millers Point NSW 2000

Lend Lease is a leading international property and infrastructure group, with a
focus on core markets in Australia, Asia, Europe and the Americas. The Group
is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX:LLC), and at 31 December
2010 had a market capitalisation of $4.9bn*, over $10.7bn* in funds under
management and circa 18,000 employees.

Lend Lease is one of the world’s leading
fully integrated property solutions providers,
with strong development, investment
management, project and construction
management and asset and property
management capabilities. Through design
and investment in new technologies, Lend
Lease is committed to delivering the next
generation of sustainable property solutions.

Current Export Markets
Asia, UK, Europe, Middle East, USA

Target Export Markets
Targeting growth in Asia

Target Export Industries
Residential, retail, commercial, retirement,
industrial, health, social infrastructure and
education

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership

Year Established
1958

Listed Company
ASX Listed, ASX Code: LLC

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, engineering
design, environmental consulting, project
management, research and development,
retail services, technical consulting
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Lend Lease’s capabilities span the property value chain from originating
opportunities, through to delivering great property outcomes. The company can
offer investors and clients one element or an end-to-end solution, including
development management; investment management; project management
& construction and asset & property management. Lend Lease’s expertise
covers multiple sectors including commercial, residential, retail, retirement
and infrastructure.
Lend Lease create innovative and sustainable property solutions, forging
partnerships and delivering maximum benefits to clients, investors and
communities. Sustainability has always been an integral part of our culture and
through design and investment in new technologies, the company is delivering
the next generation of sustainable property solutions.

Technologies & Capabilities
Lend Lease’s project management, design and construction business, Bovis
Lend Lease, has extensive experience in designing and delivering sustainable
buildings. In Australia, this amounts to one in seven of Australia’s Green Star
certified buildings. The company’s team includes more than 100 Green Star
Accredited Professionals. Lend Lease’s projects have incorporated numerous
sustainable initiatives including blackwater treatment plants, co-and tri-generation
power systems, chilled beam air-conditioning technology, light-reflecting mirror
systems and green walls. In Australia, the company’s in-house design and
technical specialists, Lend Lease design, offer expertise on new products,
materials and construction technologies and ecologically sustainable design.
These skills enable the business to assess the environmental sustainability of
a project at every stage of design and delivery, and have also led the team to
provide expertise to clients, governments and other consultants across the globe,
including Italy, Russia and the UK.
Lend Lease is proud to be a founding member of the US, Australian and UK
Green Building Councils, and is committed to supporting existing and emerging
Green Building Councils in all its countries of operation.

Company Background
Founded in Sydney in 1958 by Dutch immigrant and innovator Dick Dusseldorp,
the group was born out of a vision to create a company that could successfully
combine four disciplines; property, financing, development and investment.
Dusseldorp’s philosophy is still evident in projects and promoted by the Lend
Lease team.
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Management Team
Steve McCann, Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director

“The time is not far off when companies will have to justify their worth to
society… with greater emphasis being placed on environmental and social
impact than straight economics.” said Dick Dusseldorp, founder of Lend Lease
Corporation, 1973.

Scott Charlton, Director of Operations
Brad Soller, Chief Financial Officer

International Projects

Maria Atkinson, Group Head of Sustainability

Soaring Heights Communities, US

Bob McNamara, Chief Executive
Officer Americas

When completed, Soaring Heights Communities at Davis-Monthan Air Force
Base will be the largest solar-powered community in the continental U.S. With
six megawatts of total solar capacity through ground-mounted photovoltaic
systems and rooftop solar panels installed on approximately 900 residences,
the solar systems are expected to produce more than 10 million kilowatt hours
of electricity annually—sufficient to provide an estimated 75 percent of the
residents’ energy.

Rod Leaver, Chief Executive Officer Australia
Daniel Labbad, Chief Executive Officer
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa)
Eng Peng Ooi, Chief Executive Officer Asia
Murray Coleman, Managing Director,
Australia, Project Management &
Construction
William Hara, Group General Counsel and
Company Secretary
David Hutton, Group Head of Centres
of Excellence and Global Head of
Development
Tony Lombardo, Group Head of Strategy
and Mergers & Acquisitions
Neil Martin, Group Head of Safety and Risk
Mark Menhinnitt, Group Head of Public
Private Partnerships
Tarun Gupta, Group Head of
Investment Management

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Environmental management system
ISO14001

Awards

›› 2010 Victorian Architecture Award - ANZ
›› 2010 Government Partnership Excellence
Awards - Sydney Desalination Project

›› 2010 Emirates Glass LEAF for
Commercial Building of the Year - ANZ

›› 2010 Excellence in Health & Safety Award
- Master Builders Association of Victoria

›› 2010 Marion Mahony Award for
Internal Architecture and Commercial
Architecture - Victoria

›› 2010 Excellence in Occupational Health
& Safety, ANZAC Park West - ACT Master
Builder and Boral Awards
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MediaCity, UK
The MediaCityUK development, located on a 38 acre site alongside the
Manchester Ship Canal, will transform Salford Quays and be home to companies
linked to broadcasting and the media industry. The first phase of the scheme has
delivered six buildings including three for the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) and two residential towers of 22 and 24 storeys. The project also includes
a public park, piazza and on site power generation using a tri-generation
scheme; supplying power, chilled and warm water to the whole of the site.
MediaCityUK is the first scheme in the world to become a BREEAM approved
sustainable community.

Australian Projects
The Gauge, Victoria
The Gauge demonstrates that a commercial building with the highest
environmental accreditations can be delivered at a competitive commercial rate.
It is the first building in Australia to achieve a 6 Star Green star Office As Built v2
Rating from the green Building Council of Australia. It has also achieved 6 Star
ratings across all three areas of Green Star certification: Office Design, As Built
and Interiors from the Green Building Council of Australia.
ESD initiatives include gas fired energy co-generation, blackwater recycling,
storm water collection and redirection, two full height atriums acting as heat
buffers and passive chilled beam air-conditioning. Taking a life-cycle approach to
sustainability, The Gauge also recycled 94 percent of construction waste.
Darling Quarter, Sydney
This precinct which includes two nine-storey buildings office buildings, a
rejuvenated retail precinct, a new park and playground features outstanding
design in a spectacular location on Sydney’s harbour.
The $500 million development has achieved a 6 Star Green Star- Office Design
v2 certified rating making it the largest 6 Star Green Star- Office Design v2
certified rated building in Sydney. It was one of the first to be granted a water
recycling licence which will reduce its water use by 90 percent when compared
with a standard commercial building. Other green initiatives include carbon
emission reduction through energy efficient design, energy reduction via chilled
beam and fresh air systems, a high performance façade to minimise heat
entering the building and a minimum 80 per cent of onsite waste to be recycled
during construction.

water matters

Lotic Pty Ltd.
ABN

99 116 609 851

Company Profile

Contact

Steve Harding

Phone

+61 3 9926 5800

Email

info@lotic.com.au

Web

www.lotic.com.au

Address
		

24 Melba Avenue
Lilydale VIC 3140

Lotic’s focus is on sustaining water supplies and the environment through water
and waste water management solutions. The company has extensive experience
in the design and construction of projects based on anaerobic processes with
facilities for biogas harvesting and has worked across many industries, such as;
municipal sewerage, piggeries, rendering plants, abattoirs, tapioca plants and
other food processing industries.

Email us
Since water matters to us all, the Lotic
Group is focussed on sustaining our
water supplies, and making a positive
impact on the planet by providing
innovative engineering solutions which
reduce greenhouse gases and help
control pollution.

Lotic has technical expertise in delivering projects through integration of complex
design with construction practices. They aim to advance biogas harvesting
and associated benefits from such harvesting, including decreasing carbon
emissions, and the generation of electricity and heat which can be used to
reduce energy bills.
Among the company’s services are; design and/or construction, technical advice,
commissioning, operation and maintenance, biogas harvesting, geomembrane
liners and covers, water treatment, wastewater treatment, and chemical
dosing. Lotic encourages the use of CARMHA (Covered Anaerobic Reactor
Methane Harvesting Activities) and has extensive practical experience in Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) projects.

ASEAN region
India
China

The climate change debate offers a wakeup call to much of the traditional
engineering thinking and approach to the practical solution of wastewater
treatment problems. There are a range of anaerobic processes that lead to a cost
effective removal of between 60% and 80% of the organic load with minimum
energy use. They can also lead to being an energy generator. It is the belief
of Lotic that the majority of wastewater treatment should utilise the anaerobic
process as a first choice. Internationally anaerobic treatment is increasingly
recognized as the core method of advanced technology for environmental
protection and resource preservation. Lotic is working toward being a leader of
this advanced technology on the world stage.

Target Export Industries

Technologies & Capabilities

Agriculture sector which generates a
wastewater stream in processing i.e.
tapioca, palm oil, and etc.

Lotic has the aptitude to deliver all or part of a total sustainable solution for clients
including design and/or construction packages supported by product and service
solutions. Lotic has extensive experience in the construction of treatment facilities
in the potable water, sewerage and industrial waste sectors.

Type of Business Sought

Over many years of operations, Lotic has accumulated extensive experience in
the design and construction of projects based on anaerobic processes which
then allow for biogas harvesting. Harvested biogas can be flared or utilised as a
further resource and incorporated into normal operations.

Current Export Markets
Indonesia

Target Export Markets

Export
CDM projects involving biogas harvesting

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Cogeneration

Year Established
1973

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Engineering services

Management Team
Don Gordon, Director
Paul Dick, Director
Madeline Laurenson,
Business Process Manager
Paul Colautti, Delivery Manager
Joe D’Souza, Finance Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008
AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004
AS/NZS 4801:2001
Licence No. Q0019

Awards

›› Works carried out by Lotic for Goulburn
Valley Water was a major part of an
overall project that won an Environmental
Engineering Excellence Award from the
Institution of Engineers Australia

›› 2009 BRW Fast 100 Companies: Lotic
ranked 49

Our technical expertise allows us to offer clients practical advice on integrating
design and construction. We consider holistic and intelligent solutions
addressing sustainability in the areas of water and wastewater management and
bio-energy production.
Focussing on all facets of bioenergy projects and can offer advice on
greenhouse gas reduction measures including CDM. Lotic encourages the
use of CARMHA (Covered Anaerobic Reactor Methane Harvesting Activities)
and has extensive practical experience in Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) projects.

Company Background
Lotic has been working in the water and wastewater industries since 1973. In the
early 1990s, the company undertook one of Australia’s first major geomembrane
installations at Melbourne Water’s Western Treatment Plant in Victoria, Australia.
Lotic’s projects have been recognised with industry awards and the company is
developing as an international leader in the field of CARMHA.

International Projects
SPM1&2, Sumatera, Indonesia
SPM 1 & 2 are tapioca (cassava) starch factories, and are CDM projects. Lotic
was engaged to undertake all aspects of the project requirements which
consisted of design, construction, commissioning, operation and maintenance of
wastewater treatment plants for both sites. As part of the CDM projects, biogas is
harvested and used for cogeneration and operating the site boilers.

Australian Projects
West Pork Pty Ltd, Western Australia
The piggery is currently a 57,000 standard pig unit (SPU) facility with the
potential for future expansion. Lotic was engaged by West Pork Pty Ltd to design,
construct, and commission a wastewater treatment system to treat effluent from
their proposed Mindarra 2 piggery. As part of the development of Mindarra 2,
there was a statutory requirement of zero discharge from site which proved to be
particularly challenging. West Pork also nominated to reuse treated wastewater
to minimise their demand on the only other available water source, bore water.
Biogas generated from the anaerobic lagoon is currently collected and flared.
Tatura/Mooroopna Municipal Waste Water Treatment Plant,
New South Wales
Goulburn Valley Water (GVW) contracted Lotic to carry out works on both the
Mooroopna and Tatura Sewerage Treatment Plants in central Victoria, Australia.
Lotic was responsible for works related to the anaerobic wastewater treatment
system and associated biogas collection and flaring.
Melbourne Water’s 55E, Victoria
Lotic is currently working with Melbourne Water on a biogas harvesting cover
for their 55E anaerobic lagoon which, when complete, will be the largest biogas
cover in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Lycopodium Minerals Pty Ltd.
ABN

34 055 880 209

Company Profile

Contact

Doug Rogers

Phone

+61 8 6210 5222

Email

doug.rogers@lycopodium.com.au

Web

www.lycopodium.com.au

Address
		

Level 5, 1 Adelaide Terrace
East Perth WA 6004

Lycopodium is an Australia-based engineering and project management
consultancy which provides a diverse range of services to various industry
sectors. The company provides complete engineering services, from the study
phase through design, procurement, project and construction management to
commissioning. Among the company’s many areas of expertise are environmental
inspection, planning and management, and solar renewable energy.

Email us
Lycopodium is an Australian based
engineering and project management
company which provides a complete
service for the evaluation, development,
implementation, maintenance, planning and
reliability engineering of projects across a
broad range of industries.

Current Export Markets
Ghana
Tanzania
Philippines

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar thermal

Lycopodium has provided these services to remote mineral processing facilities,
remote communities, remote industrial installations and power generation
for supply to grids. Furthermore, Lycopodium has the necessary engineering
disciplines in-house to carry out all engineering activities, from conceptual
evaluation through to construction management and commissioning.
Solar thermal power generation provides a potentially economic alternative to
fossil fuels, based on unit cost of power. Lycopodium Minerals is actively involved
in progressing concentrated solar power (CSP) generation technologies for
application within the mining and minerals industries.

Technologies & Capabilities
Opportunities exist which enable 24/7 operation using CSP technologies, as well
as moving a greater portion of the minerals processing plant load into daylight
hours to optimise the generation characteristics of a solar-based plant. There
are also further opportunities to reduce electricity demand through innovative
plant design and by substituting process heating requirements with solar
generated heat.
Concentrated solar power generation plants comprise three major unit
operations: solar collector field, storage or supplemental power supply to enable
continuous operations, and power block. Depending on project and site specific
factors, there are numerous variations to the concentrated solar power generation
facility. Various technology options can be considered, ranging from 100%
concentrated solar power generation using thermal storage, to a combination
of solar and diesel/natural gas power generation, to 100% diesel/natural gas
power generation.
Lycopodium has the following capabilities in solar power generation.

›› Assessment and implementation of power generation alternatives ranging
from stand-alone concentrated solar power (CSP) facilities to hybrid solar
systems and cogeneration

›› Objective evaluation of various solar energy and energy storage technologies
including dish, parabolic trough, solar tower, linear fresnel, photovoltaic
technologies and appropriate storage technologies, and

›› Design of CSP facilities to meet demand requirements of 24/7 operation, high
availability, large individual starting loads, and remote, stand-alone operation.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

1992

Founded in 1992 and listed on the Australian Securities Exchange in 2004,
Lycopodium has grown organically and by strategic acquisition. Both have
provided an expanding client base and access to new market sectors. The
company has expertise and experience in a diverse range of services to various
industry sectors. These include minerals and mining; process industries including
food, pharmaceutical and chemical; infrastructure; maintenance planning and
reliability engineering.

Listed Company
ASX Listed
ASX Code: LYL

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering design
Engineering services
Product installation
Project management
Technical consulting

Management Team
Mick Caratti, Non Executive Chairman
Rodney Leonard, Managing Director
Bruno Ruggiero, Executive Director
Robert Osmetti, Executive Director

International Projects
Ghana
Nearly 60% of Ghana’s electricity is produced from the Akosombo hydroelectric
system but reduced rainfall in the Volta River catchment that feeds the Akosomba
Dam has lead to power shortages and rationing. A mining consortium of
owners and operators was formed to address the issue, and perform studies on
alternative, guaranteed and reliable electricity supply, to overcome the power
shortages. This project involved the installation of a 100 MW diesel/gas fired
turbine generation facility near Accra to service the mining consortium’s mines.
Lycopodium project managed the removal, refurbishment, installation and
commissioning of a used plant that was previously barge mounted in California
and to provide the design, procurement and project management for all of the
power interconnection with the grid and the support infrastructure.

Peter De Leo, Executive Director

Australian Projects

Lawrence Marshall, Non Executive Director

South Australia

Keith Bakker, Company Secretary,
Chief Financial Officer

Wizard Power, a leading dish technology and equipment supplier, has awarded
Lycopodium the EPCM contract for a state of the art demonstration plant in
Whyalla, South Australia. The plant will use an array of 25m diameter dishes,
thermal energy storage, and a steam turbine to supply power directly into the
Australian energy grid.

Awards
Several of Lycopodium’s designs for
research and development facilities have
won awards for Engineering Excellence
from the Institution of Engineers, Australia
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Metsol
ABN

49 132 626 950

Company Profile

Contact

Bob Matthews

Phone

+61 419 320 989

Email

bmatthews@metsol.com.au

Web

www.metsol.com.au

Address
		
		

Level 15
379 Collins Street
Melbourne, VIC 3000

Metallic Waste Solutions Pty Ltd (Metsol) is a Victorian industrial recycling
company founded in 2008. Metsol brings together selected new technologies
that have been independently developed over the last 10 years for converting
waste from industrial processes into saleable product. Initially the company is
focused on the recovery of zinc and zinc products from Electric Arc Furnace
Dust, a zinc rich waste product from the steel recycling industry.

Email us
MetSol offers a range of novel process
technologies for reducing or recovering
industrial waste streams found in EAF
steel production, hot dip galvanising and
aluminium fabrication.

Current Export Markets
China

Target Export Markets

Headquartered in Melbourne with research facilities in Adelaide, MetSol has
operations in Australia and New Zealand as well as overseas.

Technologies & Capabilities
MetSol offers plant engineering, design, installation and operation of its patented
technology for processing electric arc furnace dust, galvaniser’s ash, dross
and other industrial waste by-products. Plants are designed to process waste
streams of varying chemical composition in a cost effective and highly efficient
manner. The technology uses an innovative patented hydrometallurgy process for
leaching, purification and metals recovery to extract high grade zinc products.
MetSol technology has low capital and start-up costs, is environmentally friendly
and substantially reduces and/or eliminates the need for disposal to land fill. Plant
footprint is small and preferably deployed on-site at the customers’ premises
or within close proximity. The technology incorporates the latest process
engineering principles and is designed to comply with Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and other environmental standards.

China, New Zealand, Malaysia, the
Americas, Europe, Taiwan, and other
overseas markets

Target Export Industries
Galvanising plants and secondary steel
manufacturing using Electric Arc Furnace
Users of zinc oxide

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Waste management

Fields of Commerce

The development of a range of technologies associated with recycling and
process improvement within the steel making, galvanising and aluminium
processing industries started in the 1980s. In 2007, MetSol acquired the IP
rights to these technologies and was established to continue development
and commercialisation, with an emphasis on industrial waste stream recycling.
Technology validation is now complete and MetSol is preparing for its first
commercial plant.

Export and commodity trading of Zinc and
Zinc compounds

International Projects

Management Team

The company is in start up mode and about to commit to its first project
overseas, in New Zealand

Robert (Bob) Matthews – Chief
Executive Officer

Australian Projects

Alexander Gosling – Executive Chairman

The company is in start up mode and is assessing potential Australian projects.

Year Established
2008

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Current EPA Licence: ELFARR-026963-10

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Several Patents are pending
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Microbiogen
ABN

91 096 059 700

Company Profile

Contact

Geoff Bell

Phone

+61 2 9418 3182

Email
		

geoff.bell@microbiogen.com
contact@microbiogen.com

Web

www.microbiogen.com

Address
		
		
		

Unit 2E
Lane Cove Business Park
16 Mars Rd
Lane Cove, NSW 2066

Microbiogen Pty Ltd is developing yeasts that ferment previously nonfermentable sugars in plant waste biomass. The technology can be applied to
convert plant waste into ethanol and is a non-genetically engineered solution
to the world’s food versus fuel dilemma. As production of oil heads towards its
peak and climate change negatively impacts on agriculture, the world faces
the difficult challenge of producing liquid biofuels that can replace petroleum,
while also producing enough food to feed the worlds growing population. Today,
ethanol is by far the dominant alternative transport fuel. However, the corn and
sugar feed-stocks used today present many problems. In addition to limitations
in quantity, the current feed-stocks are relatively expensive since they have high
value as human and animal food.

Email us
Microbiogen’s yeast technology has
the potential to enable production of
economically priced ethanol from waste
biomass. It is in a unique position to
significantly improve current ethanol
production efficiency while helping to solve
the ‘food versus fuel’ issue.

Target Export Markets
China
USA
Brazil
Canada
UK
Europe

The yeasts developed by Microbiogen have base industrial characteristics that
other organisms cannot match. Characteristics such as ethanol tolerance, lack
of nutrient requirements, acid tolerance, immunity to viral infection, high quality
protein, tolerance to low pH, general robustness and status as safe non-GM
organisms are critically important for next generation ethanol production and
food applications.
The new strains of yeast being developed by Microbiogen are aimed at allowing
the development of the world’s first truly integrated ‘food and fuel bio-refineries’.
Microbiogen’s unique biorefinery concept provides a solution to these problems
by converting agricultural wastes into both food and fuel. Microbiogen is the
only company that has developed a yeast where the organism fulfils three
important functions: produces ethanol efficiently, cleans the waste streams and
produces a valuable co-product of protein suitable for feed and a range of other
potential products.
The company uses advanced breeding and genetic techniques to generate
a range of yeast strains for industrial purposes. These strains have potential
applications in a number of areas including ethanol production, high quality
animal feed, baking, yeast extracts, enzymes, antioxidants, and waste stream
management amongst others.

Target Export Industries
Ethanol production
Animal feed
Aquaculture

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Technologies & Capabilities

Biofuels

Microbiogen is working towards generating the world’s first non-GM industrial
yeast strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae capable of efficient conversion of all
lignocellulose sugars into ethanol. Successful completion of the project would
facilitate the production of ethanol in high volume at a price competitive with
petroleum and thus fully realize its potential as liquid transport fuel. Microbiogen
has developed a new range of strains of yeast. Laboratory results have shown
yield improvements of 5% and more. The C6 strain has produced:

Year Established
2001

Fields of Commerce
Early commercialisation of IP
Research and development

Management Team
Geoff Bell,
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman
Dr Paul Attfield, Executive
Director Operations
Dr Phil Bell, Director of Research
and Development
Andrew Fay, Corporate Development
Eduardo Tirado, Team Leader
Analytical Chemistry
Arthur Kollaras, Senior
Bio-Processing Engineer

Awards

›› In 2009 The Australian Federal
Government granted Microbiogen over
A$2.5 million funding

›› In 2006 Australian Government ministers
announced a REDI grant offer of
A$2.48M to Microbiogen

›› Winner of 2007 Macquarie University
Innovation Award

››
››
››
››
››

lower distillation costs and water usage
higher throughput
lower residual sugars
increase in ethanol yield
overall financial benefits of higher returns, lower costs.

The advantage of the approach taken by Microbiogen can best be described
by a comparison between the strengths of genetic engineering and breeding
for the improvement of organisms. If dog breeders wanted to produce a green
fluorescent poodle, then genetic engineering would be the only approach since
there are no genes for green fluorescence in poodles. Genetic engineering
would make it possible to take genes for green fluorescent protein from a coral
or a jellyfish and insert those genes into the poodle genome. The result may
be a poodle that is fluorescent. However, if the breeders wanted a hardy and
intelligent dog, it would be extremely challenging to develop such a dog via
genetic engineering due to the multiple poorly understood traits needed over
and above those already exhibited in a poodle. Instead, the best approach would
be through breeding; the only technology currently available that would have a
reasonable chance of success.
It is the same with yeasts needed for second generation ethanol plants. The
new organisms have a range of complex industrial characteristics needed and
Microbiogen believes breeding to be the most practical approach with the
greatest potential to succeed. The current glucose fermenting yeast strains need
a breeding program to evolve them so that they can ferment a wider range of
sugars and operate in more severe hydrolyzate conditions, whilst retaining their
industrial characteristics. Microbiogen yeast strains have the potential to change
the whole current ethanol equation.

Company Background
Microbiogen’s technology IP from the principal scientists Dr Philip Bell and Dr
Paul Attfield. For nearly a decade the company has developed the technology,
and has had success in partnering with international companies that have
complementary technologies. The company’s innovations have been further
recognised by a string of awards and Australian Government grants.

International Projects
Formal collaboration and heads of agreements for the use of the Microbiogen
yeast strains have been announced with PureVision Technology (USA),
ENEnergy (Norway) and a range of other collaboration agreements are currently
being negotiated.
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MicroHeat Technologies Pty Ltd.
ABN

72 124 065 774

Company Profile

Contact

Aldo D’Eramo

Phone

+61 3 9758 4430

Email

aldo@microheat.com.au

Address
		

Unit 43, 756 Burwood Hwy
Ferntree Gully VIC 3156

MicroHeat Technologies Pty Ltd is a successful Australian private company
focussing on research and development of advanced systems in the field of
continuous flow electric water heating technology. The DETOS (Direct Energy
Transfer Optimisation System) technology is patent (PCT) protected globally and
has demonstrated its ability to significantly optimise energy usage and reduce
water consumption. The technology powers the most highly advanced, energy
and water efficient water heating service appliances in the world.

Email us
Putting new energy into fluid heating.

Target Export Markets
MicroHeat is seeking distribution and
manufacturing partners globally.

Target Export Industries
Hot Water Appliance Manufacturers and
Distributors.
Commercial and Domestic Construction
Organisations
Commercial Building Management /
Maintenance Organisations
Government Energy Efficiency and Water
Policy Stakeholders
Water and Energy Utilities

Type of Business Sought
Export - distribution through exclusive licensing
agreements

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Efficient Fluid heating
Effective water services management strategies
Expertise in converting innovative concepts to
commercial reality, solution design, engineering
and manufacturing.

The MicroHeat technology is unique. The innovative DETOS water heating
process is facilitated by directly energising water via electrodes in the water
stream. The technology platform incorporates a microprocessor based control/
feedback loop that optimises the energy required to deliver the required output
temperature at the desired flow rate, which can be less than 1.5ltr/min. Precise
outlet temperature (accurate to +/- 1°C) is maintained during changing flow rate
or input temperature.. This results in key functional and commercial aspects of
differentiation when compared to current ‘instantaneous/continuous flow’ hotwater systems.
These Australian designed and engineered water heating products are extremely
efficient and have virtually no energy losses, (surpass all current minimum energy
proficiency standards), facilitate reduction in water usage, are more cost efficient
to produce, and are highly durable. The system does not incorporate heat
exchange technology and therefore does not promote dissolved salt deposits,
does not require venting and as such, has none of the on-going maintenance
issues of existing products.
Independent testing has shown that MicroHeat appliances transfer 100% of the
electrical energy to the water and are overall 98 to 99% efficient. MicroHeat has
contracted RMIT University, Victoria, to conduct further independent efficiency
testing validation.

Technologies & Capabilities
MicroHeat Technologies is developing a range of products that include
the following.
Continuous Flow Electric Hot Water Systems (Hot Water Systems) as
new or replacement units for the domestic /commercial markets. (Dimensions
- H308mmxW205mmxD122mm). The units can be installed as ‘point of use’
systems that alleviate energy losses and water wastage associated with hot
water storage systems. In the case of commercial buildings, ‘point of use’
strategies alleviates the need for heating hot water reticulation piping. The unit
can be attached to Solar Hot Water Systems as a ‘smart’ boosting device thus
further reducing energy consumption and water wastage.

Year Established
2004
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Fields of Commerce
Design, engineer and manufacture of
energy and water efficient appliance
solutions for global export markets.
Manufacturer of fluid heating products.

Management Team
The MicroHeat Management Team is an
amalgamation of specialists with a combined
150+ years of senior management
experience covering; manufacturing, large
infrastructure development, multi-million
dollar projects, innovative technology
research, finance, marketing, strategy and
distribution channel management, in both
private and public sectors.
Robert van Aken,
Managing Director (Founder)
Cedric Israelsohn,
Technical Director (Founder)
Geoff Merrill & Ian Taig - Electronic and
System Engineers
Jade Hendriks, Financial Controller
Aldo D’Eramo,
Director-Global Marketing and Strategy
Dexter Clarke, Manager Manufacturing
Brett Hernadi, Program Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Standards:

›› Australia: Australian Standards
Watermark AS3498 (Pending)

›› Electrical Safety: IEC and AS/NZS
60335-2-35, IEC 60730-1 and UL 499:
Miscellaneous Water Heating (Pending)

Two Different Hot Water Dispensers (HWD) for domestic and
commercial markets.
1. Continuous Flow Hot Water Dispenser (no storage) allows water to be heated
on demand to an output temperature of 98°C whilst flowing out of the faucet
at a nominal rate of 1.2ltr/min.
2. Two Stage Hot Water Dispenser (small storage and boost system) heats water
statically in a container to a pre-set temperature of 70°C. Water is then heated
dynamically on-demand to the output temperature of 98°C whilst flowing out
of the faucet up to a flow rate of 1.2ltr/min (Dimensions - H240mm x W145mm
x D150mm).
MicroHeat continuous flow, hot water heating appliances installed as a ‘point of
use’ hot water service promotes:

›› Energy conservation – No heat loss in reticulation pipes and no standby
losses from storage tanks. No need to heat water in hot water reticulation. No
inefficiencies resulting from heat exchange technology.

›› Water conservation – No waiting for water to reach temperature at point
of use.

Company Background
The MicroHeat technology concept began in 2001, and with assistance
from Melbourne University Faculty of Physics, and other tertiary & research
institutions, was able to be successfully patented. Commercial feasibility and
conceptual development was undertaken from 2004 onwards. Experts were
engaged from various disciplines including electronics, advanced material
sciences and mechanical design to develop the prototypes. Sophisticated ‘A’
sample prototypes were manufactured capable of demonstrating the energy
efficiency and water conservation aspects envisaged. This design success
resulted in serious interest from leading global hot water service manufacturers
and distributors.
In 2009 MicroHeat was awarded a Climate Ready Grant from the Federal
Government. MicroHeat has established a manufacturing partnership with Futuris
Automotive, and is currently in the commercialisation and accreditation phase
for its appliances. Production is scheduled for July 2011 and the company is
currently finalising commercialisation aspects with global distribution partners.

International Projects
Product Launch:

Awards
The global export market potential for
MicroHeat Technologies water heating
appliances was recognised through an
Australian Federal Government Climate
Ready Grant in 2009.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
The technology, system and method
for rapidly heating fluid is patent (PCT)
protected globally with four main patent
families. All registered patents are owned
by MicroHeat Technologies. A full list of
registered patents available upon request.
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›› March 2010 – Globe 2010 Conference, Vancouver, Canada (Austrade) Event
›› March 2010 – Greening California Summit, Sacramento, California USA
›› May 2010 – Alliance to Save Energy Conference, Washington, DC, USA

MIGfast Pty Ltd.
ABN

14 119 035 371

Company Profile

Contact

Matthew Cuthbertson

Phone

+61 3 9238 5901

Email

enquiries@migfast.com

Web

www.migfast.com

Address
		

40 City Road
Southbank VIC 3006

The MIGfast Welding Tip is a consumable welding contact tip that represents
a breakthrough in the traditional design of the contact tip and addresses
fundamental physical issues of wire transfer through the tip and continuous
current delivery. MIG welding tips have been in existence for decades and the
basic design principle has not changed over time. Most are simple copper
bodies with a machined through hole which generates multiple points of contact
and therefore a fluctuating arc.

Email us
MIGfast Pty Ltd is a Victorian company
dedicated to the development and
production of MIGfast Welding Tips
that reduce energy consumption, costs
and emissions.

Current Export Markets

The MIGfast Tip however uses, on average, 30% less energy than conventional
tips, generate about 30% less carbon dioxide (greenhouse) emissions, weld
up to 50% faster, and last five times as long as current tips. They also use less
welding material, saving hundreds of metres of wire per welding-robot per shift.
Former Victorian Energy and Resources Minister Peter Batchelor stated that,
“If these welding tips were used by all MIG welding robots globally, it would save
about 700,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide per year and more than 70,000 tonnes
of welding wire”. The product is only about three centimetres long but is set to
provide huge improvements for industry and the environment, both in Australia
and overseas. This technology represents the most significant productivity gain
in MIG welding technology since the introduction of the modern welding robot in
the 1980s.

USA
Europe

MIGfast has successfully trialled the product with companies in Australia,
Europe and the United States and has begun low volume exports to the USA
and Europe.

Target Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Increase USA/Europe penetration, Mexico,
Brazil, India, Thailand, Malaysia

The MIGfast Tip significantly advances control of the arc by creating a single
point of contact within the copper body via a stainless steel insert. When linked
with the alumina insulator at the end of the tip the result is reduced variability
of the arc and an increase in the life of the tip. The stainless steel and alumina
have much greater resistance to the abrasive characteristics of the steel wire.
The new welding tip can be used in robotic MIG (Metal Inert Gas) and gas metal
arc welding, technologies employed in the automotive, whitegoods, defence
and metal fabrication industries. The company is currently in production with a
number of Australian companies and is, through them, production part approval
process (PPAP) approved with the Australian automobile vendors.

Target Export Industries
Motor vehicle producers and supply base,
construction, mining, shipbuilding,
oil and gas

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Manufacture of products

The end result is a tip that MIGfast guarantees will enable an existing welding
cell to run at welding speeds at least 25% faster than current tips giving
throughput or productivity improvements that, to-date, have achieved between
20% and 40%. In most cases welding speeds have improved between 35%
and 50%. This is associated with an improvement in the tip life of between 4 to
5 times that of current available tips, a significant reduction in fume levels and
a noticeable reduction of up to 13% in the amount of wire usage as spatter is
almost eliminated. The tip has been designed to be interchangeable with existing
products and will cover most of the standard wire diameters used globally. It
has been developed for mass production and has been in production since
November 2007.

Management Team

Company Background

Matthew Cuthbertson, Chairman

The MIGfast Tip is the result of 4 years of R&D initiated in the Australian
CRC (Co-operative Research Centre) for Welded Structures with the original
design being created and patented by the CSIRO. MIGfast Pty Ltd acquired
the ownership of all patents and technology in May 2006 and was formed.
The innovation has been recognised with numerous awards and
development grants.

Manufacturing process/technology change
to reduce energy and gas consumption

Year Established
2006

Fields of Commerce

Jake Brown, Welding Technology Manager
Chandi Welungoda, Design Manager

Awards

›› Winner of the 2009 Gold Award
SAE-A Automotive Engineering
Excellence Awards

›› MIGfast partner, Frontline Australasia
won the 2008 Innovation Award at
the Greater Dandenong Chamber of
Commerce Premier Regional Business
Awards for commercialisation of the
MIGfast welding process

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patents granted in Australia, Korea, Japan,
Canada, USA, Malaysia and Europe.
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Australian Projects
Frontline Australasia
MIGfast has been working closely with Frontline, an Australian original equipment
supplier, to develop and introduce the MIGfast Tip. The initial trials were
concluded in early 2008 and Frontline has since installed the MIGfast Tip in all
of their welding cells recording productivity gains of 27 percent. Frontline has
obtained PPAP approval from all of its original equipment customers to introduce
the MIGfast Tip.

Mission NewEnergy
ABN

63 117 065 719

Company Profile

Contact

Guy Burnett

Phone
		

+61 8 9443 9512
+61 431 747 277

Email

guy@missionnewenergy.com

Web

www.missionnewenergy.com

Address
		
		

Unit B9, Tempo Offices
431 Roberts Road
Subiaco, WA 6008

Mission NewEnergy Limited is a producer of biodiesel that integrates sustainable
biodiesel feedstock cultivation, biodiesel production and wholesale biodiesel
distribution. The company has a biodiesel production capacity of 105 million
gallons per annum and 179,325 productive acres of Jatropha carcas, or Jatropha,
under cultivation by contracted Indian farmers. Jatropha is an inedible perennial
oil seed plant that can grow on marginal soil with limited water and without
displacing agricultural land used for food supply.

Email us
With operations located in Australia,
Malaysia, India and Mauritius, Mission is
a globally integrated renewable energy
company. Mission operates two biodiesel
refineries in Malaysia and one of the world’s
largest Jatropha plantation companies.

Current Export Markets
India, Malaysia, USA, European union

Target Export Markets
China, Korea, Japan

Target Export Industries
Biofuels

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

As a producer of biodiesel, Mission is a participant in the US$2.5 trillion global
market for liquid fuels.

Technologies & Capabilities
Wind Energy – Mission NewEnergy currently provides wind power to a state
utility in India.
Biodiesel – Mission NewEnergy’s refinery technology is multi-feedstock.
Therefore, while Crude Palm Oil is the primary feedstock, the technology allows
the use of other quality feedstock. The company currently supplies biodiesel
globally and plants are located at an excellent portside location with worldwide
shipping connections.
Jatropha Seeds – Jatropha curcas is an inedible energy oil crop that is used
as a feedstock in the production of sustainable biodiesel. It can be grown in arid
and marginal land requiring very little water. Mission NewEnergy has access to
large acreages of planted Jatropha curcas in several states of India as well as
nurseries and seed procurement centres. The company also has an extensive
field network to manage harvesting, storage, extraction and transportation of
Jatropha oil and seeds.
Mission Biofuels India Private Limited is currently selling high quality Jatropha
seeds that can be used for both plantation and oil extraction purposes. In
India, the company has emerged as a leader in the large scale development of
Jatropha curcas. Mission Biofuels India Private Limited has:

›› Access to around 179,000 productive acres of Jatropha cultivation with the
goal to increase the acreage incrementally

›› Developed its own nurseries and seed procurement centres in India through
which customers can buy the Jatropha seeds

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biocompost

›› A strong network of field teams to manage and maximise the output of
Jatropha Curcas

›› Partnered with the leading Jatropha research centre, The Energy Resources
Institute (TERI), to implement optimum planting cultivation technologies and
ensure highest yields are achieved.
Refining – Through the wholly owned Malaysian subsidiary, Mission Biotechnologies
Sdn Bhd operate a state of the art 100,000 tonnes per annum Biodiesel Refinery
and Glycerine Purification plant at Port Kuantan. The plant can also produce two
valuable by-products: 4,000 tonnes per annum of Palm Fatty Acid Distillate and
8,000 tonnes per annum of 99.7% pure Pharmaceutical grade Glycerine.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established
2006

Listed Company
ASX Listed: MBT

Further expansion with a 250,000 tonnes per annum biodiesel refinery will
bring figures up to 10,000 tonnes per annum of Palm Fatty Acid Distillate and
25,000 tonnes of 98% pure technical grade Glycerine. The plant will use the
latest second generation trans-esterification technology developed by Axens, a
subsidiary of the French Institute of Petroleum.

Fields of Commerce

The plant location and site is designed for pipeline feed-in of material and feedout of biodiesel into shipping vessels and tankers. This minimises storage and
handling costs and also prevents the contamination of biodiesel.

Research and development
Software and ICT services

Company Background

Management Team
Dario Amara – Non-Executive Chairman
Datuk Zain Yusuf – Non-Executive Director
Nathan Mahalingam – Managing Director

Mission NewEnergy Limited listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 4
May 2006 following a significantly over subscribed Initial Public Offering (IPO).
While the company’s initial focus was solely biodiesel, it has since diversified
into feedstock and wind power. To accommodate its expanded focus and better
reflect its position as an emerging player in the renewable energy sector, on 8
August 2008 the Company changed its name from Mission Biofuels Limited to
Mission NewEnergy Limited.

Guy Burnett – Finance Director
Admiral Tan Sri Anwar – Independent
Non-Executive Director

International Projects

Arun Bhatnagar – Independent
Non-Executive Director

Through its Indian subsidiary, Mission Biofuels India Private Limited, two
1.65MW windmills (total nameplate capacity 3.3 MW) were commissioned at the
beginning of February 2008 and they have generated electricity that is sold to
the state utility of India.

Peter Torre - Independent
Non-Executive Director

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› High quality biodiesel is consistently
manufactured well above the
international standards, EN 14214 and
ASTM D 6751

›› The AGQM (Arbeits Gemeinshaft fuer
Qualitaets Management) is the German
Biodiesel Quality Certification Body.
Mission NewEnergy is the only nonGerman biodiesel producer certified
by AGQM

Awards

›› ISO9001 attestation

Wind Energy

The wind turbines are located in an ideal position whereby the wind can blow
freely across the turbines from all directions. The turbines use the power of the
wind to generate electricity that is transferred to a grid through a transformer,
which then supplies homes with electricity. The turbines benefit from the
monsoon season that commences in early June until September. Wind power
generation during this period accounts for two thirds of the annual wind
power generated.
Biodiesel refining
Mission NewEnergy’s biodiesel production facilities comprises of two separate
transesterification refineries that convert feedstock oil to biodiesel located at Port
Kuantan, Malaysia. The first biodiesel refinery (Plant I) has a 30 million gallon-peryear nameplate capacity. Plant I has achieved ISO9001:2008 certification. Plant
I is also the only non-German biodiesel production facility certified to produce
BPAC-AGQM technical standard biodiesel, which allows Mission to sell compliant
biodiesel in Germany, the largest biodiesel market in Europe. The second
biodiesel transesterification refinery (Plant II) is adjacent to Plant I with a 75
million gallons-per-year nameplate capacity. Plant II uses highly efficient secondgeneration transesterification technology. The production facility in Kuantan is
connected by two-way pipelines to a dedicated jetty 200 meters away at an allweather, deep sea, international port.
Jatropha curcas feedstock operations
Mission NewEnergy has a significant Jatropha cultivation operation in India,
consisting of Jatropha seed research and development, nurseries, contract
farming with advanced farm management systems, warehousing and logistics
capability, seed crushing and oil extraction capability and access to a banking and
financing network. The company has over 175 thousand acres under contract.
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Mono Energy
ABN

77 004 449 478

Company Profile

Contact

Tania Soghomonian

Phone

+61 2 8216 0980

Email

monoenergy@nov.com

Mono Energy’s water and energy solutions are Australian-designed. The
company’s expert projects team manages all aspects of project delivery from
project inception and development, to financing, implementation and postimplementation assessment.

Web

www.monoenergy.com.au

Address
		
		

Suite 12, Level 34
50 Bridge Street
Sydney, NSW 2000

Email us
Mono Energy is focussed on the global
export of sustainable water and energy
infrastructure solutions for developing
communities, offering both complete
turnkey projects and product distribution.

A key part of the team’s success is its ability to develop and strengthen crosssectoral relationships, identifying and bringing together all levels of stakeholders,
such as government officials, community representatives, NGOs, financial
partners and local service delivery partners. This comprehensive approach to
infrastructure challenges ensure the solutions delivered are sustainable and
catered to the identified and emerging needs of communities, leaving the
communities empowered, rather than burdened. Through creative and trusted
partnerships, Mono Energy delivers sustainable water supply, irrigation, sanitation
and energy infrastructure solutions, allowing communities to harness natural
resources and take control of their future.
In addition to the development and delivery of complete projects and solutions,
Mono Energy also distributes NOV Mono’s water pumping standalone products
in a number of Asian and African countries, including solar powered water
pumping products.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Asia and Africa

Mono Energy has sustainable water and energy solutions and products for a
range of applications:

Target Export Markets

Agriculture - Solar powered water pumping systems enable farmers to more
easily access regular, reliable supplies of water for crop irrigation and provide
food security for their communities.

Asia and Africa

Target Export Industries
Agriculture, Water and Wastewater,
Government, NGOs

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Hybrid systems
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Drinking water - The regular supply of clean water for drinking and cooking
is a major challenge facing millions of people every day. Mono Energy’s solar
powered water pumping and purification system solutions can supply thousands
of litres of clean water every day, with tank systems for storage of excess water.
Sanitation - Mono Energy’s surface-mounted, floating or submersible pump
systems can either deliver clean water to a central collection point within a
community for sanitation purposes or across a local distribution network to
numerous homes and/or facilities.
Aquaculture - Solar powered pumps are an ideal solution for pumping
oxygenated water into the fishery pools. Solar powered pumps can be surface
mounted, floating or submersible.
Solar power systems - Mono Energy supplies solar power solutions for a variety
of applications to supply communities with clean, modern energy services.
Solar powered energy systems can be designed to supply medical centres,
schools, community precinct lighting or homes and be either central mini-grid or
individual systems.
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Year Established

Company Background

Parent company NOV Mono,
established 1935

NOV Mono’s Mono Energy business was established at the beginning of 2009.
NOV Mono, a leading manufacturer and supplier of pumping systems since
1935, recruited a team of solar professionals who specialised in solar powered
infrastructure solutions for developing communities. By bringing together
pumping and solar expertise in the one business, NOV Mono has created a
sustainable solutions provider for the unique infrastructure challenges which face
developing communities around the world.

Mono Energy business established in 2009

Fields of Commerce
Engineering design
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management

Management Team
Les Poole – General Manager
Tania Soghomonian – Asia
Business Manager
Athol Wraith – Business Development
Manager, Africa

International Projects
Sustainable Agriculture Water Management Project (SAWMP), Sri Lanka
The SAWMP project was created to provide individual farmers in Sri Lanka’s dry
zones with an affordable, regular source of water. Since 2004, the project has
seen more than 9,000 systems installed, benefiting farmers and communities
across Sri Lanka.
Amguo Village, South Cotabato Philippines
In 2007, an NOV Mono Sun-Sub solar system was installed to provide easily
accessible potable water to the small village of Amguo. The 2400 watt stationary
Sun-Sub solar system lifts water 120 metres to the village and delivers in excess
of 13,000 litres of water per day to the village storage tanks.
Andhra Pradesh, India
NOV Mono, Tata BP and Rural Development Trust (RDT) created an initiative in
the southern Indian state of Andhra Pradesh to offer a marginal land holding to
the local farmers who fall below the poverty line. For the arid region, RDT chose
the NOV Mono Sun-Sub Series 3000 solar water pumping system as the ideal
choice for use with drip irrigation which has significantly improved the crop yield
and quality.
Nepal
The Nepalese Government in conjunction with the European Union (EU)
established a program to deliver water into the remote villages nestled in the
Himalayan mountain range. Electricity is not available in these mountaintop
villages, so NOV Mono was approached to devise a solar solution that had the
capacity to pump water across more than 150m. The NOV Mono Sun-Sub pump,
with a 1200 watt solar array, was selected for this application delivers in excess
of 20,000 litres of water a day.
Tanzania
The World Bank has initiated a program to identify and assist communities in
dire need of drinking water. Severe health problems in these communities were
attributed to contaminated surface water and insufficient ground water. As there
is no electricity to support these communities, NOV Mono’s 1200 watt Sun-Sub
water pumping system with tracking solar array was installed to provide up to
50,000 litres of water per day.

Australian Projects
NOV Mono’s solar water pumping products are supplied to the Australian
market via its numerous Australian offices. For more information, please visit
www.monopumps.com.au or call 1800 333 138.
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MultiTrode Pty Ltd.
ABN

43 010 679 419

Company Profile

Contact

David Fletcher

Phone

+61 7 3340 7000

Email

davidf@multitrode.com

Web

www.multitrode.com

MultiTrode Pty Ltd was founded in 1986 and is a leader in pump station
management systems, with offices in the USA, UK and Australia. The company
designs, manufactures and markets pump station managers, pump station
controllers, pump station supervisors, remote telemetry unit (RTUs), liquid level
sensors, liquid level relays, SCADA software and web based monitoring solutions.

Address
		
		

Brisbane Technology Park
18 Brandl Street
Eight Mile Plains QLD 4113

Email us
MultiTrode is a specialist in lift station
control and monitoring for water and
wastewater utilities worldwide.

Lift stations, or pump stations, are used to ‘lift’ liquid uphill, against gravity. They
are the essential component of a wastewater collection system which takes
wastewater from residents and businesses in a community and pumps it to a
sewage treatment plant. They are equally essential in moving ‘potable’ water from
a water treatment plant up to one or more reservoirs, so that the clean water can
flow by gravity to the community.
MultiTrode has more than 15,000 pump station managers and RTUs installed in
water and wastewater lift stations all over the world. The new MultiSmart pump
station manager has revolutionised the field, with hundreds of utilities both large
and small switching to MultiTrode’s product.

Technologies & Capabilities
Current Export Markets
The company has offices in the USA, UK
and throughout Australia

Target Export Markets
Currently investigating opportunities in the
Middle East, throughout Asia, Pacific, as
well as North, Central and South Americas.

Target Export Industries
Municipal and private utilities companies
involved in water, wastewater and
stormwater services, systems and
infrastructures

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

MultiTrode commits 15% of its sales revenue to research and development
in continually developing technically advanced products and systems. Its
team of highly qualified R&D engineers design and develop products that are
focussed on making the job easier for operations staff, in water and wastewater
organisations globally. MultiTrode offers a wide range of products to suit
individual situations.
The management of wastewater transmission has improved significantly in recent
years with advancements in technology. Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition
(SCADA) ranks among the more noteworthy of these tools to reach the field of
public works.
With telemetry, hardware and software elements of SCADA, proven by years of
successful installations in large cities, scores of smaller municipalities are now
investing in the technology. Some use it mainly for heightened safeguard against
overflows and to gain centralized electronic control.
Used as a broader management tool, however, SCADA also can reduce staff
overtime, help in preventive maintenance scheduling and improve the operational
cost efficiencies of a utility. MultiTrode uses these technological advancements
and SCADA technology to provide sophisticated solutions. The company’s offthe-shelf pump station management package provides all the data required to
remotely manage lift stations without the complexities of some new emergency
response protocols.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Lift station control and monitoring for water
and wastewater utilities worldwide

MultiTrode was established in 1986 and has since grown into a global company
with offices in the UK, USA and throughout Australia. It has appointed distributors
throughout the world. Opportunities are currently being sought in Europe, the
Middle East, Asia, Pacific, as well as North, Central and South Americas.

Water and wastewater management

Year Established
1986

Management Team
MultiTrode Pty, Ltd.
Craig Parkinson, Chief Executive Officer
David Fletcher, General
Manager, Australasia
Scott Clark, Financial Controller
MultiTrode, Inc.
Aaron Parkinson, President
Robert Rutemiller, Sr. Vice President
Nicholas Claudio,
Engineering Services Manager
MultiTrode, UK, Ltd.
Stuart Duncan, General Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
MultiTrode is an ISO9001 company
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International Projects
Talkeetna, Alaska, USA
The MultiTrode Outpost PSMS system was used to correct the remote town’s
sewer system deficiencies that were causing intermittent groundwater
contamination. The PSMS offered an off the shelf, pre-programmed pump
management and software package solution that reduced future dependence on
already scarce system integrators. This system remotely monitors and controls
the lift stations over telephone lines.
San Francisco, California, USA
The East Bay Regional Park District manages 29 park trails, 65 parks, camping
and recreation areas, lakes and lagoons, wilderness, shorelines, fishing docks
and preserves as well as education centres and conference facilities over 1,745
square miles. MultiTrode’s MultiSmart Pump Station Manager provided the
solution for effective management of water and wastewater over such a large
and dispersed district. It was selected for its reliability, modular expansion, open
interface capabilities, easy installation and simple intuitive operator controls.

Australian Projects
New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service
The organisation is responsible for managing over 600 parks and reserves.
Due to the increase in visitor numbers, managing sewerage systems in parks
and reserves became a major challenge, and if left unaddressed, ran the risk
of effluent waste run off. Because parks are widely dispersed and remote,
MultiTrode’s ability to monitor and control pump stations from a central operation
centre was ideal. MultiTrode’s SCADA and web based PumpView system
was implemented.

Neuplex Pty Ltd.
ABN

85 066 433 976

Company Profile

Contact

Thomas Man

Phone

+61 8 8365 4439

Email

tman@neuplex.com

Web

www.neuplex.com

Address
		

37 Belford Avenue
Devon Park SA 5008

Neuplex is a knowledgeable and experienced Australian technology company
and project developer with an impressive track record of providing innovative,
reliable solutions in the fields of industrial automation, water management
and renewable energies. The company also undertakes ongoing research
and development through strategic partnerships with specialist companies in
Germany and Holland, Neuplex is developing new capabilities in large scale
renewable energy solutions such as solar trackers and combined wind/solar
generators. The company is also developing instrument techniques for soil
movement detection which, if successful, can monitor and give early warning of
erosion and abnormal earth activities.

Email us

Technologies & Capabilities
Green and humanised technology solutions
for saving energy, treating water and
generating power.

Current Export Markets
China, India, Thailand, Malaysia, Poland

Target Export Markets
Vietnam, Europe, Middle East, North
America, Latin America

Target Export Industries
Defence, transportation,
construction, mining

Type of Business Sought

Neuplex specialises in the provision of services and technology for water
management, energy efficiency and renewable electricity generation projects.
Solar Energy
Neuplex provide small to large solar PV system using its own MPPT technology
and close loop control electronic design. The system has very high conversion
efficiency of 97% all the time compared to conventional system of 67%.
Therefore the system can save up to 30% solar PV panels or extract 30% more
energy from the same system. Neuplex systems are currently applied to solar
streetlights, remote housing, well pumping and greenhouse automation.
Water Treatment
Neuplex solutions are widely used for wastewater treatment monitoring and
control in Australia. The solutions on offer range from being simple integrated
instruments for measuring and recording water quality, to a comprehensive
complete system comprising sensors for water quality, level and flow as well as
radio transmitters, recorders, controllers and advanced computer software. The
company’s water management project capabilities cover both industrial and
agricultural needs.

Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic
Solar powered outdoor and semi-outdoor
touch screen terminals
Waste management
Water quality monitoring
Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

1994

Neuplex started in 1994 as the export agent and consultant for a number of
Australian technology SMEs. In 2003, Neuplex formed a strategic partnership
with Entech Electronics, a leading electronic design engineering and
manufacturing group based in South Australia. Since then, Neuplex has been
promoting and servicing a range of special products made by Entech and
participated in many key promotion campaigns and projects overseas, from
China, Hong Kong to Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. In 2006, Neuplex helped
Entech to land a large data acquisition system project in India.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Fabrication of components
Import and wholesale
Manufacture of products
Out sourced manufacture of company IP
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Software and ICT services
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
T Man, Managing Consultant
K Man, Director, Finance & IT
J Man, Chief Administrator
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International Projects
Yulin, Shaanxi China
Neuplex developed and installed solar energy generating systems and
associated software in Yulin municipality. Although the area is rich in mineral
resources the local Government was keen to promote alternative energy
solutions brought to the region by Neuplex. In January 2008 Neuplex donated
two sets of solar equipment to commence cooperation with both government
and companies in region.
A solar pump was installed as a showcase in Jinbian County of Yulin region in
November 2008.

New Energy Partners
ABN

58 100 510 889

Company Profile

Contact

Johan Dreyer

Phone

+61 2 9998 4700

Email
		

johan.dreyer@			
newenergypartners.com

Web

www.newenergypartners.com

New Energy Partners will implement a nimble development and investment
strategy in the wind and concentrating solar thermal markets, targeting positions
that allow medium term competitive advantage and value creation opportunities.
The company is headquartered in Sydney, Australia and has an office in
Switzerland to service its expanding European market. New Energy Partners
operates through the following arms:

Address
		

Unit 21, 14 Jubilee Avenue
Warriewood NSW 2102

Email us
New Energy Partners is a diversified
renewable energy technology and projects
development company with expertise in the
fields of solar, wind and consulting services.

Current Export Markets
New Energy Partners has offices in
Switzerland and Australia to serve the
Asia Pacific, European and Middle Eastern
markets. The company is currently exporting
to Spain (solar) and New Zealand (wind).

Target Export Markets
In the initial phase of commercialisation
the primary markets for NEP Solar are
Australia and Southern Europe with the rest
of the world initially being served on an
opportunistic basis.

NEP Solar is a subsidiary group of New Energy Partners. Its management
and engineering team has deep experience in solar thermal concentrating
technologies, applications and projects. The division’s primary focus is on the
development and production of concentrating solar process heat collectors.
NEP Solar started commercial production of its concentrating solar process
heat collectors, the parabolic trough PolyTrough 1200, in 2009. The technology
will be deployed on several commercial projects including commercial building
air-conditioning, large scale water heating and process heat for a variety
of industries.
NEP Wind is the wind project development division of New Energy Partners.
The primary role of NEP Wind is to identify wind farm project development
opportunities and progress the project sites to permitting, including securing
land rights, monitoring of wind speeds and conducting general feasibility studies.
Typically projects are then developed jointly with one or several partners through
to construction.
NEP Consulting is the consulting arm of New Energy Partners. As an advisor
NEP Consulting makes its expert knowledge available to its clients in the areas
of concentrating solar thermal (power and process heat), energy systems
and wind farms.

Technologies & Capabilities
New Energy Partners has extensive expertise in the renewable energy sector.
The company develops, designs and manufactures its technologies and provides
advice on applications and other associated services.
Solar

Target Export Industries

›› NEP Solar is focussing on market
segments and clients for solar process
heat and solar cooling.

›› NEP Wind focuses on wind power
generation only.

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership
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NEP Solar’s novel and proprietary technique for manufacturing reflector panels
can be used in all types of concentrating solar collectors. The current collectors
(parabolic trough PolyTrough) are designed to generate process heat at 120300°C for industrial processes, desalination, process heat, commercial solar
heating and cooling and large scale water heating. It can also be used in multi
generation systems.
The polymer based reflector is a unique and proprietary design feature of the
NEP Solar collectors, making it a light weight and easily shippable product
with lower life-cycle costs. Precision, modular design and ease of installation
makes it the most accessible solar process heat collector on the market. It is
manufactured using a proprietary one-step manufacturing process, a patented
process which results in a lightweight, stiff and accurate surface. The collector
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration, renewable generation, solar
thermal, water heating, wind energy

Year Established
2002

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, manufacture of
products, product installation, product
maintenance and servicing

Management Team
Johan Dreyer, Chief Executive Officer
Stefan Minder, General Manager Projects
Antoine Millioud, Director
Beat Knoblauch, Director

Awards

›› The group’s innovations have consistently
been recognised through numerous grants
and awards

›› Winner 2009 Intersolar Innovation Award
(for the novel PolyTrough 1200 parabolic
trough solar collector)

›› Awarded 2004 Sustainable Energy
Research and Development Fund (SERDF)
Grant – Australia’s first solar cooling
demonstrator

›› Awarded 2006 Renewable energy
development initiative (REDI) – Assistance
developing the PolyTrough collector

›› Australian Technology Showcase (ATS) –
Awarded 2009

›› Commercialising Emerging Technologies
COMET – Awarded 2009

Technology or Patent/Ownership

›› International patent PCT/AU2006/001989
in the name of New Energy Partners – A
reflector for a solar energy collection
system and a solar energy collection
system. Currently in Nationalisation phase
through the Patent Cooperation Treaty
system

›› Australian patent provisional application no.
2009901918 in the name of NEP Solar Pty
Ltd – A solar Energy Collection System
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has been tested thoroughly at the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). NEP Solar develops and manufactures
solar thermal parabolic trough collectors and can also advise clients on system
design and applications.
Wind
NEP Wind has successfully initiated several landmark wind farm projects in New
South Wales Australia including the Cullerin Range wind farm near Goulburn and
the Conroy Gap wind farm near Yass, both of which were taken over by Epuron.
Currently, NEP Wind is active in two sectors in New Zealand through NEP New
Zealand and in New South Wales where it is working on a new portfolio of
opportunities. NEP Wind is looking for further development opportunities.
Consulting
Typically clients would engage NEP Consulting to conduct analysis and advise
on technology due diligence, project due diligence and project development.
The company has advised leading private equity firms and industrial players on
investment targets, projects and new technologies. References will be provided
upon request.

Company Background
New Energy Partners was founded in 2002 and is based in Sydney, Australia.
Its success has expanded into international markets with creation of an
office in Switzerland and a New Zealand arm. From 2002 through 2004 the
company focussed on wind farm developments in New South Wales. Many
wind farms sites were developed and sold to wind farm developers, some of
which are currently operating or in construction. In 2004 it expanded wind farm
development into New Zealand.
The development of the PolyTrough commenced in 2005, tests were completed
early in 2008 and the first product (PolyTrough 1200) was commercialised in
2009. The installation of the first solar fields commenced in January 2010. A
larger PolyTrough collector aimed at larger industrial heat installations is in the
advanced stages of development.

International Projects
Plataforma Solar Almeria, Spain – In August 2009, NEP Solar received an
order from the Spanish government agency Ciemat to supply PolyTrough 1200
collectors for installation at the world renowned Plataforma Solar Almeria.
The solar field will drive an innovative building energy system currently
under development.
Swiss Alps – A PolyTrough1200 solar collector farm has been despatched and
will be installed by a utility who will sell the energy collected in a dairy processing
facility in the Swiss Alps.
Spain – The Technology centre CETIEX has ordered a small solar collector field
to drive a double stage absorption chiller for solar cooling.

Australian Projects
Charlestown Square Shopping Centre, Newcastle, New South Wales
As part of the major redevelopment and expansion Charlestown Square will
be the first shopping centre in Australia to be cooled by the sun. NEP Solar is
supplying the solar thermal field to power the cooling system.

New World Energy
ABN

64 125 744 005

Company Profile

Contact

John Libby

Phone

+61 8 9486 8299

Email

info@newworldenergy.com.au

Web

www.newworldenergy.com.au

Address
		
		

Level 3
46 Ord Street
West Perth, WA 6005

New World Energy is committed to delivering long term economic and social
benefits through the generation of clean and environmentally-friendly base-load
electricity derived from geothermal resources. As geothermal energy is the most
appropriate form of energy for the supply of large amounts of clean and reliable
energy, it is likely to be the energy source with the greatest long-term growth
potential in Australian and international markets.

Email us
New World Energy is a dedicated
geothermal energy exploration and
development company focussed on
Australia and Southeast Asia.

With a well-credentialed management team, New World Energy has developed a
clear exploration and development path for its projects that will ensure the most
cost effective and shortest lead time to electricity production.
New World Energy is focussed on the generation of electricity for supply to
high-growth areas with large base-load energy requirements. It is the largest
geothermal landholder in Western Australia with exploration permits covering
over 30,000km2 which include the majority of prospective areas in the Pilbara
region and northern Perth Basin. These strategic ground positions are close to
existing infrastructure and in areas of high and growing power demand. Perth
Basin’s geothermal energy potential could ultimately be a major contributor to the
rapidly growing Perth regional and metropolitan electricity market.

Technologies & Capabilities
New World Energy’s projects are adjacent to the resources-rich Pilbara and midwest regions of Western Australia where the
China-led demand for commodities such as iron ore and base metals is resulting
in huge additional base-load electricity requirements. With projects covering
the most prospective areas for geothermal energy in Western Australia, New
World Energy is well positioned for maximum penetration into these new and
expanding markets.
The company will target both Hot Aquifer and Hot Rock resources. In particular
it will focus on projects that are close to markets and have the potential to host
both types of resource in the same location. This will reduce the risk profile
of projects by leveraging exploration and development costs, reducing land
access issues and reducing capital costs by sharing power generation and
transmission infrastructure.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Target Export Markets

Company Background

Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam,
Thailand, Taiwan

The founders of New World Energy have been investigating geothermal energy in
Australia since 2006. These investigations confirmed that geothermal energy is a
potentially significant source of energy for Australia and led to the establishment
of New World Energy for the purpose of acquiring and developing geothermal
tenure. After a detailed assessment of the geothermal prospectivity, land access
and legislative issues across Australia, New World Energy identified Western
Australia as the state with the greatest potential for the large-scale delivery of
geothermal energy.

Type of Business Sought
Outward Investment
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy

In September 2009 New World Energy accepted seven geothermal permits,
giving it the dominant position in the Pilbara region.

Fields of Commerce

Australian Projects

Electricity generation

Pilbara Region

Management Team
Bret Mattes – Chairman

New World Energy is the dominant geothermal landholder in the Pilbara region,
with seven granted Geothermal Exploration Permits encompassing in excess
of 30,000km2 over the most prospective geothermal areas. The project has a
15,000GWh forecast growth, predominantly base-load.

John Libby – Managing Director

Perth Basin

Ronald Beevor – Director

The Perth Basin supports a large proportion of Western Australia’s population
and major industries and consequently contains excellent power infrastructure
to support geothermal development. The project covers over 2,000km2 and
has a 750MW base-load growth forecast. New World Energy has entered a
Memorandum of Understanding to negotiate a Power Purchase Agreement with
Synergy, Western Australia’s Government-owned electricity retailer. This gives
New World Energy a potential customer ahead of production.

Mervyn Davies – Director
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Norman Disney & Young
ABN

29 003 234 571

Company Profile

Contact

Leigh Gibb

Phone

+61 8 9281 6800

Email

l.gibb@ndy.com

Web

www.ndy.com

Address
		

115 Batman Street
Melbourne, VIC 3003

Norman Disney & Young (NDY) is a leading firm of consulting engineers with a
global presence. The company delivers highly innovative and tailored solutions
for clients in a wide range of markets including buildings, infrastructure,
government and sustainability. Over the past 50 years, Norman Disney & Young
has been responsible for improving the environmental performance of a wide
range of buildings and other amenities.

Email us
Norman Disney & Young is an innovative
and diverse engineering consultancy
with a commitment to excellence in
sustainable design.

Current Export Markets

Today’s buildings are designed with energy efficient and low carbon technologies
to create sustainable and healthier environments, reduce emissions and
the world’s reliance on natural resources. NDY’s engineers focus on taking
technology to new levels and its Building Information Modelling (BIM) capabilities
lead the industry by helping to improve decision-making on sustainability at the
earliest stages of design. NDY’s specialist Environmentally Sustainable Design
(ESD) team offers a range of environmental services including: carbon emissions
management, building rating schemes, renewable energy options, waste and
water management, and energy modelling and conservation.
The company has been responsible for high profile projects throughout Australia,
New Zealand, Asia and the United Kingdom.

South East Asia
Europe

Technologies & Capabilities

Target Export Markets

Engineering excellence is reflected in every aspect of services provided by NDY.
The company’s work on global landmark projects affirms its position as a leading
provider of sustainable and innovative designs that continue to redefine the
built environment.

South East Asia
Europe

Target Export Industries
Building, construction, engineering,
Building Information Modelling (BIM), major
infrastructure projects, sustainable design.

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biofuels, Biomass, Cogeneration,
Geothermal energy, Hybrid systems,
Renewable generation, Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal, Waste energy,
Waste management, Water heating,
Water saving technologies, Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Designing engineering services has been the foundation of NDY’s practice since
its inception over 50 years ago, and remains at the heart of its business. These
core disciplines include: mechanical, electrical, communications, security, fire
protection, vertical transportation and hydraulics automation. As an extension of
these core services, NDY offers a unique range of niche technical specialties. In
recognition of evolving market dynamics, NDY has established several specialist
groups; combining designers, consultants and engineers with specific specialist
skills and experience to provide a focussed design service.
NDY’s specialty services include: environmental consulting, acoustic engineering
services, lighting design, risk assessment and management, fire engineering,
life cycle services, BIM, tenancy fit-outs and refurbishment, commissioning
management and high voltage power.
As engineers, the NDY team recognises the responsibility and opportunity to
incorporate principles of economic, social and environmental sustainability
into its projects. Through skilful and sensitive design NDY seeks to minimise
environmental impact by analysing resource efficiency, assessing life cycles,
well-being and productivity.
NDY’s work also extends beyond project completion. The effective management
of a project’s life cycle is crucial to minimise environmental impact and operating
cost over its life. NDY offers services for all aspects of life cycle management to
provide clients with a comprehensive tool-kit to manage their facilities.
Company profiles > 169 

Year Established

Company Background

1959

Established in Australia in 1959, NDY is an engineering consultancy with a
focus on building services engineering. Today, NDY has offices throughout
Australia, the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Dubai. NDY has a long history
of improving environmental performance in its projects and has completed
numerous high profile projects internationally.

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Technical consulting

International Projects
PriceWaterhouseCoopers Tower, Auckland New Zealand

Tony Lukic – Managing Director

Completed in 2002, the PriceWaterhouseCoopers Tower is located on Auckland’s
waterfront and incorporates some of the largest floorplates (over 1,350m2) in
New Zealand. NDY provided a range of building services including extensive
computer modelling programs to optimise the HVAC design. Computational Fluid
Dynamics programs were also used to model environmental conditions within
the building.

Kristian Mertens – Chief Financial Officer

Chetham’s School of Music, UK

Management Team
Ian Hopkins – Chief Executive Officer

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› ISO EMS accreditation: ISO 14001
Environmental Management System

›› ISO 9001:2008 accreditation for Quality
Management Systems

›› Green Building Council of
Australia accreditation

Awards

›› Awarded the Building (non residential)
Gold Award of Merit at the 2010 Consult
Australia Awards for Excellence for its work
at the ANZ Centre, Docklands, Victoria

›› NDY part of the consortium that shared
in the Award for Best Interior Design
at the 2010 Building Better Healthcare
Awards held in London for its building
services design and consultancy work at
the Teenage Cancer Trust (TCT) Ward at
Birmingham Children’s Hospital

›› NDY part of the consortium that received
the silver award for Innovative Design and
Development at the 2010 Asia Shopping
Centre Awards held in Beijing, China

›› NDY was recognised for its building
services design and consultancy work
at Walker Corporation’s Point Cook Town
Centre Quadrant 4 shopping centre.
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NDY was appointed Building Services Consulting Engineers responsible for the
design, documentation and construction phase administration of the Mechanical,
Electrical, Communications, Security, Fire Protection and Sustainability (including
BREEAM) Systems for the new £23 million teaching facility. Specific energy
minimisation requirements have been integrated into the design strategy.
Northern Data Centre, Wynyard UK
This project involved the upgrade and conversion of a 30,000m2 warehouse
into an energy efficient data facility. NDY provided mechanical, electrical, energy
conservation and energy modelling services. NDY also developed a ground
breaking cooling solution that minimises the use of chillers and uses fresh air
to cool the data halls which led to a major reduction in CO2 emissions and is
expected to provide an annual energy saving of over 40% compared to a typical
modern data centre.

Australian Projects
Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria
NDY will implement a range of sustainable measures for this A$1 billion project
including: a blackwater treatment plant with 180,000litre/day capacity, chilled
water storage comprising two 300,000 chilled water tanks, active chilled beams,
and a high performance façade.
Old Parliament House, Canberra, ACT
Built in the 1920s, this heritage building demonstrates the great potential in what
can be done in making older buildings more energy efficient. NDY was tasked
with identifying sustainable refurbishment opportunities for the present and
future, enabling the client to establish a master plan for the building.

Nubian Water Systems
ABN

48 113 793 641

Company Profile

Contact

Barry Porter

Phone

+61 2 9647 2633

Email

barry.porter@nubian.com.au

Web

www.nubian.com.au

Address
		
		

Unit 3, Gateway Business Park
63-79 Parramatta Road
Silverwater, NSW 2128

Nubian’s advanced treatment process treats and recycles water, considerably
reducing water consumption, saving money and reducing environmental impact.
Nubian works directly with architects, builders, councils, developers, engineers,
hotels and landscapers to implement sustainable building solutions, as well
as domestic consumers building or retrofitting water recycling technology
in their home.

Email us
Nubian Water Systems manufactures
innovative water treatment and recycling
products for the domestic, commercial,
industrial and mining market segments.

Current Export Markets
Israel, Jordan

Target Export Markets
USA, UAE, India, Singapore, Europe

Target Export Industries
Domestic
Commercial
Industrial
Mining

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water quality monitoring
Water saving technologies

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Water recycling and reuse with Nubian technology, offers a compelling solution
for sustainability performance. As the formidable impact of climate change and
scarce supplies of water threaten communities worldwide, conserving water has
become an increasingly urgent issue. Nubian takes the greywater generated by
baths, showers, laundry and hand basins and treats it to a high quality. The key
benefit of greywater treatment is that the source is available every day. The more
greywater treatment systems there are in use, the less demand there is on aging
and constrained infrastructure, and the less financial and environmental cost to
manage distribution and waste treatment.

Technologies & Capabilities
Nubian’s technology safely treats greywater from basins, showers, baths and
laundry sources to an extremely high water quality, suitable for a broad range of
reuse applications. The Nubian solution typically includes ‘five stages’: a prescreen to remove coarse particles, the second and principal stage is the Nubian
vertical biofilter, followed by full ‘triple barrier’ disinfection with ultra-filtration, UV
disinfection and chlorination stages. The result is a particularly high water quality
suitable for re-use in toilet flushing, surface irrigation, vehicle cleaning, laundry
and more.
The Nubian range is compact, lightweight, scalable and easy to install making it
ideal for retrofitting of domestic and commercial buildings. Nubian solutions can
all be customised for individual requirements. Nubian can provide water solutions
to property developers, construction companies, specifiers, mining companies or
individual families. Nubian provides a range of products and services, including
the following.

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Domestic and commercial greywater treatment
UV disinfection
Filtration
Water monitoring
Remote monitoring
Drip irrigation systems
Water transfer systems.
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Year Established

Company Backgroind

2005

Nubian Water Systems Pty Ltd was formed in 2005 and is developing innovative
and robust systems that can be sold throughout Australia and the world. Nubian
is focused on developing products that are sustainable and affordable. During
2007, Nubian successfully developed and had accredited the Nubian greywater
treatment system and launched the GE Homespring ultra-filtration water
treatment system.

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products

Management Team
Barry Porter – Chief Executive Officer

Australian Projects

Phil Krasnostein – Technical Director

Maroubra Junction Uniting Church, Sydney

Deborah Phoebus – Financial Controller
Glenn Leishman – Production and
Project Manager

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Nubian holds patents and unique
intellectual property to support current and
planned innovation of new products.

This project involved implementing the Nubian GT 600 for greywater recycling in
two tertiary student residences on the church’s properties. Each residence has its
own standalone unit with the capacity to process up to 1200 litres of greywater a
day. The unit treats water from the hand basins, washing machines and showers
and recycles it for toilet flushing, and for irrigation of the students’ organic garden.
This represents a substantial saving of potable water, being 100 litres of potable
water per person per day or an annual saving of 47,000 litres per person.
St Hilda’s College, University of Melbourne, Victoria
Nubian Water Systems has recently completed the commissioning of a
GT600 grey water treatment system at the college. The GT600 is collecting
approximately 1000 litres of water per day from the laundry and showers.
Following treatment to a Class A standard, water is being used for subsurface
irrigation, keeping the garden green all year round.
Novotel, Airport Village Brisbane, Queensland
Nubian has provided a complete turn-key solution for the 157-room hotel.
Nubian’s system is automated, using a microprocessor-based control system with
real-time monitoring of water quality. Accurate dosing of chlorine is performed by
the Nubian’s Hydroguard HG-702 water quality analyser. This system embodies
Nubian’s design philosophy of keeping systems as low maintenance, userfriendly and intuitive as possible. This Triple Barrier Disinfection System treats
over 5,500 litres of greywater per day for use in toilet flushing, reducing the
burden on the city’s drinking water supply. The saving in water is just over 2.1
Mega litres per year.
Dickson Apartments, Little Bay, Sydney
Instead of using precious drinking water to flush their apartment toilets, the
Developers of Dickson Apartments in Little Bay, Australia have installed a
Nubian Greywater Treatment System. Recycled water will be re-used in the 42
apartments for toilet flushing and clothes washing, saving 16,000 litres per day.
Queensland Combined Emergency Services Academy
(QCESA), Queensland
Nubian has provided a solution to the challenge of treating groundwater for use in
fire training. Previously, the QCESA was using drinking water, untreated and unsafe
groundwater combined with rainwater for its fire training supply tanks. Considering
the high volume of water used for fire fighting training purposes a solution was
needed to reduce the burden on drinking water resources and ensuring the safety
of staff and environment. Water collected from groundwater wells and rainwater
is now treated by a Nubian system. This not only ensures safety of the water used
but reduces the demand on precious drinking water. The Nubian solution has
resulted in a saving in water of up to 1.5 megalitres a day.
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Oceanlinx Limited
ABN

85 077 104 404

Company Profile

Contact

Eduardo Alvarez

Phone

+61 2 9549 6300

Email

eduardo.alvarez@oceanlinx.com

Web

www.oceanlinx.com

Address
		

Level 2, 2A Lord Street
Botany NSW 2019

Oceanlinx is a renewable energy company specialising in ocean based energy
technologies. Oceanlinx has unique technology for harnessing energy from
waves to produce electricity for connection into national electricity grids or for
industrial consumers. The device has the potential to produce high pressure sea
water and use a reverse osmosis system to convert it into desalinated potable
grade water.

Email us
Oceanlinx is a renewable company that
has developed proprietary technology for
extracting energy from ocean waves and
converting it into electricity, with the potential
to provide desalinated potable grade water
from sea water.

Target Export Markets
Europe (particularly UK, Portugal,
Spain, Ireland)
North America (USA, Mexico)
Africa (Namibia, South Africa)

Target Export Industries
Renewable energy sector
Power utilities and water companies
Off-shore operations (such as oil
and gas producers)
Single industrial users in remote coastal areas
Isolated or remote coastal communities

Type of Business Sought
Licencing, Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination, wave energy

Year Established
Formed in 1997 as Energetech. In 2007, the
company changed its name to Oceanlinx.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Oceanlinx is primarily a developer of wave energy technology. However,
either directly or through its subsidiaries, Oceanlinx has carried out project
development activities and studies in several locations around the world to
identify global market opportunities for deploying its technology. Work in
these places is at different levels of maturity and the main areas of interest are
Australia, Africa, Europe and North America. Once opportunities are captured
in these places, Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) entities will be established to
develop wave energy projects.
Oceanlinx is one of very few wave technology developers with full-scale devices
deployed to convert wave energy into electricity (source: Emerging Energy
Research, 2009). It is also the only wave technology developer to have Wave
Energy Converter (WEC) units connected to the electricity grid in Australia.
Extensive collaboration has been established with several Australian and
international universities and companies as a result of Oceanlinx’s research
and development activities. Almost 10 years of R&D activities and two years of
product development and engineering are the foundations of the current design
of the technology.
At present, the company operates with a stable staff level of around 20
employees. Oceanlinx’s technology, through its three generation designs, has
been tested in open sea conditions at Port Kembla, New South Wales, about
100 kilometres south of the company headquarters in Botany, Sydney, where the
latest version of the technology (the Mk3PC) is currently grid connected.

Technologies & Capabilities
Oceanlinx’s core patented technology has two major elements:

›› an Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device, based on the science of
capturing waves within a chamber, but one which, compared to other OWC
technologies, offers high efficiency in energy extraction, and

›› the turbine, which is a unique variable pitch design that enables a constant
turbine rotation irrespective of the air-flow direction.
Proven technology for power generation, control and grid connection completes
the Oceanlinx WEC system. Key strengths of the system are:

›› robust hardware designed for survivability in a 100-year storm event with no
moving parts under water

›› no emissions, corrosive substances or heat produced, and
›› non intrusive visual impact since it will be deployed 1 to 4 km off-shore with
two-thirds of the structure submerged.
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Fields of Commerce

The technology has the following capabilities.

Early commercialisation of IP, electricity
generation, engineering design, outsourced
manufacture of company ip, project
management, research and development

Electrical Power: The device will have a rated capacity of 2.5MW or higher.
Depending on the wave climate conditions, it will be able to cover the electricity
needs of up to 1,000 Australian homes. It can be deployed in single devices, or
connected in parallel to form an array of multiple units to the same sub-sea cable
or to the same off-shore substation to send electricity to the power grid.

Management Team

Desalinated Water: The technology has the potential to produce fresh water by
generating high pressure sea water and converting it through a Reverse Osmosis
(RO) system. The advantage is that only fresh water would be pumped ashore,
while the brine would be discharged around the device through local wave
action and special outlets to allow adequate mixing with sea water. In typical
RO onshore plants, 1/3 of sea water pumped to shore is converted into fresh
water, the remaining 2/3 being pumped back off-shore as brine. Consequently,
significant energy savings could be achieved by using WEC devices rather than
conventional desalination plants.

Ali Baghaei, Chief Executive Officer and
Executive Director
Colin Parbery, Chief Financial Officer
Dr Tom Denniss, Chief Technology Officer
Dr Wolfgang Mueller-Leydig, General
Manager Engineering
Nathan Faulks,
Business Development Director

Awards

›› 2006 International Academy of Science
names Energetech technology among
the Ten Most Outstanding Technologies
in the World.

›› 2009 Oceanlinx named by the United
Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) as one of the
Top Ten Renewable Energy Investment
Opportunities in the World. Oceanlinx
placed third overall on the tally of winners.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Oceanlinx holds worldwide patents in wave
energy extraction, turbine blade control
and wave energy focussing technologies,
including the Denniss-Auld Turbine, which is
a unique variable pitch design that enables
a constant turbine rotation irrespective of the
air-flow direction.
A novel form of Oscillating Water Column
(OWC) has been developed in Oceanlinx
for which patent protection is pending. The
OWC works by capturing the wave within
a chamber. The rise of the wave drives a
column of air which is accelerated past a
turbine creating rotational motion. On the
return stroke, as the wave retires, the column
of air is sucked back across the turbine
enabling the extraction of energy from both
the rise and fall of the wave.
Oceanlinx has developed particular knowledge
and expertise in the complex interaction or
coupling of the OWC to the wave and the
manipulation of the damping effect of the
turbine through rotational speed, in order to
maximize the wave energy extraction.
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Company Background
Energetech was founded in 1997 by Dr Tom Denniss. The company later
changed its name to Oceanlinx. In March 2003 the first full scale Denniss-Auld
turbine was built and tested. The first generation design (Mk1) was installed as
a full scale pilot plant at Port Kembla, New South Wales, in December 2006,
followed by testing of a one-third scale floating (Mk2) concept design in 2007.
The third generation design of the technology was deployed in March 2010, as
a pre-commercial version (Mk3 Pre Commercial or Mk3PC). Experience gained
from the full scale pilot plant (the Mk1 unit) and the Mk2 design forms the basis
of the new design, Oceanlinx Mk3. The Mk3 Pre-Commercial demonstration
scale device is the first Australian grid connected device of its kind.

International Projects
The following are future projects currently being negotiated.
USA: installation of 1 Oceanlinx WEC device providing 2.7 Megawatts (MW) of
power to Maui Electric Co., to be located off the coast of Maui, Hawaiian Islands.
Portugal: potential installation of Oceanlinx WEC technology within the Portugal
Pilot Zone.
UK: potential installation of Oceanlinx WEC technology at the European Marine
Energy Centre (EMEC), Orkney Islands.

Australian Projects
Port Kembla, New South Wales
The Oceanlinx Mk1 full scale prototype was fitted out and first deployed in 2005.
The Mk1 Full Scale prototype was one of the first full scale wave energy devices
in the world. Its operation over the last few years has provided invaluable test and
operational data guiding the development of subsequent designs.
Oceanlinx is launching its 3rd Generation Wave Energy Converter, the Mk3PC.
This latest design and pre-commercial platform, is one of the most efficient and
cost-effective wave energy technologies in the global scene today. This unit is the
only wave energy device in Australia of this size to be connected to the electrical
grid and producing energy. In fact, Oceanlinx is one of very few wave energy
developers around the world that have grid connected wave energy devices.
King Island, Tasmania
Potential installation of Oceanlinx WEC technology.

Optimatics Pty Ltd.
ABN

54 143 843 421

Company Profile

Contact

Paul Smith

Optimatics is a world leader in water systems optimisation.

Phone

+61 8 8379 7353

Email

paul.smith@optimatics.com

Web

www.optimatics.com

Address
		

11/202 Glen Osmond Road
Fullarton SA 5063

Optimatics provides solutions that optimise the planning, operation and
management of water and wastewater infrastructure. The results generated
provide decision makers with defensible solution options, empowering them
to make decisions on anything from daily operations through to 50 year
masterplans. Optimatics has completed over 250 projects with more than 85
water and wastewater utilities and irrigation authorities in Australia, the US,
UK, New Zealand, Canada and Singapore. These projects have typically resulted
in a 10-30% decrease in capital and operating costs and helped clients to:

Email us
Optimatics provides optimisation software
and consulting services to the water
industry, assisting water and wastewater
utilities and irrigation management
authorities around the world to plan, operate
and manage their water infrastructure in an
optimal manner.

Current Export Markets
USA
UK
Canada
New Zealand
Singapore

Target Export Markets
South East Asia (Vietnam, Malaysia,
Philippines), North East Asia (China, Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan), Europe (France,
Spain, Germany)

››
››
››
››
››
››

Meet projected water distribution and wastewater collection demands
Reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions
Meet regulatory and environmental standards
Incorporate complex design criteria
Achieve greater transparency for investment and planning decisions, and
Reduce risk while achieving a significant return on investment (ROI).

Technologies & Capabilities
Optimatics assists water and wastewater utilities and irrigation authorities with
planning, operations and asset management activities using unique, worldleading optimisation technologies and processes.
Consulting – Optimatics has been delivering optimisation consulting services for
over 16 years and includes the following:

›› Master plans and staged capital improvement programs (to meet service
requirements whilst minimising infrastructure and operation costs)

›› Operations optimisation (to reduce energy costs, improve carbon footprint and
lower water age)

›› Asset management and mains rehabilitation and replacement (incorporating
risk and priority rankings)

›› Pipe criticality strategies (to assess vulnerability to pipe breaks)

Target Export Industries

Software – Optimatics provides a range of custom-configured optimisation
software and technology to its clients:

Water industry (water and wastewater
utilities, irrigation authorities)

Optimizer WDS: Water Distribution Systems – optimally plans new infrastructure
for water distribution systems

Type of Business Sought

Optimizer WCS: Wastewater Collection Systems – designs reliable, cost-effective
wastewater collection systems

Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies
Water systems optimisation
Water distribution system planning
Wastewater collection system planning
Pump schedule optimisation

Year Established
1996

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Research and development
Software and ICT services
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Tim Anderson, Chief Executive Officer
Alison Swart, Chief Financial Officer
Paul Smith, Regional Manager Asia Pacific
John Cowan, RegionalDirector North
America & Europe
Alana Duncker, Operations Manager
David McIver, Software
Development Manager

Optimizer WRT: Water Real-Time – implements real-time control of your pumps to
minimise risk, energy costs and greenhouse gas emissions
Optimizer WSS: Water Supply Systems – balances cost-effective production and
transfer of water with risks associated with long-term security of supply
OptiCritical: Protects your customers from supply outages due to pipe breaks
Training – Optimatics provides training courses for clients in water systems
optimisation theory and technology applications

Company Background
Established in 1996, Optimatics is a privately owned business with its technology
foundations in research performed at The University of Adelaide , South Australia.
The founders of Optimatics were the first to apply genetic algorithm optimisation
for water network planning. The company has since been the recipient of many
awards and government grants, in recognition of its outstanding technologies
and capabilities.

International Projects
Johnson County Wastewater, USA – Turkey Creek Sewershed Optimisation
A detailed capital improvement plan options analysis for the Turkey
Creek sewershed.
Watercare Services Limited, NZ – Bulk Water Mains Infrastructure Program
for Auckland, New Zealand
Optimatics, in conjunction with Opus International Consultants and MWH,
assisted Auckland’s bulk water provider, Watercare, to develop a 50-year
masterplan for the development of Auckland’s bulk water transfer infrastructure.
Las Vegas Valley Water District, USA – Daily Operations Optimisation Tool
Optimatics worked closely with LVVWD system planners and operators to
develop and configure an in-house optimisation tool. Optimatics was able to
help this client achieve a 13% reduction in water age, and 9.6% reduction in
energy savings.

Awards

›› 2010 IWA Project Innovation Award –
Honour Awardee

›› 2010 Engineers Australia South
Australian Engineering Excellence
Awards - Commendation

›› 2007 Water Industry Alliance
Innovation Award

›› 2006 Association of Consulting
Engineers Australia Award of Excellence

›› 2006 Australian Water Association
Research and Development Award

›› 2005 Water Industry Alliance
Innovation Award

›› 2004 Water Industry Alliance Export
Development Award
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Australian Projects
South Australian Water Corporation – Feasibility Planning Phase for the
Network Water Security Program
The Program’s aim was to connect Adelaide’s northern and southern
water supply networks and to fully utilise water from the new Adelaide
Desalination Plant.
Yarra Valley Water, Victoria – Northern Suburbs Sewerage Strategy
Yarra Valley Water engaged Optimatics to assess the best options to service the
northern growth corridor of Melbourne. Yarra Valley Water reported a 45% cost
saving compared to its original design, reducing the projected combined capital
and operational costs over the life of the infrastructure from A$153 million to
A$84 million.
Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) – Murray Darling Optimisation Tool
From 2007 through 2009 Optimatics developed an optimisation tool to help
MDBA improve the operation of the Murray and Darling Rivers. The system is
currently used at MDBA to determine optimal short-term operating procedures
and medium to long-term management policies for the River Murray.

Osmoflo
ABN

39 050 952 175

Company Profile

Contact

Deanne Loan

Phone

+61 8 8282 9788

Email

deanne.loan@osmoflo.com.au

Web

www.osmoflo.com

Address
		

PO Box 314
Rundle Mall, SA 5000

Osmoflo is an Australian owned desalination company and has designed and
installed around half of all industrial desalination plants operating in this country.
This makes Osmoflo well equipped to provide water treatment solutions for
even the most intractable raw water sources. Furthermore, as each project has
its own unique issues, Osmoflo has a depth of experience in designing custom
solutions that meet specific needs. Each plant is efficient, economical and can
be left to operate unattended for long periods of time, due its proprietary remote
monitoring system PlantConnect®. Most importantly, each plant is created with
the knowledge that careful examination of feed water and good system design
are crucial to ensure correct pre-treatment and trouble free use.

Email us
Osmoflo is an Australian owned desalination
and water recycling company. Operating to
world-class standards it is a market-leader
in membrane separation technologies for
municipal and industry sectors

Current Export Markets
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Philippines, New Zealand, UK

Target Export Markets
UAE, Chile, Peru, North Africa

Target Export Industries
Coal seam gas
Mining
Oil and gas
Power
Food and beverage
Manufacturing
Municipal

Type of Business Sought
Export

Osmoflo provides all the necessary services required from initial design
through to long-term operation. The company provides the complete package,
including pre and post treatment, and reverse osmosis desalination technologies
for the task, then commissioning and ongoing operation and maintenance.
Optimising plant efficiency requires a whole of process approach, starting with
understanding client needs through to plant design to operations. Process design
is guaranteed to satisfy client specification and expectations.

Technologies & Capabilities
The key to achieving high recovery is efficient design, including incorporating the
right pre-treatment technologies to properly condition feed water prior to feeding
into the membranes. Osmoflo’s design engineers have the experience to know
which parameters need to be considered and work closely with individual clients
to develop the best design and the most suitable whole-of-life operations and
maintenance regimes for each particular application, including the suitability of
remote operation. Each project is managed by a dedicated project management
team, supported by in-house technical services. This team is selected for its skills
in relation to the requirements of the job and client. Osmoflo’s broad range of
capabilities includes the following.
Project Management - Osmoflo project managers will manage a turnkey
solution themselves or will work with a client or consortium managers to deliver
large scale projects.
Desalination Applications - Osmoflo has an enviable reputation for its ability to
treat difficult raw water making it suitable for purposes ranging from process and
boiler feed to potable water across a range of sectors.
Research, Development & Innovation - Osmoflo is a leader in direct feed
reverse osmosis, high efficiency reverse osmosis and innovative disinfection
systems for dialysis water.
Technologies - Osmoflo provides a full technology service for membrane
water solutions, including pre-treatment, post-treatment, reverse osmosis and
brine management.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination
Water saving technologies

Process Design - Osmoflo has built more than half of Australia’s industry
desalination plants and each plant is designed for particular raw water condition
changes during operation.

1991

Operation - Osmoflo’s PlantConnect® system, linked to its 24 hour manned
operations control centre, monitors and manages plants, whether they are
located in Australia or other countries. Operators are involved in the entire design
cycle to ensure that the plant will perform well and can be maintained efficiently.

Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Design, Engineering, Operations
& Maintenance

Osmoflo’s capabilities stem from its beginnings in 1991 as a designer and
fabricator of medical equipment requiring precision, innovation and reliability.
These capabilities have been a foundation for Osmoflo’s success. Since then,
Osmoflo has delivered 290 plants in Australia and overseas, with 128 longterm operation and maintenance agreements delivering 70ML/d of water.
The company has a workforce of 220 people. While its main business focus
is providing technological services in design, engineering, operations and
maintenance; the company also has a large 18,000m2 fabrication facility.

Year Established

Management Team
Marc Fabig – Co-founder and
Managing Director
Kingsley Purdie – Chairman
Graham Dooley – Director
Jamie McKeough – Director
Larry Mitchell – Finance Director

International Projects
Hong Kong Jockey Club, Hong Kong

Certifications and Quality Approvals

Sea Water Reverse Osmosis desalination, providing 1.5ML/d water for irrigation.
This plant is remotely monitored and controlled from Australia, via Osmoflo’s
PlantConnect® and 24 hour operations control centre.

›› ISO 9001:2000 Quality Standards
›› Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods

Australian Projects

(ARTG) Aust R 125416

›› ISO 13485 (Medical Devices)
›› AS /NZS 4001:2001 Health & Safety

Queensland Gas Company, Coal Seam Gas Project, Queensland

Technology or Patent/Ownership

Osmoflo is providing an advanced reverse osmosis plant to desalinate water
displaced as a result of coal seam gas (CSG) extraction at Queensland Gas
Company’s Roma site. The Osmoflo facility will treat displaced water to a quality
standard that enables its beneficial release to the environment.

›› PlantConnect®

Delta Energy, Power Generation, New South Wales
Osmoflo desalination plants have been commissioned at Delta Energy’s Mt Piper
Power Station in NSW. The plants enable continuous recycling of cooling tower
blowdown water by treating the used water to a high purity standard.
Penrice Soda Products, Manufacturing Project, South Australia
Until relatively recently Penrice, Australia’s only manufacturer of soda ash, was the
second highest user of mains water in South Australia. In 2006, Osmoflo helped
Penrice reduce that dependency by providing, through a Build Own Operate
contract, a desalination plant which enables the use of alternative water sources.
Gorgon Project, Western Australia
Osmoflo has won major contracts to supply desalination equipment to the
Gorgon Project off Australia’s north-west coast (Barrow Island). The contract
involves the design and construction of four separate desalination plants which
will draw on the ocean as a source of water for treatment, and will be capable of
producing a total of seven megalitres of water a day.
Xstrata Coal Mine, New South Wales
The mine generates large quantities of water during the coal mining process and
Osmoflo’s reverse osmosis desalination plant enables this water to be returned to
the environment. The reuse water is making possible the rejuvenation of drought
affected waterways that have not flowed for years, rejuvenating local flora, fauna
and fish stocks.
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Pacific Hydro
ABN

31 057 279 508

Company Profile

Contact

Emily Wood

Phone

+61 3 9620 4400

Email

ewood@pacifichydro.com.au

Web

www.pacifichydro.com.au

Address
		

Level 11, 474 Flinders Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Pacific Hydro is Australia’s leading renewable energy company, with a significant
portfolio of hydro and wind power projects in operation and development.
Pacific Hydro produces power from water and wind, which is totally clean and
renewable; it is also assessing emerging renewable energy technologies. The
company has 1,934MW of projects in operations, construction or development
that have already saved the atmosphere from more than seven million tonnes of
greenhouse pollution.

Email us
Chile
Contact

Maria Paz Vicuna

Phone

+56 2 519 4271

Email

mvicuna@pacifichydro.cl

Pacific Hydro is leading the way in
identifying, developing, commercialising
and operating energy projects to power a
cleaner world.

Pacific Hydro enjoys a strong foothold in three of the world’s most rapidly
expanding clean energy markets. These key markets, in Australia-Pacific, Chile
and Brazil, are all resource-based economies which are expected to continue
benefiting from demand for their mineral and energy products. As these
economies grow, so too will their demand for clean and secure energy supplies.
Pacific Hydro will play a significant role in meeting that demand and has
developed a straightforward sustainable business strategy:

›› Optimise the operational efficiencies and earnings from existing assets
›› Develop a diversified portfolio of renewable energy assets through
development or acquisition that deliver growth and add economic value

›› Review and capture appropriate emerging renewable developments and
acquisitions, and

›› Develop vertical integration opportunities that complement the operation and
development of new projects.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Philippines
Chile
Brazil

Pacific Hydro currently has 1,934 megawatts (MW) of hydro power and wind
farm projects at varying stages of development, construction and operation
in Australia, Chile, Brazil and the Philippines. The company is also active in
the carbon market, with proven success in the production and trading of
carbon credits from its run-of-river hydro projects registered under the Clean
Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol.

Target Export Markets
Perú
Argentina

Target Export Industries
Wind energy
Hydroelectric energy

Type of Business Sought
Outward Investment
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

To take full advantage of the thriving carbon markets and bring its unique
expertise in project development to the table, Pacific Hydro has joined forces with
Australian engineering consulting firm SMEC and Japanese trading house Mitsui
to create Perenia, a complete, end-to-end carbon consulting business.
Beyond wind, hydro and carbon services, Pacific Hydro will continue to assess
opportunities for conventional geothermal energy through the licences it holds
in the Great Artesian Basin in South Australia. With the potential to deliver base
load zero-emission energy at a commercially viable price, geothermal energy will
attract increasing attention and support from governments and investors alike in
coming years.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Hydroelectricity
Hydro energy
Wind energy

Pacific Hydro was founded in 1992, and a series of small-scale Victorian hydro
projects were followed by the company’s award-winning 30MW Ord River Hydro
project in 1995. The company started its international development strategy in
1996 when a joint venture agreement was signed with Aboitiz Equity Ventures for
a 70MW hydro project on the Bakun River in the Philippines. The development
remains the largest infrastructure project ever built in the Philippines by an
Australian company. In 2000, Pacific Hydro diversified into wind energy.

Year Established
Founded in 1992

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation

Management Team
Rob Grant, Chief Executive Officer
Paul Townsend, Chief Financial Officer
Janine Hoey, General Manager, Group
Operations and Commercial
Markus Ziemer,
General Manager, Corporate Services

In 2004, Pacific Hydro continued its overseas expansion by acquiring the Chilean
Coya and Pangal hydro plants. In 2005 the company broke into the world of carbon
trading, negotiating the world’s first bank intermediated sale of carbon credits. In
2007, the 155MW La Higuera hydro project in Chile became the largest hydro project
to receive registration under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism.

International Projects
Brazil

›› In 2007, completed the A$50 million, 10MW Millennium Wind Farm abates
around 4,600 tonnes of greenhouse gas pollution each year and has a power
purchase agreement with government-owned power company Eletrobrás.

›› The 48MW Vale dos Ventos Wind Farm, was commissioned in March 2009 and
is estimated to save around 17,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas pollution per year.

Lane Crockett,
General Manager, Australia/Pacific

›› A further 389MW of potential development projects have been identified in

Doug Hattersley,
General Manager, Engineering Services

Chile

José Antonio Valdes,
General Manager, Chile
Mark G. Argar, General Manager, Brazil

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO 14001 certification for Australian and
Brazilian operating assets

Awards

›› Employer of Choice 2009
›› Competitive Company Program 2008
by Work related Accident and Illnesses
Insurance Company in Chile

›› Certificate for Operations Chile by Work
related Accident and Illnesses Insurance
Company 2009

›› Certificate for Pacific Hydro Chile by
Work related Accident and Illnesses
Insurance Company 2009

the northeast of Brazil.

Over the next five years, Pacific Hydro plans to invest more than A$1.8 billion
in new hydro power and wind farm projects in Chile, and produce up to one
million carbon credits each year. Pacific Hydro’s joint venture with Norwegian
company SN Power currently has two significant run-of-river hydro projects under
construction – the 155MW La Higuera project and the 158MW La Confluencia
project. Pacific Hydro is also independently developing new projects, having
secured the water rights for up to 600MW of run-of-river hydro power projects.
Philippines
Pacific Hydro maintains its operating projects in the Philippines, and will continue
to assess project development and investment opportunities in the country
as they arise. Projects include the Bakun Hydro Project with 70 MW capacity,
supplying to 280,000 homes.

Australian Projects
Clements Gap Wind Farm, South Australia
The 56.7MW Clements Gap Wind Farm will produce the equivalent electricity
needs of around 30,000 homes annually and abate around 5 million tonnes of
greenhouse gas during its operating life.
Challicum Hills Wind Farm, Victoria
When the 52.5MW Challicum Hills Wind Farm was completed in August 2003, it
was Australia’s largest wind farm. The project generates enough clean electricity
to power around 23,000 homes each year.
Portland Wind Energy Project
One of the largest wind energy projects in the southern hemisphere, the Portland
Wind Energy Project (PWEP) is being developed in four stages. Three of the four
stages are now complete and operational.
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Perenia Carbon
ABN

89 124 767 764

Company Profile

Contact

Marco Stacke

Phone

+61 2 9926 1700

Email
		

marco.stacke@pereniacarbon.com
enquiries@pereniacarbon.com

Web

www.pereniacarbon.com

Address
		

Level 7, 111 Pacific Highway
North Sydney NSW 2060

Created in 2008 and headquartered in North Sydney, Perenia has operations
throughout Australia, Asia and South America, and worldwide representation
through shareholders. Initially a joint venture between the prominent Australian
companies SMEC and Pacific Hydro, in 2009, Japan’s Mitsui & Co. Ltd.,
one of Japan’s largest trading companies, became the third shareholder. In
2009 Perenia also acquired SMEC’s ‘Carbon Services’ business including a
team of highly skilled practitioners based throughout Australia and Asia. The
company has a strong track record of over ten years’ experience in advisory
and technical services related to carbon management solutions, origination and
implementation of Clean Development Mechanism projects, sustainable energy
solutions and environmental management.

Email us
Perenia is a specialist firm with global reach,
providing complete carbon solutions for
companies looking to proactively respond to
the opportunities and challenges associated
with the impact of climate change.

Current Export Markets
Perenia has projects worldwide and offices
throughout Australia, the Pacific, Southeast
Asia, South Asia, North Asia, the Americas,
Africa, Europe and UAE.

Target Export Markets
South-Asia and South-east Asia.
Target Export Industries
Renewable energy, reforestation, mining

Type of Business Sought
Export
Carbon brokerage

The transition to a low carbon economy presents many opportunities for
investment and job creation, as well as challenges. Perenia will work to enable
organisations to successfully realise opportunities while managing risks. Perenia
aims to be a global leader in the provision of specialist carbon services that
enable organisations to respond actively to the opportunities and challenges
associated with climate change. The company is committed to facilitating and
enabling positive interaction between industrialised and developing nations in
the areas of technology transfer, sustainable investment and clean development,
focussed around successful project delivery.

Technologies & Capabilities
Perenia Carbon offers complete carbon solutions: partnering with domestic and
global clients to audit and assess their operations, develop strategies to manage
greenhouse gas emissions and adhere to regulatory requirements, facilitate
emission reduction projects and broker the transaction of carbon credits. The
company has experience in developing a diverse portfolio of emission reduction
projects in both developing and industrialised countries.
Perenia’s heritage includes several decades of experience in the identification,
design and operation of renewable energy and emission reduction projects.
In-depth knowledge and relationships in carbon markets and internationally
recognised consulting services. With current operations throughout Australia,
Asia and South America and worldwide representation, Perenia has the global
coverage to support clients wherever they do business. The company’s areas of
expertise include:

›› Carbon management solutions
›› Sustainable energy solutions
›› Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI) project
registration and optimisation

›› Transaction services for tradeable carbon units
›› Project development and delivery
›› Technology identification and assessment.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

International Projects

Biomass
Cogeneration
Geothermal energy
Hydro energy
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic
Solar thermal
Waste energy
Wave energy
Wind energy

CDM Projects, Worldwide

Year Established
2008

Perenia and its shareholders have successfully registered several CDM projects.
The registration process includes the preparation of a project design document,
consultation with stakeholders and the local community, facilitation of host
country approval, engagement and management of a designated operational
entity for validation and verification and response to queries by the CDM
Executive Board. These projects include the following.

›› Sikkim, India – Jorethang Loop, a 96 MW project, registered in 2008. Perenia
will manage and broker over 400,000 CERs per annum from this project.

›› Papua New Guinea – Lihir Geothermal Power Project, a 55MW project, is the
first project to be registered under the CDM in Papua New Guinea. Perenia
will assist the project owner in the commercialisation of 285,000 CERs
produced annually.

›› Chile – La Higuera hydro project, a Pacific Hydro joint venture project which
Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Engineering consulting
Environmental consulting
Carbon trading

Management Team
David Tow, Chief Executive Officer
Michael Wiener, Director Operations
Graeme Saunders, General Manager
Business Development & Client
Relationships
Andrew Jauncey, Financial Controller
Gordon Skerry, Practice Manager
Sustainable Energy Solutions
Kate Hughes, Practice Manager Carbon
Management Solutions
Will Greene, Regional Manager South Asia

was the first large hydro project to be registered under the CDM in Chile. La
Higuera will generate about 450,000 CERs annually.
Carbon Management Strategy, Worldwide
Perenia has been commissioned by one of the world’s leading food
manufacturing businesses to assist in the development of its global carbon
management strategy. This project includes a comprehensive global audit
of GHG emissions; assessment of opportunities to develop CDM projects by
capturing bio-gas at their operations in Central America and Asia, which could
potentially offset emissions in developed countries; review of compliance
requirements and potential impacts from GHG legislative frameworks and
policies in North America, Australia and Europe; and internal workshops to build
capacity in these areas within the core operations of the business.

Australian Projects
Energy Finance Program – Energy Audit Pilot Study 2007
The project involved undertaking a Level 1 energy and water audit of the
company’s thirty-five storey head office in Melbourne, Victoria. A detailed report
was prepared on the outcomes of the audit which included a range of energy
and water conservation measures. In total, the audit identified energy and water
conservation measures that could potentially reduce energy consumption by up
to 13% and water consumption by up to 25%.
Energy and Carbon Advisory Services for a Large Multi-Site Industrial
Company 2007-Ongoing
This project includes: ongoing energy and carbon advisory services,
development of a detailed GHG inventory and calculator for 2006/07, 2007/08
and 2008/09, assessment of risks and liabilities in relation to current Australian
carbon and energy related legislation and development of strategies to
manage the liability, assistance with fulfilling reporting requirements under
the NGERS Act, and assistance with the preparation of submissions and
application documentation under the Energy Intensive Trade Exposed
(EITE) industry assistance program including preparation of four preliminary
assessments; attendance at activity definition workshop; and preparation of one
formal assessment.
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Petratherm
ABN

17 106 806 884

Company Profile

Contact

Elena McRae

Phone

+61 8 8274 5000

Email

emcrae@petratherm.com.au

Web

www.petratherm.com.au

Address
		
		

Level 1
129 Greenhill Road
Unley, SA 5061

Petratherm is a South Australian-based explorer and developer of geothermal
energy. The company is committed to creating a quality portfolio of international
projects that are commercially sustainable and it is actively developing projects
in Australia, Spain and China. Petratherm balances new technology such as
Engineered Geothermal Systems with lower risk projects involving conventional
geothermal and hot water district heating.

Email us
Petratherm Limited is a leading explorer
and developer of geothermal energy and
is actively involved in projects in Australia,
Spain and China.

Current Export Markets
Spain, China

Target Export Markets
New Zealand, Indonesia, Portugal

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Geothermal energy
Renewable generation

Petratherm aims to develop a portfolio of quality geothermal energy projects
using both conventional and engineered geothermal systems (EGS) for
power and heat. The company will target projects where there is a favourable
combination of geology and market conditions and introduce joint venture
partners with the skills, appetite and funding ability to further develop projects
through to production.

Technologies & Capabilities
Petratherm’s flagship Paralana geothermal energy project will be Australia’s first
large scale base-load, zero emission commercial demonstration EGS power plant.
The project is backed by strong joint venture partners, and has been awarded
Government grants of A$69.8 million toward drilling and commercial demonstration.
The company’s entry into the Spanish energy market is a strategic move that
is consistent with the company’s stated objective of pursuing opportunities
in areas where the geology, energy market and regulatory environment are
conducive to commercially viable geothermal energy projects. The Company has
secured seven geothermal energy projects across Spain covering both EGS and
conventional geothermal technologies and is targeting both direct use hot water
and electricity as the two key products for sale to local markets.
Petratherm’s main projects are adjacent to Spain’s two largest cities, Madrid and
Barcelona. The company also holds two conventional volcanic geothermal projects
on the islands of Tenerife and Gran Canaria on Spain’s Canary Islands. Petratherm
has established a Spanish office in Madrid and expanded its skills base to service
its growing project portfolio. Recently, the company has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with energy giant Enel Green Power to jointly develop electricity
producing projects in Tenerife and Gran Canaria and to jointly pursue other projects
in Spain and Portugal. Petratherm also has an Exclusive Cooperative Agreement to
identify high prospect geothermal energy projects in China.

Company Background
Petratherm Ltd is a leading explorer and developer of geothermal energy and
was listed on the Australian Stock Exchange in 2004 (ASX Code: PTR). Based in
Adelaide, Petratherm is actively involved in projects in Australia and overseas. It
is the first geothermal company to formally develop conventional, EGS and direct
heat energy (supplying hot water) projects in Spain. Most recently, the company
entered into a landmark, exclusive agreement with four key Chinese geological/
geothermal institutions to undertake a co-operative assessment to identify
prospective geothermal projects in China.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

International Projects

2004

Spain – Petratherm has four key project areas across mainland Spain and
the Canary Islands. Petratherm has recently signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Enel Green Power to jointly develop all electricity
projects on mainland Spain, the Canary Islands and Portugal.

Listed company
ASX Listed: PTR

Management Team
Terry Kallis – Managing Director
Peter Reid – Exploration Manager
Paul Jepsen – Paralana Project Manager
Ella-Maria Llanos – Reservoir Engineer
Mathieu Messeiller – Project Geologist
Paul Smith – Business Accountant

Madrid - The company has a large 20km by 20km tenement area for a district
geothermal heating project and has signed a cooperative agreement with the
Spanish Federal and Madrid Regional governments
Barcelona - The company is assessing the potential for both district heating and
electricity production development
Tenerife and Gran Canaria islands - The Company is targeting conventional
high temperature volcanic-based geothermal electricity production on two
largest islands of the Canary Islands archipelago. Tenerife has substantial
transmission infrastructure within close proximity of Petratherm’s Geothermal
Exploration Licenses.
China – Petratherm is the only Australian geothermal developer formally
endorsed by the Chinese and Australian governments through the Asia-Pacific
Partnership. This involves Petratherm helping China - the world’s fastest growing
market for electricity, rapidly develop its highly promising geothermal energy
opportunities. Petratherm has also completed its Engineered Geothermal Project
Prospectivity assessment for China, which formed the basis of an Asia Pacific
partnership grant awarded by the Australian Federal Government. The program
identified several new prospective geothermal sites for electricity generation,
specifically in the South East of China where most of the new demand for
electricity is required.

Australian Projects
Paralana, South Australia
This project was recently awarded a A$62.8 million Federal Government grant.
An independent resource assessment of a total inferred geothermal resource
is calculated to be 230,000 ± 40,000 Petajoules. Just 1% of the total inferred
resource could run a 260 MW power plant for over a 30 year period.
East Gippsland, Victoria
Petratherm has been awarded a geothermal exploration permit in Victoria’s East
Gippsland Basin to develop a Hot Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) geothermal project.
Preliminary economic analysis indicates that the project is capable of producing
commercially viable, large scale base load, power generation. The Permit covers
an area of 9000km2.
Renmark, South Australia
In February 2007, Petratherm acquired two geothermal exploration licences. The
tenements cover the highly prospective Renmark Trough and are ideally situated
in very close proximity to two major transmission lines capable of carrying in
excess of 220 MW of power.
Heliotherm Ltd, Adelaide Research Project, South Australia
Heliotherm Limited, a 100% owned subsidiary company of Petratherm Ltd,
has entered into an exclusive agreement with the University of Adelaide to
develop the Heliotherm integrated technology project. The project has been
offered a A$0.8 million grant under the Premier’s Science and Research Fund.
The innovative project aims to reduce the cost of solar thermal technology
by up to 40% through the integration of solar thermal, geothermal and
combustion technologies.
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Process Group Pty Ltd.
ABN

14 091 554 960

Company Profile

Contact

Craig Dugan

Phone

+61 3 9212 7100

Email
		

craig.dugan@processgroup.com.au
office@processgroup.com.au

Web

www.processgroup.com.au

Address
		

5 Hobbs Court
Rowville VIC 3178

Process Group is a leading supplier of packaged process systems and process
trains for the oil and gas production, refining, petrochemical and carbon capture
industries. This complete capability is maintained at both the Melbourne
(Australia) and Abu Dhabi (UAE) facilities, which allows entire projects to be
controlled from concept design through to final manufacture on one site, by the
same group of people. The Singapore office provides vital sales and project
engineering support throughout Asia, where extensive fabrication is also carried
out to meet specific project needs.

Email us
Process Group is a leading supplier of
complete packaged process systems
and complete process trains for a variety
of applications in oil and gas and carbon
capture and storage.

Current Export Markets
Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand,
Burma, Japan, Malaysia, UAE, Qatar, Oman,
Saudi Arabia, USA, New Zealand, UK,
Europe, China

Target Export Industries
Oil and gas and carbon capture

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Carbon capture and storage
Oil and gas

A global company, Process Group’s head office is located in Melbourne, Australia,
and is a new purpose-built facility containing office and fabrication resources
on one site. The facility contains all staff and equipment to allow excellent
management, engineering and inspection of all facets of typical projects. Projects
for the Middle East and North Africa region are handled through the company’s
Abu Dhabi facility, and Process Group also maintains an office facility in
Singapore, where sales and project engineering support staff are based.
The company’s philosophy remains focussed on providing solutions to directly
improve environmental performance and improve production outcomes. Solutions
are often highly novel and specialised, combining proven and innovative
technology with expert process design to deliver a sustainable technology benefit.
Process Group’s services and technology packages can be applied in a range of
industries from mining and pharmaceuticals to energy generation.

Technologies & Capabilities
Process Group has a wide range of technologies in the areas of solids
management, gas processing, water treatment, carbon capture and storage,
power generation and crude oil processing. Each package is designed in close
consultation with the client to ensure the best overall design is achieved. Process
Group offers a suite of services and technologies for application in these areas.
Below are just some of what the company offers.
Oil and Gas Processing – With a team of over 15 process engineers and the
latest in computer process simulation software process group’s capabilities
include: gas sweetening, gas dehydration, CO2 removal, LPG recovery and
processing, NGL recovery and full natural gas process trains. Crude oil
processes include, crude stabilisation, desalters, dehydrators, heater treaters and
sweetening units.
Carbon Capture – Process Group’s carbon capture technology can be
immediately retrofitted to virtually any exhaust gas system, including coal or gasfired boilers, gas turbines, blast furnaces, and cement kiln off-gas. The process
enables carbon dioxide to be selectively absorbed from flue gas via countercurrent contact with a regenerable solvent. The solvent is a patented aqueous
amine or amino acid solution specially designed to selectively absorb CO2 from
gas streams. Process Group is closely associated with The Cooperative Research
Centre for greenhouse gas technologies (CO2CRC) providing access to the latest
advances in carbon capture technologies.
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Year Established
1978

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Construction services
Early commercialisation of IP
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Fabrication of components
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting

Water Treatment – Deoiler cyclones are used to recover liquid hydrocarbons
from oily-water streams. The cyclones are mostly installed in a pressure vessel in
a cluster, with the required number (1-270) of Cyclones Liners to match the water
flow rate.
Solids Management – Desander cyclones are pressure-driven separators that
require a pressure drop across the unit to cause separation of the solids from
the water. Desander cyclones are static cyclone separators commonly used
for continuous sand and solids removal from produced water, condensate or
gas streams. They are supplied either as single-liner units, or as multiple-liner
configurations inside vessels.

Company Background
Established in 1978, Process Group has grown to be a leading provider of
modules for the oil, gas and carbon capture industries. With offices in Australia,
Singapore and the UAE the company is capable of providing equipment across
global markets in oil and gas and carbon capture. The company’s turnover is
US$100 million per annum.

Management Team

International Projects

Craig Dugan, Managing Director

Oman

Alistar Singh, Sales Director

Mark Walker, Project Director

In 2008, Process Group undertook a A$4.5 million project for Petroleum
Development Oman (PDO). Oil is separated while the water is reinjected back
into the reservoirs to improve oil production and avoid surface disposal. Process
Group supplied 2 Produced Water Treatment packages to achieve this.

Mick Arter, Chief Financial Officer

Indonesia

Phil Tuckett, Marketing Director

John Rundell, Director
Barry Graham, Managing Director UAE

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› ISO-9001 Quality Management System
used to manage its entire business
operations in Australia and the UAE

›› ASME VIII
Technology or Patent/Ownership

›› Two pending international patents in
carbon capture

›› Numerous registered designs in the field
of hydrocyclone technology

›› Supply of a MEG Regeneration Package to PT Saipem Indonesia
›› Supply of three Produced Water Treatment Packages for Pertamina
›› Water Treatment package for the Ujung Pangkah Onshore Facility
Australian Projects

›› Process Group technology is used in the successful capture and storage of
carbon dioxide at the International Power Hazelwood power station.

›› Design, fabrication, installation and commissioning of the A$1.8 million
CO2CRC Otway Project pilot capture plant, the biggest of its kind in Australia
and the largest research and geosequestration demonstration project in the
world. The pilot plant processes CO2 rich gas from a natural well before reinjecting the gas into an adjoining disused well.

›› Primary fabrication supplier to Regal Resources Limited’s Underground Coal
to Liquids (UCTL) Pilot Plant at Oak Park.

›› Finalised projects for Queensland Clean Fuels located at BP Bulwer Island
Refinery, Origin Energy, located at Yolla and Shell New Zealand.

›› Delivered a set of Glycol (TEG) Dehydration and Regeneration packages for
Origin Energy’s Spring Gully, Taloona facility. These packages are designed
for the filtration and dehydration of Coal Seam Gas (CSG) and have a capacity
of 50 mmscfd of gas at the design operating pressure of 13,500 kPag. They
represent the 10th set of gas dehydration packages that Process Group
has designed and built for Origin Energy’s CSG facilities in Australia in the
past 6 years.
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Quantum BioEnergy Limited
ABN

63 115 910 659

Company Profile

Contact

Justin Vianello

Phone

+61 7 3177 1040

Email

justin@bioenergy.net.au

Web

www.bioenergy.net.au

Quantum Bioenergy (QBL) is the authorised agent of Shendong Engines in
Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea. Shendong Engines dominate
90% of the coal seam gas market in East Asia and offer a cost effective solution
for the Australian Market. This authorised agency agreement includes the
following range of engine/gensets.

Address
		

Unit 37, 20 Ellerslie Road
Meadowbrook QLD 4131

Email us
Quantum BioEnergy Limited is a niche
power company generating renewable
energy from liquid waste in Australia.

Target Export Markets
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Fiji

Target Export Industries
Any industry producing the following gases
as a by-product of their production process:

››
››
››
››

Natural gas
Coal seam methane
Biogas and biomass
Low BTU gas

QBL also provides diesel engines.
Primary industries of focus are as follows:

›› Agriculture – livestock
›› Coal mining
›› Coal seam methane exploration

››
››
››
››
››

Natural gas
Coal seam methane
Biogas and biomass
Low BTU gas
Diesel.

QBL offers either a fully containerised, easily transportable energy generation
package, or a stand-alone non-containerised engine. QBL is a niche power
company generating renewable energy from gas and has developed
considerable expertise in power generation from organic waste streams. The
company is in the process of leveraging its expertise across wider fuel sources
including the following:

››
››
››
››

Coal seam gas and coal mine methane gas
Diesel
Natural gas
Low BTU gas.

Technologies & Capabilities
Quantum Bioenergy is able to offer a cost effective bundled solution with its
generation package. The system is easily transportable, installation is simple, and
delivery lead times are significantly reduced.
QBL has expertise in covered anerobic ponds/lagoons. The specific application
of this expertise relates to the use of sludge recycling systems and the
application of ultrasonic technology to the digestion of organic wet waste.
QBL has key expertise in installing, commissioning and operating the electricity
generation infrastructure associated with the generation of power from covered
anerobic ponds/digestors.

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Bioenergy, biofuels, biomass, cogeneration,
combustion and gasification, desalination,
energy storage, renewable generation,
rural and remote utility, waste energy,
water heating

QBL converted to a Public Company in 2007

Australian Projects
Murray Goulbourn Project

Year Established

Commissioned in January 2010, QBL installed a power generation facility using
biogas produced by an onsite digester, with a generation capacity of 760 kW.

2005

A J Bush & Sons

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Import and wholesale
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management

Management Team
Richard Brimblecombe, Chairman
Abré de Villiers, Managing Director & CEO
Colin Vianello, Executive Director
Justin Vianello, Commercial Director
Dr Nick Harris, Company Secretary
& Legal Counsel
Nathanael von Muralt, Senior Engineer
Kathleen Summerville, Finance Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Registered with the Office of Renewable
Energy Regulator.

Awards
Business Magazine Anthill rated Quantum
BioEnergy Limited number 22 in its
2009 rating of Australia’s Most Innovative
Companies ‘Smart 100’ – Making it the only
waste-to-energy and biomass renewable
energy company to make the list.

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Patent reference number 2009903890
– Method and apparatus for the recovery
of biogas.
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Commissioned in April 2010, QBL installed a power generation facility utilising
biogas produced by in-ground anaerobic pond with a generation capacity
of 500 kW.

Quantum Filtration Medium Pty Ltd.
ABN

80 099 362 026

Company Profile

Contact

James Glaskin

Phone

+61 8 9721 4044

Email

jglaskin@qfiltration.com

Web

www.quantumfiltration.com.au

Quantum Filtration Medium Pty Ltd, located in Western Australia, has developed
an extremely powerful catalytic action water filtration media brand named
DMI-65 that will remove all iron and manganese to the international standards
for drinking water and down to undetectable levels if required. The system is
currently being used in over 25 countries worldwide.

Address
		

PO Box 2106
Bunbury, WA 6280

Email us

The DMI-65 is one of the fewer catalytic water filtration media in the world
developed to remove iron and manganese that is certified to NSF/ANSI 61 for
drinking water applications. This catalytic water filtration media are highly capable
of removing both iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) simultaneously through low cost
catalytic oxidation and retention of precipitate. It will also remove other elements,
such as arsenic from a water supply given the correct conditions.
Iron and Manganese

Quantum Filtration Medium Pty Ltd is the
supplier of the DMI-65, one of the most
sophisticated catalytic water filtration media
currently available.

Current Export Markets
Trade Shows and Target Markets in India,
Indonesia, USA, Russia, Hungary, Poland,
Turkey, South Africa

The DMI-65 is the lowest cost method of removing iron and manganese from
a water supply. All other processes are expensive to operate and difficult to
maintain. Iron can be removed by many different methods to achieve the
‘international standards for drinking water’. Many of these methods are regarded
as old technology in world standards, expensive in chemical and labour costs,
energy and ongoing costs and maintenance costs. Manganese is much more
difficult to remove and expensive using traditional methods.
The DMI-65 has a life span of at least 5 to 8 years if the plant is
maintained correctly.

Target Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

All Countries, particularly Europe and China

The DMI-65 is infused technology, not just a surface coating technology like
other catalytic water filtration medias, which gives it the advantage of a long life
span and powerful performance.

Target Export Industries
Water Treatment

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Waste management
Water quality monitoring
Water saving technologies
Water Treatment for Drinking Water, Waste
Water, Irrigation

Catalytic Filter Media
The DMI-65 works by catalytic filter media boosting the oxidation capacity of
a low cost oxidant such as NaOCl (before the filter oxidant is injected). Iron
and manganese in a solution are in the form of lower valence oxi-hydroxides
(e.g. ferrous hydroxide). Higher valence oxi-hydroxides (e.g. ferric hydroxide,
red colour) are not soluble in water around neutral pH. When water with iron
and manganese in solution, and oxidant reaches the filter bed, the low valence
hydroxides oxidize to a high valence insoluble form and precipitated particles
are retained in the filter bed. Normally, this process would take place in a matter
of days to weeks. The catalytic filter media makes this happen in minutes by
accelerating the reaction a few hundred times. The DMI-65 is a similar filtration
media to other iron and manganese removal medias, however the DMI-65 does
not need to be re-generated with potassium permanganate at all.
Features of DMI-65 includes the following.

›› Lowest cost method of removing these elements from a ground water supply
to the world drinking water guidelines

›› Powerful catalytic action and its ease to maintain and operate
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established
2002

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products

›› Although similar to manganese greensand, there is no need to add potassium
permanganate, which is dangerous, costly and difficult to operate and maintain

›› It only requires a small amount of Sodium Hypochlorite (chlorine) to be
injected into the raw water as an oxidant - the DMI-65 does the rest

›› Certified to the US Standard of NSF/ ANSI 61 for drinking water and has been
tested by many other water treatment laboratories

›› It is used by some of the world’s largest water treatment companies and is
Management Team
Clive Hawkes – Managing Director
Keizo Suzuki – Director
Daren Hill – Director
James Glaskin – General Manager
Mitchell Hawkes – Process Manager

currently exported to 25 countries

›› Various applications including: municipal, domestic, commercial and industrial
water treatment plants and the agriculture sector. The DMI-65 is also used
extensively to protect RO membranes

›› Can also be installed into existing water treatment plants currently using
older technology

›› Is produced in the company’s Bunbury manufacturing plant for distribution
throughout Australia and overseas.

Rifka Solikhah – Marketing Manager
Gheorghe Duta – Chief Engineer of Science
and Development

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Quantum Filtration Medium’s DMI-65
product has been tested and certified by
the Water Quality Association according to
NSF/ANSI 61 for materials safety

International Projects
George Water Treatment Plant , South Africa
The new municipal drinking water treatment plant in George, South Africa
supplies drinking water to more than 30,000 people. The water in George is
renowned for its dark colour, bad odour, high levels of humic and fulvic acids, and
also containing iron, manganese and aluminium. Commissioned in January 2007,
the new municipal drinking water treatment plant processes over 500 tonnes
of DMI-65 treated water, which has been compared to bottled mineral water
available at local chemists.

Australian Projects
V&V Walsh Project, Western Australia
V&V Walsh has grown into one of Australia’s leading Meat Processors and
Exporters. The company’s old system was unable to meet World Health
Organisation Standards and they were required to upgrade in order to retain
export licences. Upon installation of the DMI-65, 1 gigalitres of bore water was
treated daily for use in abattoir and boning rooms. Water containing 15ppm Iron
was reduced to 0.05ppm at a rate of 70 cubic metres per hour using 3 filters.
There was also a dramatic reduction in the water’s manganese content.
With the DMI-64, V&V Walsh were able to satisfy World Health Organisation
Standards and AQIS standards (Australian Quarantine and Inspection Services).
Furthermore, the old system had to be cleaned every 6 weeks to remove iron and
manganese sludge. In contrast, after 6 months of use, the DMI-65 filter media
was still clean. This has resulted in substantial savings in maintenance and
energy savings.
Raffles Hotel, Swan River Foreshore, Western Australia
Dewatering is the temporary lowering of the watertable for the purpose of
construction, compaction and drainage. Mobile Dewatering was contracted to
carry out dewatering of the Raffles Hotel site on the Swan River foreshore. Strict
environmental laws prevented the discharge of groundwater from the site into the
Swan River or stormwater system. After an extensive search for a solution that
would address the water’s high iron levels, Quantum Filtration Medium’s DMI-65
was chosen. The filter system was commissioned in 1 day with immediate results
that allowed for treated water to be discharged into the Swan River. The system
has now been in place since July 2004 and is pumping 10,800l/h of water
directly into the river. The raw water at its highest level of contamination was
14mg/L, after treatment by the DMI-65 it is now at 0.30mg/L (test 87335 dated
25 February 2005).
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Recycling Design and Technologies (Aust) Pty Ltd.
ABN

61 108 273 981

Company Profile

Contact

Stuart Garbutt

Phone

+61 7 3245 4522

Email

stuart@rdtaust.com

Recycling Design and Technologies (RDT) Australia Pty Ltd is a leading
engineering company in the recycling industry, employing a team of
professionals including design draftsman, civil and mechanical engineers and
commerce professionals.

Web

www.rdt-aust.com.au

Address
		

Unit 2,178 Redland Bay Rd
Capalaba QLD 4157

Email us
Recycling Design and Technologies
specialises in the design, construction and
commissioning of new materials handling
facilities (MRFs) as well as providing design
solutions and innovations to existing MRFs.

Current Export Markets
UK
New Zealand

The company has been highly successful in bidding for and winning major
contracts in the domestic waste sector, and brings a wealth of experience in
the design and operation of these facilities. RDT not only offers the design and
mechanical solutions/improvements but can also achieve overall operational
improvements and efficiencies. The company’s range of services include
the following.

›› Feasibility studies and engineering analysis of existing facilities
›› Engineering design and drafting services
›› Turn-key projects – design, supply, installation and commissioning of kerbside
recyclables (MRFs), construction and demolition (C&D), and commercial and
industrial (C&I) facilities

››
››
››
››
››
››

Project management
Equipment manufacturing
Full engineering and operational support
Installation and commissioning services
Established contacts with market leaders
Service and breakdown support.

Target Export Markets
Middle East

Target Export Industries
Waste Management

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Waste management
Design services for waste processing
facilities for construction and demolition
(C&D), municipal solid waste (MSW),
commercial and industrial (C&I), and
kerbside recyclables (MRF’s)

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Technologies & Capabilities
At RDT, every facet of a project is designed from the ground up. RDT can offer
its clients full engineering designs for all types of recycling and waste handling
facilities. The company has a drafting team that uses the latest versions of
Autocad and the New Inventors television program, allowing us to provide clients
with detailed three dimensional images of all our designs.
RDT’s policy is to send the design team onsite during the design phase as well
as the construction and commissioning stages of a project. This experience
gained by being onsite ensures designs are both practical to install and
operationally efficient.
Furthermore, the team has extensive experience in project engineering,
estimating and cost control in addition to many years of design and drafting
experience. The engineering group consists of experts in civil, mechanical and
environmental engineering. The in-house engineering and drafting team will
ensure that all equipment suits individual client needs.
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Year Established

Company Background

2004

RDT was formed in 2004 by the current Managing Director Stuart Garbutt.
After ten years working for a leading waste company, Stuart Garbutt saw an
opportunity to create a specialist company to service the needs of the sector,
as well as helping regional Councils to build and maintain their own recycling
centres. To date, RDT has commissioned MRFs in Queensland, Victoria, Western
Australia and New Zealand, and has recently completed the installation of one in
the UK.

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Product installation
Project management

Management Team
Stuart Garbutt, Managing Director
Jaan Hurditch, Senior Mechanical Engineer
Glenn Byrne, Design Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› All of RDT’s designs conform to the latest
International Standards

›› Proprietary equipment (conveyors and
perforator) comply with CE certification

›› The team is conversant with the
Standards within Australia, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom –
particular emphasis is placed on OH&S
and Machinery guarding, as well as
maintenance access.

International Projects
GRD Minproc Limited – Lancashire, United Kingdom
Design, supply, installation and commissioning of material recovery facility for
W2R, a joint venture company between GRD Minproc and Bovis Lend Lease. The
MRF was designed in the Brisbane Office, Queensland, with the installation of
the MRF occurring in May through to October of 2009, project managed by RDT.
The facility will process over 100,000 tpa of kerbside recyclables collected within
the Lancashire Shire.
EnviroWaste Limited – Timaru, New Zealand
Design, supply, installation and commissioning of a new fully integrated recycling
facility for EnviroWaste Limited. The facility will process in excess of 12,000 tpa of
recyclables collected from the Timaru region of New Zealand.

Australian Projects
Southern Metropolitan Regional Council – Perth, Western Australia
Design, installation and commission of a new fully integrated MRF facility for
SMRC in Perth, an amalgamation of 9 local councils. The facility operates at
25tph processing approximately 1000 tonnes of waste per week.
Wanneroo Council – Perth, Western Australia

Awards

›› Winner Top Exporter 2008 Australian
British Chamber of Commerce
Queensland Export Excellence Award

›› Winner Emerging Exporter Award 2008
Australian British Chamber of Commerce
Queensland Export Excellence Award
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Design and construction of non-fully integrated MRF with a processing
rate of 15tph.
Bundaberg City Council, Bundaberg, Queensland
Design and construction upgrade to existing MRF to allow for processing
capacity increase from 100 tonnes per week to 200 tonnes per week.
Mindura Bottle Exchange – Mildura, Victoria
Design and construction of new MRF to handle fully integrated material at a
processing rate of 5tph.

RedFlow
ABN

27 116 992 253

Company Profile

Contact

Charles Walker

Phone

+61 7 3376 0008

Email

info@redflow.com.au

Web

www.redflow.com.au

Address
		
		

1/27 Counihan Road
Seventeen Mile Rocks
QLD 4073

RedFlow is a technology based, listed public company located in Brisbane,
Australia. RedFlow has pioneered the development and packaging of zinc
bromine flow batteries into practical electricity storage systems that meet market
needs. The patented zinc bromine flow technology is a breakthrough for low
kilowatt-scale electricity storage. It combines RedFlow’s proprietary battery
technology with an integrated electronic interface using 3G-based remote
communications and control capabilities.

Email us
RedFlow is one of the world’s leading
developers and manufacturers of kilowatt
scale zinc-bromine flow batteries used in
energy storage systems for on-grid and offgrid applications.

Today, the world’s electricity generation and distribution systems are passing
through a period of rapid and fundamental change, driven by worldwide
concerns about climate change and dramatic growth in electricity demand. This
is being offset by a welcome and growing use of renewable generation sources
such as solar PV, however these are intermittent sources of energy that are not
available all the time.

European Union, Africa, United States
of America, Southeast Asia, India and
the sub-continent.

A key part of the solution to these expensive issues lies in the cost of effective
storage of electrical energy; that means batteries that have the capacity to store
tens of thousands of kilowatt-hours of power (enough to run a household or
small community for several hours). RedFlow has the products and solutions to
fill this market need. As electricity utilities and consumers increasingly switch
to ‘smart grid’ in coming years, zinc-bromine batteries will become an integral
part of this growth market. Through its smart-grid capable, plug and play, high
capacity energy storage systems, RedFlow offers electricity utilities cost-effective
and highly targeted grid support, controlled grid integration of distributed PV and
powerful demand management capabilities.

Target Export Industries

Technologies & Capabilities

Renewables and Electricity Utilities

RedFlow develops, manufactures and sells energy storage systems into the utility
and solar power markets. These are large scale battery systems with integrated
control systems and inverters for trouble free installation for households and
businesses. RedFlow’s current systems offer 10KWh of energy storage (enough
to power a typical Australian household for 2 to 24 hours). The battery systems
are packaged, certified and require little site preparation with simple installation.
They combine RedFlow’s proprietary battery technology with an integrated
electronic interface system. RedFlow has two product ranges.

Target Export Markets

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Energy storage
Renewable generation

›› The LA Systems use conventional lead acid batteries. This allows RedFlow to

Year Established

›› The ZB Systems use RedFlow’s patented high capacity zinc bromine systems.

2005

prove its control and communication systems, and the palletised design in the
field at an early stage
These are undergoing field trials in Australia ahead of general market release.
RedFlow’s main operations centre in Brisbane includes equipment for
development and medium scale manufacture of commercial products. RedFlow’s
expanded Phase Two ZBM factory has the capacity to manufacture over 2MWh/
year of zinc-bromine battery systems. This capacity is being fully used to meet
current demand. Large scale manufacturing will allow the full cost benefit of the
zinc bromine battery to be achieved.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Listed Company

Company Background

ASX Listed: RFX

RedFlow was founded by Christopher Winter and Dr Alexander Winter in 2005.
Their aim was to commercialise a low cost high performance zinc bromine
battery using technology they had been developing since 2001.

Fields of Commerce
Engineering services
Manufacture of products
Training and workshops

Management Team
Peter Pursey – Chairman
Anne-Marie Birkill – Non-Executive Director

RedFlow now has proprietary, commercially viable energy storage systems
deployed in the filed with several electricity utilities and a rapidly growing flood of
interest in its solutions. As the business has grown, additonal capabilities in R&D,
manufacturing and business development have been added. In 2008, a coporate
expansion and restructuring process formed RedFlow Limited as the group
holding company, with RedFlow R&D Pty Ltd as the R&D arm, and RedFlow
International Pty Ltd as the sales, manufacturing and distribution company.
RedFlow’s management team has strong technical backgrounds and extensive
international links.

Phil Hutchings – Chief Executive Officer
Chris Winter – Chief Technology Officer

Australian Projects

Dr Alex Winter – Chief Engineer

Ergon Energy, Queensland

Richard Aird – Chief Operations Officer
Karen Hudson – Chief Financial officer
Bruce Ebzery – Sales Manager, Utilities
John Davis – Global Business Development
Gary Jubb – National Sales Manager

Ergon Energy, the major regional electricity distribution utility in Queensland,
is currently deploying 30 of RedFlow’s ‘plug and play’ energy storage systems
to reduce peak demand on stressed assets in their SWER and rural electricity
networks. These systems include fully integrated remote monitoring and control
to maximise their value to the utility.
Energy Safe Victoria

Awards

Energy Safe Victoria, is the Victorian Safety Regulator for Electricity and Gas
industries has been directed as an outcome for the Bushfire Royal Commission
to undertake the Bushfire Minimisation Project of which the installation of ten
Remote Area Power Systems is one strategy being tested. In extreme cases
electricity customers, currently being delivered power via Single Wire Earth
Return (SWER), are being disconnected from the SWER System and isolated
with their own mini renewable power station. Each system consists of Solar PV,
Flow Batteries and Diesel backup generator.

›› Winner of the 2008 Environmental

Ausgrid Smart House, New South Wales

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality Management System –
ISO 9001:2008

Protection Agency of Queensland
Sustainable Technologies Award

Technology or Patent/Ownership
RedFlow’s intellectual property is protected
by a combination of patent applications,
trade secrets, registered designs,
copyright and circuit layout protection.
RedFlow has multiple current and pending
patent positions.
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Ausgrid (formally Energy Australia) have constructed a house in the ex-Olympic
village of Newington, the house consists of energy smart appliances and for
onsite generation a fuel cell, Solar PV and Flow Battery Storage System. The
strategy is maintaining the house with an outcome of zero energy draw form the
grid. In addition to the house load the home also has an Electric Vehicle which is
incorporated in the zero from the grid strategy.

Renewable Oil Corporation
ABN

21 106 161 246

Company Profile

Contact

Colin Stucley

Phone

+61 3 9895 1250

Email

cstucley@renoil.com.au

Web

www.renoil.com.au

Address
		

Suite 3, 651 Canterbury Road
Surrey Hills VIC 3127

Renewable Oil Corporation (ROC) is an Australian company established to
develop pyrolysis projects in the region. ROC has an exclusive technology
licencing agreement with Dynamotive Energy Systems Corporation of Canada,
and works closely with Dynamotive and its partners. The company intends to
build and operate commercial scale pyrolysis plants to make hydrocarbon fuels
for transport and also for power generation. Charcoal is a useful and valuable
co-product.

Email us
Renewable Oil Corporation Pty Ltd is
developing a renewable energy business
that will utilise wood residues and green
waste to produce hydrocarbon fuels for
transport and power generation, plus
charcoal and other co-products.

Target Export Markets
New Zealand and Pacific Islands, ASEAN
countries (South East Asia) South Korea

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biofuels
Pyrolysis

As a renewable energy technology, pyrolysis can help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, by replacing fossil fuel use with a sustainably produced biofuel.
ROC’s pyrolysis plants will be built close to sources of biomass feed. They can
use biomass from plantations, sugar cane processing, construction and industry
wood waste, and many other sources. The plants will provide flexible, competitive
renewable energy. ROC can build, own and operate the pyrolysis plants, or
alternatively, can work in joint venture, or act as a technology provider and
engineer to other parties.

Technologies & Capabilities
Pyrolysis is a sustainable, environmentally friendly technology that uses biomass
to make renewable biofuels. It is quite different from ‘first generation’ biofuels
for several important reasons. At present, ethanol and biodiesel production
often rely on annual crops for feed. Other biodiesel plants use waste animal
fats (tallow) as feed. Costs for tallow have risen sharply in recent times due to
increased demand. Costs for grains and other annuals have also risen because
of Australia’s prolonged drought. Biodiesel made from palm oil is receiving
criticism when the oil palms are planted at the expense of tropical forests. In
contrast, pyrolysis uses biomass (woody material) that is derived from sustainably
managed trees. There are other environmental benefits possible via pyrolysis for
a number of biomass feeds, including the following.

›› Use of urban wood wastes that would otherwise be sent to landfill
›› Use of existing plantation residues that would otherwise be left to rot or burn
in the field after harvest

›› Use of new tree crops and grasses, such as mallee trees being planted in
Australia and miscanthus at other locations.
When wood is ‘pyrolysed’ (heated in the absence of oxygen), it breaks down into
solid, liquid and gaseous fractions.
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Management Team
Harvey Parker, Non Executive Chairman
Colin Stucley, Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer
Andrew Kingston, Non Executive Director
Peter Francis, Non Executive Director
Jim Bland, Director
Craig Smith, Company Secretary

The liquid fraction is known as pyrolysis oil or BioOil. It comprises as much as
70% of the pyrolysis products. The BioOil may be upgraded to hydrocarbon
liquids, which may be targeted at a variety of large regional markets including
blending with transport fuels, processing in oil refineries or use as fuel for dieselpowered generators. The major co-product is charcoal, which may be used as a
fuel for renewable power generation or as a soil additive (‘bio-char’).
ROC is working with Dynamotive Energy Systems Corporation of Canada to
develop a regional pyrolysis business. Dynamotive is a world leader in biomass
pyrolysis, with patented technology and many years of practical experience at the
laboratory, pilot and commercial scale. It has built and operated the largest fast
pyrolysis plants in the world and the technology has been tested successfully on
more than one hundred different types of biomass.

Company Background
Renewable Oil Corporation has been established in cooperation with Enecon
Pty Ltd, an award-winning Australian engineering company that has specialised
in bioenergy technologies and projects since 1998. ROC’s board includes
personnel from Enecon and Dynamotive as well as experts in corporate
governance and legal and financial issues. ROC is a private company funded by
investors in Australia, Canada, and Europe.

Australian Projects
ROC is currently working on financing for its first commercial scale pyrolysis plant
in Australia. This project will consist of a 200 tonne per day pyrolysis plant using
wood waste as feed. A number of potential projects have been investigated,
and ROC is presently focussing on the development and implementation of one
of these. Feed supply customers and plant sites have all been identified and
agreements are being sought to secure long-term, commercial arrangements
with the various parties involved. Once agreements are in place, detailed project
implementation will lead to an operational plant.
The first Australian project will be commercial scale. This operating plant will
also underpin the longer-term expansion of ROC’s pyrolysis business to multiple
sites around the region. Financial analyses of alternative project scenarios show
good rates of return, and ROC will work actively to develop other projects on its
own and with partners. The development of additional, value-added products will
further improve the commercial prospects of future plants.
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Renewed Water Solutions
Trading as Renewed Water Solutions
Asia Pacific
ABN

13 121 708 361

Contact

Christian Uhrig

Phone

+61 2 9979 6366

Email

info@rwspl.com

Web

www.rwspl.com

Address
		

PO Box 1340
Noosaville BC QLD 4566

Email us
Renewed Water Solutions is a water and
wastewater industry expert, specialising in
the development, deployment and operation
of decentralised water and wastewater
treatment and recycling infrastructure, which
is critical to the successful implementation
of urban water efficiency solutions.

Current Export Markets
Fiji
Philippines

Target Export Markets
Philippines
Asia Pacific

Target Export Industries
Renewed Water Solutions services the
government and water authority, defence,
mining, engineering and process, land and
property and facility management sectors.

Type of Business Sought
Export

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Company Profile
Renewed Water Solutions (RWS) is a water and wastewater industry specialist
providing turn-key solutions ranging from the development of management
strategies, system design, authority approval processes, technology
procurement and site integration and validation, to life-cycle management and
scheme monitoring.
RWS delivers complete sustainable integrated total water cycle management
solutions that aim to control the effects on the environment by managing
wastewater, maximise the use of reclaimed water, generate alternate water
sources and decrease the embodied energy. This is achieved through water
conservation and efficiency, modern management techniques, smart metering
and water harvesting and recycling into one holistic turn-key solution. By
continually researching evolving technologies and adapting to new applications,
RWS is well prepared for the challenges associated with meeting the increasingly
stringent regulatory criteria. The company’s design engineers are also certified
water and wastewater treatment plant operators, adding an operational
perspective to all commissions.

Technologies and Capabilities
Renewed Water Solutions is committed to the development, deployment,
operation and maintenance of environmentally sensitive decentralised solutions
that incorporate functional layouts, ensure operational efficiency, include modular
compact components and are based on proven technology. RWS optimises plant
size, treatment technology and demand to deliver the best possible outcomes for
our clients and the community. Following is an overview of the services offered.

›› Industry specialist products and services applicable to all life-cycle phases
from master planning through to operations

›› Specialist consulting services including tailored financial solutions, grant
funding and the successful completion of planning and environmental
approvals processes

›› Preparation and implementation of management plans and the provision of
engineering design services for climate change adaptation, carbon in water
studies, water sensitive urban design (WSUD), storm and rain water harvesting
schemes, wastewater treatment and reuse schemes, alternate potable water
production solutions and smart metering schemes

›› Contracting services for the delivery of water conservation solutions, including
equipment supply and integration, site infrastructure construction, system
testing and commissioning, verification and validation processes, operations
and maintenance and ongoing reporting.
RWS maintains strategic alliances with water and wastewater treatment
technology original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to ensure it offers the
complete range of cost effective, innovative solutions that are tailored to each
client’s specific needs. RWS delivers the following point-of-source private and
municipal capabilities:
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination, waste management,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, water recycling for reuse in
buildings and industry, industrial wastewater
treatment, potable water supply, bio-active
cleaning products, dewatering, industrial
pumping, feasibility studies, design
development, authority approvals.

Year Established
2006

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Jason Myers, General Manager

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Water harvesting (rain and storm)
Climate change adaptation measures
Smart metering (enhanced monitoring)
Leachate management (industrial and landfill)
Urban water conservation and efficiency measures
Water purification (process, saline, brackish and ground)
Wastewater treatment (black, grey, industrial, marina and bilge)
Wastewater reclamation (sewage, grey, pool, laundry and washdown).

RWS supplies a range of multi-purpose liquid cleanser and crystals for activating
the bacteria in the system. The multi-purpose liquid cleanser is a blend of
harmless naturally occurring micro-organisms combined with special perfumes.
It replaces harsh acid, caustic, bleach and other chemical based products which
can be highly detrimental to the operation of any biological systems.

Company Background
Established in 2006, RWS develops and deploys environmentally sensitive
decentralised solutions that incorporate functional layouts, ensure operational
efficiency, include modular compact components and are based on
proven technology. Most recently, RWS has engaged with industry alliance
partners Cullys and BCIP to form a consortium that delivers complete water
management solutions.

International Projects
RWS is involved in the consortium which works on the solution design during the
conceptual stage of the 200 ML/day potable water supply from Laguna Lakes.
RWS is part of a consortium bidding for the Manila Water Wastewater Recycling
Scheme which requires a 10 ML/day wastewater treatment plant with a 5 ML/day
safe, reusable recycled water supply to the Fort Bonifacio area.

Christian Uhrig, Senior Project Manager
Roque R. Ablan III, Chief Liaison Officer,
Asia Pacific

Certifications and Quality Approvals
RWS’s management system is implemented
to manage all aspects of the business.
The management system provides a
framework by which the performance of
the customer focussed business, health
and safety and environmental management
activities can be monitored, controlled and
continually improved.

Australian Projects
The following project example demonstrates RWS’s proven capability and
additional referees will be provided upon request.
BHP Iron Ore, Finucane Island Water Recycling Project. This Class A wastewater
treatment plant was delivered for BHP Billiton Iron Ore, through the construction
company DECMIL Australia. Cullys RWS were engaged to design and construct
the wastewater treatment and recycling infrastructure at the newly built Finucane
Island complex, Port Hedland, Western Australia.
RWS has an ongoing role with the Port Hedland Port Authority (PHPA). Cullys
Renewed Water Solutions was recently engaged to prepare the preliminary
Wastewater Management Strategy report for the PHPA precinct. The latest
engagement is the Design Development and Authority Approval of the Port
Hedland Port Authority Wastewater Infrastructure, including pressure sewerage
system and decentralised WWTP to produce Class A reusable water as well as
the reuse infrastructure.
RWS is currently delivering a potable water systems gap analysis report
for BHP Billiton Iron Ore Operations for its Port Hedland, Western Australia,
facilities. This report will become a vital part of the potable water safety plan
and the recommendations should lead to changes to the site infrastructure and
maintenance procedures.
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Rotary Heat Exchangers Pty Ltd.
ABN

87 082 031 632

Company Profile

Contact

Bill Ellul

Phone

+61 3 9729 3559

Email

bill@ecopower.com.au

Web

www.rotaryheatexchangers.com

Address
		

5 Halbert Road
Bayswater VIC 3153

Rotary Heat Exchangers Pty Ltd has been manufacturing an Australiandeveloped and designed rotary air to air high performance heat exchangers
since 1968. The company provides rotary heat exchangers, fresh air and waste
energy recovery units for the air-conditioning industry. They can also be applied
to industrial uses where recovery of heated waste air can be recycled to save
energy and cost. Rotary Heat Exchangers can achieve efficiencies of up to 95%.

Email us
Rotary Heat Exchangers Pty Ltd provides
energy and cost efficient solutions for
maximising fresh air in a building, and
removing moisture, chemicals and
pathogens from the air.

Target Export Markets
Europe
America

Target Export Industries
Building

Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Waste energy recovery and recycling

Rotary Heat Exchangers have been used extensively around Australia,
particularly for waste heat recovery in air-conditioning to reduce fresh air loads in
buildings and aquatic centers. The rotary regenerative air to air heat exchangers,
sometimes known as the heat wheel uses a principle conceived, designed and
tested by the C.S.I.R.O, Monash University and later improved by Ecopower.
The high efficiency wheel is capable of operating at temperatures up to 300
degrees Celsius and is capable of recovering up to 95% of flue and exhaust
gas heat for reuse in industrial applications or space heating. Major applications
to date have been in hospital, swimming pools and major building applications
as well as a novel waste heat recovery application at a industrial paper
manufacturing plant. It is also commonly used to recover energy from building
exhausts to provide air conditioned fresh air with very little energy usage. For
swimming pool environments this means plenty of fresh dry heated air free of
pool hall contaminants.

Technologies & Capabilities
Rotary Heat Exchanger’s products were developed by CSIRO and Monash
University in the 60’s and 70’s to give the highest performance characteristics in
the world. They consist of a rotor containing the heat exchanger matrix medium
which is housed inside a frame. All rotors are 100mm wide and use a smooth
parallel passage construction designed specifically to reduce air flow pressure
drop resistance as well as render the carryover component of leakage flow from
exhaust to fresh air as negligible. High true heat transfer efficiency at lowest air
flow pressure drop is achieved.
The matrix is also corrosion resistant and does not collect dust like most other
forms of heat exchanger surfaces. The reversal in flow some 18 times a minute
as a result of the rotation motion as well as the short 100mm length of the heat
exchanger ensures that dust and air borne particles do not collect.
The wheel derives its main advantages and superiority over other designs
by utilising the physical and thermal properties of the thin film 100 mm wide
plastic Mylar to construct the heat exchanger matrix. Mylar is commonly used to
construct boat sails and is particularly resistant to corrosion.
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Year Established

Company Background

1968

Manufacture of products

Rotary Heat Exchangers was established in 1968, and based on research
and designs by the CSIRO, Australia’s premier research facility and Monash
University. The company has manufactured rotary heat exchangers since that
time and has grown to sell units worldwide. In 1995 Rotary Heat Exchangers
collaborated with Ecopower Pty Ltd to develop a high temperature heat wheel.

Management Team

Australian Projects

Bill Ellul, Managing Director

Crown Casino and Crown Hotels

Kevin Davie, Factory Manager

Melbourne, Monash, Swinburne, Deakin, Victorian and Western
Australia Universities

Fields of Commerce

Tim Thatcher, Technician

Casey RACE Aquatic Centre

Awards

›› 1983 Productivity improvement award
renewable energy use

›› Winner 1995 Austrailan Energy Award
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Installation of Mylar Rotary Heat Exchangers for recycling energy

Rubicon Water
ABN

43 069 232 284

Company Profile

Contact

Bruce Rodgerson

Phone

+61 3 9832 3000

Email
		

bruce.rodgerson@		
rubiconwater.com.au

Web

www.rubiconwater.com.au

Rubicon Water has a vision to improve the productivity of the world’s irrigated
agriculture in an environmentally sustainable way. The company does this by
using advanced technology to automate the operation of gravity-fed open
channel irrigation systems. Rubicon’s solutions allow irrigation operators
to manage their water resources with unprecedented levels of efficiency
and control.

Address
		

1 Cato Street
Hawthorn East VIC 3123

Email us
Rubicon is a water technology business
which designs, manufactures, installs and
maintains irrigation automation hardware
and software that enables water authorities
and rural water users to manage their water
resources automatically and efficiently.

Water authorities can now deliver accurately measured, high-flow, on-demand
water to farmers utilising existing open channel systems. With this level of
service, farmers are able to achieve further efficiencies on-farm by irrigating to
minimise water use and maximise plant growth and quality.
Rubicon designs, develops, manufactures and tests all of its own products –
including control gates, flow meters and management software. Our research
and development facility includes a state of the art hydraulic flow testing
laboratory where our meters and gates are tested to ensure compliance with all
major international flow measurement standards. Rubicon’s significant investment
in research and development reflects the company’s focus on innovation and
continual improvement.

Technologies & Capabilities
Current Export Markets
China
North America
New Zealand
Europe (France)
India

Target Export Markets
North America
China
India
Europe
Middle East
North Africa

Target Export Industries
Open channel irrigation automation
On-farm irrigation automation
Water control gates
Water flow measurement
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Rubicon’s solutions are focussed on improving the efficiency of gravity irrigation
supply systems in a sustainable way.
Among them, Total Channel Control® has been developed to provide the
benefits of pipeline systems without the capital cost of extensive piped
infrastructure and without the ongoing energy costs of pressurised systems.
Through smart operation, the system harnesses the power of gravity to move
water - delivering the high flows and on-demand supply necessary for efficient
irrigation on-farm.
Coupled with the use of solar-powered gates, meters and radio networks,
Rubicon provides water authorities with low energy, low carbon irrigation
modernisation solutions.
Rubicon’s products include:
Channel automation – Total Channel Control links control gates and farm meter
outlets through radio telemetry and sophisticated computer software to enable
channel networks to operate remotely, automatically and efficiently.
Flow Meters – Rubicon’s range of solar-powered flow meters are designed
to operate reliably and accurately in the unique conditions encountered in
irrigation applications. Sonaray® technology enables measurement of very low
velocities, meaning that both high and low flows can be accurately measured in
a single meter.
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Type of Business Sought
Export
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water saving technologies
Irrigation channel automation

Year Established
1995

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Software and ICT services

Management Team
Bruce Rodgerson, CEO
David Aughton, Director
Business Development
Tony Oakes, Director TCC & System Sales
Gino Ciavarella, Director Systems
& Product Development
Ross Kemp, Chief Financial Officer
Trevor Boomstra, Chief Executive
Officer USA
Jiyuan (Luke) Wen, General Manager China
Peter Brew, International Sales
& Marketing Manager

Control Gates – Rubicon manufactures a range of solar-powered automated
gates, including the FlumeGate™, which is both a control and flow measurement
device. There are now in excess of 5,000 FlumeGates in operation worldwide.
On-farm irrigation automation - FarmConnect® brings a new level of
precision to irrigation by combining solar-powered wireless farm networks with
sophisticated software to enable computer monitoring and control of irrigation.

Company Background
Rubicon Water was formed in 1995 by a group of industry experts with
backgrounds in the fields of information and communications technology,
software development, irrigation system operation, hydraulics, mechanical and
electrical manufacturing, process control and water management.
From the outset the company has been totally focused on improving the
efficiency and performance of the world’s open channel irrigation supply systems
through the use of innovative technology.
Soon after inception, Rubicon formed a strong research partnership with the
University of Melbourne, which continues to this day. This alliance has led to a
number of ground-breaking innovations that have enabled the development of
unique models to represent the dynamic behaviour of water in channel systems.
These breakthroughs have been central to the development of Total Channel
Control - the world’s first end-to-end channel automation system.
Rubicon’s first channel automation systems were installed in Australia in 2002
and have since been implemented around the world. Today Rubicon has offices
in Australia, the US and China.

Australian Projects
Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project, Victoria
Total Channel Control® is being used to modernise the Goulburn-Murray
Irrigation District (GMID) in Victoria, Australia. The GMID is the largest irrigation
network in Australia, servicing 14,000 customers.

Gordon Dickinson, Chairman

When complete, the project will see the integration of over 17,000 gates and
meters to create an efficient, automated and sustainable supply system that is
already on target to reduce water losses by up to 425 gigalitres each year.

Stan Wallis, Deputy Chairman

Coleambally Irrigation Modernisation, New South Wales

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality Management System Standard
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008

›› Occupational Health & Safety
Management System Standard AS/NZS
4801:2001

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Rubicon has patent protection on its
hardware, algorithms and software design.
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The Coleambally Irrigation Area is located in the Riverina district of New South
Wales. Total Channel Control was implemented to improve water delivery
efficiency and customer service. In the 2005/06 season, water distribution
efficiency within the region increased from around 75 percent pre-modernisation
to 90 percent, with a resulting annual water saving of approximately 60 gigalitres.

Selectronic
ABN

69 063 863 785

Company Profile

Contact

Lindsay Hart

Phone

+61 3 9727 6620

Email

lhart@selectronic.com.au

Web

www.selectronic.com.au

Selectronic has been designing and manufacturing inverters in Australia since
1983 and has two divisions, the wound component division and the electronic
assembly division. The company has a Melbourne-based production facility and
is proudly positioned as one of Australia’s leading designers, manufacturers and
suppliers of inverters.

Address
		

Suite 5, 20 Fletcher Road
Chirnside Park VIC 3116

Email us

Selectronic has recently developed a new generation of interactive inverter/
charges to enhance the reliability and performance of renewable power
systems. This will lower greenhouse carbon emissions through a more efficient
use of renewable sources such as wind. Selectronic’s ongoing research and
development means the latest technology is used to develop the best products.

Technologies & Capabilities
Selectronic Australia Pty Ltd is an Australian
designer and manufacturer of grid connect,
stand alone and solar UPS inverters.

Current Export Markets
New Zealand
Indonesia
Malaysia

Target Export Markets
World wide

Target Export Industries
Rural electrification
Electricity grid support

Electronic Assembly Division
The electronic assembly division commenced in 1983 with the introduction of a
range of modified square wave power inverters to the Australian market place.
Today this division manufactures a range of state of the art sine wave inverters.
Selectronic’s range of off and on grid sine wave power inverters are proudly
Australian designed and built. An inverter is an appliance that takes DC power
from a battery or solar panels and converts it to AC power. Selectronic inverters
give a quiet, clean, efficient source of power, any time, anywhere and when
connected to a suitable battery or battery bank, a Selectronic inverter allows
normal mains operated appliances in a household power system, caravan, boat,
construction site, or anywhere mains type power is needed.
Selectronic also proudly distributes the Kaco brand of Grid Tie inverters
from Germany, one of the world’s largest companies in the field. Kaco
inverters are manufactured using 100% renewable energy in its factories at
Neckarsulm, Germany.

Type of Business Sought
Export

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Hybrid systems
Hydroelectricity
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic

Selectronic Components was established in 1964 by Mr. Brian Scott, a qualified
Electrical Design Engineer with eighteen years experience in the radio and
television industry. The company prospered servicing the wire wound electronic
component needs of that industry and was incorporated in 1976. Due to an
ongoing rate of growth and expansion, the company embarked on an exciting
restructure in 1995, incorporating the name change to Selectronic Australia.

Year Established
1964

International Projects
Malaysia

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation

Certifications and Quality Approvals
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000 (Licence No. QEC
6419) International Quality Standard for
production and servicing
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Selectronic was a key supplier to BP Solar in providing thousands of villages and
schools throughout Malaysia with clean solar power. 400watt Sinewave inverters
provided clean electricity whilst managing the solar input and the AC load.

Australian Projects
Central Australia
60kW inverters were used to provide electricity to a diesel grid from solar dishes.
These inverters also provided energy from batteries during times of cloud.

Silex Systems
ABN

69 003 372 067

Company Profile

Contact

Danielle Tiller

Phone

+ 61 2 9532 1331

Email

danielle.tiller@silex.com.au

Web

www.silex.com.au

The Silex Group of companies is developing several key technologies targeted
at the clean energy sector and related advanced materials applications. Silex
Solar in Sydney also operates the largest integrated solar cell and panel solar
panel manufacturing facility in Australia. The company’s business scope involves
manufacturing, technology R&D and consulting services.

Address
		
		
		
		

Lucas Heights Science
& Technology Centre
Building 64,
New Illawarra Road
Lucas Heights, NSW 2234

A key strength of the Silex group is its focus on advanced technology and its
development of applications in the clean energy sector, in particular for the
solar power industry. Silex has developed a unique ability to tackle complex
technology innovation and commercialisation projects.

Silex group is at the forefront of alternative
energy technology development in Australia.

In particular, the recent establishment of its two solar photovoltaic (PV)
technology subsidiaries, Silex Solar Pty Ltd and Solar Systems Pty Ltd, have
given the company the potential to become a significant player in the global solar
industry over the next two decades in response to global climate change. With
success in these activities, Silex believes it will be well placed to capitalise on the
world’s growing demand for energy security and the need to shift to carbon-free
alternative energy technologies, such as nuclear and solar.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

North America, Middle East

Silex is an advanced technology group developing novel product materials,
systems and process technologies for application to two key industries:

Target Export Markets

›› The Alternative Energy Sector - solar energy, nuclear energy
›› The Photonics & Semiconductor Sector - silicon photonics, advanced

Email us

Asia, South East Asia, Americas, Middle
East and North Africa (MENA), Africa

Target Export Industries
Power generation, Renewable energy,
Project developer

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic

Year Established
1988
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semiconductor materials.
Advanced materials-based technologies are proving to be of pivotal importance
in both the alternative energy and semiconductor/photonics industries. Future
progress with these technologies is fundamentally dependent on materials
innovation. Technology initiatives currently underway within the Silex Group have
the potential to satisfy several key requirements of such materials.
In addition to advanced materials, Silex’s subsidiary ChronoLogic Pty Ltd is
developing state-of-the-art electronic equipment incorporating its patented
USB-inSyncTM technology, which has reached the commercialisation phase. The
Group’s business divisions include the following.
The SILEX uranium enrichment technology (with GE Hitachi in USA) - Separation
of Isotopes by Laser Excitation.
Silex Solar PV panel manufacturing business (Sydney) - Australian domestic
manufacturer of quality, high performance PV panels, using world-leading monocrystalline silicon based technology, suitable for residential, commercial and
utility-scale solar applications.
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Listed Company
ASX Code: SLX

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Engineering design
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Project management
Research and development

Management Team
Michael Goldsworthy – Chief
Executive Officer
Chris Wilks – Director
Julie Ducie – Financial Controller/
Company Secretary
Rod Seares – General Manager, Silex Solar
Bill Ring – General Manager & Chief
Operating Officer, Solar Systems

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Solar panel products comply with IEC
standards 61730 + 61215 by TUV
Rheinland + CE compliant.

Solar Systems Concentrated PV technology (Melbourne) - Solar Systems solar
technology uses a fundamentally different approach whereby simple and cheap
mirrors reflect the sunlight onto a small-area solar conversion module, effectively
concentrating the sunlight to around 500 suns. This is called Concentrating
Photovoltaics (CPV). The systems are designed for utility-scale solar power
station deployment.
Translucent advanced Semiconductor materials (Silicon Valley, USA) - Novel
materials for solar, semiconductor and photonics applications.
ChronoLogic Test & Measurement Instrumentation business (Adelaide) - Test &
measurement, automation & control, and data acquisition instrumentation.

Company Background
Silex Systems Limited (Silex) was established by founder Dr Michael Goldsworthy,
and in 1990 began researching the isotope separation ideas of the co-inventors
Dr Michael Goldsworthy and Dr Horst Struve. The unique principles of the SILEX
(Separation of Isotopes by Laser EXcitation) process were established.
Silex has been an ASX listed company since 1998 with approximately 7,500
shareholders and has grown to have four subsidiaries, Silex Solar Pty Ltd, Solar
Systems Pty Ltd, Translucent Inc and ChronoLogic Pty Ltd.

International Projects
The Silex Group aims to strengthen ties with existing partners and suppliers,
to forge new links with North American and Asian industry and potential
customers, particularly in relation to the Group’s extensive interests in solar
energy technologies. The company also aims to lift its profile with industry and
government organizations in China.

Australian Projects
Awards

Photovoltaic Concentrator, Solar Systems, Victoria

›› 2000 – Australia Technology Award

A CPV demonstration facility is operating and expanding at the Bridgewater,
Victoria site. A 140kW Heliostat Concentrator is made up of a large groundmounted array of flat mirrors (called heliostats). It is used to concentrate sunlight
onto a large central receiver mounted at the top of a tower. Another 560kW
power capacity is under construction and is made up of 16 dishes with the
company’s latest Dense-Array CPV technology. In principle, both systems can be
built to much larger scales, driving costs down further.

for Excellence in the manufacturing &
engineering sector

Mildura Project, Solar Systems, Victoria
The Mildura 2MW solar pilot plant project has commenced with preliminary
activities underway in conjunction with several third party participants.
Engagement with key stakeholders has begun, and preliminary design and
engineering objectives have been identified. Several pre-requisite activities
including land sub-division and completion of land purchase at Mildura
are progressing. The grid connection specification is being evaluated and
discussions with power companies are underway and/or planned.
Silex Solar, New South Wales
Silex Solar Pty Ltd, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Silex Systems Limited, acquired
the manufacturing assets and equipment of the Sydney Olympic Park (SOP)
solar panel manufacturing facility in June 2009. The SOP Plant has produced
over 200MW of products and is the only PV panel manufacturing plant in
Australia, and one of the largest solar panel manufacturing facilities in the
Southern Hemisphere, with approximately 50MW of solar cell production and
~35MW of module production capacity annually.
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Sinclair Knight Merz Buildings
ABN

37 001 024 095

Contact

Steve Simpson

Phone

+61 2 9928 2215

Email

information@skm.com.au

Web

www.skmconsulting.com

Address
		

100 Christie Street
St Leonards NSW 2065

Email us
Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading
engineering, sciences and project delivery
firm. Its purpose is to deliver a positive and
enduring impact on the world.

Current Export Markets
SKM has 42 major offices across Australia,
New Zealand, Europe, the Middle East,
South America and Asia

Target Export Markets
North America, New Zealand, Europe, the
Middle East, South America and Asia

Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading engineering, sciences and project
delivery firm with 42 major offices globally. SKM works in close partnership
with key clients in public and private sectors, providing independent technical,
strategic and commercial advice to deliver a wide range of projects. Wholly
employee owned, its team of approximately 6500 people come from a diverse
range of disciplines which include engineers, planners, architects, economists,
scientists, project managers and technicians. The company works across four
broad markets: buildings and infrastructure, mining and metals, power and
industry and water and environment.
In its commitment to sustainability, SKM has developed skills and systems to
assist clients meet their obligations under the National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting Act 2007. To help clients report their activity data, SKM developed
CarbonEasy, a straightforward and easy tool to use, that interfaces between the
activities of an organisation and the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting
System (NGERS). SKM can now harness the technology within CarbonEasy to
streamline the reporting process for clients across all its market sectors.
SKM provides sustainable building assessment, design and advice across
a wide range of building types and is also helping leading property owners
and developers achieve success through the formulation of strategic asset
management plans. Successful development of green buildings is contingent
on taking a holistic approach to construction. It begins with an integrated project
team which is committed to achieving a sustainable building. Then comes
environmentally sustainable and energy efficient design, through to construction
and operation. As a testament to SKM’s capabilities, the company was
appointed by the Green Building Council of Australia to undertake the technical
development of an Australian Green Building Rating tool.

Technologies & Capabilities
Target Export Industries
Buildings and property
Infrastructure projects

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biomass, carbon capture and storage,
cogeneration, desalination, electrical
transmission, geothermal energy,
hydroelectricity, renewable generation,
waste energy, waste management,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

The design and delivery of sustainable buildings requires a holistic and multi
disciplinary team approach to produce cost-effective and practical solutions.
SKM’s sustainability professionals have the skills, experience and commitment
to realise the client’s sustainable buildings and property aspirations. SKM offers
high calibre consultancy services to clients in buildings and social infrastructure.

›› Design and documentation
–– Building services engineering
–– Structural engineering
–– Security
–– Architecture

›› Project and program management
›› Strategic asset management.
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Year Established

Company Background

1964

Established in 1964, the Sinclair Knight Merz Group represents the combined
strengths of a number of earlier practices. In recognition of the group’s global
expansion and the importance of equitable participation by all shareholders, a
major restructure of the group was implemented in 1999. SKM has experienced
outstanding revenue growth of approximately 30% annually over the past five
years. In 2007-08, SKM’s revenues broke the A$1 billion barrier for the first time.
SKM now employs about 6,500 staff in almost 50 offices around the world.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting, engineering
consulting, engineering design, engineering
services, environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting

Management Team
Paul Dougas, Chief Executive Officer
Peter Scott, Non Executive Director
Tim Boyle, Chief Operating Officer Global
Binu Katari, Finance Director &
Company Secretary
Peter Mackellar, Area Manager Europe
Phil Lory Area Manager Asia Pacific,
Australia and New Zealand
Geoff Linke, Water & Environment
General Manager
Lesley Morris, Manager Water
& Environment
Santo Rizzuto, General Manager
Mining & Metals
Mark Clarke, Power & Industry
General Manager
Michael Shirley, General Manager Buildings
& Infrastructure

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality Management System Standard
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008

›› Environmental Management System
Standard AS/NZS 14001:2004

›› Occupational Health & Safety
Management System Standard AS/NZS
4801:2001, OHSAS18001:2007

Awards
Cabot Circus Project Winner of two
categories of the Bristol Local Authority
Building Control, Built in Quality and
Sustainability Awards for Best Commercial
Project and Best Structural Innovation;
Winner of a Structural Steel Design Award

Technology or Patent/Ownership
CarbonEasy
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International Projects
7-5 Baker Street London: SKM was responsible for the building services
design for this mixed use development. A particular aspect of the scheme is the
inclusion of on-site renewable technology in the form of independent ground
source heating and cooling and solar water heating to the offices and the
residential blocks.
Tesco Sustainability Research, United Kingdom: SKM has undertaken a
comprehensive research project for leading retailer Tesco to examine sustainable
technology as it may be applied to supermarket. SKM’s study has on structural
elements and drainage examining rainwater and grey water storage and use, and
reuse of steelwork.
The Eden Project, Cornwall, England: The Eden Project is one of the UK’s
major Millennium Commission schemes that forms a botanical garden and
education resource centre. SKM’s engineering design services encompasses
structural and civil design for the biomes (enormous greenhouses) and external
works. The project has incorporated a broad range of sustainability measures
such as natural ventilation, day lighting, solar conditioning and use of thermal
mass, renewable energy sources in addition to material reuse.

Australian Projects
Greening the Wharf at Sydney’s Wharf Theatre, New South Wales: Sydney’s
harbour side Wharf Theatre is undergoing a A$5.4 million transformation to
implement sustainability measures in the precinct. SKM has developed an
innovative rainwater harvesting system that will deliver massive water savings
and supply 100 percent of the non-potable water requirements for the Sydney
Theatre Company (STC). Other future initiatives involve the installation of
the largest capacity solar array mounted on a building in Australia and the
introduction of extensive energy efficiency measures to reduce the company’s
carbon emissions by 212 tonnes per annum. Over the next 25 years, the
Greening the Wharf project will deliver water savings of 37.5 million litres; 5,000
MWh in energy savings and 13450 MWh of power generated via the PV array.
Sustainability Victoria Office, Melbourne, Victoria: SKM’s Environmentally
Sustainable Design (ESD) Team assisted Sustainability Victoria in achieving
a certified 5 Star Green Star rating for the fit-out of its office. The fit-out also
achieved outstanding results in energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions
reductions, and additional to the Green Star achievement, with SKM’s assistance,
it was awarded a 5 Star NABERS Energy rating 12 months after occupancy.
Skilled Park Stadium, Gold Coast, Queensland: SKM combined up with
HOK Architects to design the new 27,000 seating capacity Stadium. Sustainable
features for the stadium include; rainwater harvesting and storage in a 320,000
litre catchment tank for pitch irrigation, a waste minimisation strategy, and initial
construction works have fully integrated 90% of the stadium fit out, resulting in
reduced construction waste.

Sinclair Knight Merz Power
ABN

37 001 024 095

Company Profile

Contact

David Whitehead

Phone

+61 7 3026 7150

Email

dwhitehead@skm.com.au

Web

www.skmconsulting.com

Address
		

32 Cordelia St
SW1 South Brisbane QLD 4101

Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading engineering, sciences and project
delivery firm with 42 major offices globally. SKM works in close partnership
with key clients in public and private sectors, providing independent technical,
strategic and commercial advice to deliver a wide range of projects. Wholly
employee owned, its team of approximately 6500 people come from a diverse
range of disciplines which include engineers, planners, architects, economists,
scientists, project managers and technicians. The company works across four
broad markets: buildings and infrastructure, mining and metals, power and
industry and water and environment.

Email us
Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading
engineering, sciences and project delivery
firm. Its purpose is to deliver a positive and
enduring impact on the world.

Current Export Markets
SKM has 42 major offices across Australia,
New Zealand, Europe, the Middle East,
South America and Asia

Target Export Markets
Asia Pacific, The Americas, Africa, Europe

Target Export Industries
Electricity generation, transmission and
distribution business either private owner
operators, government owned utilities and
aid agencies

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration, combustion and gasification,
electrical transmission, geothermal energy,
hybrid systems, hydroelectricity, hydro
energy, renewable generation, rural and
remote utility, solar photovoltaic, solar
thermal, tidal energy, waste energy, wave
energy, wind energy, advisory consulting to
the electricity sector.
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

SKM has been involved in the development of many renewable energy projects
and has experience in hydro power, geothermal power, solar photovoltaic cells,
solar thermal systems, wind turbines, energy from biomass (organic matter), and
energy from biogas (eg energy from waste gases at a sewage treatment plant).

Technologies & Capabilities
SKM’s strengths lie in its knowledge of technology, experience in the operation
of power plant and ability to delivery projects ranging from operational
optimisation to major new build undertakings. The following are just some
of the company’s capabilities.
Cogeneration – Work undertaken by SKM includes economic feasibility studies,
engineering design, procurement, construction management and commissioning.
The various projects include reciprocating engine prime movers with waste heat
recovery, combined cycle gas turbines, cogeneration schemes using waste
gases for the generation of power and heat, fluidised bed combustion of coal
washery wastes generating power and process steam and others.
Geothermal Drilling – SKM has over 25 years experience in the design and
supervision of geothermal drilling programs. Its drilling team has been directly
involved in completing more than 500 geothermal wells of varying depth (up
to 3500m) worldwide. SKM’s drilling experience includes large diameter wells
and slim-holes in all geothermal conditions, including reservoir temperatures in
excess of 320°C.
Hydro – SKM has more than 30 years experience in the development of
hydropower schemes ranging in output from 30kW to 700MW. SKM’s service
delivery extends to feasibility studies, design, specification, project management,
supervision of construction and commissioning of new schemes and due
diligence. It also has extensive experience of the planning and implementation of
rehabilitation and refurbishment.
Transmission Distribution – In support of its power generation capabilities, the
SKM team of engineers and advisers provide services to clients ranging from
national and regulated utilities, independent transmission providers and major
industrial users to water utilities, property developers and urban development
agencies. SKM has strong competencies in the design and analysis of power
systems and from this foundation, have developed complementary skills in asset
and regulatory management, scheme design and project management.
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Year Established

Company Background

1964

Established in 1964, the Sinclair Knight Merz Group represents the combined
strengths of a number of earlier practices. In recognition of the group’s global
expansion and the importance of equitable participation by all shareholders, a
major restructure of the group was implemented in 1999. SKM has experienced
outstanding revenue growth of approximately 30% annually over the past five
years. In 2007-08, SKM’s revenues broke the A$1 billion barrier for the first time.
SKM now employs about 6,500 staff in almost 50 offices around the world.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting, electricity generation,
engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, exploration services
relating to geothermal developments
specifically, project management,
technical consulting

International Projects
Olkaria II 64 MW Geothermal Power Development – Kenya World Bank

Management Team
Paul Dougas, Chief Executive Officer
Peter Scott, Non Executive Director
Tim Boyle, Chief Operating Officer Global
Binu Katari, Finance Director & Company
Secretary
Peter Mackellar, Area Manager Europe
Phil Lory Area Manager Asia Pacific,
Australia and New Zealand
Geoff Linke, Water & Environment General
Manager
Lesley Morris, Manager Water &
Environment

This project was a second stage expansion of geothermal power generation
at the Olkaria geothermal project in Kenya, consisting of an integrated
steam field and power plant of 64 MW capacity. SKM was the overall project
manager for the entire project. Services included steam field engineering,
power plant engineering, design reviews and contract co-ordination, and
project management.
Energy Regulator, UK
SKM is a Technical Adviser to the Great Britain Energy Regulator, OFGEM,
on changes to the GB Grid Code in the UK. The SKM strategic consulting
team is facilitating discussion and agreement between stakeholders and has
considerable experience in advising regulators, as well as existing and potential
redevelopers and owners of wind generation plant, distribution and transmission
system operators, on technical matters associated with wind farm and electrical
interconnector development and implementation.
Off-shore wind transmission connection studies, UK

Santo Rizzuto, General Manager Mining &
Metals

As part of the UK’s expansion of renewable generation capacity, SKM provided
technical consulting services to the developer of a 12000 MW off-shore
windfarm in relation to the available connection options.

Mark Clarke, Power & Industry General
Manager

Australian Projects

Michael Shirley, General Manager Buildings
& Infrastructure

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality Management System Standard
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008

›› Environmental Management System
Standard AS/NZS 14001:2004

›› Occupational Health & Safety
Management System Standard AS/NZS
4801:2001, OHSAS18001:2007

Technology or Patent/Ownership
CarbonEasy
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Australian Gas Light (AGL Southern Hydro), Victoria
The 140 MW Bogong Hydropower Project completes a cascade of four
hydroelectric power stations in the Kiewa Valley. SKM initially examined the
project pre-feasibility in 2001, including preliminary geotechnical appraisals, the
development of conceptual tunnel designs, preliminary power station design,
energy modelling and cost estimates. SKM prepared the concept design
and technical specifications for the EPC design-build contracts, including the
headpond, headrace tunnel, steel liner and penstocks, powerhouse and plant,
tailrace and transmission system connection.
Cogeneration at Unichema Industrial Plant Port Melbourne, Victoria
SKM was engaged by Detroit Engine & Turbine Company, to provide engineering,
procurement and contract management services for a 2 x 5MW cogeneration
facility. The facility includes two 5MW steam injected gas turbines with two 32t/h
supplementary fired waste heat steam generators. SKM is currently providing
on-going advisory services to Cogenco as part of a longer term technical
advisory role.

Sinclair Knight Merz Water & Environment
ABN

37 001 024 095

Company Profile

Contact

Alex Paton

Phone

+61 2 9928 2100

Email

information@skm.com.au

Web

www.skmconsulting.com

Address
		

100 Christie Street
St Leonards NSW 2065

Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading engineering, sciences and project
delivery firm with 42 major offices globally. SKM works in close partnership
with key clients in public and private sectors, providing independent technical,
strategic and commercial advice to deliver a wide range of projects. Wholly
employee owned, its team of approximately 6500 people come from a diverse
range of disciplines which include engineers, planners, architects, economists,
scientists, project managers and technicians. The company works across four
broad markets: buildings and infrastructure, mining and metals, power and
industry and water and environment.

Email us
Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) is a leading
engineering, sciences and project delivery
firm. Its purpose is to deliver a positive and
enduring impact on the world.

SKM has qualified environmental scientists, engineers, planners, economists,
hydrogeologists and social scientists with specialised skills in all facets of
environmental management. SKM has a broad portfolio of projects across
a range of industry sectors. Services include environmental planning and
management; environmental engineering; natural resource management; water
engineering; spatial and communication and stakeholder engagement.

New Zealand, Europe, the Middle East, the
Americas and Asia

To help clients report their activity data, SKM developed CarbonEasy, a
straightforward and easy tool to use, that interfaces between the activities of
an organisation and the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting System
(NGERS). SKM can now harness the technology within CarbonEasy to streamline
the reporting process for clients across all its market sectors.

Target Export Industries

Technologies & Capabilities

Water and environmental, resources, power
and energy, buildings and infrastructure
projects

Environmental Planning and Management – The planning and management
team at SKM assists clients to achieve sustainable environmental outcomes for
their projects by seeking the best possible use of land, with the most desirable
environmental and socio -economic outcomes, while minimising impacts on the
environment.

Current Export Markets

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Biomass, carbon capture and storage,
desalination, renewable generation, waste
energy, waste management, water quality
monitoring, water saving technologies, water
footprinting, managed aquifer recharge,
climate change adaptation and mitigation

Year Established
1964

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Environmental Engineering – SKM is at the forefront of developments in
environmental engineering. Individual projects range in size from small specialist
studies into a particular issue for example odour emission or pump specification
to major water treatment plants in Sydney, New South Wales, and sewerage
projects for Bangkok.
Natural Resource Management – Natural resource managers are required to
balance the variety of economic, social and environmental demands. SKM has a
suite of software tools and programs that support its activities such as mapping,
assessments and planning.
Water Engineering – SKM’s professional services encompass the total
water management cycle from dams engineering through to the re-use
of treated wastewater. These services have kept pace with technological
developments arising from climate change and ongoing water shortages in the
Southern Hemisphere.
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Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Business consulting, engineering
consulting, engineering design, engineering
services, environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting

Established in 1964, the Sinclair Knight Merz Group represents the combined
strengths of a number of earlier practices. In recognition of the group’s global
expansion and the importance of equitable participation by all shareholders, a
major restructure of the group was implemented in 1999. SKM has experienced
outstanding revenue growth of approximately 30% annually over the past five
years. In 2007-08, SKM’s revenues broke the A$1 billion barrier for the first time.
SKM now employs about 6,500 staff in almost 50 offices around the world.

Management Team
Paul Dougas, Chief Executive Officer
Peter Scott, Non Executive Director

International Projects

Tim Boyle, Chief Operating Officer Global

Action Program for Water Resources, China

Binu Katari, Finance Director &
Company Secretary
Peter Mackellar, Area Manager Europe
Phil Lory Area Manager Asia Pacific,
Australia and New Zealand
Geoff Linke, Water & Environment
General Manager
Lesley Morris, Manager Water
& Environment
Santo Rizzuto, General Manager
Mining & Metals
Mark Clarke, Power & Industry
General Manager
Michael Shirley, General Manager Buildings
& Infrastructure

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality Management System Standard
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008

›› Environmental Management System
Standard AS/NZS 14001:2004

›› Occupational Health & Safety
Management System Standard AS/NZS
4801:2001, OHSAS18001:2007

Awards

›› Winner of the 2008 Environmental
Business Journal Gold Medal for
Business Achievement

›› Project Innovation Award from Australian
Water Association for the Shepparton
Irrigation Modernisation Project, VIC

›› Winner of the NSW Local Government
and Shires Association’s (LGSA) NSW
Stormwater and Urban Waterways Award
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This World Bank, with co-financing from AusAID study addressed the critical
water sector issues for all of China. The study recommended a comprehensive
action program of policy changes, infrastructure investments and water
management reform, including consideration of the potential for massive transfer
of Yangtze river water to north China using a South to North Transfer Canal. As
lead firm, SKM coordinated tasks and monitoring of the work program.
Coastal Wetlands Protection and Development Project, Vietnam
The key objective of the project was to re-establish coastal wetland ecosystems
and sustainably protect their aquatic productivity and coastal protection
functions. The project created a Fully Protected Zone along 460 km of coastline
in the Mekong Delta and successfully:

›› Rehabilitated mangrove forests by planting over 37 million trees
›› Preserved coastal ecosystems and limited erosion
›› Enhanced coastal incomes and livelihoods by solving land ownership
problems and resettling over 10,000 people

›› Improved living conditions through construction of transport, education, health
and community infrastructure, and

›› Reduced economic risks faced by coastal villagers through extensive training
and the introduction of improved farming and aquaculture practices and
alternative income streams.
Kalu Ganga Water Supply Project, Sri Lanka
SKM was appointed by Leighton Contractors to provide engineering designs
for the costing of a 90-MLD water supply project serving Greater Colombo, Sri
Lanka. Scope of work includes civil and structural designs of the water treatment
plant, and civil, structural and mechanical designs of the transmission pipelines,
two pumping stations and two river intakes.

Australian Projects
Gold Coast Desalination Plant, Queensland
With a capital value of A$1.12 billion, the project includes the desalination plant
construction and intake/outlet tunnel, marine and network pipeline engineering.
Air Quality Management Plan M5 East, Sydney, New South Wales
SKM was commissioned to develop an air quality management plan for the region
surrounding the M5 East Motorway. A number of management options were
investigated to provide the most cost effective benefit for the invested capital.
Shepparton Irrigation Modernisation Project, Victoria
SKM is a member of a consortium created for the FutureFlow project, spread
across more than 1000 sites across Victoria. The A$275 million project involved
upgrading outdated irrigation systems within an extremely tight 24 month
timeframe in response to decade-long drought conditions.

SMEC
ABN

32 065 440 619

Company Profile

Contact

Tim Corlett

Phone

+61 3 9514 1500

Email

tim.corlett@smec.com

Web

www.smec.com

Address
		
		

Level 4
71 Queens Road
Melbourne, VIC 3004

Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation (SMEC) was born from Australia’s
single biggest engineering project, the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric
scheme, and over the years has grown into a multi-disciplinary engineering
and development consultancy that consistently ranks in the world’s top 100
international design firms. With nearly 40 years’ experience, 3600 staff, and
offices throughout Australia and in 25 cities around the world, SMEC has an
international reputation for excellence and a proud record of achievement. SMEC
has completed over 5000 projects and delivered a vast range of management
services across Australia and in more than 80 other countries.

Email us
SMEC is one of the largest Australian
based international consultancies providing
infrastructure planning, design and project
development services.

Current Export Markets
Africa, Middle East, East Asia, North Asia,
Pacific, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh

Target Export Industries
Mining, Infrastructure, Ports and maritime,
Urban development

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration, Combustion and gasification,
Desalination, Electrical transmission,
Energy storage, Geothermal energy, Hybrid
systems, Hydro electricity, Hydro energy,
Renewable generation, Rural and remote
utility, Solar photovoltaic, Solar thermal,
Tidal energy, Waste energy,
Waste management, Water quality
monitoring, Water saving technologies,
Wave energy, Wind energy, Asset planning
and master planning

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Beyond Australia, SMEC’s international network of more than 20 subsidiary
and associated companies reaches across Central, North and South East
Asia, Africa, the Middle East and the Pacific. SMEC’s clients include an array of
international funding and aid agencies, government organisations and private
sector companies.

Technologies & Capabilities
In addition to quality professional services for transport, urban and social
development projects, SMEC also delivers innovative solutions in environment,
energy and water.
Water Services - SMEC’s international project portfolio includes both urban and
rural water supply, sewerage, drainage and sanitation. SMEC has undertaken a
wide variety of water infrastructure projects across two thirds of the globe.
Environmental Services - SMEC provides integrated environmental services
across the globe including, impact assessment studies, climate change
adaptation, renewable energy, water resource studies, master planning,
waste management, environmental management, pollution control and
GIS mapping. SMEC’s environmental services cover specific in-country
regulatory requirements, while also incorporating international guidelines such
as Equator principles.
Industrial and Power - SMEC provides specialist consultancy and design
expertise to all areas of the energy and power industries, including
comprehensive engineering, procurement and management services.
SMEC’s portfolio of projects covers the full spectrum of services relating to
electricity generation, energy consumption and network rehabilitation with full
expertise in hydropower, wind, solar, and thermal power, electrical networks
and energy efficiency.
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Year Established

Company Background

1970

SMEC was forged from Australia’s biggest-ever engineering project, the Snowy
Mountains Scheme, a massive 25-year long multipurpose project (1949-74)
involving hydropower, roads, bridges and infrastructure that drew highly skilled
engineers from all parts of the world. The success of the Scheme was such that
in 1970 the Australian government formed the Snowy Mountains Engineering
Corporation (SMEC) to consolidate the technical and management expertise of
the engineers responsible for one of the civil engineering wonders of the world.
SMEC was corporatized in 1989 and privatised by sale to staff in 1993.

Fields of Commerce
Construction services
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Environmental consulting
Exploration services
Project management
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Pula Herath – Global Manager Water
and Environment

Building on the company’s solid reputation in international consulting and
development work, SMEC opened a series of international regional offices
in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and the Pacific during the 1990s. SMEC’s
growth continues today with a number of acquisitions to complement SMEC’s
existing profile.

International Projects
EcoPark, Hong Kong

Malcolm Spears – Australian Manager
Water and Environment

SMEC has been engaged by the Serco Guardian Joint Venture to carry out
environmental monitoring and auditing of EcoPark, a 20ha facility in the northwest of Hong Kong houses waste recycling and environmental industries.

Zaglul Khandkar – Manager
Environment International

Eastern Nile Irrigation and Drainage Study, Ethiopia and Sudan

Luke Palfreeman – Chief Technical Principal
Tim Corlett – Manager Environmental
Approvals and Sustainability

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Quality management (ISO 9001:2008)
›› Environmental management (ISO
14001:2004)

›› OHS management (AS 4801:2001)
›› Risk management (AS 4360:2004)
›› SMEC is also certified to the following
international standards with SAI Global –
ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004

Awards

›› BRW ANZ Private Business Awards Winner of the award ‘Most Successful
Private Business Trading Overseas (Asia)’

›› AWA NSW Water Industry Awards
›› NSW Infrastructure Project Innovation
Award, Tallowa Dam Fishlift

Funded by the African Development Bank, the objective of the feasibility study is
to improve water use efficiency and productivity on selected irrigation schemes in
Ethiopia and Sudan. The study includes 50,000 hectares of irrigation schemes in
Sudan to develop an integrated approach to irrigation and drainage development
in the Eastern Nile sub-basin which will improve food security, poverty reduction
and sustainable natural resource management.
North Korea
This US$275 million project to renovate and modernise wastewater treatment
plants in Pyongyang city is particularly important as water discharged from
the plants enters the Taedong River, a source of drinking water for millions
of residents of Pyongyang and other downstream cities. Measures include
strengthening the capacity and modernisation of booster-pumping stations.

Australian Projects
Blue Water Joint Venture, Sydney, New South Wales
In order to secure Sydney’s water supply for the next 50 years, the Sydney Water
Corporation is overseeing construction of a A$1.7 billion, 250 ML/d desalination
plant for Sydney. SMEC has been appointed as the Independent Verifier for the
design and construction component of Sydney’s Desalination Plant.
Biogas, New South Wales
SMEC carried out initial development for a 3MW biogas generations system at
a large piggery and abattoir. In addition to providing electricity to the site and
the grid, the power plant also would provide heat to the abattoir at various tie in
points, displacing energy sourced from LPG.
Agricultural Greenhouse Strategy, Australia
SMEC produced a Greenhouse Inventory Scorecard that will provide an accurate
means for the on-going calculation of greenhouse gas emissions at the farm and
manufacturing level. This scorecard forms the basis for a Greenhouse Action Plan
that will outline specific measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions across
eight agricultural sectors and improve productivity.
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Softwood Plantation Exporters
ABN

43 070 030 410

Company Profile

Contact

John DeLorenzo

Phone

+61 3 5272 2966

Email

john@spemanagement.com.au

Web

www.spemanagement.com.au

Softwood Plantation Exporters (SPE) is a partnership between Hancock Victorian
Plantations (HVP) and Associated Kiln Driers (AKD Softwoods). HVP manages
250,000 ha of softwood and hardwood plantations in Victoria with an annual
harvest volume of above 3 million cubic metres while AKD’s sawmills and plants
process over 350,000 cubic metres of softwood sawlog and treated timber.

Address
		
		

PO Box 7041
Pakington Street
Geelong West, VIC 3128

Email us
Softwood Plantation Exporters is an
Australian owned company, located in
Victoria, formed to process and ship
softwood woodchip for export sale.

Current Export Markets

SPE was formed during 1996 to find additional markets for sawmill chip and
forest thinning. A major feature is that the supply of softwood chip is from the
owners’ plantations and sawmills. Supply is guaranteed on a long-term basis
from directly owned logs and chip, with additional supply potential available from
other sources.
Chip exported through SPE is predominantly Pinus radiata with current operations
65% chip from forest thinning and 35% sawmill chip. The uniformly high radiata
chip quality makes the product an ideal feedstock for a variety of pulp uses.
Major end use is bleached kraft pulp and thermal mechanical pulp.
SPE is Australian owned and is able to supply customers’ softwood chip
requirements across Asia.
In December 2004 SPE achieved Forest Stewardship Council Chain of Custody
Accreditation (FSC).

Japan

Target Export Markets
China, India, Korea

Target Export Industries
Biomass
Biofuels

Type of Business Sought
Export

Technologies & Capabilities
SPE Management Pty Ltd is a joint venture operation based in Geelong. The two
JV partners are AKD Softwoods and HVP Plantations.
Melbourne-based HVP is Australia’s largest private timber plantation company,
with over A$800 million in assets. HVP manages around 245,000 hectares
of land across Victoria, including 50,000 hectares of native vegetation for
conservation. HVP annually supplies some three million tonnes of softwood
(pine) and 300,000 tonnes of hardwood (eucalypt) to sawmillers, panel
producers and pulp and paper mills in Australia and overseas. HVP invests over
A$10 million a year in plantations in Victoria, annually planting around 5,000
hectares of pine and eucalypt.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy
Biomass
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Year Established
1996

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products

Management Team
John DeLorenzo - Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
FSC COC & FSC CW Certification

AKD Softwoods is a fully integrated plantation forestry and timber processing
company producing a wide range of value-added pine products. AKD is 100
per cent Australian-owned and has a processing capacity of 400,000 cubic
metres of sawlog per annum, some of which is harvested from 6000 hectares
of company owned and managed land, with the remainder sourced from
plantations in the south-west region of Victoria.
SPE’s Chipmill comprises a 125-foot radial crane and drum debarker with
associated screening, rechipping and conveying systems. Maximum chip mill
capacity is 450,000-500,000 green metric tonnes (GMT) pa. Chip produced
is high quality. Shipments are guaranteed to meet customers’ exacting
chip specifications.
Low bark content assists in achieving high pulp yield with little waste or pulp
discolouration. Radiata pulp is now recognised as a high quality input to
bleached kraft and thermal mechanical pulpwood lines in Asia.
Pinus radiata chip used in bleached and un-bleached Kraft pulp lines provides
high burst and tear strength. High pulp brightness is also a characteristic. Overall,
the high proportion of sawmill chip combined with average chip age provides for
good pulp characteristics and yield.
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Solahart Industries Pty Ltd.
ABN

45 064 945 848

Company Profile

Contact

Robert Frazer

Phone

+61 2 9684 9475

Solahart has been a market leader in solar hot water systems for more than
55 years in Australia and has sold over a million systems worldwide. Systems
are available to suit all climates and geographic locations. In 1953 Solahart
developed a method to harness the sun’s natural energy as a way to heat water,
long before human induced global warming was even heard of. In 1978 the
Solahart 300L/80GE solar hot water heater was introduced, receiving worldwide
recognition. This led to the development of an international dealer network to
provide Solahart hot water heaters to the world.

Email
Web

www.solahart.com

Address
1 Alan Street
		

Email us
Solahart is the leading manufacturer of
solar hot water systems in Australia and
around the world, providing solar hot water
to over one million Australian households
and businesses, and exporting to over 80
countries worldwide.

It is widely known that energy consumption has a huge and serious effect
on the environment. The energy we use every day emits harmful greenhouse
gases which contribute to climate change. Electric water heating is the biggest
contributor to household greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for around 25%
of the average home’s carbon footprint. Solahart’s solar hot water heaters use
the sun’s natural energy, thereby saving households on water heating energy
consumption and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 3 to 3.5 tonnes every
year, which is the equivalent of taking a four cylinder car off the road.
Today Solahart has manufactured over a million solar water heaters, installed in
over 80 countries on every continent around the world.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Solahart is currently active in countries
across every continent. The company’s
products are being exported to over
80 countries

A Solahart hot water heater uses the sun’s natural energy to heat water. All
Solahart collector panels are coated with a dark, heat-absorbent surface. This
coating absorbs the suns rays and heats the fluid in the collector panel. As the
fluid heats, it rises to the top of the collector panel and into the tank where it
displaces cooler fluid which flows in to the bottom of the collector panel where
the process is repeated. The greater the temperature difference between the
fluid in the collector panels and the water in the tank, the faster the flow between
them. All systems also feature an electric or gas booster to ensure hot water
regardless of the weather. Solahart has three main types of water heater, each
using different technologies to harvest the sun’s energy:

Target Export Markets
Worldwide

Target Export Industries
All customers requiring hot water, for
domestic, commercial or industrial usage,
of any scale whether 100 litres per day or
more than one million litres per day.

›› Thermosiphon – operates on the principles that dark objects attract heat, and
hot water rises.

›› Split Systems – water is circulated from the tank through the collector panels
by an electric pump called a ‘circulator’.

›› Synergy Heat Pump – this water heater does not have collector panels but
Type of Business Sought
Export

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

uses efficient heat pump technology to extract heat from the surrounding air
to heat water like a fridge in reverse or an air conditioner on reverse cycle.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Energy storage
Solar thermal

Solahart’s beginnings date back to 1901 in Perth when two entrepreneurs formed
SW Hart and Co Plumbers and Ironworks to manufacture tanks, troughs and
sinks for the pioneering community. In 1953 the company developed a method
to harness the sun’s natural energy as a way to heat water, thus Solahart was
born. By the mid 60’s Solahart started developing models to suit all Australian
climates and was providing solar hot water to households and businesses
all around the country. Today over a million Solahart products have been
exported to over 80 countries around the world. Since 2001, Solahart has been
part of Paloma Co. Ltd., an international leader in solar hot water heating and
space heating.

Year Established
1901

Fields of Commerce
Engineering design
Manufacture of products
Product installation

Management Team
Chris Mundy, General Manager
Robert Frazer, International Manager
Denis Avery, Business Development
Manager

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO 9001-2008
AS/NZS 2712-2002
SolarKeymark (Europe)
CSTB (France)
ETL (USA)
IAPMO (USA)
SABS (South Africa).

Awards
Premier’s Award for Excellence, Western
Australian Industry and Export Awards, 2009.
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International Projects
Saadiyat Island Worker Accommodation Village, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Largest solar water heating installation for domestic hot water in the world.

Solar-Gem Pty Ltd.
ABN

50 136 478 521

Company Profile

Contact

Khimji Vaghjiani

Phone

+61 2 8006 6965

Email

khimji@solar-gem.asia

Web

www.solar-gem.asia

Address
		

12 Sanctuary Place
Chipping Norton NSW 2170

Many people around the world do not have reliable energy sources, and must
substitute with kerosene, wood, or candles. This takes away valuable resources
from the global economy as well as polluting the environment with carbon
emissions. Solar-Gem aims to alleviate this by providing a complete turn-key
system for solar powered house and street lighting in on and off-grid locations.
The Solar-Gem team is ideally equipped and positioned to design and deploy
reliable and affordable solar powered off-grid lighting systems anywhere
in the world.

Email us
Solar-Gem aims to provide affordable offgrid energy based on solar technologies
to the 1.6 billion people still without
electricity, and lighting in rural and
regional populations.

Current Export Markets
Indonesia
Fiji
Africa
India
UAE

Target Export Industries
Energy companies
NGO’s aid agencies
Corporate social responsibility units

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Energy storage
Renewable generation
Solar photovoltaic

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

One Solar-Gem unit is sufficient to run a small appliance such as a fan, or
provide power to light six rooms using new-generation LED lights, which use one
sixth of the power of conventional lighting. Systems can be connected together
to increase the total power output for use in schools, community centres, offices
or hospitals.
Conventional solar power systems can be difficult to install and may only have
a lifespan of as little as 18 months, making them unsuitable for many remote
locations. Solar-Gem has tackled this problem with an industrially-designed
modular approach that is easy to install and guaranteed to last at least 10 years.
The technology is cheap to use and Solar-Gem has developed a unique tariff
system that allows for capital-led deployment where users pay for power as they
use it, with both pre-pay and post-pay options.

Technologies & Capabilities
Solar-Gem has developed a microprocessor-controlled power management
system that maximises the longevity of its lead gel acid batteries and uses
amorphous photovoltaic solar cells that are less prone to damage than glass
solar panels. It is designed specifically for remote locations, is small and light
enough to be carried by two people, and requires no specialised skills or tools
for installation.
Each unit allows for additional loads such as laptops, fans and small TV’s to
be powered from additional battery and solar panels. This makes the SolarGem solution unique from other solar powered lighting products. The system
uses specialised lead gel acid batteries and microprocessor-controlled power
management technology which is guaranteed for up to 10 years, in comparison
to three years for most systems available today.
Solar-Gem battery technology uses patented technology combined with a
microprocessor controlled energy management system and a billing module
which can enable energy companies and governments to deploy the solution as
a viable business model generating revenue.
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Year Established

Company Background

2008

Solar-Gem’s milestones include:

Management Team
Khimji Vaghjiani, CEO
Dr Bruce Robbins, CTO

››
››
››
››

Sale of units in Congo with NGO to be use in a hospital emergency ward
Units to energy company in Western Australia
Units to mining company in Sydney, New South Wales
Trail of solar home systems in India with Ministry of Renewable Energy.

Dr David Snowdon, Technology
Iftekhar Pathan, Indian Director

International Projects
India

Awards

›› G’day USA Australian Innovator of the
year 2010

›› Finalist in the Premier’s NSW
Export Awards

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Applied for patent
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Solar-Gem is in the process of installing units at a UN Heritage site in
Maharashtra. A trial site has been established in UNESCO world heritage site,
Elephanta Island off the coast of Mumbai, India. In addition Solar-Gem is in
discussions with state and regional customers for installing Solar-Gem systems
in communities, malls, shops and government buildings.
Congo
The units are being installed in a hospital.

SRA Information Technology
ABN

13 055 972 908

Company Profile

Contact

Jim Rowe

Phone

+ 61 8 8995 0000

Email

jim.rowe@sra.com.au

Web

www.sra.com.au

Address
		
		

Level 1
30 Smith Street (The Mall)
Darwin, NT 0800

SRA Information Technology is a software development company that uses
IT to provide better environmental outcomes. SRA consultants can advise on
environmental data management from source to report and understand the
need for robust and easy to use information management solutions. In addition
to custom application development and related services, the company has
an extensive background and specialised business knowledge in the areas
of environment and sustainability, natural resource management, community
welfare and compliance and approvals. A significant part of SRA’s IT solutions
catalogue is providing environmental monitoring data management, data
warehousing, reporting and real-time displays.

Email us
SRA Information Technology provides
environmental information management
solutions supporting the environment,
community health and energy and
carbon management.

Current Export Markets
Singapore, South Africa, USA

Target Export Markets
ASEAN
Hong Kong
Canada
South Africa
USA
Russia
Mongolia

Target Export Industries
Mining
Government authorities
Utilities
Manufacturing

SRA solutions are comprehensive yet totally flexible enabling the client to focus
on just one, or incorporate all, of the following areas.

››
››
››
››
››
››

Water
Pollutant emissions
Energy and greenhouse gas management
Weather
Waste
Biodiversity.

Technologies & Capabilities
SRA’s flagship product, EnviroSys, is a comprehensive enterprise platform
for corporate sustainability reporting. EnviroSys enables management and
understanding of an organisation’s total environmental footprint in an integrated
way; handling energy, greenhouse gases, water, weather and all pollutant
and emission information equally well; and providing integrated reporting at a
corporate level.
EnviroSys is a web-enabled enterprise software platform for corporate
sustainability management and reporting. It collects and processes raw data for
automated reporting or it can accept semi-processed data from higher in the
supply chain, depending on the needs of the organisation. It operates on an
active basis by polling, auto loading and validating data. The web-based solution
offers accessibility anywhere, anytime and is adaptable to new monitoring
requirements. In addition to this, EnviroSys provides for real-time analysis,
dash boarding, scheduled reporting capabilities, integration of spatial and
temporal data sets and informs when events are triggered. EnviroSys solutions
are configured ‘out of the box’ to cater for requirements in a variety of sectors
including: mining, oil, gas, ports and all levels of government in the areas of
pollutants, emissions, greenhouse gases, energy, water, biodiversity and waste.
Some other examples of EnviroSys’ capabilities include: reporting on greenhouse
gas emissions for carbon accounting systems; monitoring water salinity and
water quality; and mine site monitoring for personnel exposure to dust, light,
temperature, humidity and noise.
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Type of Business Sought

Company Background

Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Operating since 1992, SRA Information Technology (SRA) has established
itself as an international provider of information technology business solutions.
The company currently employs over 80 staff with offices in Canberra, Darwin,
Adelaide, Perth and Singapore. SRA undertakes projects all over Australia, and
internationally in Singapore, USA, South Africa and New Zealand.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Water quality monitoring
Energy Consumption Monitoring
Carbon Emissions Reporting

International Projects
Singapore

Fields of Commerce

The Meteorological Services Division (MSD) is a division under the National
Environment Agency (NEA) within the Singapore Government. MSD planned to
significantly increase the capacity of its On-line Weather Monitoring Network
from approximately 6 Automated Weather Stations (AWS) to 64 in 2009. SRA
Information Technology was engaged to implement the EnviroSystm solution to
collate and report the data received from the new AWS network.

Software and ICT services

BHP Billiton Energy Coal, South Africa

Year Established
1992

Management Team
Steve Rowe – Chief Executive Officer

SRA has completed implementation of EnviroSys for BHP Billiton Energy Coal
South Africa operations. This completes the third stage of the global roll out for
BHP Billiton, and follows implementations for New Mexico Coal (USA) and Mt
Arthur Coal (NSW).

Shane Smith – Chief Operating Officer
Peter Greig – Chief General Manager

Australian Projects

Kevin Wohling – Sales Manager
Custom Solutions

National Pollutant Inventory, Canberra

Jim Rowe – Manager
Business Development

Awards

›› 2010 Highly Commended - Annual
Australian Mining Prospect Awards

›› 2010 Northern Territory Export and
Industry Awards

›› 2010 South Australian Top 20
Innovation Awards

›› 2008 EICTA Gold Cup for Excellence in
Engineering and Commercialisation

›› 2007 Telstra Australian Business
of the Year

The National Pollutant Inventory (NPI), maintained by the Department of the
Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts collects, reviews, analyses and
publishes emissions data from industrial facilities as well as aggregated diffuse
sources, and shows emission estimates for 93 toxic substances and the source
and location of these emissions. SRA was engaged to design and implement
the NPI Public Database – an application that would be capable of providing a
simple interface for non-technical public users whilst providing a mechanism
for the technical community to be able to access and request raw data for
various purposes.
BMA Coal, Queensland
BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance (BMA) is Australia’s largest coal miner and
exporter, and the world’s largest supplier to the seaborne coking coal market.
BMA realised the need for a solution that could manage the extensive spectrum
of environmental data across their operations and reduce data administration
overload and chose to implement SRA’s EnviroSys solution. BMA is now
able to capture all of the necessary data to ensure that they comply with all
legislative requirements.
Zero Waste, South Australia
This initiative was formed in 2003 to provide strategic policy advice, direction
to government and stakeholders, and funding for programs and projects that
maximise waste reduction and promote recycling and ecological sustainability.
SRA’s EnviroSys solution follows the waste lifecycle from the point of generation
to collection, transfer, treatment, disposal and waste reduction and diversion
practices. The working solution, renamed ZEUS, is an outcome from the
collaboration of State and local government, driving a new strategy for waste
avoidance and reduction, waste reuse and recycling, and waste disposal.
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Sungrid
ABN

69 127 275 370

Company Profile

Contact

Nichola Holgate

Phone

+61 8 9430 5179

Email

nichola@sungridsolar.com

Web

www.sungridsolar.com

Address
		

1/4 Bannister Street
Fremantle WA 6160

Sungrid is a Western Australian company that designs, manufactures and
distributes solar photovoltaic products. The company’s vision is to become a
global market leader in the manufacture and supply of affordable, high quality,
high efficiency solar panels. To achieve this, Sungrid is investing in the supply
chain, from manufacturing to distribution of the finished product, to ensure
greater control over quality.

Email us
Sungrid is an Australian solar energy
company that manufactures and supplies
high quality, high efficiency solar panels,
backed by industry leading warranties.
Sungrid continually improves the economic
efficiency of its solar panels, setting its
manufacturing quality and power tolerance
standards above international standards
to deliver the very best value proposition
for its customers.

Current Export Markets
New Zealand
UK

Target Export Markets
Europe
USA

Target Export Industries
Residential
Commercial
Government

The Sungrid difference: Sungrid solar panels give more power for longer.
Sungrid sets its manufacturing quality and power tolerance standards above
international standards to produce high quality, high efficiency solar panels. This
means that a Sungrid solar panel will consistently outperform the competition
by producing more electricity for a longer period of time, backed by industry
leading warranties.

›› Power tolerance warranty of + 5% means that all Sungrid solar panels meet
or exceed their rated power output by up to 5% (compared to typical industry
standards of ±3%)

›› Performance warranty of 90% power output after 12 years and 85% power
output after 25 years (exceeding the industry standard of 90% after ten years
and 80% after 25 years)

›› Parts and workmanship product warranty of ten years (compared to the
industry standard of five years).
These warranties have created industry benchmarks that are second to none
and result in a unique value proposition for Sungrid products. Sungrid has also
developed a rigorous quality assurance system for its manufacturing facilities,
supported by regular independent assessments and inspections.
Sungrid is a dynamic and growing business and together with its team of
bright, energetic, professional people is building a culture of innovation and
aspiration. The team is delivering innovative energy solutions. Supporting this
team is an advisory board of leading Australian academics and industrialists
from the renewable energy and sustainability sectors. The company is involved
in emerging technologies and the manufacturing process, resulting in the supply
of high quality, field proven products. By leading innovation in this way, Sungrid
remains focussed on its goal, to drive the overall cost of solar photovoltaic
systems toward parity with traditional energy sources.

Type of Business Sought
Export
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Technologies & Capabilities

Solar photovoltaic

Sungrid provides a range of products including monocrystalline, polycrystalline
and amorphous panels, grid-interactive inverters, balance of system components,
as well as various mounting solutions for a range of installation needs.

Year Established
2007

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products

Management Team
Tim Ungar, Chairman
Howard Buckley, Chief Executive Officer
Phil Livingston, Executive Director Research
and Development
Peter Tiede, Company Secretary and CFO
David Hartley, Director Global Sales
Darren Anderson,
Director Technical Operations
Dawn Payne, National Sales Manager
Calvin Neale, Logistics Manager
Nichola Holgate,
Stakeholder Relations Manager
Mike Dymond, Senior Engineer
Paul Ridout, Project Manager
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Sungrid solar panels have a positive carbon payback and energy payback.
That is, the amount of carbon released and energy consumed to make the
solar panels is avoided (paid back) through sustainable, clean, emissions-free
electricity production within 1 to 4 years of operation. With an operating life of
20+ years, using Sungrid solar panels ensures a generous carbon reduction and
energy payback. The company is leading the way with its performance warranty
of 90% power output after 12 years and 85% power output after 25 years
(exceeding the industry standard of 90% after ten years and 80% after 25 years).
By raising the bar on performance expectations, Sungrid has driven industry
standards higher.
The company has succeeded in driving down the price of solar panels,
through performance excellence and power output, meaning more affordable
solar solutions for everyone. All Sungrid products are independently verified
by the Research Institute for Sustainable Energy at Murdoch University in
Western Australia.

Company Background
Established in 2007, Sungrid has grown from a small West Australian company
into a leading solar photovoltaic panel innovator. The company currently
manufactures and supplies high quality solar panels to installation companies
across Australia and New Zealand and has recently established a UK office for
the European market and is building business in the USA.

Sunpower Corporation Australia
ABN

67 009 066 380

Company Profile

Contact

Annabel Wiseman

Phone

+61 8 9477 5888

Email
		

annabel.wiseman@		
sunpowercorp.com

Web

www.sunpowercorp.com.au

Address
		

16 Belgravia Street
Belmont, WA 6104

SunPower Corp. (Nasdaq: SPWRA, SPWRB) designs, manufactures and delivers
one of the highest efficiency, highest reliability solar panels and systems
available today. Residential, business, government and utility customers rely on
the company’s quarter century of experience and guaranteed performance to
provide maximum return on investment throughout the life of the solar system.
Headquartered in San Jose, Calif., SunPower has offices in North America,
Europe, Australia and Asia. For more information, visit www.sunpowercorp.com.

Email us
SunPower Corporation designs,
manufactures and delivers the highest
efficiency, highest reliability solar panels
and systems available today.

Company Background
Founded in 1985, SunPower Corporation designs, manufactures and delivers
the planet’s most powerful solar technology broadly available today. Residential,
business, government and utility customers rely on the company’s experience
and proven results to maximise return on investment. Headquartered in San
Jose, California, SunPower also has global offices in Australia, Germany, Italy,
Spain, Switzerland, Singapore, Korea, and Canada.

International Projects
Current Export Markets
North America, Europe, United Kingdom,
Australia and Asia

Target Export Markets
North America, Europe, United Kingdom,
Australia and Asia

Type of Business Sought
Manufacturer

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic
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Bavaria Solarpark, Germany
Germany’s Bavaria Solarpark is a 10.08MW project, consisting of 57,618 panels
covering 40 hectares. Upon completion in 2004, it was the largest solar power
plant in the world. After just one year, it was performing at 110% of expected
output and had been named the Best Renewable Project by Power Engineering
Magazine. The project generates enough solar energy to power 9,000 homes.
Shiseido Project, New Jersey, USA
In 2005, Shiseido enlisted SunPower to install a turnkey solar system and energyefficient lighting upgrades at its New Jersey facility. The installation of 3,464
panels has reduced energy consumption by 35%, and the combination with
energy efficiency upgrades has led to annual savings of $75,000.
Actiu Technology Park Project, Spain
The opening of the Actiu Technology Park in late 2008 marked Europe’s
largest rooftop PV installation. Actiu, is a leading Spanish specialist furniture
manufacturer, distinguished by its commitment to sustainable development.
For its new headquarters, Actiu chose to partner with SunPower because of
SunPower’s exceptional panel efficiency, extensive experience and 10-year
product warranty. The 17,800 panels cover an area of 45,000m² and produce
5.285MWp. The PV system not only produces enough electricity to meet the
Park’s own requirements, but also generates s surplus that is supplied to the
local community. The system also prevents the emission of 8.3 million kg of CO2
into the atmosphere.
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Year Established

Australian Projects

1985

Crowne Plaza Hotel, Alice Springs, Northern Territory

Listed Company
Nasdaq Listed: SPWRA

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Research and development

In late 2007, the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Alice Springs invested in a full audit
of energy-saving possibilities. The audit showed the enormous solar potential
of the hotel’s location in central Australia. That prompted a vision for a rooftop
photovoltaic installation, and soon led to a joint development between the owner
of the Crowne Plaza and the Alice Solar City Project (part of the Australian
Government’s Solar Cities initiative). The Crowne Plaza Hotel in Alice Springs now
boasts the largest commercial photovoltaic system in the Southern Hemisphere,
with 1,326 SunPower panels generating up to 80% of the hotel’s power, saving
the equivalent of 420 tonnes per year of CO2 emissions and up to €45,000 in
annual electricity costs.
Marble Bar and Nullagine, Western Australia
In late 2010 SunPower completed a 505-kilowatt solar power installation for
Horizon Power, a government-owned utility provides power to remote and
regional communities and resource operations in Western Australia. Located in
the east Pilbara region of Western Australia, the installation is the largest solar
tracking system in Australia and powers the world’s first high penetration, hybrid
solar-diesel power stations. The power stations will generate approximately 1,048
megawatt hours of solar energy per year and will produce 60 to 90 percent of
daily electricity needs.
The system uses SunPower solar panels, one of the most efficient solar panels
on the market today, and the SunPower T20 Tracker® system. The T20 Tracker
follows the sun’s movement during the day, increasing sunlight capture by up to
30 percent over conventional fixed-tilt systems, while significantly reducing land
use requirements.
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Tandex Pty Ltd.
ABN

97 004 905 971

Company Profile

Contact

Mel Buckley

Phone

+61 3 9729 6722

Email

melb@tandex.com.au

Web

www.tandex.com.au

Address
		

18 Gatwick Road
Bayswater VIC 3153

Tandex is an Australian owned company which has specialised in industrial water
treatment since 1971. It is now one of Australia’s leading and highly respected
water treatment companies for specialised industrial chemical manufacturing and
technology. The company provides a range of products and services primarily
aimed to assist people or companies that operate steam or hot water boilers and
recirculating cooling water systems. The company offers a range of chemical
additives to prevent the corrosive or scale forming action of water in boilers and
cooling circuits. These chemicals are proportionally dosed into the make-up
water at very low concentrations to ‘soften’ or condition the water. Tandex offers
efficient and cost effective maintenance of valuable plant equipment which
helps to achieve long term safe operation of steam or hot water boilers and
recirculating cooling water systems.

Email us
Tandex is one of Australia’s leading water
treatment companies in specialised
industrial chemical manufacturing and
technology. The company is an international
water treatment specialist in boilers and
cooling tower systems.

Current Export Markets
Tandex has agents and distributors in
Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, Kenya, Sri
Lanka, Hong Kong, Bangladesh, China,
Macau and Iraq.

Target Export Markets
India
China
Taiwan
Korea
Philippines

Target Export Industries

Tandex also offers a comprehensive water testing, inspection and assessment
service, mechanical servicing and cleaning program for cooling towers. In recent
years Tandex has invested heavily in developing new technologies and treatment
programs to suit individual conditions. The company also offers environmentally
friendly organic chemicals and food grade chemicals for boiler feed water
treatment, cooling water treatment programs and industrial water treatment.

Technologies & Capabilities
Tandex offers a wide range of water treatment chemicals, fuel additives,
maintenance chemicals, services, testing and equipment for a variety of
applications. The company has helped many customers achieve significant
savings in the overall maintenance and running costs of their steam raising and
cooling plants. To address the impact of industry on the environment, Tandex has
formulated an organic low toxicity product range.
The company also provides advisory services to help clients reduce fuel, water
and chemical consumption, and waste reduction strategies. Part of Tandex’s
reputation for quality is in its ongoing training for all Tandex service technicians,
in-house technical staff, administration and factory staff members. The training
program includes the new AIRAH accreditation for Water Treatment Service
Technicians. Tandex has been instrumental in developing the criteria for this new
training program in association with AIRAH, the Department of Human Services
and the water treatment industry.

Manufacturing industries, commercial and
processes that have heating and cooling

Type of Business Sought
Joint Venture/Partnership
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Water heating

Tandex is an Australian family owned company founded in 1971. In its early
years, Tandex developed new industrial water treatment products, including
a range of chemical additives specifically designed for corrosion prevention
and scale prevention of water in boilers, cooling water systems and various
maintenance applications. While this is still the company’s core business,
Tandex has expanded into provision of associated services as well as a range of
environmentally friendly organic products.

Year Established
1971

Fields of Commerce
Manufacture of products
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Imelda Buckley, Company Principal

International Projects

››
››
››
››

Many large manufacturing plants in various countries
Sugar plantations and mining industries
Palm oil mills
Power station.

Denis Buckley, Technical consultant
David Buckley, Operations
& Training manager

Australian Projects

Michelle Lawler, Administration Manager

The hospital has used Tandex treatments since 1995 for boiler feed water.
Tandex has also introduced the hospital to steam and condensate line treatment
to improve efficiency.

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› Many Tandex products hold approvals
from Australian and US government
departments for use in food
manufacturing or processing plants.

›› Tandex’s services all comply with the
Australian Standard AS 3666-1989
and incorporate Victorian Health
Department Guidelines.

›› AIRAH accreditation for Water Treatment
Service Technicians
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Warrnambool Hospital

UGL Infrastructure
ABN

96 096 365 972

Company Profile

Contact

Anthony Johnston

Phone

61 2 9492 1545

Email

anthony.johnston@ugllimited.com

Web

www.ugllimited.com

Address
		
		

Level 6
40 Miller Street
North Sydney, NSW 2060

UGL Infrastructure Limited is a broad based infrastructure services company
engaged in industrial maintenance, manufacturing, engineering and business
process outsourcing services for blue-chip companies and governments
throughout Australia, New Zealand, Asia, North America and parts of the Middle
East. UGL services a broad range of industry sectors through its four operating
businesses: UGL Infrastructure; UGL Rail; UGL Resources and UGL Services.

Email us
UGL Infrastructure is a multi-service
business offering construction, engineering,
operational and maintenance services
to the power, water, road systems,
communications and defence industries.

UGL INFRASTRUCTURE
UGL Infrastructure has been operating as a provider of engineering solutions to
the infrastructure sector for more than 50 years, and today employs more than
2,200 people, operating in a wide range of roles and locations.
UGL Infrastructure had annual revenue of approximately A$800 million and
began the 2010 financial year with an order book in excess of A$2 billion and
expectations of continued strong growth.
Through partnerships with international companies such as Alstom, GE, Balfour
Beatty and Mitsubishi, UGL Infrastructure is able to offer its clients the world’s
leading technology and best practice.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

New Zealand, Asia Pacific and
North America – power and water
infrastructure installations, building and
environmental services

UGL Infrastructure’s capabilities span many forms of infrastructure types and the
business is divided into five major offerings:

Target Export Markets
New Zealand, Asia Pacific: Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, China, Hong
Kong, India, Americas: Canada, Brazil,
Middle East

Target Export Industries
Power and water infrastructure
Transport systems – rail and road

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licensing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

››
››
››
››
››

Water
Power
Road systems
Communications
Defence.

The company has the capability, experience and systems in place to support
customers throughout the entire asset lifecycle, from conceptual engineering
design, project management and construction through to continuing asset
management, and maintenance services.
POWER
UGL Infrastructure provides total solutions in all power disciplines including
transmission, distribution and generation. With a long history of construction,
maintenance and an extensive design team, UGL Infrastructure has a proven
capability in delivering and maintaining highly technical, complex projects within
the power sector.
WATER
UGL Infrastructure is a leader in all aspects of water and wastewater design,
construction and operations and maintenance services. The company offers clients
innovative process solutions, rigorous detailed design, comprehensive construction
services and long-term operations and maintenance support. A notable strength of
the company is its in-house engineering and design capabilities.
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Specialist Areas of Expertise

Company Background

Bio energy, Biomass, Cogeneration,
Combustion and gasification, Desalination,
Electrical transmission, Energy storage,
Hybrid systems, Hydro electricity,
Renewable generation, Rural and remote
utility, Solar photovoltaic, Solar thermal, Tidal
energy, Waste energy, Waste management,
Water heating, Water quality monitoring,
Water saving technologies, Wind energy

UGL was founded over 100 years ago as a small engineering construction firm in
Perth, Western Australia, called United Construction, and has grown to a publicly
listed infrastructure and industrial services company with market capitalisation of
around A$1.5 billion and revenue in excess of A$4.4 billion in the financial year
of 2010. United Construction listed on the ASX in 1994 and changed its name
to United Group Limited in 1997. As part of its growth strategy UGL has since
acquired numerous businesses.

Year Established
UGL has been established over 100 years

Listed Company

International Projects
Britnell to Wesley Creek Line, Canada
This A$280 million project consisted of construction of two substations at either
end of a 243km, 220kV overhead transmission line.
Stratford Peaker, New Zealand

ASX Code: UGL

UGL Infrastructure was engaged to design, install and construct the A$80 million
plant for the first two power turbines in the region.

Fields of Commerce

Australian Projects

Construction services
Electricity generation
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Engineering services
Fabrication of components
Manufacture of products
Product installation
Product maintenance and servicing
Project management
Technical consulting

Verve Energy Project, Western Australia

Management Team

Melbourne Water Project, Victoria

Richard Leupen - Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer

A$120 million project will significantly improve the quality of water discharged into
Bass Strait. UGL and partners will provide design and construction services, and
also participate in the initial operation and maintenance of the plant.

Rob Bonaccorso - Chief Financial Officer
Paul Long - Chief Administration Officer
Jean-Paul Wallace - Chief Legal Officer
Andy Summers - Chief Executive, UGL
Infrastructure and UGL Rail

Certifications and Quality Approvals

›› AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008 - Quality
Management Systems

›› AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004 - Environmental
Management Systems

›› AS/NZS 4801:2001 - Occupational
Health and Safety Management Systems

›› AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management
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UGL Infrastructure will provide engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)
services for Verve Energy’s High Efficiency Gas Turbine (HEGT) construction
project. This is only the second installation of such systems in the southern
hemisphere, and positions the business as a leading EPC contractor for open
cycle gas turbines. The A$190 million project is due to be completed in 2012.
Transgrid Western 500kV Development, New South Wales
UGL was awarded the design and construction of one of the largest power
infrastructure projects ever contracted in Australia. This A$200 million project
will see development of four new 500/330kV substations to augment the major
transmission network between Wollongong, Sydney and Newcastle.

Gibson Island Alliance Project, Queensland
UGL Infrastructure and its partners in the Gibson Island Alliance are working
with the Queensland government to construct the A$2.5 billion Western Corridor
Recycled Water Project. The plant is a key part of the A$9 billion South East
Queensland Water Grid and will be Australia’s largest recycled water project and
the third largest advanced water treatment project in the world. Its final capacity
will be 100 million litres a day.

Verve Energy
ABN

58 673 830 106

Company Profile

Contact

Daniel Thompson

Phone

+61 8 9424 1888

Email

daws@verveenergy.com.au

Western Australia is rich in natural resources including energy resources such as
wind and solar. As the largest state in Australia, numerous remote diesel power
stations operate to supply communities that are too distant to connect to the
South West Interconnected System (SWIS).

Web

www.verveenergy.com.au

Address
		

15-17 William Street
Perth WA 6000

Email us
Verve Energy is Western Australia’s leading
energy producer. It owns and operates
power stations which have a combined
capacity to produce 2967MW of electricity.
The company is also at the forefront in
developing sustainable energy solutions,
using wind, bioenergy and solar energy.

Target Export Markets
Countries which rely on remote diesel
power stations to supply their communities.

Target Export Industries
Electricity utilities, energy associations and
power generation developers.

Type of Business Sought
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership

Verve Energy is Western Australia’s leading energy producer. It owns and
operates power stations in the SWIS, which extends from Kalbarri in the north,
east to Kalgoorlie and south to Albany, and have a combined capacity to produce
2967MW of electricity. Verve Energy’s generating portfolio includes green energy
with wind farms on the SWIS at Albany and Kalbarri, and in the remote towns
and communities of Esperance, Bremer Bay, Hopetoun, Denham and Coral
Bay. Verve Energy also owns a solar facility at Kalbarri and a pilot bioenergy
plant at Narrogin.
Verve Energy is actively involved with increasing the amount of renewable
energy in the state with the installation of new wind farms, biomass plants and
large scale solar PV facilities. The company is at the forefront in developing
sustainable energy solutions using these technologies. Verve Energy has a high
level of in-house expertise in renewable energy and is actively progressing three
wind farm projects, at Milyeannup on the south coast, Mumbida near Geraldton
and Grasmere near Albany, while also evaluating energy storage, and solar and
bioenergy projects. The company has achieved world leading wind penetration
levels, integrating wind turbines with remote diesel power stations throughout
the State.
Verve Energy is aiming to reduce its carbon intensity through measures such as
installing high efficiency gas turbines, retiring old generating plants, improving
the efficiency of existing generators and investing in renewable energy projects.

Technologies & Capabilities
Verve Energy has a team of engineers and scientists devoted to planning,
building and operating renewable energy systems, ranging in capacity
from 0.6MW to multi MW. Verve Energy has expertise in wind, solar and
bioenergy technologies and the company is developing a range of sustainable
energy projects.
Wind-Diesel

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Energy storage
Hybrid systems
Renewable generation
Rural and remote utility
Solar photovoltaic
Wind energy
Wind-diesel

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Remote communities which rely on diesel fuel for electricity generation were
targeted in Western Australia as the cost of diesel generation is significantly
higher than that on the SWIS. Wind turbines in the right locations can
dramatically reduce the reliance on diesel fuel, in some cases as much as 50%
per annum. Verve Energy has particular expertise in using wind turbines running
in conjunction with diesel power stations to maximise wind penetration and
minimise diesel fuel consumption. Its sites have experienced wind penetration
(the proportion of total electricity demand that is supplied by wind) as high as
100% instantaneously, and as great as 60% when averaged over an entire year.
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Year Established

Company Background

2006

Verve Energy is a Western Australian State Government owned company. Its
current renewable energy generation portfolio has a capacity of about 35MW
with the objective of extending this by 250MW over the next 10 years. With
expertise in solar, wind and bioenergy projects, the company has plans to
further expand its capabilities in sustainable technologies both within Australia
and abroad.

Fields of Commerce
Electricity generation
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Production installation
Project management
Technical consulting

Management Team
Shirley In’t Veld, Managing Director
Tony Narvaez, General Manager Strategy
and Business Development
Daniel Thompson, Manager
Sustainable Development

Certifications and Quality Approvals
Environmental Management System
ISO 14001

Australian Projects
Coral Bay Wind-Diesel System, Western Australia
Verve Energy installed a wind farm at the remote town of Coral Bay in August
2007. The three 275kW wind turbines tap into the area’s abundant wind resource
and are backed up by a new efficient low-load diesel power station which
includes a flywheel energy storage system. The wind turbines, which can be
lowered if a cyclone threatens the town, are actively controlled by a control
system to maximise wind energy production while maintaining electricity quality
of supply standards. The power station comprises seven 320kW special diesels
called low load diesel generators for their ability to operate continuously at low
load levels. This low load operation, when combined with a 500kW flywheel
energy storage system allows wind penetration to reach an annual average of
60%. The power station is automated requiring minimal operator intervention.
The reliability and quality of the electricity supply in Coral Bay rivals that on the
main grid.
Hopetoun Wind-Diesel System, Western Australia

Awards

›› Engineers Australia, Engineering
Excellence Award – 2006

›› Engineers Australia, Engineering
Excellence Award – 2007

Hopetoun is an isolated town on the south coast of Western Australia. With an
excellent wind resource, Hopetoun’s electricity is supplied by Verve Energy from
two 600kW wind turbines combined with a power station comprised of eight
320kW low load diesel generators. The wind turbines are tightly controlled to
produce the maximum amount of wind energy they can while taking into account
the minimum load level requirements on the low load diesel generators and the
load demand at the time. Fuel savings in Hopetoun exceed 40% as a result on
the integration of these wind turbines.
Rottnest Island Wind-Diesel System, Western Australia
Rottnest Island is located approximately 18km off the coast of Perth, the capital
city of Western Australia. Verve Energy was engaged to install a sophisticated
wind-diesel system comprised of a 600kW wind turbine together with two
320kW low load diesel generators integrated into the existing diesel power
station. The system is unique in that during periods of high wind and light
electricity demand, surplus wind energy is used to power a desalination plant to
create potable water. The operation of this desalination plant is automated such
that it can be scheduled to run if water levels are low, or alternatively started
and stopped based on the availability of free wind energy. Wind penetration on
Rottnest Island averages 40% per year.
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Windlab Systems Pty Ltd.
ABN

26 104 461 958

Company Profile

Contact

Luke Osborne

Phone

+61 2 6175 4609

Email

luke.osborne@windlab.com

Web

www.windlabsystems.com

Windlab operates unique wind mapping and modelling software to identify
potential sites for development as wind power generation facilities. The
company’s track record in progressing commercially viable sites is reflected
in a growing portfolio spanning Canada, USA, South Africa, Australia and
New Zealand.

Address
		
		

Level 3, Boeing Centre
55 Blackall Street
Barton ACT 2600

Email us
Windlab’s success in identifying, securing
and developing sites is underpinned by the
expertise of our people and our worldleading wind mapping technology.

Current Export Markets
Canada
USA
South Africa
New Zealand

Target Export Markets
Asia Pacific
India
South America

Target Export Industries
Wind power
Renewable energy

Using science to identify good sites for wind energy production is key to the
success of our business. Windlab has a project development portfolio exceeding
4,500 MW of wind farm potential spread across the world. Wind monitoring
and feasibility studies are underway on much of this portfolio and the most
advanced projects began to move into construction in 2010. A further 4,000 MW
of potential is under negotiation with landowners as Windlab seeks to expand
its operations in the coming years. Windlab is now truly a multinational wind
developer with a large and diverse portfolio of sites at all stages of development
across Australia, North America and South Africa. The team has extensive
wind industry experience, including the development of the first commercially
operating wind farms in both Canada and Australia.

Technologies & Capabilities
WindScape™ is a world-leading atmospheric model used to locate wind energy
sites rapidly and cost effectively. It was originally developed by scientists within
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
before privatisation of Windlab. WindScape™ has been used to successfully
locate projects in all major wind energy markets. It finds locations with a viable
wind resource and then other data (such as powerline and land use maps) can
be used to examine the viability of sites. In short, it helps to pinpoint the right
spot for wind power.
WindScape™ is an atmospheric model designed to represent wind conditions
at any point on the globe. In its normal mode of operation, it takes synoptic data
gathered by the World Meteorological Association. This dataset is the result
of the collection and processing of wind speed, wind direction, temperature,
moisture, pressure and other atmospheric parameters over the entire globe. This
raw data is collected and interpolated onto a global latitude/longitude grid and
then undergoes analysis that ensures it remains consistent with a number of
conservation laws known to govern large scale atmospheric dynamics.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Electrical transmission
Wind energy

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

2003

Windlab was formed in 2003 as the culmination of a long term research
program at the CSIRO. The company’s initial service was in assisting clients
locate, evaluate and develop sites. The company has also been able to assist
governments and the United Nations in developing the wind power industry.
In 2005 the company began developing wind energy projects, initially within a
successful joint venture with Investec Bank and later in its own right.

Management Team
Mark Sinclair, Chief Executive Officer
Mark Carroll, Chief Financial Officer
Nathan Steggel, President North America
Keith Ayotte, Chief Technology Officer
Luke Osborne, Operations Manager
Richard Mackie, General Manager Africa
and Asia

In 2007 the company successfully raised capital to accelerate an expansion into
North America, with lead financing provided by Innovation Capital. More recently
property development firm Lend Lease invested in Windlab. The company recently
announced that construction had begun on two projects that it had co-developed
with other parties; Oaklands Hill in Victoria and Collgar in Western Australia.

International Projects

Awards

South Africa

›› Winner of the 2009 ACT Chief Minister’s

Windlab has been operating in South Africa since 2007 and has established
a portfolio of fourteen sites under development in partnership with Investec
Bank and GDF Suez. Windlab is also developing a number of additional sites in
its own right.

Export Awards (Emerging Exporter)

›› BRW’s 2008 & 2009 Fastest 100 list
Technology or Patent/Ownership
WindScape™

Canada
Windlab is presently working in central Alberta on a number of projects
potentially totalling over 1000 MW. There is also a number of projects in
development in British Columbia.
United States
Windlab has a number of developments in the works focussed in the Western
and Midwestern states.

Australian Projects
Oaklands Hill, Victoria
The Oaklands Hill wind farm is a 32-turbine project located three kilometres
south of Glenthompson and is on track for completion in the fourth quarter of
2011. The wind farm is expected to deliver enough clean, renewable energy to
supply more than 30,000 households and save more than 185,000 tonnes of
greenhouse gases each year.
Collgar, Western Australia
Construction is underway on this exciting development between Investec Bank
and Windlab. Located 25km south east of the township of Merredin on the West
Australian wheat belt. It is now considered one of the best wind sites in the world.
At 206 megawatts the project will consist of 111 wind turbines and have the
capacity to provide approximately 164,000 homes, which is over 3 percent of the
State, with a clean, emissions-free source of electricity generation over the coming
years which energy retailer Synergy has agreed to purchase from the site.
Kennedy, Queensland
Kennedy Wind monitoring has begun at Windlab’s largest project to date.
Located near Hughenden in Queensland it has the potential to deliver enough
electricity for the houses of Townsville and Mount Isa combined. Windlab is
waiting for a decision from the Queensland and Federal governments on whether
to continue with an isolated generation system or to connect to the National
Electricity Grid via a clean energy corridor. This is a transmission line that would
support wind power and other clean energy sources in the region.
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Wizard Power Pty Ltd.
ABN

15 008 636 495

Company Profile

Contact

Lisa Robey

Phone

+61 2 6162 3456

Email

lisa.robey@wizardpower.com.au

Wizard Power is an Australian solar technology development company
headquartered in Canberra, Australia’s capital city. Wizard Power’s mission is to
make a positive contribution to global clean energy production. At the heart of
Wizard Power’s technology portfolio are:

Web

www.wizardpower.com.au

›› The Big Dish solar thermal concentrator and associated construction systems

Address
		

GPO Box 3002
Canberra ACT 2601

Email us

patent pending. The Big Dish is the world’s largest and highest performance
paraboloidal dish solar concentrator capable of generating temperatures of
over 2000oC for superheating steam or powering thermochemical energy
conversion and storage.

›› World leading, patent pending, mirror panel technology for Big Dishes and
other solar concentrators.

›› A suite of patent pending thermal and thermochemical solar energy
Wizard Power uses Australian technology
and expertise to deliver clean, renewable
energy from the world’s most abundant
energy resource – the sun.

Target Export Markets
Asia Pacific
Americas
Africa
Middle East
Southern Europe

Target Export Industries
Solar power generation
Process heat (including high temperature
+1,000°C) for industry, energy storage,
thermo-chemical processes (e.g. transport
fuels such as coal to liquids)

Type of Business Sought
Export
Licencing
Joint Venture/Partnership
Opportunities for R&D collaboration

storage systems.
These technologies enable the delivery of utility-scale, zero emission thermal
and electrical energy for dispatchable power applications. The Australian
National University in the ACT developed the first versions of the Big Dish
technologies over a period of more than 30 years. Wizard Power has developed
the commercial versions of the Big Dish technologies and has a range of patents
pending. Wizard Power licences the use of these technologies, provides the
mirror technology and a range of associated consulting services internationally.
Wizard Power provides the technology, support and systems integration services
necessary to facilitate the development of solutions and projects using these
technologies. Where appropriate Wizard Power undertakes solution specific
research and development.
In addition to these technologies, Wizard Power is also developing hightemperature solar gasification solutions for the conversion of coal, biomass and
other carbonaceous materials to liquid fuels, plastics and fertilisers.

Technologies & Capabilities
Wizard Power is a solar energy technology provider specialising in large
concentrating solar dish technology. The 500 m2 ‘Big Dish’ technology is the
world’s largest paraboloidal dish solar concentrator, capable of efficiently providing
highly concentrated solar radiation to power a variety of applications such as
high-temperature direct steam generation, thermo-chemical energy conversion
processes, micro turbines, concentrating photovoltaic collectors and more.
The Big Dish technology is designed for deployment in large solar fields, for
power production measured in tens to many hundreds of megawatts.
Wizard Power does not construct Big Dish power plants, but rather provides the
Big Dish technology under licence including the Big Dish design and the Factoryin-the-Field construction methodology. Wizard Power does however provide the
mirror panels for dishes.

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration
Combustion and gasification
Energy storage
Renewable generation
Solar thermal

A ‘typical’ application without energy storage is a solar dish field that generates
super-heated steam to power a standard Rankine cycle thermal power block.
Advanced applications, including energy storage for dispatchable power
generation and production of transport fuels using solar powered gasification of
coal and other carbonaceous materials, are under active development by Wizard
Power and its partners.

Year Established

Company Background

2005

Wizard Power Pty Limited was incorporated in 2005 to commercialise
concentrating solar thermal technologies originally developed by the Australian
National University, where research and development into solar thermal
concentrator and thermochemical energy conversion and storage systems began
in the early 1970s.

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting
Construction services
Early commercialisation of IP
Electricity generation
Engineering consulting
Engineering design
Manufacture of products
Outsourced manufacture of company IP
Project management
Research and development
Technical consulting
Training and workshops

Management Team
Tony Robey, Executive Chairman
Artur Zawadski, GM, Business Development
Joe Coventry, Senior Engineer
Jason Chapman, Manufacturing
Systems Consultant
Lisa Robey, Marketing and
Communications Manager

Technology or Patent/Ownership
Wizard Power has several patents pending
in relation to the collection, transmission
and storage of solar energy through thermal
and thermochemical means, as well as in
relation to dish manufacture, solar panel
mirrors and their manufacture.

Since 2005 Wizard Power has improved, extended, replaced, complemented
and supplemented these technologies and has developed a best-practice
project deployment methodology and tool-set, the Factory-in-the Field.
Together, these enable the deployment of utility-scale solar power plants that
deliver dispatchable thermal and electrical power. The innovative nature of the
technologies and their commercial potential has been recognised by State and
Commonwealth Governments with over A$11 million in grant funding to assist
with their commercialisation and demonstration.

International Projects
In October 2006 Wizard Power established a representative office in Beijing,
China to assist with business development in the Chinese market as well as
procurement of specialist equipment for international projects. Since then Wizard
has been approached about numerous international projects, the majority
centred in India and the USA.
In India, Wizard has established partnerships with a number of Indian
power project developers and has several potential projects in sizes ranging
from 50MW to 325MW at various stages of development. The Indian
Government’s commitment to 20GW of solar power by 2022 is driving many
of these opportunities.
In the USA, Wizard has undertaken a pre-feasibility study for a 290MW
solar power plant. Wizard has also undertaken a detailed sizing and costing
consultancy for a 50MW solar power plant in the USA for Lockheed Martin. There
is strong demand for solar power in the USA and Wizard expects that this will
continue to grow in response to recent policy announcements.

Australian Projects
Development of the Whyalla Solar Oasis project, a 40MW solar power plant that
will utilise Wizard Power’s Big Dish technology, is expected to commence shortly.
Located 4km north of Whyalla in South Australia project will comprise of 300
Big Dishes generating 66GMH of solar electricity each year. The project is being
developed by the Solar Oasis Corporation and is supported by a $A60 million
grant from the Commonwealth Government of Australia’s Renewable Energy
Development Program.
At an adjacent site, Wizard is developing a Solar Storage demonstration plant
as part of our Whyalla Research and Development Facility. The Solar Storage
plant will deliver a unique and internationally significant demonstration that the
intermittent nature of solar energy is not a barrier to large-scale commercial
power production.
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WorleyParsons Carbon Capture & Storage
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Peter Brooks

Phone

+61 7 3239 7499

Email

peter.brooks@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
WorleyParsons is a leading global provider
of professional services to the resources
and energy sectors and complex process
industries. WorleyParsons provides
comprehensive ‘source to sink’ services
for carbon capture, transportation and
storage developments, from the earliest
stages of evaluation to fullscale delivery
and monitoring.

Current Export Markets
Worley Parsons has 137 offices across 40
countries worldwide

Target Export Markets
Global

Target Export Industries
Carbon capture and storage projects and
related services

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership, Total
Project Delivery Solutions in CCS –
Consortium Participant/Leader

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Carbon capture and storage

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
WorleyParsons has been at the forefront of carbon capture and storage (CCS)
for many years, authoring some of the early CCS reports for governmental
agencies such as the United States Department of Energy, and performing
research for next generation power plants. Recently WorleyParsons completed
the Global CCS Institute’s first landmark project on the worldwide assessment
of CCS projects. Working with global alliance partners, WorleyParsons provides
comprehensive services for carbon capture and storage developments, from
the earliest stages of evaluation to full-scale implementation and monitoring.
WorleyParsons’ CCS specialists offer customers innovative solutions for every
stage of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions management backed by years of
experience. To date, the company has over 250 CCS projects worldwide, and
over 20 years of global engagement on CCS technology related projects.

Technologies & Capabilities
The WorleyParsons global CCS team offers customers innovative solutions
backed by years of experience in the oil and gas, power, infrastructure and
minerals industries. Using proven partnerships with subsurface storage experts
Schlumberger Carbon Services, and regulatory and policy specialists Baker
& McKenzie, the company can support customers globally, across the entire
spectrum of CCS project delivery, including the following.

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

CCS program management
Facility audits, sustainability plans, permitting, and emissions modelling
CO2 capture process technology assessment, including R&D developments
Emissions treatment, control and monitoring systems
CO2 pipelines and compression, onshore and marine
Common user infrastructure, including pipelines and storage
Storage site selection and option evaluation studies, onshore and off-shore
Storage surface facilities and monitoring, including enhanced oil recovery
Injection and sequestration modelling, injection well design, and storage
monitoring

›› Hydro-geologic impact, groundwater monitoring and modelling, and remediation
›› Cost-benefit analyses and feasibility studies
›› CAPEX and OPEX cost estimates
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Year Established
1971

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

Fields of Commerce
Business consulting, engineering
consulting engineering design, engineering
services environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting, training
and workshops

Management Team
John Grill, Chief Executive Officer
William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects
David Housego, Chief Financial Officer
Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™
Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director
M & A, Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director Australia/
New Zealand
Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power
Brian Evans, Managing
Director Hydrocarbons
Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment
Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America
Stuart Bradie, Managing Director
Europe & Africa
Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada
Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO9001
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›› CCS economic business case modelling
›› Stakeholder engagement and public acceptance
›› Environmental impact, ecological mitigation and monitoring,
and risk assessments.
Furthermore, WorleyParsons’ EcoNomics™ and Carbon EcoNomics™ services
provide identification and quantification of both project-based and external risks
of the CCS program. Company experts then develop mitigation strategies that
reduce program risks to acceptable thresholds as efficiently as possible. These
evaluation steps help to pinpoint the CCS option that offers the maximum return
for customers.

Company Background
Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

International Projects
Global CCS Institute – Strategic Analysis: WorleyParsons was selected as
consortium leader to analyse the global status of CCS projects.
Encana – Weyburn CO2-EOR Program, Canada: WorleyParsons’ services
covered all phases of field development and EOR program design and
implementation, including scoping, planning, cost estimating, scheduling, FEED
and detailed design, permitting, construction management and field operations.
FutureGen Site Selection, United States: WorleyParsons evaluated fourteen
potential sites to determine the best locations for siting the federally proposed
275 MW FutureGen Plant. Key work completed during this project included
acquiring land options, infrastructure development requirements, carbon
sequestration target information and plume definition, and impact evaluation.

Australian Projects
Zerogen, Australia: As part of ZeroGen Phase One, WorleyParsons’ scope
included technology assessment and FEED. This involved process configuration,
definition of major system components, heat and mass balance development,
plant performance and emissions profiles, and characterisation for CO2 capture
and processing for geosequestration.
Large Scale Integrated CCS Network in Victoria – State of Victoria’s Department
of Primary Industries (DPI): WorleyParsons was commissioned to undertake
technical analysis for the implementation of large scale CO2 capture
technologies and CO2 transport in the Latrobe Valley between 2015 and 2020.
Macquarie Generation – Geo-Sequestration Compression and Pipeline Study,
Australia: WorleyParsons completed pre-FEED conceptual engineering of a 623
km CO2 pipeline in New South Wales. Three separate extraction technologies
were considered with varying degrees of water content.

WorleyParsons Carbon Services
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Paul Hardisty

Phone

+61 8 6263 7111

Email

paul.hardisty@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
Worley Parsons is a leading global provider
of professional services to the resources
and energy sectors and complex process
industries. This puts Worley Parsons in a
unique position to help customers manage
the risks and maximize the opportunities of
the emerging low-carbon economy.

Current Export Markets
Worley Parsons has 137 offices across 40
countries worldwide

Type of Business Sought
Export, Joint Venture/Partnership

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy, biomass, carbon capture
and storage, cogeneration, combustion
and gasification, desalination, electrical
transmission, geothermal energy, hybrid
systems, hydroelectricity, hydro energy,
pyrolysis, renewable generation, rural and
remote utility, solar photovoltaic, solar
thermal, waste energy, waste management,
water quality monitoring, water saving
technologies, wave energy, wind energy,
carbon consulting advice

Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
WorleyParsons’ vision is to be a leader in sustainability by helping customers
capture new markets and business opportunities created by the new energy
economy. WorleyParsons provides a broad range of technological, engineering
and management solutions to meet the carbon challenge. Particular areas of
focus are as follows.

››
››
››
››
››
››

Carbon consulting
Energy efficiency and recovery
Renewable energy
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
Advanced gas
Advanced coal.

Technologies & Capabilities
EcoNomics™ provides customers with the systems, technologies and expertise
to optimise and balance financial, social and environmental outcomes,
improving sustainability performance while enhancing profit and long-term
viability. To date, Worley Parsons’ services have helped customers achieve over
A$3 billion in environmental, social and financial value added from improved
decision making. Carbon EcoNomics™ examines the full life-cycle implications
of carbon management benefits or costs in other key areas, such as energy
consumption, water use, other emissions to air and water, and the implications for
biodiversity and communities. In addition to carbon services across all sectors,
WorleyParsons has a global carbon consulting service, offering unique expertise
in carbon advice.

›› Carbon Strategy and Policy – provides optimal strategic and policy positions
on carbon and helps improve shareholder, stakeholder and public reputation
through changes in carbon management.

›› Carbon Liability – helps customers understand their liabilities under
current and emerging regulations, including monitoring and disclosing GHG
emissions, resource efficiency and GHG inventory (foot printing) data.

›› Adaptation Strategy – positions business and government to adapt to the
physical changes resulting from a changing climate, including identifying fixed
asset risk.
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Year Established
1971

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

›› Carbon Inventory – carbon foot-printing for operations at every level, across
global platforms and regions, and streamlining facilities efficiency including
cost-effective carbon reductions.

›› Carbon Investment and Markets – identifies abatement business
opportunities for clients and work with investment partners to develop those
projects, within current carbon trading markets and mechanisms, including
carbon offsetting and investment in carbon credit generating projects.

Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Business consulting, electricity generation,
engineering consulting, engineering design,
engineering services, environmental
consulting, project management, technical
consulting

Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

Management Team
John Grill, Chief Executive Officer
William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects
David Housego, Chief Financial Officer

International Projects

Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Lifecycle Assessment, United States

Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director M & A,
Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director Australia/
New Zealand
Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power
Brian Evans, Managing
Director Hydrocarbons
Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment
Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America

WorleyParsons performed a life-cycle GHG assessment of a proposed off-shore
liquid natural gas (LNG) terminal. Scenarios were then used to evaluate LNG’s
impact on the regions’ overall carbon footprint.
National Carbon Accounting Assessment , United Kingdom
WorleyParsons was contracted to provide greenhouse gas management services
and build a bespoke PC-based tool allowing NGPHs asset managers to use and
estimate the potential carbon footprint from remedial activities on its sites.
Columbian Port Climate Change Risk Assessment, Columbia
WorleyParsons, in conjunction with alliance partners, conducted a climate
change risk assessment for a major port facility in Colombia. The final report
provided the port and the IFC with a robust analysis of climate-related risks and
opportunities for its business and selected the most financially and economically
viable adaptation measures.

Australian Projects
BHP – Olympic Dam Expansion Project, South Australia
WorleyParsons has undertaken a site-wide greenhouse gas emissions
assessment of the Olympic Dam Expansion project.
Sydney Water – Renewable Energy Generation Project, New South Wales

Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada

The REGP is a suite of renewable energy power plants, to use existing energy
sources within Sydney Water’s water and wastewater systems. With a combined
capacity of over 8 MW, the facilities are achieving significant cost savings and an
estimated CO2 abatement of over 50,000 tonnes per annum.

Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

Global CCS Institute -Strategic analysis of the global status
of CCS development

Stuart Bradie, Managing Director
Europe & Africa

The Global Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) Institute commissioned
WorleyParsons, Schlumberger, Baker & McKenzie and Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) to complete a strategic analysis of the global status of carbon
capture, transport and storage projects and technologies.
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WorleyParsons Energy Efficiency & Recovery
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Phil O’Neil

Phone

+61 3 8676 2685

Email

Phil.oneil@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
WorleyParsons is a leading global provider
of professional services to the resources
and energy sectors and complex process
industries. The WorleyParsons Energy
Efficiency and Recovery offering is tailored
toward existing operations, to identify
opportunities to use less energy and recover
energy traditionally lost to waste streams.

Current Export Markets
Worley Parsons has 137 offices across 40
countries worldwide

Target Export Markets
South East Asia, North America, Western
Europe and Middle East.

Target Export Industries
Mining, food and beverage, water utilities,
manufacturing and complex processing
industries e.g. chemicals, hydrocarbons,
minerals processing.

Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
WorleyParsons’ Energy Efficiency and Recovery offering is tailored toward
existing operations, where there is a continued and growing demand for energy
efficiency and recovery. WorleyParsons launched EcoNomics™ to convert
customers’ sustainability goals into tangible business solutions. EcoNomics™
provides the systems, technologies and expertise to optimise and balance
financial, social and environmental outcomes, improving sustainability
performance while enhancing profit and long term viability.

Technologies & Capabilities
Backed by an international project portfolio of over 100 process plants analysed
and implemented with energy improvements and over 80 process engineers
and other energy efficiency and recovery specialists, WorleyParsons has the
experience and expertise to deliver. WorleyParsons Energy Efficiency and
Recovery services include:
Energy Intensity Assessment – WorleyParsons’ range of Energy Intensity
Assessment services cover plant utilities and processes, identifying opportunities
to reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions.
Energy Efficiency – WorleyParsons uses approaches such as energy and mass
balances, as well as advanced analysis techniques and tools to identify, evaluate,
measure and track energy efficiency opportunities. The company’s engineers
have world class expertise in techniques such as pinch analysis to optimise
heating and cooling utilities and are well recognised for the management of
energy consumption and projects.
Energy Recovery – Energy Recovery is the conversion of heat, pressure or
chemical energy into mechanical energy and then often to electricity through the
use of conventional or low temperature cogeneration or mini hydro.

Type of Business Sought
Export

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Cogeneration, energy storage, waste
energy, electricity generation from thermal,
pressure and chemical energy recovery
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Year Established

Company Background

1971

Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

Fields of Commerce
Engineering consulting, engineering design,
project management, technical consulting

Management Team
John Grill, Chief Executive Officer
William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects
David Housego, Chief Financial Officer
Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™
Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director M & A,
Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director Australia/
New Zealand

International Projects
Recycle Energy Sdn. Bhd (RESB), Malaysia
WorleyParsons was engaged as the project management consultant.
The reclamation, reuse and recycling of various waste streams, including
its use for power generation, are central to WorleyParsons’ EcoNomics™
sustainability principles.
Nucor Steel Corporate, USA
WorleyParsons Gas Cleaning performed an energy assessment of 17+ Electric
Arc Furnace (EAF) meltshops within Nucor Steel and provided recommendations
and strategies to better monitor, control and minimise energy intensity.
Fonterra Cooperative Group Ltd, New Zealand
Combined risks of energy cost, energy supply and climate change led to
implementation of a company-wide energy efficiency project that has reduced
energy intensity by 15% over seven years, saving 2 PJ and 230,000 tonnes
CO2 annually.

Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power
Brian Evans, Managing
Director Hydrocarbons

Australian Projects

Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment

The ongoing energy partnership with SWC has helped to: develop an energy
management plan and energy efficiency strategy; complete a range of small
projects which have resulted in multi-million dollar savings; and technical and
commercial implementation of a range of new embedded power generation
assets (biogas and mini-hydro).

Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America
Stuart Bradie, Managing Director
Europe & Africa
Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada
Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO9001
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Sydney Water Corporation, New South Wales

Onshore and off-shore gas processing sites, Australia and New Zealand
More than 50 energy efficiency opportunities were identified and evaluated.
Seventeen opportunities were selected to progress to the capital approval
process with the potential to deliver annual benefits of over 400,000 GJ energy
savings and 28,000 t reduction in CO2 emissions.
Nyrstar
WorleyParsons was engaged to identify and recommend a strategy to minimise
fugitive emissions from the Slag Fumer Process Gas Train. WorleyParsons created
an off-gas system model using AFT’s Fathom Software. The modelling showed
that recommended modifications contributed to significant system pressure
drop reductions avoiding the need for 110 kW of additional fan power and the
associated capital investment to achieve greatly improved fume extraction.

WorleyParsons Environment
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Steve Davies

Phone

+61 2 8923 6856

Email

Steve.davies@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
WorleyParsons is a leading global provider
of professional services to the resources
and energy sectors and complex process
industries. Throughout the project lifecycle, WorleyParsons provides sustainable
environmental solutions that reduce risk
and integrate industry, the environment,
and the community.

Current Export Markets
Worley Parsons has 137 Offices across 40
countries worldwide

Year Established
1971

Listed Company
ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

Fields of Commerce
Construction services, engineering
consulting, environmental consulting,
project management, technical consulting

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO9001

Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
The Environment division of WorleyParsons works closely with all customer
sector groups to meet environmental requirements and provide solutions to
any environmental challenges encountered during the life-cycle of a project.
Customers range from small independent owner/operators to major multi-national
corporations, governments and international financial institutions, requiring
management of multi-million dollar projects.
WorleyParsons has been providing engineering services for 30+ years with a
track record that includes 7000+ environmental projects and 150+ EcoNomics™
Assessments. EcoNomics™ Assessment is a unique process which establishes
global best practice for integrating sustainability into project decision-making. By
quantitatively examining a full range of financial, environmental and social issues
relevant to the project, real economic optima can be identified, which maximises
profit while ensuring enhanced long-term sustainability.

Technologies & Capabilities
WorleyParsons environmental services cover the entire project life-cycle, from
data acquisition, decision making and design through to project implementation,
operations and decommissioning. Drawing on over 500 professionals in
environmental sciences, engineering, planning and management, WorleyParsons
selects multidisciplinary teams to meet the specific needs of each customer.
Expertise includes:

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Environmental planning, strategy and decision-making systems
Water resource evaluation, development, management and restoration
Biophysical, environmental and social analysis
Contaminated site assessment, remediation and restoration
Engineering planning and design
Waste management and wastewater treatment
Marine/aquatic sciences and engineering
Applied research and technology evaluation.

Through diagnostic, design and management services, WorleyParsons offers
customers the following benefits.

›› Environmental sustainability for corporations and governments
›› Reducing environmental liabilities and associated costs
Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory
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Management Team
John Grill, Chief Executive Officer
William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects

››
››
››
››

Corporate responsibility and addressing public concerns
Meeting regulatory requirements and international performance standards
Best practices management
Project life-cycle solutions.

David Housego, Chief Financial Officer
Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™
Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director M & A,
Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director Australia/
New Zealand
Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power
Brian Evans, Managing
Director Hydrocarbons
Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment
Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America
Stuart Bradie, Managing Director
Europe & Africa
Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada
Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

Awards

Company Background
Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

International Projects
Copperbelt Environmental Project, Zambia
WorleyParsons completed an environmental assessment of a proposed
environmental restoration project to address historical environmental liabilities
in the mining sector and facilitate the sustainable privatisation of the Zambian
copper industry. Over 100 mine sites and processing facilities were assessed.
Impact Assessment for the new Quito Airport, Ecuador
WorleyParsons prepared a full environmental and social impact assessment,
developed the final socio-environmental management plan that will be used
during construction and operations of the new airport and conducted an aquifer
study of the groundwater regime.
Leismer Expansion Project, Statoil, Canada
WorleyParsons completed an EcoNomics™ Assessment to determine the most
sustainable combination of power generation, steam generation and carbon
capture and storage to support the operation of a Steam Assisted Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) plant with an associated 45,000 bbl/day of bitumen production.

›› Gulf Canada Resources Limited –
Environmental Service Award (1996)

›› Brownfield Briefing Remediation
Innovation (BPRI) – Remediation
Innovation Award for Best Use of
Combined Treatment Systems (2005) –
Remediation of Former Gasworks Project

›› Powergen – Business Excellence,
Community & Environment Award (1999)
– Freeman’s Wharf Project

›› WA Department of State Development –
Golden Gecko Award for Environmental
Excellence (2005) – Apache String of
Pearls Wellhead Platforms Project

›› Engineers Australia – WA Engineering
Excellence Award – Environment (2004)
– Subiaco Wastewater Treatment Plant
Odour Control Project
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Australian Projects
Subiaco Wastewater Treatment Plant Odour Control Project,
Perth, Western Australia
WorleyParsons undertook all engineering design and equipment specification
work. The project was below target cost, was completed three months ahead
of schedule and was awarded an Engineering Excellence award in the
environmental category.
Dampier Supply Base Expansion Project, Australia, Western Australia
The expansion resulted in the total transformation of a small coastal facility into a
major regional ship servicing centre. WorleyParsons marine scientists provided
full environmental management and monitoring services.
Pilbara Iron Ore and Infrastructure Project, Australia, Western Australia
WorleyParsons was responsible for regulatory conformance and environmental
project management construction, complying with the Public Environment
Review (PER) and Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) for the FMG
45Mtpa iron ore development.

WorleyParsons Renewable Energy
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Paul Ebert

Phone

+61 2 4907 5371

Email

Paul.ebert@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
WorleyParsons is a leading global provider
of professional services to the resources
and energy sectors and complex process
industries. WorleyParsons has one of
the largest renewable energy groups in
the world, delivering major solar, wind,
geothermal and biomass projects around
the world.

Current Exp ort Markets
Worley Parsons has 137 offices across 40
countries worldwide

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Bioenergy, biocompost, biofuels, biomass,
carbon capture and storage, cogeneration,
combustion and gasification, desalination,
electrical transmission, geothermal energy,
hybrid systems, hydroelectricity, renewable
generation, rural and remote utility, solar
photovoltaic, solar thermal, tidal energy,
waste energy, water quality monitoring,
water saving technologies, wave energy,
wind energy

Year Established
1971
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Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
WorleyParsons has been providing a comprehensive range of professional
services to the power industry for over 100 years. From an in-depth working
knowledge of all power generation options and technologies, WorleyParsons
provides customers with the basis for selecting the best solution for future power
generation. WorleyParsons’ capabilities span the entire spectrum of renewable
energy technology, including solar (Concentrated Solar Power, Advanced Solar
Thermal and Photovoltaic), wind, biomass, geothermal, ocean power, and off-grid
applications. Currently, the company’s renewable energy project portfolio totals
9,000MW, which includes a single solar power project that will be 400 MW in size.
WorleyParsons’ capabilities and experience range across the entire asset lifecycle, from detailed engineering, through vendor quality assurance, construction
management to start-up and operations. The company’s staff of renewable
technology experts are backed by WorleyParsons’ world-renowned capabilities
and expertise in traditional power generation and environmental engineering.

Technologies & Capabilities
WorleyParsons’ capabilities span the entire spectrum of renewable energy
technology, including solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, ocean power and
multiple technology applications. Its Renewable Energy group provides the
capability and experience to adapt to changing power generation needs by
providing comprehensive services to the power industry in all aspects of
renewable project execution, including the following.

››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Owner’s engineer
Permitting and licencing
Project feasibility studies
Preliminary plant design
Plant site evaluation and selection
Specification preparation
Technology evaluation consulting
Substation and transmission design
Conceptual plant design
Detailed plant design

››
››
››
››
››

Procurement services
Cost/benefit analysis
Construction management
System modelling
Operations and
maintenance services

›› Performance prediction
›› Renewable portfolio
management support

›› Environmental impact studies.

Plant cost estimates
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Listed Company

Company Background

ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

Business consulting, construction services,
electricity generation, engineering
consulting, engineering design, engineering
services, environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting

Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

Management Team

International Projects

John Grill, Chief Executive Officer

Concentrating Solar Thermal Power Plants, United States and Spain

William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects

WorleyParsons is providing engineering support for development, conceptual
design and CEC permitting for two 250 MW parabolic trough solar power plants
located in southern California, an Integrated Solar Combined Cycle plant in
Florida, and two 50 MW plants in Spain.

Fields of Commerce

David Housego, Chief Financial Officer
Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™
Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director M & A,
Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director Australia/
New Zealand
Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power
Brian Evans, Managing
Director Hydrocarbons
Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment
Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America
Stuart Bradie, Managing Director
Europe & Africa
Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada
Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

Certifications and Quality Approvals
ISO9001
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21MW Biomass Power Plant , United States
WorleyParsons conducted the conceptual design and feasibility study for
a 21 MW co-generation biomass power plant designed to fire bagasse to
support a combined ethanol production and electricity power generating
facility. WorleyParsons developed the plant operating parameters, major
equipment specifications and various plant arrangement options to rank them
based on expected performance, bagasse demand, capital costs and critical
developmental issues.
Pacific Gas & Electric, Geysers H2S Pollution Abatement, United States
WorleyParsons was contracted as owner’s engineer to analyse and evaluate the
Stretford process used to eliminate hydrogen sulfide emissions problems at the
facility, design the Stretford process hydrogen sulfide removal systems, study
and identify candidate abatement processes for geothermal steam condensate
systems and provide evaluation from a technical, environmental impact and
economic standpoint.

Australian Projects
Advanced Solar-Thermal (AST) Initiative
This EcoNomics™ initiative will demonstrate how cost effective, utility-scale,
renewable energy can be delivered in Australia in the immediate future.
Sydney Water – 8MW Waste Gas Cogeneration and Mini Hydro Plants,
New South Wales
A truly innovative power generation project that reduces energy costs and the
impact on the environment by utilising gas produced in the wastewater treatment
process and harnessing the energy in the gravity fed water and wastewater flows.
Weld Range Iron Ore – Renewables Power Option Study, Western Australia
As part of a pre-feasibility study for the project, WorleyParsons was asked to
examine the costs and benefits of operating the proposed diesel power station in
parallel with one of four renewable energy options: wind turbines, concentrating
photovoltaic, flat plate photovoltaic, and solar thermal. The trademark
WorleyParsons Economics ™ Assessment was performed to identify the most
beneficial option over the life-cycle of the mine.

WorleyParsons Water
WorleyParsons
ABN

17 096 090 158

Contact

Steve Davies

Phone

+61 2 8923 6856

Email

steve.davies@worleyparsons.com

Web

www.worleyparsons.com

Address
		

Level 12, 141 Walker Street
North Sydney NSW 2060

Email us
WorleyParsons is a leading global
provider of professional services to the
resources and energy sectors and complex
process industries. WorleyParsons’ water
professionals have a broad knowledge
of water and wastewater treatment
processes. This skill set is complemented
by other engineering disciplines, enabling
complete water and wastewater projects
to be delivered.

Company Profile
WorleyParsons is a leading provider of professional services to the energy,
resource and complex process industries. WorleyParsons is organised into four
customer sector groups: infrastructure and environment, power, hydrocarbons,
minerals and metals. In these industries, the company’s services cover
the full asset spectrum both in size and life-cycle, from the creation of new
assets to services which sustain and improve the value of operating assets.
With approximately 30,000 personnel in 137 offices across 40 countries,
WorleyParsons combines extensive global resources, recognised technical
expertise and local knowledge to meet customer needs.
In today’s world, water is becoming increasingly scarce. Population growth,
climate change, expanding urbanisation and industrialisation are all part of the
challenges that severely effect water availability and consumption. WorleyParsons
strives to meet these challenges by combining industry know-how with inventive
approaches and innovative technologies, to provide customers with leading
services and the best solutions globally.
WorleyParsons’ Water Solutions consultants possess capabilities and skills
across areas such as water security, sustainable solutions, technology selection,
development of regulatory frameworks and approvals management, program
facilitation and advisory services. The water and wastewater team are also a
key part of the WorleyParsons EcoNomics™ initiative of profitably embedding
financial, social and environmental sustainability into project delivery across the
project or asset life-cycle.

Current Export Markets

Technologies & Capabilities

Worley Parsons has 137 offices across 40
countries worldwide

WorleyParsons Water Solutions consulting practice is a global network of
consultants providing water solutions across the whole water spectrum, from
resource management and abstraction to treatment and reuse. Consultants have
a particular focus on investigation, troubleshooting, conceptual and functional
design and advisory services. Areas of expertise include the following.

Specialist Areas of Expertise
Desalination
Rural and remote utility

Year Established
1971

›› Ground and surface water
›› Integrated water cycle management
plans and solutions

›› Water harvesting
›› Potable water treatment
including desalination

Listed Company

›› Municipal and industrial

ASX Listed in 2002
ASX Code: WOR

wastewater treatment

›› Water reuse and recycle including
aquifer storage and recovery

›› Pipelines and networks
›› Outfalls and intakes

Clean Energy and Environment Export Directory

›› Dams and hydraulic structures
›› Regulatory advice and approvals
›› Recycling and re-use, appropriate
schemes for irrigation, process,
non-potable and indirect
potable use

›› Biosolids management, including
beneficial re-use and waste to
energy solutions

›› Desalination, membrane
and thermal technologies,
including integrated power and
water solutions.
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Fields of Commerce

Company Background

Construction services, engineering
consulting, engineering design, engineering
services, environmental consulting, project
management, technical consulting

Wholohan Grill and Partners was founded by current Chief Executive Officer John
Grill in 1971. What started as a small Australian engineering consultancy grew
steadily throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, and in 1986 acquired the Australian
and Asian interests of Worley, an American based engineering firm with a
strong reputation in the off-shore oil and gas arena. A policy of diversification
saw Worley grow from its roots in the hydrocarbons sector into the power,
infrastructure and environment, and minerals and metals sectors. In 2002 Worley
became a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. In
2004 Worley acquired Parsons E&C. Today, the global enterprise has over 130
offices and nearly 30,000 personnel in 40 countries.

Management Team
John Grill, Chief Executive Officer
William Hall, Managing Director
Mega Projects
David Housego, Chief Financial Officer

International Projects

Paul Hardisty, Global Director Sustainability
and EcoNomics™

New Doha International Airport, Qatar

Craig Reeves, Managing Director
Corporate Services
Iain Ross, Managing Director M & A,
Strategy & CSG
Andrew Wood, Managing Director
Australia/New Zealand

WorleyParsons undertook the detailed design and provided procurement and
construction support for all elements of water and utility systems for new airport,
including a 28,800m3/day capacity wastewater plant. Through advanced analysis
techniques and engineering optimisation, WorleyParsons has introduced many
cost saving measures to reduce material, equipment and construction costs. This
performance has led to WorleyParsons being engaged to provide engineering
services for critical systems to a number of other contractors on the NDIA project.

Mark Trueman, Managing Director Power

Australian Projects

Brian Evans, Managing Director
Hydrocarbons

Office of Water Security, Adelaide, South Australia

Gordon Cowe, Managing Director
Infrastructure & Environment
Mark Southey, Managing Director Minerals
& Metals
David Steele, Managing Director Middle
East, China and South East Asia
Dr Robert Edwardes, Managing Director US
& Latin America
Stuart Bradie, Managing Director Europe
& Africa
Larry Benke, Managing Director Canada
Greg Clinnick, Managing Director
Risk Management

This project used WorleyParsons’ EcoNomics™ processes to provide a
full economic assessment of financial, social and environmental aspects.
WorleyParsons was engaged to undertake a life-cycle cost analysis of various
water supply options for the provision of a secure supply for Greater Adelaide, in
South Australia, until 2050 and an expected population of around 2 million.
Australian State and Local Government Water Utilities
WorleyParsons has teamed with other organisations including customers,
contractors and consultants to deliver the planning, design, construction and
commissioning of major water and wastewater projects, including the following.

›› Pimpima Watercycle Alliance as a sub-alliance partner for this project
delivering a biological nutrient removal and water recycling plant

›› Gibson Island Alliance delivering a 100,000 m3/day advanced water treatment
plant utilizing ballasted flocculation, micro filtration, reverse osmosis and
advanced oxidation to treat wastewater to drinking water standards

›› Water Distribution Alliance to design and construct a major transfer scheme for
desalinated water included a sensitive environmental crossing of Botany Bay

›› Brisbane Water Enviro Alliance – 4 major wastewater treatment projects plus a
micro filtration based recycling plant

›› Sunset Coast Alliance, delivering four wastewater treatment projects in
Western Australia

›› North Head PARR Alliance delivering major upgrades to one of Sydney’s
largest wastewater treatment plants

›› Maroochy STP Alliance as a sub-alliance partner for this project delivering a
municipal wastewater treatment project

›› Perth PRO desalination project as sub-alliance partner for a 143,000m3/day
seawater desalination plant.
The above projects typically involve integrated projects teams and contractual
arrangements based on achievement of key performance measures.
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Disclaimer
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does not accept any liability for loss arising from reliance on the contents of this work.
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